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CHAPTER ONE



INTRODUCTION

1:1 Background to the Study
Subnationalism in Nigeria is as old as the country and stems from the character of the Nigerian state which cannot be dissociated from the role the colonialists played in the creation of the country. Before the intrusion of the British into what is now known as Nigeria, the various ethnic and cultural groups that make up the country existed as autonomous political entities. These entities had their own political systems, social and religious values distinct from one another (Okafor 1997). The aim of the colonialists in bringing these entities together was purely for exploitation of capital.  To facilitate this, they employed divide and rule tactics so as to consolidate and preserve British foothold with little interest in the social, economic or political development of the country or its people (Asia 2001).
Consequently, British colonial policies, were not tailored to foster unity among the disparate groups that constitute Nigeria, rather it was intended to exploit the varied differences, create distrusts, suspicions and cleavages among them (Uzoigwe 1996). The entrenchment of these differences and competition among the ethnic groups to control the soul of the Nigerian state led to several violent confrontations between them prior to the country’s independence (Okafor 1997). The post-colonial regimes that succeeded the colonialists, instead of carrying out comprehensive reforms of the Nigerian state so as to reduce subnationalism, had largely continued the pattern of the receded colonialists (Adejumobi 2002). These successive post independence regimes failed to initiate far-reaching policy measures to coalesce ethnic differences into positive ventures that could create a pan Nigerian identity. Instead, most of the policies undertaken were rather aimed at suppressing ethnic consciousness and minimize the challenge it poses to the legitimacy of the state or the authority of the incumbent regime. The result of this is the heightened hegemonic contest for power at the centre by the ethnic groups that make up Nigeria.
This competition for ethnic domination has over the years, assumed varying forms in the politics of Nigeria. At one time or the other, the ethnic groups that are disadvantaged in this game have either attempted secession or had threatened to secede from the country. For instance, the attempt of the Igbo dominated former Eastern Region to transform into the Republic of Biafra between 1967 to 1970 was crushed by the Federal government, thus consigning that ambition to history. But since the end of that war, the Igbo who used to be part of the tripod on which the Nigerian state was established has been crying of marginalization and exclusion from full integration into the Nigerian society (Nnoli 2008). In the Niger Delta region, the minority ethnic groups perceive themselves as second class citizens of Nigeria, and have been crying out for recognition (Osaghae 1995, Ikelegbe 2001). This cry for recognition preceded the country’s independence, but the Ogoni uprising of the 1990s gave impetus and fillip to the agitations in that region and from which other groups have taken cue from. The same applies to the Yoruba where perception of injustice against the group, stems from the annulment of the presidential election held in June 1993, which was widely believed to have been won by a Yoruba man in the person of Chief Moshood Abiola.  The natural effect of all these developments is the emergence of groups as offshoots of these perceptions of marginalization portraying their activities as attempts to redress the marginalization of their particular ethnic group. 
But the Nigerian state has been a violent institution right from inception because it has sought to maintain control and hegemony in society through violent means as exemplified by the pattern of administration of the colonial and military regimes that dominated governance for the most part of the country’s history (Uzoigwe 1996, Obi 2004). Subnationalism tendencies were therefore suppressed because peaceful agitation and popular movements were visited with official violence and repression (Uzoigwe 1996).
Presently, the use of arms is not restricted to the state and as it is beginning to manifest in Nigeria because there is a tendency within the political society to use violence as an instrument of achieving political ends. Examples abound on how the political parties of the first and second republics recruited armed thugs, as a strategy to win elections. As such, the prevalence of violent ethnic movements which now seem to be flourishing is not new after all, as portrayed in some literature and commentaries. According to Madunagu (2000), the widespread resort to violence by primordial groups in Nigeria as a means to achieve their ends, stem from the nature of politics which compels every political organization at a certain stage of its development to acquire an armed wing. Some ethnic groups take advantage of their entrenched position in the government, to deploy the national army, the police and other security operatives as armed wings to further exclusive group interests. So whether it is called youth wing of a political party or cultural association, thugs, intelligence officers or bodyguards, these militarized forms have been used directly to push for power and political objectives. And so the background and precursor to the militarization of some civil society organizations sometimes referred to as ethnic militia groups, was the militarization of the state and politics in Nigeria (Udogu 1994, Adejumobi 2002). These varied organizations that are referred to as ethnic militias have different histories, goals and present action, their objectives range from the motive of drawing attention to the perceived marginalization of their ethnic group, serving as social pressure to influence the structure of power to redress perceptions of marginalization of their group or the extreme goal of outright dismemberment from the Nigerian political family. The implication of the statement above is that new forms of ethnic assertiveness have emerged. This new dimension of sub-nationalism is epitomised by ethnic movements that believe in violence as means to furthering parochial interests (Jason 2006). The point being made here is that ethnic consciousness has escalated from simple agitation of loose ethnic associations to the level where organised violence oriented groups with the audacity to carry arms are asking questions and demanding answers, thus directly challenging the legitimacy of the state.
This development has been observed across the country. For instance, the Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra (MASSOB) founded in 1999 is an Igbo dominated ethnic movement, the Oodua People’s Congress (OPC) is predominant in the Yoruba area and predates the return to democracy in 1999, but became more visible thereafter in their quest for a repositioned Yoruba nation in the politics of Nigeria. In the Niger Delta, the Movement for the Survival of Ogoni Peoples (MOSOP) founded in the 1990s, sparked the formation of loose armed groups that are based in that region such as the Niger Delta People’s Volunteer Force (NDPVF) and the Movement for the Emancipation of Niger Delta (MEND). These organizations are not only struggling to call attention to the despoliation of the environment of the delta due to oil exploration, but are also demanding that a good proportion of the resources exploited from their region be retained there so as to right the wrongs of years of deprivation.
In the North, the story remains the same, violent ethnic movements and militant Islamic bodies dot the area and these developments stem from the perception of marginalization and non-accommodation of pure Islamic way of life by the Nigerian political system. Prominent among these organizations in the North are the Arewa People’s Congress (APC) which emerged to counter the OPC, the ‘hambada’ and ‘hisbah’ which enforce sharia compliance in northern states.
Repression has formed the hallmark of the Nigerian government response to these manifestations of subnationalism. Instead of specifically looking at each of the cases, they have often been bunched into a basket and same treatment applied. This approach of the government to managing subnationalism does not permit the expression of grievances on discussion table but had rather tended to escalate the situation resulting in the frequent clashes between these groups and security operatives that often culminate into loss of lives. Government strategy has also centred on clampdown on the leadership of these organizations. Such reactions have not succeeded in abating the activities of these organizations but have rather intensified the spate of ethnic nationalism in Nigeria.
Therefore, the study aims at a comparative examination of ethnic militias as a form of subnationalism expression in Nigeria. Specific cases that were examined are the MASSOB and OPC which draw their membership from two of the three major ethnic groups in Nigeria. The study attempted to find out if these organizations emerged from spontaneous development in the political system or isolated cases emanating from different circumstances.
The study also probed the factors that led to the emergence of these groups, the motivation, participation and membership of the organizations. It examined the profile of the rank and file members and the strategies of recruitment into the organizations. The study also examined the tactics employed by these organizations to realize their professed objectives and attempted to ascertain the level of support of the two organizations from their publics whose interests they purport to project. Though Nigeria is the main focus of the study, similar developments in other parts of the world were highlighted. The aim is to draw lessons useful for nation building and better management of ethnicity for the country.

1:2 Statement of the Problem
The concept of ethnic militia in the context of Nigerian political development as a form of subnationalism expression is new; it wasn’t a surprise therefore that apart from popular media characterization, the body of literature that focuses on the subject is very scanty. It is this fact that makes it difficult to establish an acceptable criterion to determine which of the groups that parade the Nigerian landscape falls under the categorization of militia. But that apart, some of the ethnically based organizations in Nigeria have exhibited certain attributes of militia organizations, especially the tendency for violent behaviour and hierachical organization. Though these organizations spread across the country are diverse in nature and do not pursue the same agenda, the common thread that runs through all of them is the manifestation of subnationalism. For instance, Adejumobi (2002:2) sees these organizations as ‘youth based formations that emerged with the intention of promoting and protecting the parochial interests of their ethnic groups and whose activities sometimes involve the use of violence’. But subnationalism in Nigeria is not a new phenomenon and not restricted to particular sub-national groups in Nigeria, but rather applies to all sub-national groupings in the world. The locus for this has been pointed at the contradictions that attended the formation of the country. The coercive integration of disparate groups with diverse ways of life and orientations makes the expression ‘sub-nationalism’ natural. 
The proliferation of violent ethnic formations and groups in Nigeria raises the question of factors responsible for this development. The reasons advanced by the various ethnic militia groups making varying demands on the Nigerian state as justification for their activities relate to perception of injustice and marginalization of their ethnic groups within the context of the Nigerian political system. The realization of this has compelled the government to come out with measures aimed at addressing what is popularly referred to as the ‘national question’, which has been the reason for the persistence of sub-nationalism in the country. The containment approach of military administrations aggravated subnationalism and created the condition for its transformation into forms championed by emboldened ethnic organizations using violence as a means to accomplish their objectives. Included in these are MASSOB and OPC which purport to promote the interests of Nigeria’s two major ethnic groups of Igbo and Yoruba respectively. Establishing the degree of variability of these manifestations is imperative so as to identify, analyse and explain similarities and differences. 

1:3 Objectives of the Study
The broad objective of this study is to:-
	Carry out a comparative study of MASSOB and OPC as consequences of subnationalism in Nigeria
Other objectives are to:
	Examine the nature, character and modus operandi of MASSOB and OPC as militia organizations.
	To determine the extent to which MASSOB and OPC represent the aspirations of their publics.
	Examine the relationship between socio-economic conditions and the motivation of membership of MASSOB and OPC.

1:4 Research Questions
	What are the factors responsible for the emergence and persistence of ethnic militia groups in Nigeria? 
	What are the nature, character and modus operandi of MASSOB and OPC?  
	To what degree are MASSOB and OPC representative of the aspirations of their ethnic groups? 
	What socio-economic conditions created avenues for these groups to persevere and how similar are the motives that drive joiners?
 
1:5 Research Propositions
	The non resolution of the Nigerian national question is significantly responsible for the transformation of subnationalism into forms expressed by MASSOB and OPC.
	By their nature, character and modus operandi, the degree of variations between MASSOB and OPC are not significant.
	The motivation of joiners of MASSOB and OPC varies significantly from each other.
	The response of OPC’s public to their activities varies significantly from MASSOB’s public.

1:6 Significance of the Study
The study contributes to the literature on ethnic militia. It will open new vistas of knowledge on the subject, thus providing concerned stakeholders opportunity of understanding the causal factors of subnationalism as it relates to the Nigerian context.
The study also brings out the role or contribution of subnationalism to nation building in Nigeria. This is significant in the sense that it shall establish factors that pull towards ethnic conflict and sub-nationalism within the peculiar Nigerian milieu which in turn will guide the management of ethno-national tendencies for a multi-national society.


1:7 Research Methodology
This study adopted the comparative study method and so applied comparative analysis. This implies that the focus of the study centred on the discovery of uniqueness and similarities that relates to the manifestations of ethnic militia and subnationalism. The reason behind the adoption of comparative method which incorporated aspects of qualitative and quantitative data gathering techniques for this study were to interrogate phenomenon of ‘ethnic militias’ as a consequence of subnationalism in Nigeria. Therefore, data collection for the study was through a combination of primary sources such as survey and key informant interviews and secondary sources from books and other documentary materials’, especially periodicals.

1:7:1 Research Population
The population of this study comprises ethnic militia groups in Nigeria. The criterion for membership is restricted to ethnicity and other primordial considerations. They are violence-oriented and profess narrow agenda that promotes interests of sub-unit groups at the expense of the general interests of the state and those of other groups in the state. Their activities and methods of operations fall outside the confines of state laws. From the Literature and popular media, such organizations include the Oodua Peoples Congress, the Niger Delta Volunteer Force, the Egbesu Boys of Africa and the Arewa People Congress. Others includes, Movement for the Actualization of the Sovereign State of Biafra, the Yandaba,the Bakassi Boys, Hisbah and the Movement for the Emancipation of Niger Delta. The rationale is to find out the relationship between the phenomenon of ethnic militia movements and subnationalism in Nigeria. 

1:7:2 Sample Size
The study is based on the sample size of two organizations drawn from different regions and cultural settings in Nigeria. The two organizations are the Oodua Peoples Congress (OPC) and the Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra (MASSOB).
The choice of the OPC is based on the fact that it was the first violence-oriented ethnic militia organization in Nigeria. The OPC which has arrogated certain functions to itself, has collided with security operatives several times since 1998. The organization draws its members from the Yoruba ethnic group which is one of the largest ethnic groups in the country. It is therefore justifiable that in a study of this nature, the OPC must fall naturally into the sample. 
The other sample organization is MASSOB, whose selection is premised on the fact that the group is dominantly constituted by Igbo people of the Southeast of Nigeria. Igbo people were at the receiving end of the civil war of 1967-70 after the former Eastern region dominated by the Igbo ethnic group was transformed into an independent state of Biafra.  This choice is justified also because just like the Yoruba, the Igbo from where MASSOB draws most of its members are one of the major ethnic groups in southern Nigeria. The justification for choosing these organizations stems from the fact that their activities challenge the authority of the state which has remained fragile since the creation of the country.

1:7:3 Sampling Techniques
Given the nature of the subject which does not make probalistic sampling possible as there would be no way of distinguishing who is a militia or not, non-probalistic sampling technique becomes necessary, because of its advantage to reach a target sample quickly. As such, purposive sampling was adopted for the survey.
The goal of the survey was to reach the rank and file membership of the two organizations under study and administer sets of questionnaire to them about their profiles, life histories, motives and activities. This exercise which targeted a sample population of two hundred (200) was conducted in Lagos and Ibadan for the OPC and Onitsha and Okwe for MASSOB. The cities chosen are appropriate because Lagos is the place where OPC was formed, where most of their activities are more profound and where the headquarters of the organization is located whereas Ibadan is the biggest Yoruba city, once the regional capital, and it is similar to Lagos as a cosmopolitan city where the Yoruba of different dialects are found. On the other hand, Onitsha has become notorious for MASSOB activities and where most of the violent clashes with security operatives occurred, whereas Okwe near Owerri is the location of MASSOB’s headquarters. Okwe is important because it is the host of monthly national meetings of the MASSOB which is rotated in terms of attendance for all administrative regions of MASSOB.

1:7:4 Sampling Frame
In this study, 200 copies of the research questionnaire were administered to rank and file members of the two organizations, hundred (100) copies each for the OPC and MASSOB. For the OPC 50 copies each were administered in Lagos and Ibadan. Here attempts were made to ensure that the rank and file membership belonging to the two main factions of Gani Adams and Fredrick Faseun were captured as equally as possible even though the rift in the organization has been settled at the time the questionnaire was administered. The cities where 50 copies of questionnaire were administered to MASSOB members are Onitsha and Okwe, the headquarters of the group which is visited monthly alternatively by the various branches for their meetings. The number is adequate to guarantee the confidence level that the study requires. It is a non-probability arbitrary choice because the population size of both organizations is not known and their claim to membership strength cannot be verified and moreover it is not easy to distinguish members of the group from sympathisers. But the parameter used in this type of study to reach a large number of members was through their meetings. Participation in meetings suggests commitment and so the individuals who were reached through this way are reliable members of the group and approximate active members of the organizations. The questionnaire addressed issues such as the socio-demographic profiles and biographies of the members of the organizations, their motive for enlisting into the organizations, the organization’s process of recruitment as well as their activities.
In addition, there were series of key informant interviews with four prominent actors within the two organizations. The target interviewees were the leaders at the top echelon of the two organizations. They include, Dr Fredrick Faseun, the founder and National Chairman of OPC, Otunba Gani Adams, National Coordinator of the OPC and factional leader, Chief Ralph Uwazurioke, founder and the National Leader of MASSOB and Mr Benjamin Onuegbu, Western Zonal Coordinator of MASSOB. The aim was not only to gather information about their ideology and vision but also to find out from them the structure of the organization, finance and mode of operation. Attempt was made to record their experiences, thoughts and feelings about their struggle vis-a-vis their professed goals and objectives. Other opinion leaders in Owerri and Okwe were also interviewed as a measure to gauge perception that led to the establishment of these organizations. The interview form used was the one–off type which was unstructured in order to be more in-depth and also to allow the interviewee room to fully express themselves. The unstructured interview lets the interviewee tell their story and so determines to some extent, the flow of the dialogue. However, the interview, in spite of this fact revolved around the key theme as expressed in the research questions.
The study also relied on secondary sources such as books, reports of dailies and periodicals describing the activities of the two organizations and their leaders which were reviewed and critically analysed updated. Government publications, conference papers, seminar reports, etc were also reviewed. Data from these sources were used mainly to support the views and provide insights into the data derived from the primary sources. We also used materials from secondary sources to address some of the questions that have to do with conceptual issues as well as provide the solid bases for qualitative analysis of empirical outcome.

1:7:5 Validity and Reliability of Survey Instrument
The concern of any researcher is to ensure that the instruments designed for the collection of data are dependable. This process is important in any research endeavour so as to measure accurately and obtain the right responses intended. In this regard, the questionnaire was given to experts at the Department of Political Science and International Relations overseeing the project for their inputs and criticisms. Furthermore, to ensure reliability and validity of the survey instrument, the study pre-tested the instruments in Okota-Lagos for the OPC and Ijeshatedo-Lagos for MASSOB where ten sets of questionnaire each were administered.
This was determined through the correlation of the score for each item with the total score for each individual, and comparing that to the variability present for all individual item score. In other to accomplish this, the study employed the Test-re-test reliability for the questionaire administered to the selected 10 respondents of each of the organizations with the help of leaders of the organizations at Okota and Ijeshatedo in Lagos state. This exercise was carried out twice within two weeks interval of each other with the result showing a higher correlation between the two exercises. This showed clearly that the instrument we employed in our study was reliable and valid.

1:7:6 Data Presentation and Analysis 
The study employed the descriptive statistical technique to analyze the data sourced from the administration of questionnaire, key informant interviews and documentary sources. The data were presented in simple percentages using tables and charts as illustration comparing the two organizations. Categorization of social events and content analysis of the recorded responses and diary of events as they occur within the study period were also undertaken. The results of the study were therefore presented in descriptive, narrative form which implied descriptive account of selected trends and developments derived from the data. Information was synthesised on key themes and issues as our units of analysis which were derived from the objectives of the study. This was imperative because comparison can lead to fresh, exciting insights and a deeper understanding of issues. 

1:7:7 Units of Analysis
To realize the objectives of this study, our unit of analysis was anchored on the following variables;
	Objectives and goal of the organizations, where we looked at how those ideological orientations that informed the formation of MASSOB and OPC conform to sub-nationalism tendencies.
	Traits of militia organization; enabled us address one of the objectives of the study that attempted to look at the nature, character and modus operandi of MASSOB and OPC. This was accomplished by analysing information that examines the features of militia organizations so as to establish the degree by which either of the groups comforms with the characterization. 
	Predictors of enlistment; this is another important variable considered as our unit of analysis for this study. The purpose was to make an outlay on what drives individuals to joining the two groups under consideration. Was it ideology that is propelling folks to join or was it the prevailing economic condition that those individuals were facing that is responsible?
	Mobilization strategy of membership; this variable was also employed to compare the two organizations from the perspective of grievance, xenophobia or greed as the elements that attract and sustain membership mobilization. This was derived from the objective that seeks to examine the modus operandi of the two organizations.
	The profile of recruits; this variable probes the characteristics of members who were recruited into the two organizations. This centred on their age, educational attainment, and occupational status. The aim was to establish whether there were differences in our study between the two organizations in terms of the kind of people who constitute them and derived from the objectives that seek to examine the relationship between socio-economic conditions and motivation of membership.
	Derivatives of membership; here our attention was focused on the perception of individual members of the two groups as it relates to gains and benefits derivable from membership, whether it is economic, psychological or otherwise.
	Determinants of cooperation; this variable was used to compare the two organizations in terms of the factor that binds the members or factors that ensures cohesion in the organizations. We considered whether it relates to coercion, or is it interest, values, personal bonds or even social capital that is of vital importance in either of the organizations. This was derived from the objective that seeks to examine the nature and character of the two organizations.
	Micro-Group Response; this is another vital variable that was employed as a unit of analysis in the study to determine the relationship of MASSOB and OPC with their publics (the Igbo and Yoruba respectively). To further this, our concern was focused on the marital status of individual members of the groups, family ties, and their place of abode among other factors that revealed the level of attachment the group has established with the micro-group and the support base the organizations command with their publics in terms of acceptance of their activities and the corresponding response from their publics.


1:8 Scope of Study and Delimitation
The study covered socio-political developments in Nigeria dating back to the formative period to the point sub-nationalism manifestation became appropriated by militant ethnic organization. The focus of the comparative study was that of the Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra and The Oodua People’s Congress. Access to information was naturally difficult, given the nature of the subject of study. For instance, the process of spotting a militia or members of the groups or penetrating the two groups was not easy and so obtaining accurate and confidential information was indeed very difficult.

1:9 Operational Definitions of Terms

1:9:1 Sub-nationalism; is the movement of people to exit or pursue independent statehood or regional autonomy within a multi-ethnic, multi-religious state. We also refer to sub-nationalism as a movement or revolt of peoples against the unitary nature of state, reinforced by indigenous rights and contention of power. Sub-nationalism leans to mobilization and ethnocentrism for political and economic advantage of one ethnic group against another.

1:9:2 Ethnic Militia; are organised violence-oriented groups populated by diverse elements, cutting across different age strata, but drawing membership exclusively from an ethnic group and established to promote and protect the interests of an ethnic group. Ethnic militias is an extreme form of ethnic agitation for self-determination and occurs when the ethnic group assumes militant posture. They serve as a social pressure group designed to influence the structure of power to the advantage of and call attention to the deteriorating material condition or political deprivation and perceived marginalization of their group or social environment. 

1:9:3 National Question; refers to the tensions and contradictions of the Nigerian federalism and inter-group relations pivoting around issues of marginalization, domination, inequality and injustice in the distribution of resources, citizenship rights, representation and access to power and political offices.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2:1 The Concept of Militia
The literature on civil conflict does present varying conceptions of the term militia. But the differing perspectives taken by different scholars converge on the notion that militias are citizen army constituted of men who freely enlist to perform occasional mandatory military service so as to protect their country or state (Duveger 1967, Bristow 1998, Francis 2005, Laitin 2007). As a public force, it is also seen broadly as military force consisting of citizens available for service in emergencies or citizen force kept in reserve to combat any threat to the state and its people (Bristow 1998). They are also armed and trained bands of locals who could be mobilized on short notice for the defence of a cause (Francis 2005). This is different from the concept of military which is taken to mean standing armed forces established to defend a given territorial sovereignty. The military is an organization that is much more structured in form and under legal and permanent regulatory measures as a security organ of the state. The militia is, however, seen either as a state subsidiary force or a private organization (Francis 2005). 
However, many writers, present militias as a kind of private army whose members are enrolled on military line, and are subjected to the same discipline and same training as soldiers. Like regular soldiers, they wear uniforms and badges; also like soldiers they are ready to meet the enemy bearing weapons in physical combat. But the similarities notwithstanding, militia members remain civilians in general; they are not permanently mobilized like regular soldiers, nor maintained by the state or an organization. They are simply obliged to meet and are drilled frequently in readiness for emergency uses. But the militia groups which are sometimes referred to as irredentist or separatist, must always be ready to put themselves at the disposal of their leaders with the intention to use violence to draw attention to their plight (Duverger 1967:36-37). This tendency occurs when their agitations are not met by the internal logic of the state in which case they transform into a revolutionary force that uses guerrilla fighting tactics to advance their interests (Laitin 2007). But in spite of this, it is noteworthy that the overall purpose of militia organization is to draw attention to the plight faced by a marginalized group and so their activities are only aimed at changing the unacceptable status quo. It is on this plank that we can appreciate the various types of militia movements that have emerged from different socio-political environments in the world.
In the light of this, it becomes imperative to contextualize the concept of militia within some specific theoretical perspectives. In this stead, we have three theoretical constructs that explain what constitutes, a militia organization. They are; state-centric theory of militia, non-state actor theory and fluid theory of militia. The unsatisfactory conceptualization of the state-centric militia perspective led to the emergence of the other two which attempted to capture aspects of the concept that were left out.

2:1:1 State-Centric Theory of Militia
According to Francis (2005), there are two levels of understanding the state-centric theory of militia; the ‘First Generation’ and ‘Second Generation’ conceptions. The first generation interpretation presents the view that militias are an organised groups of citizens mobilized to provide military service. It also holds the view that they are trained as soldiers, but not part of a regular army, and so are regarded as a supplementary force or reserve army of the state or government (Duverger 1967). Even though they are organised by the state, the militias are composed of non-professional soldiers who are called upon in cases of emergency or crisis to protect their government or communities. As irregular or reserve force, their role is to undertake an emergency support task that is of military nature (Francis 2005).
This first generation interpretation of militia is based on several assumptions viz. that enlistment is voluntary, though some state constitutions or legislation provides for a mandatory military service. For instance, the United States constitution provides for the power to constitute a militia comprising physically able civilians eligible by law for military service. This same provision is present in the Swiss constitution which authorizes the cantons to raise militias in time of war. Furthermore the interpretation also assumes that since militias are established by the state, they are therefore, regulated and accountable to the state, implying that the state has monopoly over the threat or the use of force within its territory (Duverger 1967, Francis 2005). It also assumes that since the militias are established by the state for a specific purpose, they are based on a state-centric interpretation of security which sees the state as primary security provider. Lastly, it also assumes that the militia is not intended to usurp the role of a regular force or contest for the dominance of the state. 
The first generation understanding of civil militias has several limitations when applied to the context of complex political environment and conflict-prone areas or weak states in developing regions of the world. This interpretation is also limited by the multiple security challenges of contemporary world politics, especially in the post-cold war era. This limitation led to the development of a new conceptual interpretation that is built on some of the elements of the first-generation understanding of civil militias. This new interpretation which is referred to as second generation understanding of civil militia is mainly differentiated from the first because it is context specific and applies to conflict-prone, war torn, post-conflict or transition societies and in general, weak and failed states.
The second generation interpretation of militia sees militias as comprising citizens including young people and unemployed youths, marginalized and dissatisfied with the prebendal state (Francis 2005). Civil militias according to this interpretation are organised by a diverse group of interests and stakeholders including governments or regimes in power with no constitutional provision or legislation legalising their existence. Whereas those specifically established as pro-government reserve forces have some form of military training, those organised by other interests groups often do not have any military training or when they do, it is limited to the use of small arms and light weapons (Francis 2005). This type of militia emerges in weak, failed and collapsed states where the authority and legitimacy of the government or the state is contested and where the state does not have control or monopoly of the threat or the use of force. Situations of complex political emergencies were what provided for the environment conducive for the emergence and proliferation of those types of civil militia, which have been the kinds that pervade the African landscape causing intractable security menace as is the case with Janjaweed in Sudan (Francis 2005). 
Furthermore, the second generation understanding of civil militias also share the normative underpinning and ethos for the establishment of first generation interpretation of civil militia. In this instance, it is seen as a force for good, to provide public goods by defending and protecting the state and its people. But in a situation of weak states under ridden by prebendal governance, the normative ethos for the establishment of civil militias is often subverted and privatised to serve particular vested interests. The demonstrable efficacy of some of these civil militias in crime fighting has led to situation whereby they usurp the security provision of the state and even undermine the effectiveness of the security functions of the state. This view does not say that the first generation civil militia was not susceptible to politicisation and manipulation but the second generation conceptualization of militias conveys the notion of pluralist conception of the state and security. That is why Buzan (1991:100) posits that we have to look to individuals and sub-state units for the most meaningful security referents.

2:1:2 Non-State Theory
The non-state militia actor theory can be categorised into two. The first category are those socially guaranteed by the state to perform specific function. These include community militias and other volunteer groups. Apart from community militia which has relationship with the state in maintaining security, there also exist political party militias and private security militias.
Party militias are the armed wings of political parties usually set up as militant propaganda machine to act as protective organ of the party in its various meetings. They are distinct because of their role as armed wing of political parties which are power seeking organizations. Political parties raise militias to strengthen and defend their struggle for political power. They do have regular exercises like training and political education. Party militias help to maintain orderliness within the party. They play fundamental, sometime secondary and unobtrusive roles. Party militias may not be socially guaranteed by the state but are in some countries tolerated for some obvious reasons that they sometimes covertly defend (Francis 2005). 
Party militias could be differentiated from community or ethnic militias because they cut across boundaries and barriers in terms of membership. Unlike party militias, ethnic or community militias are territorially defined. The other type under this categorization is civil society militias which recruit their members on the basis of interest, multiple identities and ideologies. They could be private security outfits or a group recruited and trained to defend the interest of their sponsors or the course of the group if the group’s interest is threathened or undermined (Francis 2005).
The non-state actor perspective of militia is defined by the fact that it is a private force. Applying the theory of social contract makes them an illegitimate force. Most often, these types of militias are established by groups to withstand the legitimate exercise of the use of coercion by the state. The militias in this category are organised into armed men for the purpose of challenging the status quo, or with the purpose of achieving goal and objectives that are difficult within the legal environment which otherwise marginalises, alienates and denies them of their rights (Francis 2005). This kind of militia establishment sees violence as a means of demonopolising the instrument of power. The belief is that the oppressor understands only the language of violence than non violence. This point was stressed by Davidson (1981) who noted that the aim of militia organizations is not only to defeat an aggressive enemy whether external or internal but also to overthrow tyrannical, arbitrary or oppressive leadership. The militias engage mostly in irregular or non-conventional fight with the state as their fighting strength cannot withstand the firing power and the assault of the regular force. As such, militia organizations are not just groups of the armed bandits having political intention to defend their interests, but in most cases also seek to deconstruct the state (Davidson 1981). Accordingly, it is a social organization which relies to a greater extent on force to advance its goals. This will affect not only the psychic state of those subjected to the exercise of power but also the pattern of the relevant social structure and most social relations within it (Etzioni 1967). Similarly, Davidson (1981) further added that nothing is more remarkable than the portrayal of the awakening consciousness of ordinary men and women of their understanding of the need to accept any and every personal sacrifice in order to change not only their own lives but the lives of their whole people. The consciousness, which triggers social mobilization, could also provide constant measure for raising ethnic soldiers or ethnic militias for the purpose of defending a collective cause. They may hardly have any idea of how to handle weapons and are often ignorant of rudimentary rules of warfare. However, consciousness is the first basis for mobilization and training (Etzioni 1967). From political education, they gravitate into military training for the actualization of their objectives and goals. To accomplish this, non-state actor militias start with establishing cells for political education so as to indoctrinate members about the objectives of the struggle and certain policies of the state that are disadvantageous to them. The rationale for this is premised on the belief that it shall turn their disaffection and frustrations into threats that will make the country ungovernable. Through this means, attention is drawn to their collective plight. In the course of doing this, the group may become a guerrilla force when government decides to react by confronting them with her regular military force (Davidson 1981). This action can drive them underground and change their strategy to those of fighting invincible war against government forces. In the process, they may draw strength from locals and/or international sympathy that will strengthen the organization and expand their enlistment base. The militia organization at this stage is tolerated because of the fundamental course they pursue. But the fundamental attributes common to this type of militia is that they are much more organised and operate outside the state purview or its legal confines. They maintain consistency in their attack of government policies and are prepared to retaliate once the state security organs physically assault them. They are however, known by their actions, territorial staging posts, demands and symbolic identities.


2:1:3 Fluid Theory of Militia
The fluid theory of militia draws its explanation from both the state-centric and non-state actor theories of militias. Militias of this nature cannot be categorically identified and defined in terms of the characteristics and traits of their membership; often these types of militias are not organised and articulated. They tend to emerge from situations of social and economic conflagration in the state and always, as such they have no formal identity and so are easily withered from the scene once the issue that led to their emergence is tackled by the state (Francis 2005). They are the sort of militia groups that can assume different forms depending on situation and circumstances per time.

2:2 The Concept of Ethnic Militia
Ethnic militias are extreme form of ethnic agitation for self-determination. It occurs when the ethnic group assumes militant posture and gradually metamorphoses into militia purporting to act as the machinery through which the desire of its people are sought and realized (Badmus 2006). The membership of ethnic militia organization is exclusively peopled by individuals with common cultural traits. Its manifestation is borne out of past repression usually in a heterogeneous society when an out-group ethnically dominated incumbent government is controlling the levers of power (Guichaoua 2005).
But a critical observation of militia movements has thrown up questions as to why low level members of militia organizations participate in militia activities that put their lives at risk. Several scholars have attempted to establish a theoretical explanation for this phenomenon. However, the body of literature on the subject attempts to fill the answer from three analytical perspectives. One strand postulates that the decision to join and participate in the activities of a rebel militia group occurs when there is convergence of leaders and followers motives and preferences. Scholars of violent groups see this from economics of crime rationale angle (Becker 1965 Calvo-Armengol and Zenou 2004, Silverman 2004, Verdier and Zenon 2004). Another strand sees it differently and contends that in hierarchical rebellion groups where the lower rung members actively participate in risky activities, the reasons for such are the result of two exclusive variables; greed of leaders and ideological motives of followers. The third strand postulates a combination of material and non-material factors as playing roles in the motive to join violent political organizations.
The first strand is anchored on the Beckerian tradition in the understanding of criminal behaviour which is premised on economic causes of conflict (Becker 1965). The view was further advanced by Collier and Hoeffler (1998, 2000) who have argued that poverty, poor education and lack of sanction by the immediate social environment are good predictors of enlistment in paramilitary, mafia-like movements. Their reason for taking this position stems from the view that rebellions are a distinctive type of criminal activity because the labour force is engaged in an activity that is both large and organized.
Though this line of thought fits perfectly to pure mercenary activities, observation indicates that this has manifested in some zones in Africa. Such include, Guinea Gulf  region where nomadic groups of fighters engaged in diverse rebellions in exchange for immediate material benefits with the probability of changing allegiance if better opportunities are presented to them (HRW 2005). Alternative evidence, however, indicates that violence may not always be a direct response to low market opportunities or ignorance or something that is commoditised. Krueger and Maleckova (2003) gave credence to this view in their study of Hezbollah fighters and suicide bombers in Lebanon and Gaza strip which concluded that poverty is inversely related with the likelihood that someone becomes a Hezbollah fighter and that education, is positively related with likelihood that someone becomes a Hezbollah fighter. This conclusion implies that enlistment into a rebellious organization is more of a response to political conditions and long-standing feelings of indignity and frustration. To Krueger and Maleckova, ideological factors play the decisive role in the violent flare up instead of economics. Staying along this viewpoint, Sanin (2004) in his study of Fuezzas Armadas Revolutionaries de Colombia (FARC) concluded that people enlist in guerrilla organization as a result of a mélange of motivations which include; vengeance, prestige, fear, hate and even excitement. What this implies is that economic factors do not play much role as the driving force for individuals who join violent groups, and particularly for this case, the FARC given its nature. In the work of Humphreys and Weinstein (2004), it was shown that there is a diversity of profiles, motives and conditions driving individuals’ involvement in militia activities as their case study of Sierra Leone militia groups revealed. This implies that for a particular organization, individual joiners are attracted by diversity of factors.
The other strand of literature analyses the issue from primordialists’ argument that says genetic inter-group hatred causes violent clashes. Hirshieifer (2001) agrees with that postulation, arguing that civil conflict arises as a result of reciprocal xenophobia that is encompassed within group’s specific set of preferences. Collier (2000) in spite of these postulations, still believes that ideological concerns play a role in the mobilization of individuals to join a violent organization especially at inception of the rebellion. This is particularly so where there are group grievances which create the condition for mobilization, recruitment and fundraising for violent activities that are in the interest of the group.  Grievance enables a rebellion organization to grow to a point at which it transforms into a predator and thereafter, greed may sustain the organization once it has reached that point (Collier 2000). This means that though the ultimate objective of the rebellion organization may be material, the formative stage is driven by grievance which may have been dormant in the group for sometime. And to make these organizations more cohesive and prevent situations that could  precipitate contests for leadership as it is likely in rebellion groups motivated by loot or material factors, Collier posits that recruitment is confined to the strata of society where the recruits share some common ethnic, religious and class background.
This analysis of leaders’ greedy intention and followers’ primordialists’ mystification raises the question of how the followers initially mobilized on ideological concern, could remain blind to the true intention of their leaders in forming the organization. Realizing this, Brubaker and Cooper (2000) and Brubaker, Loveman and Stamatin (2004) while agreeing that analytical primordialism plays a role, considered the attainment to particular identities as a cognitive phenomenon. In this case, ideologies result from complex centripetal and centrifugal forces such as dissimilation, exclusionary practices about the opponent which are disseminated to the rank and file who then accepts such information and memorizes them.
Given the analysis thus far, the indications are that there are multiple motives to violent political mobilization. However, Ganbetta (2000) and Williams (2000) in their separate works attempted to provide a typology of circumstances that may warrant cooperation for a collective violent venture. According to them, the mechanism that motivates cooperation in any form of human endeavour comprises four basic elements of coercion, interest, values and personal bonds. The people may decide to cooperate because of: (1) fear of sanction, (2) enhancement of material/economic interests, (3) general reasons like cultural, moral or religious in spite of sanctions or reward, and (4) relatationship bond of kin or friendship. Calvo-Armengol and Zenou (2004), Silverman (2004) and Verdier and Zenon (2004), in their studies of crime economics which examined the role of social networks, street culture or racial belief also highlights this pattern of cooperation. Calvo-Armengol and Zenou had concluded that different locations with the same economic fundamentals need not experience the same crime level when the social arrangement differ in terms of density and structure of networks of crime. The same line of argument is replicated in Oxboy (2004) who studied the role of peer effects when it is combined with psychological discomfort triggered by frustrated status expectations in fostering social costly behaviour. That conclusion indicated that violent mobilization could be an outcome of such processes in the sense that individuals who cannot obtain status based on mainstream mechanism of social esteem may change their attitude regarding status and compete for social position on other forms of status seeking. This is by no means the only factor necessarily influencing enlistment in violent organization, as captured by Oxboy who also emphasized plurality of forms of violent mobilization.
Sambanis (2001) and Gates (2002) postulated that enlistment rests on two possible violent configurations. They contended that there exist affinity between low economic opportunities arising from the rebellion and ethnic wars on one side and high economic opportunities arising from the rebellion and predatory non-ethnic wars on the other side. It therefore implies that survival of ethnic identity has utility in itself and can explain why members of an ethnic group would offer free labour to the rebellion as economic opportunities are outweighed by the higher expected costs of suppression of ethnic identity. Therefore, the greater the fear of being suppressed as a group, the less necessary it is to resort to material incentives to gain support. As such, the argument may go the way that what makes followers blind to their leaders’ intentions is basic primordial feelings and discourses of inter-group hatred. This is anchored on two behavioural assumptions; perfect intentionality and rational calculus of the leaders and obedience of the followers brainwashed by primordial rhetoric and ideology. But can we argue that ethnic discourse is sufficient to push individuals to sacrifice their lives? This view is not shared by Weinstein (2005) who postulated that the financially well-endowed rebellions will tend to attract recruits with high discount rate because individuals are driven to join by immediate profit prospects. Whereas in contrast, poorly-endowed rebellions will tend to select recruits with low discount rates and to whom promises of future benefits may constitute sufficient incentives. As such, the lack of immediate material reward may need to be compensated with social capital that encompasses peer effect, family ties, social norms or ideologies. And to make this model testable, Weinstein who realized that discount rate are hardly observable empirically, assumed that level of education could constitute accurate proxies for patience. In other words, the likelihood of observing highly educated people in militia is thus higher when the resource of the rebel organization is low, whereas ‘lunpen’ youths are more likely to join rich violent movement. Weinstein maintains that the pattern of recruitment policy impacts on the cohesion of the militia group. To him monetary-based enlistments entail weaker commitment than ideology or social capital motivated enlistment.

2:3 Militia Movements Around the world
Our understanding of militia movements in Nigeria which is the task of the present study makes it pertinent for us to examine studies on specific cases of militia organizations around the world. Our focus in this section is to analyse the general trend using specific cases of violent militia movements. 
Some scholars have employed proximate explanations in their attempts to establish direct links of deprivation with violent behaviour. This perspective explains that militia activities which include terrorism is the result of a rational decision-making process that occurs in response to perceived economic or political grievances (Halliday 2004; Wolfenson 2002; Ali 2002, Crenshaw 1981)
Alternatively, fundamental explanations which some other scholars have used, seek to identify deeper-level factors as responsible for creating the conditions in which some individuals and groups feel the need to resort to violence as a means of advancing their views. In other words, conflicting identities is what causes conflicts (Roy 2004, Kinnvall 2004).
Proximate explanation argues that violent behaviour by militia groups is directly animated by specific political, social or economic grievances in societies where there is a perceived lack of choice due to narrow space provided by the political system (Crenshaw 1981:396; Stern 2003:284; Ali 2002:294). The academic literature supporting proximate causes for violent militia activities centres around explanations based on poverty and politics. The poverty-driven view argues that violence is an expression of frustration over the lack of educational and employment opportunities, social inequalities and the sense of hopelessness that occur in condition of poverty (Halliday 2004:5,Ali 2002: 286-289;Wolfensohn 2002:118;Huntington 2001:42). Furthermore, poverty ravages and destabilises countries thus creating the conditions where safe haven can be established and violence can be pursued in form of terrorism (Wolfensohn 2002:120). So the tendency toward conflicts, instability and violence is manifested more in poorer states (Stern 2003: 284; Barro 1999, Collier and Hoeffler 1998). 
But poverty driven arguments have failed to establish either a causal or correlative link between violence and poverty (Jervis 2005:43; Saikal 2003:8, Ali 2002:294). For a group like Jamaah Islamiya (JI) for instance, poverty had very little to do with the establishment of the organization and presently, JI does not attract its recruits because they are poor, but instead relies on extensive linkages of people through networks and associations based on family ties, old school associations. Former members of a predecessor group to JI called Darul Islam and Indonesian veterans of the Afghan War against the Russians also forms the reliable sources of membership (Jones 2003:110; ICG 2002:25; ICG 2003: i). The people associated with JI share common history, ideology, education and marriage (ICG 2003:2). If economic deprivation were the cause, then a century or two ago most societies around the world would have supported violence (terrorist) activity, because they were generally worse off in terms of diet, health care, leisure time and material wealth than most societies are today (Jones 2003). Therofore violence can either occur in conditions of poverty or of affluence, meaning that poverty-driven explanation does not contribute much to an understanding of what animates violent militia behaviours.
Politics based explanation operate on the assumption that violence is a rational strategy for logical advancement of desired ends (Hamilton-Hart 2005:319; Roy 2004:257; Saikal 2003:9). Violent organizations, it is argued, operate according to internally consistent sets of values and beliefs and engage in decision-making calculations that can be analysed and understood (Crenshaw 1981:385). As a purposeful activity, violence is the result of an organization’s decision that it is a politically useful means to oppose a government. These organizations are motivated into employing violence so as to attract attention to or recognition of a political cause. In such cases, intrumentalization of the population occurs where the elite often manipulate specific grievances that are held by the people thus making the act of violence to resonate with the people. The act of violence instils fear in the public and propels the regime to open negotiation on the demands of the group. This strategy is used to trap enemy government into overreacting to the militia group’s charges against them (Crenshaw 1981:387). This approach however does not explain why it is political grievance that stimulates violence in the first place. For instance, it explains why JI came to exist and fails to explain how it was that a conflict between JI and its enemies developed without descending into tautology. This approach again resorts to pathological leader model in explaining why people organise others to carry out violent actions (Hamilton-Hart 2005:318). This calls to question the underlying assumption of rationality in politics driven approaches and draws us to the fact in most literature of group dynamics which suggests that political, social and economic grievances alone will not lead to the kind of conflict that is expressed as terrorism (Seul 1999:563). Instead grievance-related discontent must be mobilised through the influence of deeper-level processes such as identity conflict (Seul 1999). Clearly, the politics-based approach fails to provide a full and convincing explanation for the factors animating violence.
For the case of JI, the ideology of ‘Salafi jihadism’, which transcends mere economic condition, is what is firing the violence in Indonesia. JI itself is a highly structured militia group. It was initially, set up in Malaysia by Indonesian nationals in 1993, and although at one stage it has branches in the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Australia, its presence has shrunk to Indonesia due to police raids and arrests in those other countries (ICG 2002:1, ICG 2007). JI rejects all cultural influences on Islam, the organization stresses that Islamic practice should be divorced from local cultural practices (Roy 2005; 258). JI regards indigenous manifestation of Islamic religiosity with some caution believing them to contain deviations and innovations from pure orthodox religious practice (Bubalo and Fealy 2005:75). JI has been able to entrench itself through the establishment of an extensive network of religious boarding school (peasantren) through out the Indonesian archipelago by which it disseminates its preferred version of Islam (ICG 2007:5). These peasantrens propagate JI teachings and provide religious and even military training to recruits (ICG 2003:30). JI Islamic identity draws on the forces of modernity and globalization, positioning it at odds with other Muslim groups that abhor modernity and seek to formulate an identity rooted in traditional Islamic cultural and religious practices (ICG 2004:26) JI uses military tactics, including terrorism, to promote its objectives of establishing a community that practices Islamic law.
So much about JI. The case is different for Irish Revolutionary Army (IRA) and Euzkadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA) but the similarity that can be drawn with JI is the influence of religion on these two struggles. The extent to which religious education contributes to the individual’s decision to become involved in political violence has been questioned by scholars. Concerning terrorism in Northern Ireland, Heskin (1984:96) observed that it is not quite so absurd to imagine a young Irishman tossing up a coin to decide whether to join the priesthood or the IRA. The same observation was made of the ETA by Begona Aretxaga (2005:149-150) when he said of Yoyes, a female ETA leader of the 1970s, that it was her religious beliefs that led her to be concerned with social issues such as poverty, freedom and political inequality as a result, she deliberated between becoming a missionary and staying to fight for her people. Zulaika(1988:89) reflecting on the influence of catholic youth organizations concluded that: ‘the ethos of militarism and primacy of action formed within the catholic movement evolved naturally into the fighting mentality, which perceives combat to be the necessary business of life’. Catholic influence permeates the early ideology of both the provisional IRA and ETA. For instance, a section of ETA’s Libro Blanco was devoted to the discussion of responsibilities before God and affirmed the importance of Christianity in the Basque national heritage (Ducumentos Y Vol.1 1979:163-4). The same with IRA where a statement outlining the aims of the republican movement declared its intension to promote a social order based on justice and Christian principles (Freedom Struggle 1973:11).
Fernando Garcia de Cortazar (1988:31) has argued that while the radical Basque nationalism that emerged in the 1960s deserted religion, it could not do the same with the psychological structure moulded by Catholicism. The early leaders of both provisional Irish Revolutionary Army (IRA) and Euzkadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA) manifested genuine religious commitment, continuing their practice of Catholicism even after joining the organization. Garmendia (2006:99) quotes Federico Krutwig as describing the early ETA leaders as super-Catholics who would never eat meat on Friday and a number of provisional IRA leaders were known to hold conservative views on issues such as contraception to the extent that the first chief of staff refused to smuggle condoms from the north to south of Ireland (where the sale was restricted) for use in bomb-making (McGuire 1973:75).
The IRA was formed in 1969 shortly after the civil rights campaign initiated in 1967 as a result of perception of alienation by an undemocratic and illegitimate state that is hostile to their national identity. In Northern Ireland, the catholic minority was from the beginning, reluctant to participate in the state that was created by the partitioning of Ireland in 1921. This situation was exacerbated by the attitude of the protestant Northern Ireland government which saw its relationship with its Catholics citizens as one of containment (Rafferty 1994:215).  The policies of the government on housing, labour, local government and security contributed to reinforce the subordinate attempts to address their grievances within the context of the Northern Ireland state. The provisional IRA has also cited the failure to give maximum possible defence to Belfast and other Northern areas especially after the Derry and Belfast riots of 1969 as reasons for splitting from the IRA. On the other hand, ETA was established in 1959 by Basque nationalists in Spain to protect the Basque identity.  ETA was therefore a response to the cultural repression under General Franco’s administration that banned manifestations of local culture and even prohibited use of Basque language, actions intended to eliminate all vestiges of Basque uniqueness. With opponents of the regime executed, imprisoned or forced into exile, collective protests was almost impossible to mount (Richard 1998:156). ETA came into existence at this critical juncture in the history of Basque nationalism, the international isolation of the Franco regime that followed World War II had ended with the signing of a concordant with the Vatican and a treaty with the United States in 1953. The exiled leaders of the Partido Nacionalista Vasco (PNV), the Basque Nationalist Party now discovered that they had no clear strategy and so were forced to contend with the growing frustration of a section of young nationalists in the interior who perceived them as too passive and ineffective in their resistance.
ETA had its origins in study group of university students in Bilbao in 1952 with the aim of preventing the extermination of their Basque culture and identity. Following a brief alliance with the party’s youth section, they severed ties with the PNV to form the more militant ETA on July 31, 1959.
ETA’s early activities reflected the cultural concerns of its leaders: the group concentrated its effort on attacking the symbols of the Franco regime by defacing monuments, painting graffiti and hanging Basque flags. ETA’s first violent action, still with clear symbolic significance was an attempt to de-rail a train carrying civil war veteran to a rally commemorating Franco’s uprising on July 18, 1961. The harsh response of the regime which arrested and tortured over a hundred young people, sending many into exile and condemning others to long prison sentences brought ETA to the attention of the wider Basque community (Sullivan 1988:35).
In the case of the Kurdistan Nationalist Movement (PKK), Ozcan (2006) in his work postulates that its efficiency lies on how it motivates its members and fighters. This is accomplished by organising the group along the path of principles of democratic centralism which enabled its membership to commit full time to the cause and meeting the requirement to forego private life or individual initiative. The PKK directed its educational efforts and ideological resources to overcoming the Kurds’ deep rooted disunity, usually due to religious and tribal divisions and eradicating treason prevalent in Kurdish society which according to PKK’s diagnosis, were causes of the degeneration of the Kurds as a people. Starting from the early 1980s PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan started to develop and exert his charismatic authority with more force which is an effective source of motivation both within the party organization and among the Kurdish masses.
Ozcan sees PKK’s subsequent ideological change as mutations of ideology. For instance, shift from emphasising independent, united and democratic Kurdistan to a much more elusive term free Kurdistan. Also noticeable are the mutations of the Marxist elements in PKK’s discourse and how gradually the ideas of the PKK leader Ocalan replaced Marxism as the emphasis was shifting towards concepts such as humanisation, human emancipation etc. this mutation took a new turn with Ocalan’s legal defences through which he proclaimed a democratic solution to the Kurdish issue within the current discourse the emphasis is on concepts such as ‘Democratic Republic’, ‘Free Togetherness’ and ‘Democratic Solution’(Ozcan 2006).
Though Ozcan (2006) sees PKK’s ideological transformation as based on organizational structure of the group, deep critical reflection shows that the author does not analyse the impact of external events such as collapse of communism to show whether that development meant the PKK’s discourse of national liberation no longer corresponds to the realities of the age. He also ignores the role sociological factors such as the dispersion of Kurdish population to Western Turkey and the Kurds deep rooted divisions played in the adaptation of the PKK’s political programme.
 
2:4 Ethnic Militia Movements in Nigeria
There is no doubt that the phenomenon of violence-oriented ethnic organization in contemporary Nigeria has become a huge problem. However, dicernible gaps in literature, includes the fact that comprehensive academic interest in terms of empirical research on the subject is very little. In other words, there are scanty empirical studies on the subject which makes the present study very imperative.
Conceptualization of the term is one area where the handful of studies on the subject in the country indicates shortcoming. Another area is the categorization of the various ethnic formations and organizations that exist in the country as militia organizations. Most of the studies commit the error of bunching many of these organizations together and ascribing the militia tag to them without clear distinction. The literature that has attempted to probe the causatory factors of this phenomenon only scratches the surface and fails to provide in-depth analysis founded on empirical evidence.
Sesay et al (2003) in their study highlighted that the absence of in-depth and empirically grounded study on the subject of ethnic militias, especially those that investigate its link with prominent political personalities, traditional rulers and other institutions of political structures in the country accounted for the deficiency in existing literature. However, that study particularly failed to interrogate deeply the motives driving individuals to join violent groups that are blacklisted by the government in the light of the inherent high risks associated with identification with such groups.
This notwithstanding, explanations of the literature on the rise of ethnic militias in Nigeria have come under two broad perspectives. One perspective views the development from the angle of militarization of the state by repressive government while the other perspective sees it from a materialistic point of view borne out of economic frustrations. 
The state militarization perspective contends that ethnic militias are logical outcome of the increased militarization of the state, especially during those many years of military dominance of politics in the country (Saro-Wiwa 1996, Richard 1999, Anugwom 2000). Scholars who project this view anchor their argument on the fact that the Nigerian state was a product of coercion and that this character of violence has stuck with the state because subsequent rulers in the country have always sought to maintain control and hegemony through the mechanics of violence. This culture of violence suppresses debate and open challenge to the ruling elite, thus leaving those disadvantaged by the power equation to put up countervailing ethnic resistance as the only option of response (Adeoye 2005). And given the difficulty in creating a pan-Nigerian civil society, the easy way to match state repression with a stronger formation is to relapse into ethnic cocoons not only for protection but also as a force to defend perceived rights within the Nigerian state.
The political economy perspective tallies closely with the economic explanation of the development of violent rebel groups which are always motivated by material gains. The argument of scholars with this view point is that the rise of ethnic militias in Nigeria results from a logical outcome of the frustrations brought about by the material deprivation of the people. The economic woes of the country that followed the introduction of the structural adjustment programme (SAP) and the inability of the central government that has become much stronger as a result of military rule to deliver economic dividends to the citizens spurred demands for devolution of powers and more autonomy to the regions as was the case prior to military era in Nigeria (Jega 2003). 
The correlation here is that folks who believe that local autonomy has potentials of improving their economic wellbeing are amenable to join these violent ethnic formations which they believe shall provide the remedies to their economic downturns (Udogu 1994, Akinboye 2001, Badmus 2006). Other scholars have related this to the rapid population growth that resulted in explosion in number of youths that could not be taken care of by an education system that have collapsed with no economic opportunity to take care of them, thus leaving a vast number of able bodied people to face harsh and difficult conditions. It is circumstances like these that expose them to a culture of marginality rooted in drugs, loose morality, violence, profanity and disrespect for social institution (Sesay et al 2003). People in this category are the street urchins and hoodlums comprising children and youth; product of broken, collapsed or homeless families, a ready pool for ambitious politicians willing to employ them as thugs and socialise them into participating in organised violence. These politicians tend to discard these youths after elections, but the respectability acquired by these individuals in the process and the need to maintain their new lifestyle contributed significantly in transforming them into a more cohesive militia organization most of which now hide under the banner of fighting for ethnically defined interests(Adebanwi 2002). 
Another point of view that is not quite different from the perspective discussed is taken by scholars who see the phenomenon of ethnic militia in Nigeria as cultural and inherent in the character of the Nigerian societies. Such scholars contend that a formation that either enforce laws or defend their communities has always been in existence (Barongo 1987, Egwu 2001, Sesay et al 2003, Adedimeji 2005). These formations were composed exclusively of the members of the local community which gives them authority and credibility to operate. Such examples included the ‘Agbekoyas’ and the age-grade system in the western and eastern parts of the country respectively. It is this type of formations that were at the fore front of leading the political protests against perceived malpractices in Nigerian politics before the military intervened in 1966. The oil boom of the 1970s and the consequent economic prosperity distracted potential militant groups for some time as the improved economic condition deterred the rise of disaffected people. Some other scholars added that the traumatic civil war in Nigeria of 1967-1970 created in the people the conviction to give peace a chance. A breakdown of this peace began around the 1980s when an unprecedented increase in criminal activity due to rapid urbanization and the accompanying breakdown of traditional social structures and values as well as the decline in socio-economic fortunes of that period stimulated violence. The consequence of this, the scholars argued are the re-activation and strengthening of these militant groups by many communities in Nigeria as crime fighters.
A follow up to this sequence was the emergence in Nigeria of a new type of vigilante group especially around the mid-1990s due to the rising tide of violent crime and frustrations of the citizenry with the inefficiency and corruption of institution like the police and judiciary. The proliferations of these groups were linked to the inability of the government to protect its citizens through the instrument of the police and other security services (Sesay et al 2003).  The loss of confidence in the ability of the police to offer protection prompted communities and neighbourhood security committees to opt for a vigilante group to either compliment or substitute them.
The increased availability of illegal small and light weapons in Nigeria estimated to be in the range of 3 million is also attributed as a factor to the rise and proliferation of violent social formations. The relatively easy access to these weapons has promoted a culture of violence and emboldened disaffected groups to mount direct challenge to legitimate authorities (Udeh 2002, Akinwumi 2005). This is linked to the 20th century global phenomenon of de-nationalization of the states that have resulted in the clash of culture and development elsewhere in the world and encourages subnational units in plural society whose inclination to violence is facilitated through easy access to small and light weapons (SALW). The lack of employment opportunities for the ever teeming school leavers and the increasing circulation of small arms and light weapons in the country were also cited as the factors responsible for the phenomenon of ethnic militias in Nigeria.
The perverse Nigerian federalism which is supposed to accommodate the country’s diversity has been cited by some scholars as the factor behind the rise of ethnic militias. The argument is that the effect of military rule bastardized the Nigerian federation and turned it into a unitary state. They therefore posit that the phenomenon of ethnic militia is a logical derivative of the process of de-federalisation of Nigeria since 1966 (Babawale 2001). It is the over concentration of power at the centre that created the latent for open disaffection and discontent of the the Nigerian ethnic groups. The scholars reasoned that the emergence of ethnic militias came through a process of manipulation of ethnicity by the governing elite across the various regions of Nigeria as a means of bargaining for power. As such ethnic militia is seen by them as a consequence of the mismanagement of ethnic grievances by the Nigerian state and its agents (Anifowose 2000, Akinboye 2001, and Akinyele 2001). Related to this is the view that the opening up of the polity following the completion of the transition to democracy contributed to the emergence of militia organizations (Akinboye 2001, Asamu 2005). The over centralization of power in Nigeria’s federalism and the inability of the democratic administration to genuinely address the Nigerian national question also contributed to the emergence of ethnic militias as a specific response to state incapacity (Rotchild and Olorunsola 1983, Ayoade 1986, Otite 1990, Anugwom 2001, Agbu 2004, Obianyo 2007).
The consensus in the literature is that ethnic militias are organizations with root in ethnicity and has been with Nigeria prior to independence. There is also that general agreement in the literature that ethnic militias in Nigeria are youth based. Also drawing from the existing literature on the subject; we can assert that the generic term of ethnic militia as used in common Nigerian parlance, refers to any armed or organised groups with potential for violent tendencies based in any of Nigeria’s geographical region and claiming to be fighting for and defending some common ethnic or geo-political interest whether broad or narrow. 
In the study carried out by Sesay et al (2003), militias were characterized as an irregular or paramilitary group made up of civilians who might have received some unofficial military training and are armed with small and light weapons. 
According to them, militias are not members of a regular professional army but can operate in the same manner because they have been trained to perform certain functions similar to the ones soldiers perform such as homeland defence and security for civil populace especially when they are engaged in battle fronts.
From that definition, Sesay et al were able to itemize some salient attributes of militia to include;
-a paramilitary group whose members must have received training similar to the military and so can actually function like the military in some regard.
-neither belong to nor are they members of a regular professional military force.
-not being regular soldiers, they may not necessarily subscribe to the same rigid organizational hierarchical structure and discipline which are hallmark of the professional military.
-they are usually established for particular purpose maybe to protect or defend the civil populace during emergencies, either in the absence of a regular army or as a complement to them.
From the foregoing, we have come to discover that none of these studies covering the phenomenon of ethnic militia in Nigeria have examined the structures of these organizations and their implication on the character and behaviour of the organization. These existing studies have also left out the area of profile of these militia members and their motivations to continue with activities of these groups in spite of the associated risks to their lives. These are the gaps the present study intends to address.

2:5 Ethnic militia and Subnationalism
Subnationalism as a form of nationalism is aimed at widening the degree of political autonomy of a particular region. It is a desire by a sub-group in a plural society to achieve outright territorial autonomy within existing nation-state or secedes from that nation-state to establish a new nation (Forest 2004). Subnationalism under this context is the form of nationalism in which the state derives political legitimacy from historical, cultural or hereditary grouping. Gurr (1994) sees advocates of this form of nationalism as relatively large and regionally concentrated peoples who historically were autonomous and who have pursued separatist objectives at sometime during the last half-century. Gurr cites Quebecois in Canada, the Kurds of Iraq, Turkey and Iran, as well as Bretons and Corsicans of Spain and France as examples. 
Nationalism is one dimension of cultural pluralism, ethnicity which is another dimension, differs from nationalism in its lack of ideological elaboration of the total autonomy required of nationalism. However, ethnicity can be politicized, mobilized and ideologized to the point where it can cross the threshold of nationalism (Young: 1979:72). Some argue that this intensification of divisive and destructive centrifugal fissures and pressures that give rise to subnationalism are results of the liberalization and democratization (Suberu: 1996). Others contend that the conditions contributory to ethnic grievances which results to subnationalism emanate from the pattern of state building, political power and economic development that channels communal energies into either protest or rebellion (Gurr & Harff 1994). Ethnicity which sometimes coincides with nationalism has proved to be irrepressible; it flourishes to the extent of developing into the ethnicisation of mass organization in the mould of ethnic militia movements or rebel groups (Ake 1996).
However, there is no consensus on a singular explanatory variable as responsible for nationalism sentiment. Many scholars who study the phenomenon of nationalism have proffered many explanations for nationalism. The work of Anderson (1991) is very imperative to kick start this exploratory venture. Anderson had attempted to establish or explain the origin of nationalism. His emphasis is on the constructed nature of culture and the role the emergence of print capitalism played in the development of nations. Anderson argues in his study that it is through the process of modernization that national groups gained consciousness of their common identities as a people. 
Scholars such as Geertz (1963), Smith (1986) and Hutcheson (1994) agree with this notion of modernization because urbanization attracts diverse peoples in a particular economic centre to vie for a means of livelihood thus creating the condition for suspicion arising out of differences. Gellner (1964) posits that the political and cultural changes that were associated with industrialization dislocated the social setting that was obtained previously under agrarian communities. The tendencies of modernization to bring people of diverse culture together in industrial cities also create the consequent need for self–security that impel people to naturally associate with others that share close affinities with them. Given the competition that goes with capitalism, these bonding that comes with this association grows into solidarity for collective survival and advancement of interests thus giving rise to nationalism. According to Wimmer (2002), there are two main variants of the nation-state process. Those entities that make the transition to nation-state status with both a strong state and a strong civil society already intact will be able to forge a single nation no matter how many ethnic groups are to be subsumed. Those entities that lack either of these crucial variables will not be able to surmount ethnic heterogeneity, and will therefore be ridden with ethnic strife. From a different perspective, Hechter (1975) situates nationalism as arising from responses to unequal economic development especially on the part of those at the periphery of an integrated economy and state. This implies that power and its distribution in a hetrogenous political system plays a vital role especially when a sub-national group perceives that the political system is not serving the particularistic interests of its members relative to other groups within the country. This new elites stoke ethnic sentiments that creates distinction from older elites or their neighbours (Greenfeld 1992). This behaviour occurs most especially when the space for elite recruitment and circulation is conscripted by those elements that have acquired the traits or attributes of the elites organizes to acquire power by using nationalist sentiments and cry for separation.Tilly (1975, 1990) as well as Mann (1993, 1995) sees nationalism as a mechanism of re-inforcing centralization and unification associated with state building. When issues of common interests are propagated across a group with shared cultural and political characteristics, awareness and consciousness emerge to push for such collective actions for it to be perceptively realized within the context of a sovereign state. 

2:6 Theoretical Frameworks.
 The study adopts the theory of instrumentalism which is a perspective to the study of nationalism, ethnicity or subnationalism. However, there are other two broad theoretical perspectives that have emerged in the literature to explain the phenomenon beside instrumentalism. They are the theories of primordialism and social constructivism. But before we zero in to explain and justify the rationale behind the choice of instrumentalism, it is imperative to take a cursory look at the aforementioned theoretical perspectives that have been articulated for the easy understanding of the subject matter. The essence of this exercise is to establish a background for the choice we had made, to appreciate its adequacy and sufficiency for this study.

2:6:1 Primordialism
Primordialism is one of the oldest ways of understanding ethnicity or nationalism manifestation. The primordialist view of ethnicity is connected with blood ties or kinship. As Geertz (1963) posits, one is bound to one’s kinsmen, one’s neighbour, one’s fellow believer, ipso facto, as the result factors that are not merely of personal affection, practical necessity, common interests, or incurred obligation, but at least in great part by virtue of some unaccountable absolute import attributed to the tie itself (Joireman 2003:15). Primordialism assumes that a person’s fundamental ethnic identity is fixed at birth and cannot change; therefore ethnicity is historically rooted and is tied to geography or a particular homeland. This arises because kinship groups are generally restricted by natural boundaries such as rivers, mountains and forests which separate peoples. It is this natural boundary that defines the traditional homeland of specific ethnic group (Joireman 2003:20). Primordialism therefore attempts to address the root of ethnic identity and the reasons for its tremendous strong pull in the lives of modern as well as ancient people. Nations are seen by primordialist as old, something that is rooted in both human biology and historical antiquity, as such ethnic or national identity is determined at birth by the ethnic identities of the parents which is unchangeable. The implication of this view therefore is that the likelihood of change of ethnic identification is slim. Primordialism; however has three perspectives in its assumption of the ever present nature of ethnic groups. The biological perspective argues that ethnic sentiments are natural inborn characteristics of human beings. The other view is that which says culture or language fixes individuals’ ethnic identities and that they cannot change, whereas the last viewpoint referred to as soft primordialism rejects the strict definition of biology, culture and language groups but emphasizes the importance of myth and history as the utmost factor that shapes ethnic identities. 
This is the first form of primordialism with the view that ethnic identification is a kind of evolutionary natural selection. That ethnic identification and conflict are facts of life present among animals and people and that the likelihood for one to favour close kin group is genetic in humans just like other animals. It is based on this premise that we can understand ethnic conflict which has existed in every society across civilizations, primitive or modern (Joireman 2003).
This perspective explains development of ethnocentrism from the evolutionary biology or Darwinian natural selection where people tend to define their social environment in terms of their in–group and their out–group, that is, a situation of taking care of your in–group and ignoring needs of those in your out–group (Joireman 2003).
The primordialist argument explains that people have the propensity to favour their kin group in a way that promotes the fitness or survivability of the kin group locked in competition with other ethnic groups. When people favour their kin in social relationship, they make it stronger relative to others who do not belong and it is only the strong kin group that is likely to survive the process of natural selection.  Because of the fact that it is kin groups that have evolved into ethnic groups, it gives us a biological explanation for the presence of ethnocentrisms.

2:6:1:1 Cultural Primordialism
Primordialists such as Reynolds, Fulger and Vine (1987) and Kellas (1998) do not accept biological perspective to ethnocentrism as sufficient explanation. Reynold et al (1987) hold a strong view that nationalism is learned in childhood rather than driven by biology. Kellas (1998) on another hand sees ethnocentrism as part genetic and part contextual in the sense that human nature provides the necessary condition for ethnocentric behaviour which politics converts into sufficient condition for nationalism to emerge.
Cultural primordialism perspective emphasizes culture as the critical tie that binds people together. This argument as furthered by Geertz (1963) contends that every individual is born into a particular culture that structures his beliefs and his identity and it is people’s claim to these structures that makes it a foundational identity. Thus, the connection that binds extended family members transcends ties of blood. Therefore other factors such as common religion, language and custom serve to bring people into forming an ethnic group. It is this similarity that gives people common interests and common political goals at some point which can be pursued at the expense of other people who do not share these attributes with them.
Geertz concluded that people give their ties of origin, ancestral territory, decent and kin group a value which supersedes all others in forming their identity and as a result of its unchanging stance; it is therefore the only cause of the ties that binds people together (Geertz 1963). 
It can however be argued that the strength of the ethnic present in different societies varies. In old state where ethnicity is managed by the state, people view ethnic ties as less important to state loyalties thus replacing ethnic nationalism with civic nationalism. In this case, the effect of modernity submerges ethnic identification into state identification. Ethnic nationalism manifestation occurs in new states mostly developing countries because they are not yet modern. This lack of modernity makes them susceptible to serious disaffection that emanates from primordial attachment. Ethnic sentiments here result to direct conflict with civic nationalism and leads to competing loyalties which threatens the state with loss of territory to a sub-group.

2:6:1:2 Linguistic Primordialism
To some Primordialist such as Laponce (1985) Albert and Obler (1978) and Tsunoda (1978), language is universal and geographically concentrated. As a result of this, it plays an important role in the general culture. Laponce (1985) for instance, has argued that language can contribute to conflict or can define ethnicity when there are competing languages of communication like the case of Quebecois in Canada but with minimal effect if language of business and government activity is different from that spoken in homes. 
A classic example of the power of language in constructing identity and the shaping of culture and personality of a group of people is India where it was played up in the constitution making process of that country and it was agreed that the sub-unit should determine its own lingua franca.
Another perspective of primordialism is the one that emphasizes attachments evolving from history and myth of a common homeland rather than blood ties or cultural heritage. In other words, ethnic identification from this view point is psychological and emotional rather than biological. This perspective has been stressed mainly by Smith (1986) and Connor (1994) who argued that the most important element that binds people together is shared beliefs and myths of origins. For instance, Connor (1994) defines a nation as a group of people who believe that they are ancestrally related. The belief of common decent is vital and has given rise to other issues such as the importance of ancestral homeland and cultural issues. Smith (1986) supported this view by arguing that each ethnic community is rooted in history because shared symbolic meanings and experiences of individuals are passed down through the generation of people as well as perpetuated through religious practices, mode of dressing, language and art. The uniting force in their views is the emphasis on the degree to which national sentiments take the form of cultural myth and symbols.
This analytical perspective sees the American experience as unusual and exceptional since Americans do not share either emotional or psychological ties rooted in an ancestral homeland or a myth of common decent. 
Smith (1986) further contends that conflicts can arise when a dominant culture attempts to assimilate other weaker ones, citing example of Assyrian ethnic group which has disappeared because it lent itself to assimilation of another culture without a political entity to protect its specific interest.
Huntington (1998) also lent credence to this perspective by his argument that the end of the cold war has brought to an end the ideological conflict that arose after world war II and that the new conflict that will replace this is the clash of civilization, where the world will be divided into camps on the basis of segmented civilization such as, Sinic, Japanese, Hindu, Islamic, Western, Latin America and possibly African. This perspective is categorized under primordialism because it emphasizes strong emotional ties to ethnicity as the important factor that motivates people to organize themselves around ethnic issues in opposition to other groups, but the shortcoming in Huntington’s analysis is the broad categoric nature of groups. There are fundamental issues that have caused divisions in the past and probably will continue to do. Given the nature of Islam, for instance, the Shiite and Sunni sectarian differences have been a source of major conflict in the Moslem world. Huntington perspective is therefore regarded as neo-primordialism.
Primordialism perspective to the study of ethnic conflict and nationalist expression is however criticized on some account. This includes its failure to account for the fluidity of ethnicity as facts on ground clearly show that ethnicity can change among individuals, and similarly, it was unable to explain issues of multiple ethnic identities that are real with regard to certain individuals. Again, those asserting the primordialism of cultural identification and language by shying away from stressing the importance of blood ties or natural selection in their analysis make the position weak in the sense that it is easier to learn tradition and language. Another point of weakness is that emotion is derived from the bonding process experienced in life process; it does not emerge solely from the genetic make up of human beings. Therefore; the claims of emotionalism undermines the assertion that ethnic identities are primordial. 
 
2:6:2 Social Constructivism
Social constructivists’ perspective to the study of ethnicity emphasizes the fluid nature of ethnic identification. It sees language, religion, physiology etc as creating the set of identities that one can choose as reinforced by economic, political and social condition. In other words, identity set is not adequate to explain ethnic identity unless reinforced by other material conditions. Therefore, ethnic identification results from a combination of inborn traits and social inputs which are impacted by experiences. In other words, identity can be constructed which means that group boundaries are changeable within limits of these factors. According to Nagel (1986) ethnicity is partly ascribed and partly volitional subject that changes depending on context. Gourevitch (1998) threw more light on the contextual nature of ethnic identity when he refered to Rwanda of 1959 and 1973 where, as many as, 100,000 Tutsi fled the country to Uganda in the wake of ethnic violence, lost their Tutsi identity and integrated into Ugandan society as Rwandans. Their identity as refugees and Rwandans superseded any specific sub–national identity until they were able to organize again in 1994 after the genocide to re-establish a Tutsi government in Rwanda.  Bell (1975) contributing to the debate that ethnic identity can be constructed, argues that it was only in the modern world with the possibility of rapid social change that identities can be selected in a self-conscious fashion, different from previous practices when identities are stipulated by one’s clan, tribe or religion. The emphasis of social constructivism dismisses the primordial notion of existence of pre-determined groups. This view point was further advanced by Anderson (1991) who contended that nations are imagined communities because membership is contingent upon perception of people that they belong. He buttressed his argument by saying that nations as a modern phenomenon resulted from modernization and industrialization. He pin-pointed the prevalence of print capitalism as responsible for constructing the relationship that binded peoples without daily contact together. Glazer and Moynihan (1963) stresses this point using the hitherto strong German immigrant ethnic group of New York city that was influential in the city’s political life, but the German political identity disappeared shortly after the 2nd World war to reflect the reality that people can de-emphasize their identity for an alternative one going by exigencies of time. LeBaron (1963) similarly discusses how the Mayan identity in Guatemala was constructed by a combination of the activities of the Mayan Movement and the Catholic to the extent that the Mayan identity that did not command any political relevance before the 1970s became potent thereafter as a means of winning elections.
Another angle to this perspective is the myth of chosenness or the chosen people myth. This applies where a group of people defines themselves as special and superior to any other group of people. Joireman (2003) contends that the belief of the people who advance the chosen myth is what moulds their actions. He argued that this manifest where there is the belief by a people that God has set them apart for a particular mission. Typical examples of this are the Jews in the Old Testament of the Bible and the Afrikaners of South Africa. Harrison (1981) provides a graphic narration of how the perceptions by the Afrikaners in South Africa as the chosen people of God were used to justify their claim over South Africa and the apartheid system. The implication of this perception that a group is chosen to fulfil some destiny pitches such group against other groups who are demonized and portrayed as evil by the chosen people. From social constructivist perspective, this myth of chosenness emerges from political or economic circumstance as the case of Hitler’s naxism has proven (Harrison 1981).

2:6:2:1 Rational Choice Theory
Even though the unit of analysis in Rational Choice theory is the individual rather than the group, it applies under social constructivism to help us understand the social construction of ethnicity when examined from the perspective of what propels an individual to choose a particular ethnic identity. The rational choice theory is hinged on two assumptions; that it is possible to identify people’s preferences and goals either through observation or eliciting response from them by way of questions and that all persons are rational maximizers of self-interest and that they calculate value of alternative options before deciding on a particular choice. 
This approach to the study of ethnic identity and nationalism explains the factors that motivate individuals to identify with a group as well as behave in a manner that advances nations’ interests. In other words, it tells us that people will choose an identity that captures their best personal interests and goals.

2:6:2:2 Group Theory.
The relevance of this approach in the study of ethnicity and nationalism stems from the fact that it addresses how groups establish boundaries. This applies where members of an in-group feel superior over an out-group or where elevated opinion of positive images is used to characterize one’s group. It is therefore the feeling of cultural superiority that often legitimizes attempt at political control. Sheriff and Sheriff(1966) narrates an experiment with 24 boys of 12 years old from relatively similar background taken to a summer camp and exposed through stages of experiment, one of which was the arbitrary division of the group into two; Red Devil and Bulldog. These two groups were made to participate in activities along group lines, intensive group competitive games including one that were intentionally made to be frustrating. This experiment got to the extent where antagonism developed between the groups and resulted in fighting which abruptly ended the experiment. The experiment was to demonstrate how in-group and out-group are formed by collection of individuals and why the bonds are perpetuated as shown after the experiment that these boys continued to cluster with their group (Sheriff &Sheriff 1966). The essence of the experiment is to demonstrate how groups can emerge in oppositional terms especially where an in-group attempts to express superiority or gain some sort of advantage over out-group usually to justify a practice that is rationally unacceptable. Bobo and Hutchings (1996) in their own study attempted to evaluate the subjective opinion of respondents with regards to how in-group ought to be seen in relation to the out-group following a model developed by Blummer (1958).  This model stipulates that there is: - (i) a belief about the superiority of the in-group, (ii) a belief in the difference in the out-group, (iii) a belief that the in-group is entitled to certain rights and privileges, (iv) an understanding that those rights and privileges are desired by the out-group.Bobo and Hutchings (1996) applied this model in their study of groups in Los Angelis and arrived at the conclusion that among the Blacks, Latinos, Asians and Whites, exists a perception that the other groups were threats because of the competition for social resources. This perception of threat is what generates hatred and conflict among peoples. 
It is also pertinent to note that oppositional group formation that is intentionally ambivalent can appear. This is where ethnic identity of the in-group results from choice (Williams 1985). The contention by Williams is that Welsh identity is defined by the English and has no historical autonomy because the identity of Welsh is anchored on Britishness with constant renewal depending on the economic and historical circumstance in England. This shows that when the economy is good, Welsh identity declines, but when the economy is bad, the identity of Welsh becomes popular. The case of Welsh identity can be used to buttress the point that when a state officially recognizes an ethnic group, two possible effects arise; (i) an increase in the level of ethnic mobilization among all ethnic groups and a determination of the boundaries and (ii) the rules for competition between ethnic groups (Nagel 1986). This truism is emphazised against the backdrop of the government establishment of Welsh Assembly after 1997 referendum, an action that has promoted ethnic identities and nationalist tendencies among the Welsh in the scale never witnessed earlier. The fact of the matter is that regionalization of ethnic groups or its official recognition is likely to cause nationalism to take root even where it has not previously existed.

2:6:2:3 Competition theory.
This approach views ethnic identification from material angle. It stipulates that the struggle over resource can explain the emergence and decline of ethnic groups. It also explains the reasons why ethnic identification appears visible and important at a certain time and not at another time. Olzak and Nagel (1986) in their study attempted to demonstrate how socially constructed identities come into being. Their emphasis centred on how economic and political competition arising from modernization explains the conflict in most developing countries using Eritrea as classic example.
Joireman (2003) however argued that even in developed societies as the case of Scotland shows, competition for resources leads to strengthening of ethnic identity as demonstrated by the discovery of oil off the coast of Scotland. Thomsen (2001) in another study contended that to keep the nationalist fire burning, Scotland had to turn from economic to cultural nationalism because the discovered oil off its shores made little economic impact, however, it was the oil that sparked the fear of Scottish nationalism which is waxing stronger. Competition theory in the social constructivism perspective to the study of ethnicity explains that the perception of taking advantage of some resource opportunity is the rationale that inforns ethnic identity formation.
Generally, the social constructivist perspective to the study of ethnicity and nationalism is criticized for not given adequate attention to what happens to an ethnic group between the time it forms and the time it disappears. The perpective rather lays more emphasis on why ethnic groups appear and disappear. The perspective is also insensitive to explanations of longevity of certain ethnic groups. Why such ethnic groups persist even when they do not carry negative inkling, cannot be explained by social constructivism.

2:6:3 Instrumentalism.
This perspective to the study of ethnicity or nationalism views ethnicity as the means to some specific political end was adopted for this study. It emphasizes on the goals of the ethnic group and that identity is circumstantially played up to advance parochial rather than general interests of the ethnic group (Joireman 2003:35). Instrumentalism is different from primordialism because as primordialism stresses enduring ties of ethnic group, instrumentalism stresses malleability using ethnic sentiment to affect the choices of individuals. Instrumentalists emphasize ways in which ethnicity is manipulated and used by the elites to achieve political mobilization. In this process, there is acknowledgement of the importance of objective markers such as symbols, customs, language and appearance, but emphasis is on behaviour, meaning that an individual ethnic identity can be determined by the examinations of his actions and choices (Joireman 2003). 
Instrumentalists see ethnic identities as important because of the circumstances or the role of elites in manipulating identity and that it disappears once its utility is no longer required. This simply shows that ethnicity is both pervasive and deeply rooted because it is politically useful. Cohen (1969:12-22) establishes this fact using the example of Hausa-Fulani elite who used the exploitation of ethnic sentiments of separatedness and distinctness of the Hausa ethnic group during colonialism to achieve political and economic ends of dominance in the North and had to change  strategy when independence was turned over to Nigerians for that objective to be  maintained. Cohen’s aim in the study was to show how ethnicity can be selected and manipulated to achieve certain ends. Instrumentalists see ethnicity as a tool that elite can use for their personal aggrandizement. It however sees the motivation for ethnic identification or nationalism as self-interest. The individual must be able to calculate his gains of membership before that attachment or affiliation with a group that manifests in behaviours. The benefits of ethnic identification can be social, political and economic and individual makes the choice only when the benefit outweighs the cost. In other words, there are benefits and costs that come with choice of ethnic identification. According to Hechter (2000) individuals give up certain freedom to an organization in order to secure wealth, power and prestige. This point was also buttressed by Joireman (2003) who argued that situations where young people join paramilitary organizations that are ethnically based occurs because identification holds some benefit, that sense of direction and revenge for those growing up in a culture of violence like Northern Ireland, Palestine or Sudan. The choice is made based on calculated benefits which outweigh costs. 
Glazer and Moynihan (1963) in their study concluded that it is not necessarily the presence of peoples of various ethnicities that leads to ethnic identification, but that the role of leadership is very vital in the mobilization of people towards ethnic identification and actualization of political goal. Esman (1977) in his work noted that this role is provided by mainly educated people who function as the arrowheads within ethnic movements. These individuals position themselves as alternative elites and through manipulation of ethnic sentiments, use the ethnic movement to challenge the dominant elites. In the same vein, Brass (1991) whose work focused on Indian politics argued that ethnic identities in complex society’s such as India are fluid and can become conflictual when certain elements of the elites are not accommodated in leadership position. The role of Slobodan Milosevic in the former Yugoslavia in defining a Serbian interest and manipulating Serbian ethnic sentiments against the Kosovar Albanians for his own personal aggrandizement was cited by Joireman (2003) as a vivid example of instrumentalism.
Instrumentalism perspective to ethnicity therefore views ethnic identity as manipulated to achieve a defined political or economic gain and that the role of leadership is very vital in this regard. Those individuals who participate in group action in the name of ethnicity has a choice to make and this is only done when the individual has calculated that personal benefit outweighs costs in that choice. That this sentiment and the actions it warrants disappears when it is no longer politically expedient. In other words those dividing line between peoples on the basis of ethnicity becomes blurred when there is no opportunity for advancing a group’s cause on this basis.
Apart from the manipulation of ethnic sentiments by sub-national elite to advance parochial interest, the state can also manipulate ethnicity to further its own objectives (Prunier 1995, Barth 1998). Prunier (1995) for instance, advances this view using the case of Rwanda where the Belgian colonial policy of Indirect Rule encouraged categorization that differentiated ethnic Tutsis and Hutus in their bid to achieving their purpose of utilizing Tutsi aristocracy to accomplish their colonial goal. He argued that the politicization of these ethnic boundaries escalated and led to the genocide that occurred in 1994 (Prunier 1998). This understanding informs us that the state from the instrumentalists’ perspective performs some role in mobilizing nationalism to achieve a particular end. Joireman (2003) notes that an effective state is that which is able to manipulate ethnic identities in its own interest. This ability helps to combat and reduce the strength of sub-state ethnic identities. The nationalist sentiment in support of the state is what is referred to as civic nationalism which is vital and necessary for the well-being of the state. This explains where people had to suffer deprivation in order to advance the survival of the state as in time of war. Elshtain (1993) posits that it was the enemy image that are used to portray a particular group of people or state and the patriotic sentiments employed by state managers, that propel people to volunteer into the arm services in times of war to define their homeland. In this case, nationalism is used for the political end of supporting the actions of the particular government in power in response to the need they face in times of crisis. Billig (1995) stresses the presence of this even in time of peace. Billig refers to this production of nationalism as ‘banal’ because it is a mundane and repetitive emphasis on citizenship and the state which are often reinforced by symbols and images such as the flag, national anthem, currency and sports events. Civic nationalism in support of the state therefore strengthens the state and weakens competing sub-nationalism by promoting the homogenizing action of the melting pot concept (Haas 1997). 
Instrumentalism perspective is however, inadequate to explain ethnic identification that exists without definable political goal either for a particular individual or elite especially where people affirm that they hold a particular ethnic identification because it gives them a sense of belonging. Instrumentalism perspective inadequacy comes to fore due to inability to explain the persistence of ethnic groups across time, moreso when changes in political agendas and goals are not reflected in changing ethnic identification. Another area of inadequacy of instrumentalism is its inability to explain situations where leadership arises to follow the will of the masses.
These shortcomings notwithstanding, theory of instrumentalism addresses the core of the subject matter of this study which is subnationalism. It addresses the issue of why violence-oriented ethnic organizations are emerging in Nigeria. Why are these formations that draw membership along ethnic lines springing up in the Nigerian political landscape? Because instrumentalism views the mobilization of ethnicity to accomplish a political end and given the roles certain actors at the leadership apex have played in giving birth and nurturing of the two organizations, this choice becomes faultless.
To instrumentalists, elite who desire some roles that have eluded them in a heterogeneous political system, manipulate ethnicity to achieve mobilization for their personal aggrandizement (Cohen 1969, Brass 1991, Hecter 2000).  It emphasizes the goals of the ethnic group and that identity is circumstantially played up (Joireman 2003:35). Instrumentalism stresses malleability of ethnic sentiments that depend on circumstance and the choice of the individuals. There is acknowledgement of the importance of objective markers such as symbols, customs, language and appearance, but emphasis is on behaviour, meaning that an individual ethnic identity can be determined by the examinations of his actions and choices. This simply shows that ethnicity is both pervasive and deeply rooted because it is politically useful. The role of leadership is very vital in the mobilization of people towards ethnic identification to actualize political goals. 
Those individuals who spearhead group action in the name of ethnicity have a choice to make and this is only done when they are convinced that personal benefit outweighs costs. For the elite, choice, sentiments and the actions engendered by their manipulation of ethnic identities, cease when they are no longer politically expedient. In other words, those dividing lines between peoples on the basis of ethnicity become blurred when there is no opportunity for advancing parochial elite interests clouded as a group cause. This theory sufficiently explains the role of the founders of the MASSOB and OPC movements. Ralph Uwazurike and Fredrick Faseun founders of the two organizations respectively, had interacted with key political actors in Nigeria and were major participants in the political process who became frustrated when they were not taken into cognizance in the fallout of power equation and configuration. For instance, Faseun contested for the office of president in the Babangida’s transition to civil rule programme but was banned along with 23 other contestants after the cancellation of primaries of the two political parties in 1992. He supported Chief Moshood Abiola his ethnic brother in the rerun but Abiola was denied victory following the annulment of June 12, 1993 presidential election. Cashing in on that sentiment; Faseun mobilized his ethnic folks on the plank of perceived injustice of that annulment.Uwazurike on the other hand was an enthusiastic participant in the transition programme as a member of the Obasanjo campaign committee that ushered in the fourth republic dispensation (Oti 2007:7). Prior to that, he has been the leader of Igbo Council of Chiefs a kind of a social club that is exclusively Igbo. At the end of that transition he was not compensated by the victorious PDP government in terms of appointment or contact. Therefore, Uwazurike formation of MASSOB is premised on personal frustration. He cashed in on the disappointment of the Igbo as a result of the failure of the presidential bids of aspirants of Igbo extraction in both the PDP and APP as well as the initial appointments of the Obasanjo administration that seemingly did not redress the long time complaint of the Igbo. Those conditions made it easier to mobilize the Igbo given the general cry of marginalization of the Igbo.
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CHARPTER THREE

SUBNATIONALISM IN NIGERIA AND THE OPC/MASSOB MOVEMENTS

3:1 Ethnic Militia Movements in Nigeria
If we take Adejumobi’s characterization of ethnic militia as ‘youth based groups formed with the purpose of promoting and protecting the parochial interests of their ethnic groups and whose activities sometimes involve the use of violence’,  then we can say that the prevalence of the phenomenon within the geographical space of Nigeria pre-dates the country’s independence (Adejumobi 2002, Agbese 2001:125-126).
The colonial policy of divide and rule employed to strengthen European control and dominance was significant and affected politics and ethnic relations, characterized by discord and unhealthy competition among the ethnic groups in Nigeria (Ndikumma 1998: 29-47). These ethnic relations were at times expressed in violent forms as the example of the 1953 Kano riots clearly showed. The riot was a result of some value judgement stemming from perceived mistreatment of northern delegates by the southern crowd in Lagos for opposing the 1953 motion moved at the Federal House of Representatives for independence in 1956. That kind of outbursts, the first of its kind was a selective violence targeted at an out-group emanating from the colonial administration’s invention of tradition and the mutiny of an ‘us versus them’ syndrome in Nigeria (Agbese 2003: 125). This means that ethnic related violence is situated in the public policies of the Nigerian state. This character of the Nigerian state has not fundamentally changed in spite of the transition from colonial to post-colonial dispensation (Agbese 2003: 127). Apart from the 1953 violent eruption that occurred in Kano, there has been an avalanche of violent ethnic eruptions in Nigeria. They include the 1981 bloodshed in Numan, the 1987 mass killing in Kafanchan and other parts of southern Zaria, the 1990 clashes in Wukari and Takun, the 1991 massacre in Tafawa Belewa and the mass killing in Kano city, the 1992 Zango–Kataf bloodshed, the 1993 Andoni and Ogoni bloodbath, the intermittent Warri crises between the Ijaws, Itsekiri and Urhobo, the clashes between the Hausas and Yoruba in Sagamu, Lagos, Ilorin and Ibadan, the Nasarawa crises involving the Tiv and other ethnic groups in that state, the Yelwa-Shendam and Jos clashes in Plateau state among many others.
The frequent re-occurrence of these ethnic eruptions stems from the character of the Nigerian state which was designed to breed inter-ethnic rivalries that promote the interests of the colonialists. Independence was unable to alter this character of the Nigerian state but merely re-inforced it because the texture of post-colonial politics has been characterized by domination and hegemonic context by the ethnic groups.  As such, the structure and form of the Nigerian state has been sustaining this relationship of inter-ethnic distrusts and rivalry. 
These inter ethnic rivalries have transformed into dimensions where violence is used; creating the conditions for the emergence of groups making claims and competing with the state for legitimacy (Badmus 2006).  The fact of the matter is that the group that controls the state uses its power and economic resources to protect the material interests of some members of their folks.  The result is the institutionalization of the relationship, perpetually re-inforced by economic and political hierarchies and exacerbated by deliberate policies of the ruling class that promotes ethnic exclusion and encourages alienation which ultimately results into resistance expressed in form of ethnic movements activities.
Even though most of the ethnic-related strives listed above were spontaneous, they were orchestrated to further ethnic-related interests of the elite (Okafor 1997). However, the trend has changed as violently oriented organized groups who reject the authority of the state and conduct their activities outside the confines of the law have become the order of the day. Some analysts have argued that this phenomenon is a product of the long military dictatorship in the country. They argue that military rule created the condition for the emergence of organised groups to counter state violence (Omeje 2005, Freedom House 2007). This kind of violence exhibited by ethnic militias was a part of the reproduction of the culture of militarism implanted by the state due to the long duration of military rule in the country (Adejumobi 2002).  
The fact is that the character of the Nigerian state which was shaped by colonial overlords at inception has remained violent in orientation and has continuously sought to maintain control and hierarchy in society through the means of coercion (Adjumobi 2002).  Governance in the country has therefore remained largely a dictatorship where the few controlling the reins of power make it extremely difficult for any peaceful agitation by the people.  Madunagu (2000) reacting to this tendency, posits that it is the nature of politics whose ultimate form in Nigeria is the struggle for power, compels every political organisation and population movement at a certain stage in its development to acquire an armed detachment as a response to this culture.  This argument is anchored on the fact that the colonialists utilized militarized state to further their interests and through the policies of divide and rule, were able to pitch the desperate groups that make up the country against themselves.  The argument also goes to show that in the process of demanding for independence, the state became an arena of contests for these rival groups, and in turn making the group that captured it a mere replacement of the colonialists. The triumphant group uses the state to promote parochial interests which is detested by the others that lost out in the contests and whose only response is to turn to a militarized society or constitute a violent formation as a counter against this domination.
This phenomenon manifested in spontaneous violent eruptions in the form of riots and intermitent violent conflicts in the past as enumerated above. However, the 1990s was the era that saw the emergence of another mode of ethnicity spearheaded by violent oriented ethnic organizations that some have referred to as ethnic militias. This phenomenon was particularly helped by the pervasiveness of personal rule and high concentration of power on an individual as epitomized by the Ibrahim Babaginda and Sani Abacha military regimes in Nigeria.  Both men who dominated the politics of the 1990s, had secrete agendas of  perpetuating their hold on power, through the manipulation of a political process of the transition to civil rule programme which they built on deception with greater tendency at intimidation and intolerance of dissenting view points (Ibrahim 2003).  Indeed, the character of the two regimes deepened the contradiction and crisis of the Nigerian state and the immediate result was the annihilation of civil society, thus driving individuals and groups that opposed the regimes into the trenches (Bach 2004, Guichaoua 2006).  Particularly, Ibrahim Babaginda who nursed a secrete agenda of self-perpetuation, engaged in a political chessboard of banning, unbanning and banning politicians in the name of ‘learning process’ under his transition to civil rule programme.  In that process so many decisions were taken including the cancellations of political parties’ primaries and election results which frustrated the politicians and the people (Kaur 2007).  However, the straws that could no longer be swallowed, was the annulment of the June 12, 1993 presidential election won by a Yoruba billionaire businessman Moshood Abiola of the Social Democratic Party (SDP) who was a friend of the ruling military establishment (Faseun 2005).  The fact that he hails from an area of the country that had spearheaded opposition politics in the country gave fillip to the opposition against that regime (Albert 2001, Akinyele 2001).  That election has been tagged a watershed because Abiola was perceived as a symbol of change long desired by the peoples of  the geographical south of the country especially the Yorubas of southwest (Faseun 2003). Annulment of the election by the Babaginda regime was unacceptable to the political elite mainly from the south west and their rejection of that annulment plunged the country into a crisis that increasingly turned into an ethnic strive localized to the south western part of the country (Okechukwu 2000).  
The most fundamental outcome of this brouhaha was the formation of Oodua Peoples Congress (OPC) by Dr Fredrick Faseun after he consulted widely with the Yoruba elite (Faseun 2003). The fact that personality like Dr Beko Ramsome-Kuti who was a well known civil right activists lent his support in the formation of the organization gives credence to the view that its emergence has something to do with the brutality of the military regimes especially that of General Sani Abacha whose penchant was to brood no opposition following the stalemate that followed Ibrahim Babaginda’s stepping aside from the mantle of power (Faseun 2005).  The organisation formed originally to champion the revalidation of the annulled election of June 12 1993, has increasingly widened its objectives to include checkmating the injustice perpetrated against the Yoruba by the Hausa-Fulani ruling elite as well as promoting Yoruba cultural heritage (Guichaoua 2006, Nolte 2007, Adams 2008, Faseun 2008).  The activities of the OPC which is concentrated in the south western part of the country, led to the formation of Arewa Peoples Congress (APC) as a direct response to OPC’s activities, as well as to defend the entrenched Hausa-Fulani interests in Nigeria (Adejumobi 2002). 
In the Niger-delta area, the emergence of militant groups calling for an end to injustice, environmental degradation and deprivation followed the same pattern of state repression (Obi 2002).  Though agitation in that region of the country, predates the era of military rule and even independence, it was the non-violent campaign led by Ken Saro Wawa and his Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni Peoples (MOSOP) in the early 1990s that prepared the stage for militant ethnic movements in that region (Osezua 1999,Emmanuel 2006).
Th Ogoni agitation took a violent dimension with the formation of a youth wing of MOSOP called National Youth Council of Ogoni People (NYCOP) whose activities challenged state authorities and Ogoni establishment. This violent posture contributed to the death of four Ogoni leaders who they accused of collaborating with government and led to the militarization of the area by government who had to deploy a joint police/military detachment called Internal State Security Force.  Notwithstanding that Ken Saro Wiwa and some of his comrades were hanged by the Abacha military regime, the activities of MOSOP/NYCOP succeeded in stopping oil exploration in Ogoni area and attracting national and international attention to the Ogoni cause because Mr Saro Wiwa laid down a foundation of intellectual struggle, anchored on a well articulated document called the Ogoni bill of rights (Isumoha 2004). That document which was signed by thirty traditional rulers and eminent persons of Ogoniland on behalf of the Ogoni people and presented to the government and people of Nigeria in November 1990 was what gingered the youths into taking violent option to realize the objectives enunciated in the document (Isumoha 2004). 
It was the Ogoni struggle, coupled with the organizational prowess of Ken Saro Wiwa that not only helped to awaken the entire populace of the Niger Delta to the neglect and destruction that oil exploration brought to the region but in addition, internationalized the plight of the Niger Delta peoples (Osaghae 1995).  As Osezua (1999) rightly observed, the advent of the phenomenon of mass protest in Nigerian politics was marked by the rise of MOSOP in their passionate demand for a fundamental restructuring of the Nigerian state.  The Ogoni revolt succeeded in forcing the multinational oil giant, Shell, to suspend operation in the area for many years (Obi 2004:104).  Though Ken Saro Wiwa paid the supreme price in 1995 when he was hanged by the military administration of Sani Abacha on charges of the murder of four prominent Ogoni chiefs, the flames of agitation and activism in the Niger delta which the Ogoni struggle sparked off in the area instead of abating, rather reverberated across the Niger delta and increased in intensity.  It was this impetus that was arrived at by the Ijaw who came out with the Kaima Declaration on December 11, 1998.  The issues surrounding the Kaima Declaration changed the coloration of the Niger delta struggle and took it to another level beyond where the Ogonis left it.  For instance, the declaration had called for the immediate withdrawal from Ijaw land of all military forces of occupation and repression deployed to the area by the Nigerian state, warning oil companies not to employ services of the Nigerian armed forces to protect its operation; otherwise they will be viewed as enemy of the Ijaw people (Ojeifa 2004). It demanded that oil companies stop all exploration and exploitation activities in the ijaw area so as to put a stop  to gas flaring, oil spillage, blow out etc that have despoiled their environment. It advised all oil company staff and contractors to withdraw from Ijaw territories by the 30th of December 1998 (Ojeifa 2004).
The immediate reaction of the Nigerian government to that declaration was to unleash violence and manhunt on the masterminds of that declaration. However the youths of the area with memories of the Ogoni struggle were undeterred by the response of the Nigerian state but were determined to carry on with their resolution. The result was the course to take a different approach to mass protest from those of the Ogonis, leading to the violent militancy approach that informed the formation of rebellious organizations challenging state authority. The Niger Delta People’s Volunteer Force (NDPVF) and the Movement for the Emancipation of Niger Delta (MEND) are the major militant organizations operating in the area with trail of clashes with security operatives since the return to democratic dispensation in Nigeria (Jason 2006). The group’s strategy apart from the confrontations with police and other security operatives also include kidnapping raids and asking for ransome, sabotage, bunkering and terrorism. These activities reduced the state revenue and the oil companies explorative capacities in that region. 
It was the Kaima Declaration and confrontational dispositions of the Ijaw groups, which drew the line for the government to launch clampdown on the arrowheads behind that gathering, an action that further militarized the area, leading to the deployment by government of a joint police-military operation called ‘Operation Restore Hope’ (Ramsome-Kuti 1999:10). Even though the administration of Olusegun Obasanjo’s was able to arm-twist Asari Dokubo, leader of NDPVF into surrendering, MEND which emerged afterwards adopted ‘formlessness’ as a strategy of asserting claims on the Nigerian state. Emmanuel (2006) posits that this was necessary because the organization realized that since Asari Dokubo, the arrowhead of NPDVF was identified, it was easy to immobilize him and hence his group. The long incarceration of Asari who was released shortly on assumption of office by Shehu Yar’Adua in June 2007 was enough to transform MEND activities into what may be regarded as insurgency as noted by Jason (2006). MEND is among the twenty-four ethnic based minority rights groups with radical bent in the country (Adejumobi 2002), 
The core east or the Igbo area is not an exception; violent oriented organizations with different agendas also exist in the region and the Bakassi Boys was one typical example. The organization enjoyed patronage of state governors before the clampdown on it by the federal government shortly before the 2003 general elections which ultimately reduced its visibility (Babawale 2004: 53-56). The group initially came into the scene to fight the rising crime in Aba and Onitsha, two cities that are boisterous with commerce and its success was to attract the attention of Abia and Anambra state governments which passed laws that legitimized the activities of the group. But given the limitations of the state on security matters and the increasing notoriety of the group in the run up to the 2003 general election, the federal authorities felt that there should be a stop and subsequently proscribed the organization. This proscription was followed by a clampdown on the organization that consequently reduced its visibility. But by far the most daring organization in the east, with national tentacles is the Movement for the Actualization of the Sovereign State of Biafra (MASSOB) whose activities have been purely confrontational with security operatives. Its demand for an independent Biafran state from Nigeria is a direct challenge to the legitimacy of the Nigerian state. The group which claims a philosophy of non- violence, has since its formation in 1999 engaged in rallies, use of uniform of  former Biafran police and soldiers, hoisting separatists flags and circulating maps that show boundaries of Biafra among many other things (Bach 2004:5). The organization has also organised successful sit-at-home calls that were widely adhered to in the Igbo area and beyond (Obi 2004:10). The organization avers that their objective to actualize Biafra is hinged on the official marginalization of the Igbo in the power equation in Nigeria and the non-acceptance of the Igbo by other groups in Nigeria (Adejumobi 2002). According to Badmus (2006) even though the organization professes non-violence in its campaigns, the history of its activities had been characterized by long trail of clashes with security operatives most of the time leading to loss of lives. For instance, the group’s attempt to forcefully remove a parasitic group called the National Association of Road Transport Owners (NARTO), which was extorting money from the motor parks and markets in Onitsha resulted in a backlash, when the NARTO mobilized resistance. The consequent crisis generated by that clash was what warranted the deployment of joint police and military outfit in the town to dislodge the feuding groups.  Ethnic organizations that are yet to attain the level of organizational sophistication depicted above, manifested this tendency through the texture of violence unleashed mercilessly on little provocation. Sophisticated weapons are employed in most of the recent inter-ethnic conflicts.
A study carried out in 2005 revealed that the use of small arms and light weapon (SALW) has increased the scale of lethality, the degree of intensity, casualities and the extent of livelihood destruction with wider developmental impact for the country (Ginifer and Ismail 2005:5). They identified the weapons now in use in Nigeria to include AK-47 assault riffles, automatic pump action shortguns, bazookas, bretta pistol, browning pistol, carine riffles, double-barrel shortguns, G3 riffles, general purpose machine guns, along with other traditional weapons such as machetes, spears, cutlasses and knifes (Ginifer and Ismail 2005:5). All these weapons are what have been deployed in the frequent ethno-religious conflicts ravaging the country including those of the northern and middle belt regions such as the ethnic clash in Riyon district of Jos between the Fulani herdsmen and ethnic Beron, Mambila militia group and Fulani herdsmen in Mambila region of Taraba state that claimed 98 lives and displaced 53,791 can only be described as mini wars.

3:2 The Oodua People’s Congress
3:2:1 Formation
The philosophy behind the formation of OPC is to identify with the historical and cultural origin of the Yoruba so as to relieve the glory of the Yoruba past for the purpose of posterity. Towards this end, the group intends to educate and mobilize the descendants of Oduduwa to integrate the aspirations and values of all the descendants of Oduduwa into a collective platform of an Oodua entity. This is to be achieved through a struggle that aims to protect the Yoruba interests by advancing Oodua civilization, promoting Oodua values and mores for sustainable transmission from generation to generation (HRW 2003:4).
Despite the fact that the aforementioned objectives were highlighted in OPC’s constitution as reasons behind its formation, the peculiarities and dynamics that played out in Nigeria during the 1990’s were the immediate condition that led to the formation of OPC (Guichaoua 2006). The emergence of the OPC in 1994 was a response to the action of the Ibrahim Babangida’s military administration which annulled the June 12, 1993 presidential election of which Moshood Abiola an ethnic Yoruba was the apparent winner. That action was interpreted by the Yoruba as calculated ethnic agenda of the Hausa-Fulani ruling elite who have dominated governance in Nigeria to perpetually control political power in the country by denying one of their own the access to highest office in the land. This view was aptly captured by Fredrick Faseun to wit; 
“… Yoruba interests were threatened when Chief Obafemi Awolowo contested elections to be president of this country, and we know he won those elections but he was prevented from enjoying the dividends of his victory. Eh! That was the erudite Yoruba politician, he was not allowed to get to the position of leadership and Alhaji Chief MKO Abiola also contested, he won the election unequivocally. We knew it all along.  Never mind what Nwosu was telling us 15 years later announcing the result that Abiola won the election. And Abiola instead of being allowed to enjoy the dividends of victory, he was arrested, detained and murdered.  So if the richest Yoruba person could not attain the leadership of this nation and the most politically erudite amidst the Yoruba people were not allowed to ascend leadership of this nation, no Yoruba person would get there. If you think Chief Obafemi Awolowo was too heavy for the caliphate, Abiola shared everything with the caliphate.  He was closely associated with them in religion, in business, in trade, in eh virtually everything even women and if Abiola couldn’t get it, no other Yoruba person could get it.  So if like I said, the most erudite amongst the Yoruba people could not get it and the richest among them couldn’t get it then no body in the race could get it.  So we have to say we are not second class citizens…”(Faseun 2008).

In addition Adejumobi (2002) stated that it was the tendency of the Babangida and Abacha regimes to go after and annihilate individuals or groups that threatened their administration that compelled marginalized elite to form OPC. Those regimes successfully dealt with civil society organizations, with cross-cultural appeal such as the Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) the Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU), the Nigerian Bar Association (NBA), and the National Association of Nigerian Students (NANS), the Nigerian Union of Journalists (NUJ) as well as numerous Human Rights and pro-democracy groups. The decapitulation of these organizations pushed people to recline to their ethnic cocoons as a way of seeking refuge from the onslaught that was unleashed by those regimes on pan-Nigerian grouping. 
The repressive character of the two regimes led to the formation of opposition organizations such as the NADECO that conducted most of their activities underground. As a matter of fact, the brain behind the OPC Dr Fredrick Faseun is a well-known civil right activist. Dr Fredrick Faseun was an active participant in the transition to civil rule programme of the Babangida administration and contested for the presidency under the platform of the Social Democratic Party (SDP) but joined forces with others to support the aspiration of Moshood Abiola when the process in which he was participating was halted by Babangida. Babangida had cancelled the primaries involving twenty-three presidential candidates jostling for the nomination of the two recognised political parties; the Social Democratic Party (SDP) and the National Republican Convention (NRC). The Military president banned all candidates from contesting again citing fraud and other flimsy excuses. It was Faseun’s idea that a movement peopled by the youth who are still capable of flexing their muscle was necessary given the conditions of the time especially with an ethno-biased repressive regime targeting the Yoruba ethnic group. The tacit support he got from Beko Ramsome-Kuti who headed the campaign for Democracy and Adekunle Ajasin, a former governor of Ondo state who was heading the National Democratic Coalition (NADECO) went a long way in making the formation of the movement that is capable of gathering large support as well as display some physical force to oppose the northern elite that control the apparatus of power in Nigeria. According to Guichaoua (2006) Dr Beko Ramsome-Kuti, a medical practitioner and famous human right activists lent his organisational skills which were vital in galvanizing the mustard organisation into a mass movement that is well known by everyone in Nigeria. 
The organization has consistently agitated for the convocation of a Sovereign National Conference (SNC) to negotiate a new constitution that will accommodate ethno-regional autonomy. A good number of Yoruba people, still relish the achievement of the region during the era of Obafemi Awolowo’s administration in the first republic when the regions were relatively autonomous. The achievements recorded by that administration has not been replicated by successive administrations that have governed the area ostensibly because of the arbitrary restructuring of the Nigerian state by military administrators that truncated democracy in the country for a long time. It will therefore not be out of place to assert that the OPC emerged as a result of the frustrated democratic transitions that characterized Nigeria in the late 1980s and early 1990s as well as the heavy hand of repression that was unleashed on political opposition under a regime most regard as to most corrupt post-independence military rule Nigeria has ever known. The idea of OPC was conceived by individuals who were previously engaged in the political process to counter a brutal regime that narrowed the political space for certain categories of the elite (Babawale 2004, Nolte 2007). 
Given the narrative above, it is necessary to closely look at the sociological and psychological factors from the perspective of Dr Fredrick Faseun who was the founder of OPC. What is it that informed the intention of this trained medical doctor to create a group like the OPC? The explanation might not be far fetched given the fact that Dr Faseun was essentially prodded into politics by the Babangida administration’s transition to civil rule programme which emphasised the need to create a new breed of politics that is different from the type of politics that dominated the scene during the first and second republics in Nigeria. The objective of that administration was to prevent politicians who polarized the polity by their divisive ethnic and regional rivalry from participation, because, it was generally believed that their brand of politics contributed immensely to the first military intervention which halted democracy in the country. Therefore, all the prominent politicians and political players were banned by that administration from participating in partisan politics leading to the final handover of power to an elected civilian president. That was what cleared the coast to new players who have not participated actively during the previous democratic dispensations and allowed for the entrant of new players into the process of partisan politics. Faseun happened to fall into this category. 
He is a professional that runs his own businesses, a clinic and an hotel in Lagos. He comes from a family background where business line runs in the blood. His father was a rich trader but Faseun does not attribute his education and rise in life to his father but rather attributes his achievements to his tenacity (Faseun 2003). Though he was not well known nationally prior to the 1992 presidential primaries in which he participated on the platform of the Social Democratic Party (SDP), his first political appointment was cut in 1989 when a coalition of labour unions and labour activists created the National Labour Party as one of the political associations that sought registration and recognition under the transition programme. By Faseun’s own account, attaining the height of leading a national party  formed by labour activists was not an accident but goes back to his long term association with labour unions as a medical consultant to the Dockworkers Union of Nigeria. What this implies here is that Faseun did not start his political career as a champion of primordial politics or defender of the interests of his ethnic group even though he personally stated that his motivation into making forays into politics were partly borne out of his admiration of important political figures in Nigeria including Chief Obafemi Awolowo who is viewed as the foremost Yoruba nationalist whose politics changed the dynamics of political organization of Nigeria along the line of primordial cultural differences (Oyeniran 1988). The vital role he played in transforming a Yoruba cultural organization, the Egbe Omo Oduduwa into a political party is cited as the event that kickstarted ethno rivalry and competition along party line in Nigeria. Incidentally Faseun, in his autobiography, says his admiration for Awolowo is not because he was the leader of the Yoruba but stems from the struggles he waged as an activist and political leader; his efforts to eradicate poverty and broadening of educational opportunities to wider segment of the population by his free education policy (Faseun 2005).
It was this background that afforded him the opportunity to be conversant with political issues. Through his association with labour activists, it was easy for Faseun to join the Social Democratic Party, one of the two officially created parties promoted as leaning towards left of the centre and touted as more progressive of the two parties created by the regime. The Babangida administration had refused to recognize any of the political associations that were formed by politicians which sought registration to participate as one of the two that the law guiding the transition to civil rule programme permitted. The political condition that called for new breed politicians who had no blemish from previous experiences showed in the enthusiasm with which people like Fredrick Faseun embraced the programme. However, the frequent intervention by the administration in the political processes heightened the suspicion that the regime had hidden agenda (Reno 1999). And so when Faseun and twenty-two other presidential aspirants vying for the presidential nomination of the two officially created parties were banned, politicians still felt that the regime should be given the benefit of the doubt because that was the last lap of election series which has almost lasted the entire eight years under Babangida. And so just like any of the other contestants, endorsing or supporting the new players is the only way of retaining relevance in the party-process and administration that will come therefrom. So, Faseun like many others, decided to throw his support for Abiola the strongest candidate of the pack who has been on the sideline of partisan politics for most of the period of Babangida’s transition to civil rule programme.
The hidden agenda of General Babangida came to the fore when he annuled presidential election that would have completed the transition programme for the second time. That action was not going to be taken any longer by politicians and civil society groups who had been condoning the antics of the military through out the transition programme. The opposition mounted against Babangida forced him to step aside for an Interim Government headed by Chief Ernest Shonekan. However the agenda of the military elite dominated by people of northern extraction came to the fore after Sani Abacha forced Ernest Shonekan the Head of State under the Interim National Government to resign.
That action paved the way for him to ascend to power, after he dismantled all the democratic structures that were created under the Babangida transition to civil rule programme. That action and the repressive nature of General Abacha administration did not deter the pro-democracy groups’ campaigning for the revalidation of the annulled June 12, 1993 presidential election. It was this uncompromising posture of the election revalidation campaigners that compelled General Abacha to go after these people some of whom were killed, imprisoned or driven into exile (Adams 2008, Faseun 2005.2008). The option remaining for the opposition was to go into the trenches which were the prevalent scenario prior to the founding of OPC. This gives credence to the view that Faseun’s decision to embrace the ethnic battle was purely tactical and strategically designed more to filter the primordial instincts of the crowds (Guichaoua 2005).
But in Faseun’s own words, OPC was formed ‘to defend, protect and promote Yoruba interests as well as to ensure that justice is done to other ethnic nationalities in Nigeria’ (Faseun 2008).  Social Justice to other ethnic nationalities was a later addition after Faseun’s incarceration by the Abacha military junta and his meeting with Obasanjo before the 1999 presidential election. Another later addition, is to ‘promote Yoruba cultural legacies and to make sure that Yorubaland is quite secure for investors and those who dwell therein to do business’ (Faseun 2008). But what were those interests of the Yoruba that OPC was established to advance? Severally Faseun has maintained that it included ending Hausa-Fulani domination of the country. His belief is that Yoruba people were in the vanguard to free Nigeria from colonial rule and the establishement of a federal system as the basis of relationship for the country. According to him northern elite who dominated power in the country have systematically altered this structure thus destroying the basis under which the Yorubas decided to be part of the Nigerian entity (Faseun 2005: 68). To maintain this domination, a unitary system was foisted on the country so as to pepetuate Hausa-Fulani domination, thus relegating other ethnic nationalities to playing second fiddle and creating the impression that Nigeria was a patrimonial gift handed to Hausa-Fulani forbearers by the British. To him OPC emerged to redress this notion (Faseun 2008). 
To him, the inevitability of an organization like the OPC draws from the reasoning that if the most erudite and accomplished Yoruba politician in the person of Chief Awolowo could not be allowed to rule Nigeria and again the wealthiest Yoruba who shared religion, business and women with the ‘Caliphate’ could be prevented just because he is a Yoruba, then it will be foolhardy to believe that any other Yoruba could mount the mantle of leadership in the country (Faseun 2005, 2008). The resistance to the last act led to incarceration of Abiola and the subjection of Yoruba people to unprecedented marginalization, harassment and suffering by General Sani Abacha as Yoruba sons and daughters in the armed services, business and civil service faced systematic liquidation through executive murders (Faseun 2005).
Another aspect of national life in which Faseun detested northern domination was what he called Hausa-Fulani expansionism and ‘Fulanisation’ of Yoruba land. He identified some of these to include, the inscription of the Arewa logo on the Senate building of the University of Lagos, the Union Bank headquarters in Marina Lagos and military installations in Yoruba land. He also identified the naming of the Police Headquarters in Lagos after a northerner Kam Selem instead of his predecessor  Louise Edet who was the first indigenous police inspector just because he is not from the north. Also included in this catalogue according to Faseun is the inscription of Arewa logo on the Nigerian currency, the naming of major landmarks in Lagos after Hausa-Fulani personalities. Such include; the International Airport named after Murtala Mohammed, re-naming of Onikan Race Course, the biggest open square in Lagos after Tafawa Balewa, naming of the most important streets and bridges after northerners such Ahmadu Bello Way along the Marina, the long stretch of road running from Yaba to Oyingbo in Lagos as Murtala Mohammed Way, that of Yaba bus stop to Oyingbo as Borno Way and the Third Mainland Bridge as Ibrahim Babangida Boulevard. Hausa-Fulani domination is also seen from the perspective that prominent northerner, Aliko Dangote was ceded berths 14, 19 and 20 of the Apapa-Lagos Wharf for his factory building. Other northerners control private jetties in Lagos which he alleged are used to import wares including arms and other weapons of war into the country (Faseun 2005:70-71). Furthermore, Faseun contends that the overbearing influence of the Hausa-Fulani immigrants in some areas such as Agege, Ojo, Majidun, Ketu and Apapa all in Lagos and other parts of Yoruba land such as Ilorin, Sagamu, Ogbomosho and Olode is worrisome because it indicates that Yoruba land space is shrinking as a result of these domineering influence of the Hausa-Fulani ethnic group (Faseun 2005: 70-71). To correct and checkmate this domination is what the OPC was formed to undertake.
However, this posture and form which the OPC assumed as well as the kind of activities the organization embarked upon marked Faseun out as a target by the Abacha military regime that was bent on solidifying hold on power.  It was not difficult to accomplish that as Faseun was soon arrested in 1996 and detained throughout General Abacha period in power. The detention of Dr Faseun according to Albert (2001:282) was the catalyst that transformed the organisation into a violent militia around 1996. According to him, the OPC members felt that the change they were seeking within the framework of the Nigerian polity cannot occur through peaceful means and so the idea of a possible option of matching force with force started to reverberate (Albert 2001). This view point is shared by Gani Adams, national coordinator of the OPC who became visible within the organization following the detention of Dr Fredrick Faseun. According to him, the arrest of Faseun and the clampdown on prominent Yoruba people and other advocates of the revalidation of June 12, 1993 presidential election gingered a lot of people to join the organization. In his words;
“Naturally with the passage of time, any organization must experience growth beyond what it used to be at the initial stage. Again people came out to join the organization because of the clamp down on prominent NADECO leaders. So there was a groundswell movement among the people at the grassroots to react given the treatment meted to their leaders. People were ready to defend themselves even to the extent of war” (Adams 2008). 

The swelling in the ranks of the OPC created its own problems in terms of focus and ideological disposition. For instance, Faseun was unable to keep the OPC fold together after his incarceration. His long absence from the organization boosted the profiles of hitherto unknown personalities who found it difficult to relinquish this new found prominence that came via the organization. Therefore, scheming for control of the organization was the under currents that set the stage for the factionalization that tore the organization apart post-transition period in Nigeria. As Faseun noted,
“I wasn’t around. I founded the organization on the 29th of August 1994 and was arrested December 18th 1996. I came back June 26th 1998. So it was while I was away in detention that he found his way into the organization. When he came in, he factionalized it by creating a youth wing.  When I came back there were two factions, the youth wing and the Aiyelaju (elders)…. In the meantime, Gani has been making money. No child taste honey (sic) and throws it away.  Here I wouldn’t allow mercenary services. Uptil today, you wouldn’t find mercenary services in the OPC but somebody (sic)who have derived some benefits, why should he give up” (Faseun 2008).

Another important point that is related to the statement above is the fact that incarceration of OPC leaders and the repressive approach of the General Abacha regime contributed to the violent transformation of the organization. For instance, the first time violence was expressed openly was during the opening stages of the new transition programme launched by General Abubakar after the death of Sani Abacha, against the Police perceived by OPC members as the instrument that is used to perpetuate the detested Hausa-Fulani hegemony (Akinyele 2001). 
The election of Yoruba man as the president in 1999 could not stem OPC’s relapse into violence which became intensified. Guichaoua (2007) explains this on two fronts; what he identifies as changes that occurred within the organization, the emergence of a new radical faction under the leadership of Gani Adams and the partial conversion of the OPC into a vigilante organization, an activity spurred by consequent opening up of economic opportunity to the members of the organization (Guichaoua 2007). But how did this radical faction that is amenable to use of violence emerge to affect the contours or tenors of the organization? The explanation for this is not far fetched as the main reason behind the development is the vacuum that was created as a result of Faseun’s absence from the organization. The intention of the government that the organization will fizzle out in disarray and die with the detention of its founder and leader did not materialize. That incarceration rather created an avenue for other elements to rise from within the organization to fill the leadership gap. This explains how Gani Adams came into the fray to become the leader and spokesperson of the group. In his narration,
“…Within a short period after OPC was formed, Abacha arrested Dr Fredrick Faseun and he was detained at Alagbon. At the time he was arrested, the question that pervaded the organization was who will bell the cat?  A leader normally emerged going by the activities and action of the people within such organization.  The arrest of Dr Faseun who was the coordinator of the organization created a vacuum and I was made the deputy coordinator to run the affairs of the organization pending when Dr Faseun would rejoin us. While he was in detention, there was tremendous improvement in the name recognition of the organization and membership strength. If you are arrested for a cause and you know that things are going well it will boost your morale and confidence. You must bear in mind that a person in detention naturally suffers demoralization as a result, but when Dr Faseun realized that things are going well he sends us words of encouragement to continue with the struggle…”(Adams 2008)

Ideological clash between Gani Adams and Fredrick Faseun who was released shortly after the death of Sani Abacha centred on the role OPC was to play in the impending transition to civil rule programme that General Abdulsalami Abubakar proposed after he cancelled the programme started by General Abacha which was designed only to return him as civilian president (Ibrahim 2003). The issue of OPC’s participation became contentious and eventually led to the parting of ways by the two leaders and the subsequent splitting of the organization into two factions. Gani Adams and his supporters had in the OPC accused Faseun of supporting Olu Falae one of the two presidential candidates in the 1999 presidential election against the view that OPC should stay away from participating in the programme. Faseun was also accused of receiving some financial largesse from Olusegun Obasanjo who was eventually elected the civilian president after long years of military rule. 
The allegation of financial gratification levelled against Faseun contributed significantly to the division in the movement. The faction led by Gani Adams would not want anything to do with the election and the government that was recently formed by Obasanjo. This resentment is rooted in the mistrust Gani Adams and his supporters harbour against the Nigerian government notwithstanding the fact that it was headed by a Yoruba man. Adding his own perspective to the debate, Guichaoua (2006) argued that the contention between the two leaders of OPC, Faseun who was approaching seventy years and Gani Adams about thirty years old at the time was the militarization of the movement. Faseun‘s position was that the volatile vast majority of OPC members who were in their youth should be guided under the control of more matured, educated leaders, but Gani Adams, a trained carpenter with little education, expresses distrust for that kind of people whom he sees as sympathisers to the struggle, incapable of rendering full devotion because of their material interest in the status quo. He would rather take his attention to the recruitment of the deprived class in the society, who according to him possesses the will and courage to sustain the struggle (Adams 2008).
This explanation notwithstanding, the loose nature of the organization was what strengthened the patron-client tie within the organization and provided impetus some elements within the organization needed to use powers derivable from membership to advance their material causes without direct control or discipline from either factional leadership given the opportunity to play the game of swerving loyalty between the two factions.










3:2:2 Structure 
Figure 3:1 Structure of the OPC


OPC is structured vertically and horizontally. The national headquarters of the organization is based in Mushin, Lagos where the national leader and national coordinator both of whom are at the apex of the organization reside. The next vertical layer is the state where the Governor is assisted in the running of organization by other officials. The same is replicated at the next layer below the state layer which is the Local Government layer where the Chairman or speaker presides. Faseun explains this structure thus:
 “I am the current president and founder of the organization and at the state level you have a governor, a deputy governor, a secretary, a financial secretary, a treasurer, a public relation officer and two ex-officio; that goes down the line to the local government level, you have the Chairman…at the zonal level you have coordinators, you have speakers. a zone is about 50 members and in any local government area, you can have 400-500 zones” (Faseun 2008).

The number of zones per local government depends on the number of grassroots affiliates. New zones emerge as outgrows of existing zones when the membership of the OPC from one zone roughly reaches fifty (50), a new zone can be created with a new zonal coordinator appointed to be overseen by the initial coordinator of the mother zone.   
Meetings of the organization at all these levels are held fortnightly but national meetings are called only when there is a crisis or there is a compelling reason to do so (Faseun 2008). National leaders of the group are at liberty to attend state meetings on rotational basis or when there are matters that needed to be addressed in specific states or zones.
Each state has a Monitoring Group that maintains discipline in the organization as well as ensure that members do not abuse their membership by using it to harass and intimidate members of the public (Adams 2008,Faseun 2008). According to Faseun, every member of OPC’ no matter their state or zonal chapter is subject to the discipline of members of the monitoring group even when they are not from their state or zonal branches. As he puts it; 
“We have a group called the Monitoring Group that monitors the activities of the members. If for instance, a monitor in Lagos state meets an OPC member from Ekiti on the bus, that OPC member is susceptible to the discipline of the monitor from Lagos. We have a disciplinary committee-a committee that metes out disciplinary measures to every member that errs. It doesn’t matter who you are, man or woman. That is why we have been able to keep the organization together especially after its factionalization when I was not around” (Faseun 2008).

The Monitoring Groups are saddled with monitoring and arresting of members whose behaviours are considered unacceptable to the OPC platform. This includes hooliganism. At each vertical layer of the organization, there is a disciplinary committee that looks into reports and complaints of deviant behaviour by members of the organization (Faseun 2008).
The Odua State Security (OSS) is the intelligence unit of the organization. Their duties are to gather intelligence information for the security of members and more especially the organization. The Squad is another unit within the organization that enforces coercive decisions of the organization against individuals and groups who contravene OPC’s positions on issues.

3:2:3 Finance
To sustain and keep an organization of the size of OPC  which the two national leaders claim runs into six million memberships intact, then enormous resources are required to run the organization. However Dr Faseun claimed that membership dues are the major source of funding for the organization. In his words,
“Nobody has given us one kobo as donation, not even state governments of Yoruba area. When people ask me that question I just shake my head. You don’t know the membership strength of OPC, if OPC members contribute only one, one naira every month we will be pulling in N6 Million every month. But members pay their dues of   N20 every month, they pay for their ID cards every month and if you secure a job through the efforts of the OPC, you pay 10 percent of the monthly salary to the organization. Never mind those whose causes we have defended, none of them have (sic) given us a kobo. We defended Obasanjo’s cause and made sure he was not impeached but Obasanjo uptil today has not said thank you to the organization, let alone giving money…” (Faseun 2008).

Another major source of finance for the OPC is registration fees and identity card charges that each member pays on joining the organization. According to Faseun, it is a major source of finance because of the steady membership drive that goes on in the organization. Apart from these, Faseun also revealed that there is a form of taxation of OPC members who are beneficiaries of the organization’s economic empowerment schemes. Members who get employment through OPC’s patronage are required to remit ten percent (10%) of their income to the organization. This requirement also applies to OPC members who are hired to do vigilante services by landlord organizations in Lagos and other southwest cities. 
Another source of finance for the OPC comes through profit from business outfits set up by the organization. Such businesses include a fishery farm and Micro Finance Bank based in Okota, Lagos. As he puts it,
“…you see people don’t even know what OPC is?  You think OPC is just to go into the streets to flex muscles; no! Eh! In fact there is a book where it has been documented, ‘our history, and our mission’. Security is just a tip of the iceberg. We are involved in agriculture, vocational training and micro-finance…The fishery farm is a long way from here.  We have over 60,000 catfish in there.  So it is not just flexing muscles alone, as a matter of fact that is a negligible part of OPC. Unfortunately Obasanjo gave the good dog a bad name in order to hang it. That bad name has stuck with the people and we don’t mind, okay, when we put our fish in the market we sell” (Faseun 2008).

The OPC however does not receive donations from individuals, government or groups. According to Faseun, the organization has not received any money even from individuals they have defended their cause. When this claim is juxtaposed with the reason behind the division that tore the organization apart, it becomes difficult to take Dr Faseun’s words at its face value. Dr Faseun himself said his grouse against Chief Gani Adams was because he was using OPC as a mercenary outfit to fight the political interests of some elite (Faseun 2008). The Gani Adam faction had earlier alleged that Dr Faseun collected twenty million Naira (N20 Million) from Obasanjo in the run up to the 1999 presidential election. Even though the leadership of the organization may deny financial support from elite who want to use the organization to further their personal causes, evidence proves that this source of fund for the organization and its members exists. For instance, Otumba Gani Adams received a car gift from all the southwest governors during his wedding (Jason 2006).

3:2:4 Strategy
 Dr Fredrick Faseun the founder of the OPC in a self authored book claimed that the organization is a non-partisan, apolitical, non-religious organization founded to defend, protect and promote the interests of Yoruba people (Faseun 2005:75). To him, organization was established to champion the cause of the Yoruba both in peace (Faseun 2005:75). Towards this end, the following objectives of the OPC were outlined;
1.	Keep the Yoruba in constant mobilization psychologically, physically, culturally and politically without being partisan and in every necessary way, such that Oodua people are informed, knowledgeable, ready and capable of meeting eventualities with appropriate momentum.
2.	Mobilize and indoctrinate Oodua land for self-sufficiency and contentment in every way.
3.	Set up machinery for mediating in inter-town and inter-community conflicts. Endeavouring to reduce its occurrence to a tolerable level that is compatible with Yoruba people’s aspiration for Oodua solidarity and cultural integrity.
4.	Initiate and consolidate, through Oodua intellectuals the origination of a body of ideas, practices and social philosophies into which members of Oodua communities can subscribe and from which each Oodua person cannot avoid drawing in the course of fashioning his own individuality.
5.	To articulate and prepare Oodua’s position on controversial national issues in liaison with relevant Oodua political organizations and causing same to be published for public consumption
6.	To undertake the dissemination of Oodua opinion and social philosophies through public enlightenment via lectures and media campaign.
7.	To vigorously promote the Yoruba language to ensure the survival of the Yoruba identity and its economic emancipation.
8.	To engage in activities that economically empowers not only members of OPC but every son and daughter of Oodua.
All these outlined objectives are geared towards establishing the Yoruba ethnic group in Nigeria as a people that must be treated with respect, approached with fear, introduced with praise and considered for emulation by other groups (Faseun 2005:77-78). Even though it can be argued that some of the objectives highlighted above were introduced in the course of time, there is no dispute that OPC was a child of circumstance orchestrated purely by the annulment of June 12, 1993 presidential election. As such, the main goal of the group on formation was the revalidation of that election and restoration of the mandate freely given by Nigerians to Chief MKO Abiola. This line of thought was vehemently echoed by Gani Adams to wit:
“The formation of the OPC came against the backdrop of the political and economic domination of Nigeria by the conservative ruling class of the Hausa/Fulani stock. The political dimension reached a crescendo in 1993 with the annulment of the June 12, 1993 presidential election won by Bashorun MKO Abiola (The then Aare Onakakanfo of the Yoruba) just because his victory did not go down well with members of the conservative class. Hence, the formulation of OPC was to consciously mobilize the Yoruba and galvanize them into action to stem the tide of the Northern domination of both the political and economic sectors of Nigeria.”(Adams 2008).

From the foregoing, it is obvious that Yoruba people have long been resenting certain inadequacies with the Nigerian political system, but have nursed the hope that this resentment would be corrected with time. The annulment of the 1993 presidential election was too much for them to stomach any longer and hence the formation of the OPC to rally for the revalidation of that election won by a Yoruba son. The immediate concern of Dr Faseun was to establish a grassroots’ Yoruba organization strong enough to challenge the military controlled by the elites of the north. Two important strategies were paramount; sell the idea to influential individuals leading grassroots organization as a springboard to reach the Yoruba masses as well as cultivate the blessing of Yoruba elite because their support is vital if the idea is to become a success.  And so the idea of a strong Yoruba organization that can stand up against the military resonated among Yoruba elite because of the highhanded and repressive disposition of the Abacha regime.  Faseun’s idea of OPC was accepted by the three grassroots’ mobilisers who had previously worked with him during the days he was the chairman of the defunct Nigerian Labour Party (NLP). They included Mrs Idowu Adebowale; a market women leader, Alhaji Ibrahim known as Baba Oja; leader of market men and a retired soldier known as Baba Taiwo (Faseun 2008). According to Faseun, after the initial meeting with these people, they mandated each other to ensure that they bring converts to the following meeting of the group. With these people in the tank, the next task was to obtain the support of Yoruba elite which Faseun passionately pursued, consulting people like Chief Michael Ajasin; former governor of Ondo State and chairman of National Democratic Coalition (NADECO) the frontline organization fighting for the revalidation of June 12,1993 election and leader of Yoruba socio-cultural organization called ‘Afenifere’, Chief Anthony Enahoro, a septuagenarian nationalist who was the Deputy chairman of NADECO as well as the former governor of Oyo state, Chief Bola Ige, one of the influential Yoruba politicians. Once the support of these personalities was obtained, the task of recruitment became easier. Faseun explains thus;
“When I thought of this thing, I got three illiterates Baba-Oja market men leader, the other one a retired illiterate soldier Baba Taiwo…… Iya Ijebu Mrs Adebowale, she is still very much around, Baba Oja is dead now…I had that first meeting with those three. I said to them, in few days time while coming bring one more person. Each of them brought an individual, the three of them brought one more person, the names were there and I brought in two others …I, two from me and one additional individual from the original three and that was the policy of the organization until I was arrested two years after. If you join, you must bring somebody and that was how the organization grew and widened” (Faseun 2008).

Even though Dr Faseun said that their recruitment strategy was to mandate each joiner to bring converts into the organization, Gani Adam, another notable leader under whose auspices the organization grew phenomenally suggested that a Contact and Mobilization Committee should be set up to sell the idea of OPC to Yoruba organizations, religious leaders and community leaders given the clamp down on Yoruba leaders by the Abacha regime. 
The organizations’ immediate objective was therefore the revalidation of June 12, 1993 election which will mean the release of Moshood Abiola who was incarcerated and a convocation of Sovereign National Conference (SNC) that will negotiate a new future for the Nigerian state in which the former autonomy previously enjoyed by the regions but bastardised by the military unification and centralization of power shall be reversed.
The first time OPC demonstrated their strength was during the burial of Chief Michael Ajasin and that was the time the military administration noticed the threat such organization posed not only to its survival but that of the nation. The arrest and clampdown of Yoruba leaders forced many to join the organization with the attitude of violent struggle to redeem their tribe. In Gani Adams own words’
“…people came out to join the organization because of the clamp down on prominent NADECO leaders, so there was a groundswell movement among the people at the grassroots’. This was a reaction against the treatment meted to their leaders. People were ready to defend themselves even to the extent of war. We also established a contact, publicity and mobilization committee after Dr Faseun was detained. The committee was given clear objectives of increasing the membership strength of the OPC. We met different organizations like market women, drivers union, even religious leaders and sold the organization to them so that they can come on board. We explained to them why OPC was formed and why they must join” (Adams 2008).

OPC, in furtherance of the above listed objectives had engaged in several kinds of activities some of which had won them a place in the hearts of the general public including non-Yoruba people. Some other activities had sent wrong signals which have made the organization unpopular. 
One of such OPC’s activities that have encouraged positive public approval rating of the organization is Crime Fighting and vigilantism. The effectiveness of the OPC in this regard elicited calls for state police to be incorporated into the Nigerian constitution (Adams 2008). This notwithstanding, OPC has been criticized because their style of crime fighting which does not subject suspects to judicial process but rather visits them with instant justice (HRW 2003). This system of instant justice was what sent jitters down the spine of armed robbers who hitherto had a free reign in the south west of Nigeria especially metropolitan Lagos. Intensification of crime fighting activity by the OPC led to reduced incidence of armed robbery but the organization’s non-cooperation with the police in this effort generated tension that degenerated into clashes which in turn whittled down OPC’s visibility in this area (Nolte 2007). However the philosophical underpinning for this according to Dr Faseun stems from OPC’s desire to rid Yoruba land of criminals and make it conducive for business and investment both for Oodua sons and visitors (Faseun 2008). The failure of government to provide security and the consequent increase in crime wave created the condition for OPC intervention as a well organised and disciplined organization to rid the communities of criminals. Closely related to this is vigilante services offered by OPC members. This vigilante effort takes the shape of overnight watch of neighbourhood, whereby OPC members are contracted by individuals and groups especially landlord associations to guard their homes and streets. This activity is widely practised and very popular among OPC members in Lagos and the south west (HRW 2003, Nolte 2007). Other populist social services which the OPC embraced include traffic control given the nightmare of Lagos residents particularly those who are made to confront chaotic traffic almost on a daily basis (Faseun 2008). This strategy tallies with the avowed aim of OPC to make the southwest conducive for residents and investors.
In other to further its self-imposed mandate to articulate the Yoruba agenda, OPC responded in situations of national proportion to protect what it perceives as Yoruba interests. These interests range from OPC’s intervention in inter-tribal conflicts involving the Yoruba and other groups to wading into political squabble and power tussle among Yoruba personalities as well as adding voice to issues of national proportion even when Yoruba nation is not directly involved. Some of these include the intervention of the OPC in the Apapa Wharf Dockworkers crisis to protect the interests of the Yoruba dockworkers who claimed marginalization in that union and activities at the ports located in their homeland. In 2000, similar clash with the Ijaw over fishing rights and territorial waters occurred in Lagos. Several times, OPC had clashed with the Hausa-Fulani community in the southwest, prominent among these clashes include the Mile 12 Ketu market leadership tussles and the objection of Yoruba market men and women on right of their Hausa-Fulani counterpart to form market association along ethnic lines, the Sagamu crisis which centred on violation of sacred Yoruba culture by an Hausa-Fulani women triggering inter-ethnic strive that saw the OPC intervene to defend the Yoruba interests. There had also been clashes in Osogbo and Ibadan with the Hausa-Fulani settlers over communal issues that the OPC felt the Yoruba interests are threatened by these other ethnic groups attempting to dominate them in their homeland. 
Apart from intervening in communal clashes in the southwest area, OPC has several times issued warning of wading into religious disturbances that occur in the northern part of the country, warning of retaliation if Yoruba people are sacrificed. For instance, the OPC articulated its stand on the sharia crisis that engulfed some areas in the north in year 2000 to 2001. According to Faseun (2005) OPC’s interest in the Sharia saga stems from its belief that the issue represents a malignant carbuncle on the face of Nigeria which revolves on the insincerity to resolve the national question. He stated the OPC’s position on the issue as follows:  
	Every component part of Nigeria has a right to self-determination which include, the right to a unique constitution of its own, preferred socio-political structure, including religion;
	Sharia is an unequivocal expression of a vote-of-no confidence by the North on Nigeria as presently constituted;
	Sharia is not as much a religious issue as it is a fundamental challenge to the basis of the Nigerian union calling for constitutional restructuring towards a loose federation;
	Only a sovereign National Conference or a similar national forum can resolve these fundamental questions;
	The Yoruba will not, under any circumstance, sit idly while waiting to receive the corpses of our sons and daughters from any trouble spots. Our current restraint is a self-imposed process of studied analysis that should not be mistaken for non-vigilance or demobilisation. We are more than adequately prepared to protect Yoruba lives and property (Faseun 2005: 74-75).
Similar to this viewpoint was the action of OPC to defend former president Olusegun Obasanjo when he faced serious problem of impeachment threat from the National Assembly in his first term. Even though Yoruba people did not support him to become president, OPC has the opinion that Obasanjo as president is using the Yoruba or southwest slot which may not come to them again until after forty years, the given time when the remaining five geo-political zones must have taken their own turn of eight years shot at the presidency (Faseun 2008). Therefore everything must be done to protect him from humiliation from the National Assembly led by individuals who are non-Yoruba. It is based on this backdrop that OPC vehemently warned of severe consequences should Obasanjo be impeached which would have ordinarily meant a return of power back to the North by default. Both Faseun and Gani Adams believe that OPC wading into that issue contributed to its premature death and abandonment by the National Assembly (Faseun 2008, Adams 2008). If the two OPC leaders are to be believed, then the avowed OPC objectives to make other tribes treat the Yoruba with fear and respect may have worked. 
OPC’s extremism of furthering Yoruba interests came to fore when it attempted to change the structure of powers in Ilorin, a fringe Yoruba town where the Hausa-Fulani oligarchy installed an emir during the jihadist movement of Usman Dan Fodio. OPC intervention is premised on the belief that Yoruba indigenes of the town have surreptitiously been exposed to a culture foreign to their forebears and predecessors. A symbol of an emir is seen as a signpost of Hausa-Fulani dominance which an installation of Olu of Ilorin will correct and take care of the Yoruba majority. Faseun explains the situation as follows,
“You know Ilorin is a Yoruba town but they have an emir there. For the Yoruba their traditional leaders are not called emirs, they are called oba. We went to Ilorin to crown the man. Of course the government will resist such. I didn’t go to Ilorin but the night before my boys went to Ilorin, I had called off the exercise. Unfortunately people who were coming from other places had gone in and that was how that encounter ensued. Of course the government has since respected OPC because of that encounter. I still have the crown we are to give him, it is here, that’s the crown he would have won… This is Oduduwa symbol. Of course the man there now said I am Kolapo, am I not Yoruba? …I had always replied him, that’s a contradiction. How can you be Kolapo and bear emir” (Faseun 2008).

 That incident became bloody when OPC members mobilized across the southwest clashed with security operatives who forestalled that attempt. That desire to install a Yoruba Oba, a long standing issue that pre-dates the OPC has not ended according to Faseun, the leader of OPC who still believes that the current emir of Ilorin shall be the last relics of Usman Dan Fodio’s jihad in that city (Faseun 2008).
Another avenue that the OPC is using to promote their ideal of cultural revivalism is celebration of Yoruba cultural festivals. OPC’s approach to celebrating Yoruba culture has contributed to elevating the profile of these festivals and awakening of Yoruba consciousness to their heritage (Adam 2008). OPC activity along this area is hinged on the belief that society can only attain progress when its cultural identity is intact especially its language. According to Faseun, the OPC encouraged the teaching and promotion of Yoruba language through enlightenment programmes, which has yielded fruit in the sense that it is now taught in all public schools in Yoruba land (Faseun 2008). 
Ostensibly meant to motivate membership, OPC has a welfare scheme to economically empower their members. These include the Barefoot College where unskilled OPC members go to acquire skills to make them useful members of the society. The OPC, according to Faseun operates a Micro Finance Bank to advance credit and soft loan to OPC members as well as other members of the public. Faseun claimed that to date, about sixty million Naira (N60m) had been disbursed by the Bank (Faseun 2008). The OPC also operates a CSIW insurance scheme for its members. The organization according to Faseun has also ventured into agriculture with its fish farm through which unemployed members of the organization were employed thus not only providing a means of livelihood for them but also contributing to the country’s economy.
The flip side of OPC activities is in the dispute settlement, where OPC members have constituted themselves as enforcers of contracts. Faseun recognises that some members of the organization misuse their membership to intimidate hapless members of the public (Faseun 2008). OPC members’ starategy in this regard is to instil fear and promote mystical powers of investigation which compel folks to admit guilt under duress (Guichaoua 2007). 
But in cases where individuals have lost their items, OPC’s intervention has a times led to the recovery of such. Their effectiveness in this regard stems from the perception that OPC members possess supernatural powers. However the legality of the OPC to perform this role has pitched them against law enforcement agents and security operatives that often times has resulted in casualties on both sides (HRW 2003).

3:2:5 Factionalization.
The divergent views of Gani Adams and Fredrick Faseun on what should be the role of the OPC in the Abdulsalami Abubakar transition programme has been linked to the split in the organization (Guichaoua 2006). The impetus was provided by the death of General Sani Abacha which opened the door for the release of many of his political opponents who were incarcerated in prisons. The new administration, in order to bring confidence to the populace, cancelled the transition to civil rule programme of General Sani Abacha and launched a new one that sought to involve many of those marginalized and excluded from the political process by the Abacha regime. The role OPC was to play in this impending transition to civil rule programme that General Abdulsalami Abubakar is to supervise was at the centre of disagreements. It was where to throw the support of OPC that led to the parting of ways by the two leaders and subsequently split the organization into two factions. Gani Adams and his supporters in the OPC accused Faseun of supporting Olu Falae one of the two presidential candidates in the 1999 presidential election against the agreement that OPC should stay away from participating in the programme (Faseun 2005). Faseun was also accused of receiving some financial largesse from Olusegun Obasanjo who has just been elected a civilian president in order to wittle down the activities of the organization (Adam 2005,Guichaoua 2006). Apart from this explanation, Guichaoua (2006) further added that the contention between the two leaders was the militarization of the movement. Faseun‘s position is that the volatile vast majority of OPC members who are in their youth should be guided under the control of more matured, educated leaders, but Gani Adams, a trained carpenter with little education expressed distrust for that set of people whom he saw as sympathisers to the struggle and, incapable of rendering full devotion because of their material interest in the status quo. He would rather focus his attention on the recruitment of the deprived class in the society, who according to him possess the will and courage to sustain the struggle (Adams 2008).
Though ideological and philosophical differences between Dr Fredrick Faseun and Chief Gani Adams may have contributed to the factionalization of the OPC, the core cause of the division is the control of the organization and access to the material and financial leverage that go with it (Faseun 2008). The incarceration of Dr Faseun for two years laid the ground work for possible division given the polar difference in age, orientation, educational status and background between him and Gani Adam. Both factional leaders have different accounts of how OPC was founded.  Gani Adams claims that he was among the original nine people that started the organization though he conceded that the idea was conceived by Faseun (Adams 2008). Faseun on the other hand dismisses the claim that Gani Adams was an early joiner not to talk of founding member of the organization (Faseun 2008). What Faseun does not dispute rather is the fact that Gani Adams is well known to him before the formation of OPC given his activities as the Public Relation Officer (PRO) of the Campaign for Democracy (CD), a pro-democracy organization that challenged Babangida and Abacha military administrations on their role over the annulled June 12,1993 presidential election (Faseun 2005:25). 
The original intention of creating a strong militant group that can challenge the military was realized during the incarceration of Faseun. According to Gani Adams, the arrest of Faseun created a vacuum which nobody was willing to fill given the oppressive military regime that was clamping down on Yoruba leaders and pro-democracy activists. As nature abhors vacuum, the leadership naturally fell on him to hold the fort until the release of Faseun given the efforts he was making to keep the organization intact (Adams 2008). The phenomenal growth of the organization occurred during this period; a fact acceded to by Faseun. Given the meteoric rise of his profile within the rank and file of OPC and the larger Yoruba public, Gani Adams was reluctant to surrender to Faseun who has just been released by the new regime that succeeded General Abacha. The opportunity to scheme him out came with the visit he paid to Obasanjo who was about to contest for presidency. Gani Adams in the press conference where the suspension of Faseun was announced cited the twenty million Naira gift from Obasanjo and dictatorial tendencies of Faseun as reasons for the changes (Faseun 2005). However, Faseun, who was determined to regain control of the organization, saw the goings on in the organization during his absence differently.  According to him, the division of the organization, pre-dates his release from prison, Gani Adams whom he detests given his antecedence in the CD found his way into the group and was able to split the group into two, the youth wing which he led and an elderly group called ‘Ayeloju’, made up of early joiners making both sides to be mutually hostile and antagonistic to each other (Faseun 2008). Though this division was resolved and the organization unified when he rejoined it, the abrasive ambition of Gani Adams encouraged by certain elements of Yoruba elite including Chief Gani Fahwehimi a prominent Lagos lawyer and chairman of Joint Action Committee (JACON)   was responsible for the division. According to him, these elements of Yoruba elite were envious of his position and motivated to hijack the organization by ambition to lead a political movement that would send Nigeria scampering whenever they roared even though they lacked the temperament to entice followers in a number required to make a mark (Faseun 2008). For Gani Faweehimi, the organization seems perfect as a platform to realise this ambition through someone that is manipulable thus boosting the confidence of Gani Adam and culminating in the division of the organization (Faseun 2005). He argues that the accusation that he accepted money from Obasanjo was a smear to undercut his determination to re-organise the group and stop Gani Adams from the nefarious activities he has dragged the name of OPC, especially using it to extort money from gullible and unsuspecting members and sympathisers and his use of the organisation as a mercenary.
The division turned violent as the factions engaged one another in supremacy battles. These battles which lingered inspite of the several reconciliation meetings organised by prominent Yoruba leaders including the Oni of Ife yielded little, rather the violence escalated after each of those meetings. Though it seemed the Gani Adams faction was having the upper hand in the struggle, Dr Faseun said that it was his ability to hold back members of his faction from responding to several acts of provocation, some aimed at liquidating him that helped to prevent the situation from sliding into a civil war in Yoruba land (Faseun 2008). He claimed that his faction which he called the authentic OPC is peopled by more matured elements and individuals who do not place premium on violent change. The boldness and audacity of the OPC factions especially the Gani Adams group, finds traction in the views expressed by Dr Faseun to wit;
“the fight for supremacy to annihilate our group saw adoption maiming, murder and genocide to the extent that the general public began to think that the strength or militancy of the organization resided in the dissident group. To entrench this misconception, they became more lawless with each passing day, commiting atrocities here, there and yonder. Their misdeeds became a source of worry to the Yoruba community and government. At this point traditional rulers waded in, the royal fathers summoned comrade Gani Adams and me to a peace meeting at the palace of his royal majesty, the Ooni of Ife, Oba Okunade Sijuade, Olubuse II. There were 13 other traditional rulers from various parts of odualand. After summarising the views of elders, the Ooni demanded and proclaimed peace and peaceful coexistence for both camps-if the desirable fusion was unattainable. Thereafter, the crowd began to drift out of the Ooni’s royal palace, but a nightmare was about to begin. As we emerged from the hall, Gani whistled and shouted an order to his captains ‘let the boys strike’. Hell came tumbling down, pandemonium broke out. Shooting, disorder, lawlessness quickly overtook the hallowed grounds of Yoruba’s foremost palace. Traditional rulers held on to their crowns and scaled palace walls to escape the madness. The Ooni himself entered the throne room and sat on the royal seat. He urged me to avoid the mad commotion. Chief Popoola, who had played the bat, was shot dead in the free for all. Eewo! Abomination! Gani’s men shed blood in the palace of Oodua! An unprecedented occurrence!” (Faseun 2005:45-48).

The supremacy contests replayed in many other instances where reconciliation meeting between the two factions were organised. The difficulty in reconciling the two factions stems from material benefits derivable from control of the organization. This explanation notwithstanding, the loose nature of the movement was what strengthened the patron-client tie within the organization and provided impetus to some elements within the organization needed to advance their material benefit without direct control from the apex leadership of the organization given the opportunity to play game of swerving loyalty between the factions.
Both Dr Faseun and Gani Adams agree that unity has been achieved between the factions they led after the mediation initiated by the governor of Ogun State, Otunba Gbenga Daniel. That initiative resolved that Dr Faseun be recognised as the president and Gani Adams as the national coordinator, however, the well entrenched factional loyalty to both men and cross purpose activities are still noticeable (Fieldwork 2008). But the violent factional contests for supremacy have reduced and the leadership of the organization is re-inventing public image of the organization through activities such as seminars, business venture among others.

3:3 MASSOB
3:3:1 Formation
The Movement for the Actualization of the Sovereign State of Biafra (MASSOB) was founded on the 13th of September, 1999 by Chief Ralph Uwazurike, an Indian trained lawyer based in Lagos. Uwazurike who claimed that he had gone to India to under study Mahatma Gandhi’s non–violent approach to political struggle argues that the necessity for a Biafran state stems from the perceptions that the Igbo are not accepted in Nigeria. He contends thus;
“I have given Nigeria enough time to change to my liking and it has failed to change.  ...I gave Nigeria time to change their hatred against our people. The killing of Igbos started in the North, in Kano in 1945. Up till today they are still killing our people in the North. Just a few months ago our people were killed in the North. When do you think these things will stop?”(Uwazurike 2008)

The motto of the organization is therefore ‘non violence, non- exodus’ created out of the experience of the failed attempt in the 1960s to create Biafra which took violent dimension and caused untold hardship to the Biafrans particularly the Igbo who suffered most when violence escalated in the build up to the war (Onuegbu 2008). The pogrom which is what the massacre of easterners prior to the war was called, occurred mostly in the Northern part of the country and displaced so many of them who ran back to the East for safety. That mass movement created a social problem of internal displacement, one factor that escalated the conflict at that time (Ikpeze 2000).
The emergence of MASSOB is an attempt to resurrect the struggle for self-determination waged by the Igbo of south east Nigeria that led to gruesome three and half year civil war that claimed the lives of over a million people and displaced several others. The civil war has been interpreted variously, both as a war of independence and an act of persecution, depending on what side of the divide the analysis belongs. One of such analysts, ify Amadiume, sees the Biafran secession movement as a fight for justice which was aborted by the superior might of the Federal Military government supported heavily by foreign powers whose interest was to secure a managed condition for economic exploitation (Amadiume 2000: 42-44). The remote causes of the war could be traced to the five years immediately preceding the war which saw intense political uprisings and violence across the country. Fearon (2006:5) recorded 124 of such instigated riots. Most of the victims of the political violence were Igbo. These riots and killings were more pronounced in the North where coordinated attacks were targeted against the Igbo. These attacks were instigated by the fear of Igbo domination especially after the Major Kaduna Nzeogwu’s led first military coup in Nigeria where prominent Northern political leaders were killed. The counter coup that ushered in General Yakubu Gowon and overturned the table in favour of the North triggered further attacks. Onu (2001:9) recalls that in 1967, about 30,000 Easterners were killed in the North, and another 1,800,000 were forced back to the East as refugees. The failures of the central government to stop the pogrom as well as bring the perpetrators of the pogrom to justice sparked off reprisal killings in the east, and the ultimate decision of the region to secede from the federation (Onu 2003).  The over stretching of Easterner regional government capacity due to the massive influx of refugees now displaced in their own country by the pogrom as well as the inability of the central government to halt the tide, exacerbated the situation that made secession inevitable.
The bitter civil war which ensued ended with the Biafrans capitulating to the superior fire power of the federal military government consequently re-united the country. Notwithstanding that victory, General Gowon the Military Head of State, declared at the end of the war that there was no victor, no vanquished and launched a programme of reconstruction, rehabilitation and reconciliation (3Rs) as a way of reintegrating the south east back into the fold of a united federal republic of Nigeria.
That declaration by the victorious Federal Military government, ended up as mere rhetoric because practical reality showed otherwise. In fact the Igbo were treated purely as defeated foes by men of power who saw themselves as the heroes of the war and who has remained in power for a long time (Amadiume 2000). Marginalization of the Igbo became the keyword in post war Nigeria and this was in the form of deliberate disempowerment, politically, economically, socially and militarily by those groups that wielded political power and controlled the allocation of material and other resources at the centre (Ikpeze 2000:90).
The cry that became common with the Igbo was that their people have been at the receiving end of calculated policies of marginalization since the collapse of Biafra. This view is not only held by Igbo. For instance Adeyemo (2004:18) writing for Tell Magazine articulated some of the issues including neglect to check erosion menace in Igbo area, non provision of industries in the area, combined with the deliberate policy of non-inclusion in the power structure of the country. Re-echoing this view, another non-Igbo, Douglas Oronto expressed the same line of thought in the following words;
 “if you look at Nigeria prior to the civil war, you find that the Igbo occupied the top echelons of the military, the civil service and so on. But after the war, they are no where around the cadre of leadership. It took a very long time for the Igbo to begin to demand for presidency” (cited in Adeyemo 2004:18).

This perception shared by other Nigerians is widely held by Igbo people including those who did not witness the Biafran-Nigerian war (Onu 2001). Ikpeze (2000) has made well articulated effort at analyzing the issues. According to him, the marginalization of post–war Igbo nation reflected in political power distribution and control of the allocation of material and other resources at the centre. This manifested in three dimensions; economic strangulation, politico bureaucratic emasculation and military neutralization and ostracism all tailored at furthering an objective of keeping the race very weak in the context of power equation relative to the other major groups in the country.
Some of the issues that readily come to mind include twenty pounds ceiling placed on bank lodgements for every Igbo after the war no matter how much they had in banks. Analysts have interpreted this policy as a calculated attempt to neutralize the savings and capacity of Igbo to rehabilitate and re-integrate into the Nigerian economy (Amadiume 2000). Related to this is the sudden withdrawal of federal troops from the east, a ploy that was aimed at denying the Igbo economy stimulus for recovery as people who could have been empowered as suppliers to the troops were denied the opportunity. Also was the timing of the indigenization policy which came shortly after the war when Igbo people were financially constrained to participate also incapacitated the Igbo economically. Also of note was the deficient infrastructural development in the Igbo area resulting in the mass migration of the Igbo to other parts of the country for economic survival. This tendency results from the discrimination against the Igbo in the location of industries and the attendant benefit of linkages that come from such location. It is also connected to the deliberate neglect of ecological problems of soil erosion leading to loss in agricultural lands and settlements. The ecological devastation becomes obvious in relative terms when compared with the massive attention given to desertification in the north and beach erosion in the western parts of Nigeria (Ikpeze 2000:98). Apart from these policies that economically disempowered the Igbo, other instruments were also used to effectively exclude them from economic and political power at the centre. Such include the tokenist appointment to strategically insignificant positions, marginal presence of individuals of Igbo extraction in the administrative and headship of ministerial and extra-ministerial departments and parastatals,the distortions of the federal structure to the disadvantage of the Igbo who have the least number of states and local governments compared with the other major tribes and the indifferent response of the federal authorities and even governments of other states to uphold the constitutionally inviolable natural residency and citizenry rights of original Igbo owners as far as issue of abandoned property was concerned (Ikpeze 2000).
Aware of the role Nigerian military officers of Igbo extraction played in the Biafran Armed Forces, there was a policy to ensure under representation of the Igbo in the military. Re-absorption of the Igbo into the military after the war was negligible, and the rates of upward mobility of the few that were re-absorbed were very slow, thus completing virtual exclusion of Igbo from highest sensitive military facilities of such important installation as mechanized division or armouries.
These were mainly the issues that the Igbo were complaining about since the end of the civil war, all through the years of military dictatorship down to the return to democratic dispensation in 1999. This is well captured in the words of Cletus Nwazurike; 
“Since the civil war, things have never being the same. We have been trying as we can to get back to our premier position in the First Republic. The Igbos are marginalized, politically, economically and socially. The state of infrastructure in the Igbo area is in a sorry state of dilapidation, we don’t have adequate representation in federal appointments” (Cited in Adeyemo 2004).

Hopes that these would be redressed with the dawn of democracy encouraged enthusiastic participation by the Igbo in the transition that ushered in the Fourth Republic. The opportunity of the openness and freedom which democracy offers, it was hoped, would witness efforts aimed at redressing the perceived marginalization as many of them were major candidates bidding for the highest position in the country,the presidency. Ralph Uwazurike was one of such optimistic participants who belonged to the People’s Democratic Party (PDP), and contributed to ensure the victory of the PDP in 1999 especially at the Federal level as a member of the Obasanjo presidential campaign. But to his consternation, the new leadership under Obasanjo continued in the line of the receded military dictators by not considering Igbo people for appointments to head any of the security outfits in the country (Adeyemo  2004:19). It was only at the twilight of Obasanjo’s eight years administration in 2007 that Air Mashal Paul Dike an Igbo man from Delta state in the south south geo-political zone was appointed Chief of Air Staff. That has been followed by the appointment of Mike Okiro from Rivers state and Ogbonnaya Onovo from Abia as Inspector General of the Police but the one that elicited most reaction was the recent appointment of Major General Azubike Ihejirika from Imo state as chief of army staff in September 2010. that makes him the first Igbo man to occupy such position since the end of the war (.Ani 2010)
These actions seem to have come too late given the fact that Ralph Uwazurike who founded MASSOB said the organization was created out of his convictions that the assault on the psyche of the Igbo after the war continued unabated. He also recounts that Igbos continue to be targets of riots and disturbances, and the persistent neglect of the Igbo nation by the Federal authorities and failure of the democratic government to assuage the feelings of the Igbo (Uwazurike 2008).The feeling of alienation and marginalization is indeed very strong and constituted the bedrock that propelled MASSOB’s formation in 1999. as Onuegbu explains thus,
“MASSOB started 13 September, 1999 and our leader saw a dream of liberating his people, the oppressed people of eastern Nigeria. They are slaves because nothing in Nigeria benefits the easterner, no development in the area, they are hardly employed into federal establishments and even when it occurs they are not promoted. Go to the east, you cannot see government presence especially in Igbo land. In the scheme of things we are not regarded. Another thing again is that every year, you hear that the northerners are using us as sacrifice, killing us enmass. Even in the west Igbos are killed every year. These massacres have been happening from time to time and when we are crying, no government listens to us because of that, the Igbo rallied round Ralph Uwazurike, who came out to say enough is enough” (Onuegbu 2008).

These growing grievances were itemized by Obinoyo (2007) to include;
	The conspiracy never to allow an Igbo head the Nigerian state as president. For instance it is believed and rightly so that president Obasanjo usurped the rights of the Igbos to lead Nigeria when he refused to step down in 2003 and instead ran for a second term. The trends of events prior to the PDP primaries at Eagle square lend credence to this as the incumbent president Obasanjo had to struggle to win the ticket.  Alex Ekwueme who was lured to declare for the position in Minna was abandoned by the powerbrokers for Obasanjo where the contentious zoning and rotation to alternate between the north and south was settled.
	The non establishment of federal institutions namely parastatals, international airport, industries, seaports in Igbo states. In fact the dredging of the River Niger to serve as a seaport for the south east has been a subject of negative politicking
	The dilapidated nature of federal roads in the south east which has turned out to become death traps for the teeming mass of easterners plying these roads. Those constructed were not awarded to reputable companies like ‘Julius Berger’ known for building durable and quality roads in other parts of Nigeria.
	The under representation of the Igbos in top positions of the Nigerian state structure like the army,customs,federal civil service and key political positions
	South east has the least number of states in Nigeria, five in all, while other geo-political zones have six
	Exclusion of the oil producing states in the southeast from benefiting from the federal government development programme for oil producing states
	The use of quota-system to slow down the fast pace of educational attainment of the Igbos
	The ban on importation of foreign goods to frustrate the Igbos whose main occupation is trading on all forms of merchandise.
	The killing of Igbos and looting of their properties in other parts of the country especially in the North at the slightest provocation even when the provocation is not caused by the Igbos. Riot in 2006 triggered by Denmark cartoon in which many Igbo people were attacked and killed by angry Moslem youths in the north comes to mind.
MASSOB has effectively exploited these widespread sentiments in their drive for membership and support. The major strategy of the group was the mobilization of people of the South East through persuasion and education hinged on its philosophy of non-violence. The belief of the group according to Onu (2001) was that if the first attempt at establishing Biafra through violence failed, non-violence is likely to succeed.
Uwazurike, the leader of the group, had also outlined there are 25 stages to the actualization of Biafra. The initial strategy of MASSOB was membership hunting which involved house to house enlistment through persuasion and education. In doing this, letters were written in addition to other documentary packages to priests and traditional rulers aimed at enlightening the Igbo on their plight as well as explaining the mission of the group (Onuegbu 2008). Another strategy that opens the channel for clashes with security operatives was the rallies, demonstrations and processions. The rally that stunned the authorities was the May 22nd 2000 redeclaration of Biafra at Aba. The surprising turn out of massive crowd for that event made government to change its pessimistic view about the organization and adopted closer monitoring of their activities.
Apart from rallies, the group also has a very powerful propaganda machine. Several soft publications that reel out all manner of sensational reports about the activities of the organization abound in the news stand, several blogs and websites and short wave radio station that broadcast from Washington DC and London every Saturday form the chain that stirs and sustains people’s interest in the groups’ activities and the issues they represent. Also, as part of the strategy of MASSOB is the hoisting of the flag of the former Biafran Republic in south east and part of south-south states where the organization claims Nigeria is occupying. The organization has also been engaged in mass circulation of souvenirs and insignia with MASSOB and Biafran inscription as a way of conscientizing and creating awareness of the people in the organization and its activities.
The most worrisome of these activities to the Nigerian state is the internationalization of the issue. The propaganda machinery of the group has succeeded in winning sympathy of International Right groups including the Centre for World Indigenous Studies (CWIS 2006). Also the United Nations has accepted Biafra as an ‘unrepresented nation’ of the world a body created in 1991 on the strength of UN resolution 1514 of 1960 proclaiming that a people has a right to establish its own state (Onu 2001:14). Though Uwazurike was not allowed to attend the 2001 OAU summit held in Cotonou to present the case of Biafra, the organization has been able to establish networks in these African countries and beyond. It maintains an office in Washington DC capital of the United States of America. On August 26th, 2004 the group tested its popularity among the people of the former Biafran republic as it directed that every Igbo man should stay out of work. The sit-at-home order was widely adhered to not only in the south east but across the country where Igbo has substantial population. Most markets where Igbo ply their trade were closed. Government offices and private establishments were also affected by the directive as Igbo staged a boycott of these organizations. These were achieved in spite of the massive government campaign against MASSOB and its leaders. Adeyemo (2004) writing for Tell Magazine has this to say of the event,
 “…MASSOB ordered sit – at – home protest last August 26.The success of that protest was a great feat, considering how passionate an average Igbo man could be about his trade. What that means is that the message of MASSOB, for an Igbo identity and self – determination for the race is gaining ground. That apparently sent jitters down the spines of the authorities” (Adeyemo 2004:19).
 
The sit-at-home which was achieved by mere declaration and the re-introduction of the former Biafran currency as a legal tender heightened government anxiety over the activities and operation of MASSOB. According to report by The News magazine, the money was exchanging for between N270-N350 in the country and some neighbouring countries a worrisome development to government in the country (Aham 2005).
All the strategies and tactics thus far undertaken by MASSOB were succinctly articulated by Obinoyo (2007) to include;
	Petition to the presidency demanding negotiation for separate existence of the former Biafran enclave.
	Presentation of a Bill of Rights before the United Nations.
	Sensitization of the international community about the Biafran dream.
	Formation of Biafran security agency.
	The declaration of the state of Biafra and hoisting of the flag in various places in Nigeria and New York in USA.
	Cooperation with other similar organizations in other parts of the country with similar goals.
	Organization of sensitization workshop and conferences.
	The circulation of Biafran currency and encouragement of the use of same for business transactions.
	The establishment of a communication outfit or radio house called Voice of Biafra with headquarters in the United States known as the embassy of Biafra.
	The calling out of Igbo people in a civil protest in which they are urged to sit at home and close all commercial activities and offices on August 26, 2004. This call was obeyed by many Igbos in different parts of the country bringing commercial activities to a halt while it lasted.
	Mass protest in various Nigerian cities in 2005 in protest against the detention of MASSOB leader, Chief Uwazurike and other MASSOB members.
	The enforcement of rules on residents of states considered to be Igbo speaking states such as Imo, Abia, Anambra, Enugu and Ebonyi States. For instance the enforcement of the official price of fuel in filing stations in Igbo states and forceful seizure of fuel tankers passing through Igbo states in protest against non-supply of adequate petroleum products to Igbo states in 2001.
	The pegging of house rents for tenants at the commercial city of Onitsha where house rent has become exorbitant. Landlords who failed to comply were abducted and thoroughly beaten.
	Enforcement of sanitation laws on residents of commercial city of Onitsha with serious punitive measures for defaulters.
	The outlawing of the census exercise in many cities in Igbo states on the ground that these were Biafran territories and therefore should not be counted as Nigerians. Many young men and women involved in the exercise were seriously beaten. Many Igbos in other states who shared similar beliefs refused to be counted.
	The taking over of security in the commercial city of Onitsha and settlement of disputes between warring groups in the state.
Some of these activities which contradict the laws of the the Nigerian state pitched the organization against security operatives. These led to arrests, arraignment and killing of MASSOB members by security operatives (Jason 2006). Notwithstanding the arrests and intimidation from security operatives, MASSOB has made tremendous progress especially in sensitizing the Igbo public. The success of the group can be attributed to its organizational structure. According to the Director of State Security Service, the group commands a membership of about four million. Similarly the Police Assistant Inspector General in charge of Zone 9 Mr. Adewole Ajakaiye noted that the group number 1: 20 for Onitsha residents (Ujumadu 2006). 
These may have been accomplished due to the administrative format of the organization, which is akin to a shadow government. This structure, operates on a four tier system, consisting of the national where the apex leadership holds forth; The Areas equivalent of the states is headed by coordinators; the Provinces with provincial administrators and complements of a cabinet and the District level where structures similar to provincial administration is replicated. At these different levels of organization, horizontal officials such as commissioners and/or directors are appointed to oversee various aspects of governance such as education, information, sports etc. This well-knit structural organization not only makes mobilization easier but also ensures that there is no disconnect between the leaders of the group and the rank and file members even in the face of opposition and intimidation from agencies of the state. The propaganda machinery mounted by MASSOB has succeeded in portraying the organization as a harmless victim of state repression. In achieving this, the organization has appealed to emotions and religious sentiments by painting the image of an oppressive state headed by Muslims in the minds of the people in order to rally their support. In MASSOB meetings, references are usually made to the Christian heritage of the people of the former Biafran republic which goes a long way to whip up sentiments on the need to resist Islamic intrusion and dominance (Anayo 2007). Also the notion of Igbo ancestral ties with the Jews of Middle East is promoted. These are done sometimes through publications which portray the present experiences of Igbo people to be similar to that which the Jews went through as a way of proving that the Igbos shares the common destinies of persecution, resilience, and that God would eventually intervene on their side to actualize the dreams of secession. For instance, in a book authored by Uche P Ikeanyibe, topics such as ‘the concept of odibo among the Igbo and Hebrews’, ‘Igbo and Hebrew-scape goats of national and international conflicts’,’If the Igbos are Hebrew, why are they black’, ‘if the Igbos are Hebrews, why do they not speak Hebrew language; and ‘’divine jealousy among the Hebrews worldwide’ attempts to show that Igbos are ancestrally tied to the Jews (Ikeanyibe 2000). The same author has also published another book titled ‘Biblical evidence confirming the Hebrew origin of the Igbo people’ (Ikeanyibe 2000: iii). Such publications and views are propagated at MASSOB meetings. This sentiment is captured in the following words of Onuegbu to wit;
“In God’s creation story, it is not everyone that believes. The Israelites at their own time of struggle, there were people like that. It was recorded in the Bible. These people doing this are after money not Biafra. We thank God as he exposed them and they went away by themselves” (Onuegbu 2008).

Though Onu (2001:14) has described the organization as a youthful and radical body dominated mainly by individuals from the generation of those born after the civil war, realities on ground tend not to support the view (Fieldwork 2008). For instance, from information obtained from an interview with the Director of State Security Services in Imo State, old men in their sixties and seventies are actively involved in MASSOB’s activities.
The posture of the organization and some of their actions which fall outside of the confine of the law pitched the organization against security operative. Ralph Uwazurike and members of the organization have been severally arrested and detained. Government grouse against the organization captured in the charges levelled against Uwazurike and some of his MASSOB comrades include; a conspiracy to levy war on the Federal Government, taking part in the management of unlawful society called MASSOB with the objective of promoting the subversion of the Federal Government and its officials, committing acts of violence, interfering with the administration of law and encouraging the disturbance of peace amd order in the entire country. The charges also included the following;
	That MASSOB depicts actualization of another country within Nigeria.
	Circulation of defunct Biafran currencies in Nigeria. 
	Operating an illegal radio station called Voice of Biafra.
	Operating ‘Biafran’ Army flags at strategic location in the South-East of Nigeria.
	Hoisting of Biafran flags at strategic location in the South-East of Nigeria.
	Carving out a territory named Biafra with provinces and districts within Nigeria
	Having Biafran National Anthem, flags, alphabets and other sysmbols of a sovereign state within Nigeria.
	Operating Biafran headquarters known as Biafran Freedom House at Okwe, Imo State within Nigeria as if it was a parallel seat of Government to Aso Rock, Presidential Villa and seat of government of Nigeria.
	Collecting of tolls, revenues, levies and taxes from unsuspecting members of the public in the South-East and other areas of Nigeria.
	Meeting at MASSOB headquarters.
	Propagating and advocating secession from Nigeria.
	Organising rallies and demonstrations without permit, calling for the disbandment of the Nigerian Army and training of a Biafran Army.
	Writing a memorandum to the United Nations for the Sovereign State of Biafra, circulating Biafran currency, threatening to take up arms against Nigeria among others.
	Ordered, engaged in and enforced civil disobedience of lawfully constituted authority, particularly the government of Nigeria (Ige 2007).
Furthermore, government accuses MASSOB of possessing documents including papers on tactics on advance phase of war, paper on ambush operation, paper on raids operations, papers on principle of war, copies of the Biafra constitution, receipt issued in the name of Biafra and membership cards (Ige 2007). Though no MASSOB activist has been convicted by the courts, some of those allegations were confirmed by MASSOB leader, while denying others as revealed by Uwazurike in these words;
“Was I the person who printed Biafran money? Biafra money has been there for the past 37 years. Do you know if we have been there using it even before we formed MASSOB. Why must it disturb anybody? It can’t disturb me. Why must Biafra currency disturb anybody? I have told them in Italy you had the lira, but then the Vatican City has its own currency. In America you have dollar and other currencies. What is all the noise about Biafran currency does it disturb anybody? Am I the person who printed it?
…How can you even prove it? Did we call a press conference to say today we are introducing Biafran currency? If people are using Biafran currency why must I be crucified? Was there any law that banned the use of Biafran currency in the first place? You know the other day they arraigned my boys whom they caught with Biafran currency in Owerri High Court. The magistrate threw away the case and said what is the meaning of all this. Where is the law? The boys were released even without any condition. If you think Biafran currency should not be used, you put up a bill in the parliament, then if it is passed, it becomes law, then you can say don’t use Biafra currency” (Uwazurike 2008).

3:3:2 Structure
Figure 3: 2 MASSOB Structure of Administration


MASSOB has a closely knit hierarchical grass roots oriented organizational structure akin to shadow government. The structure of MASSOB organization consists of the national, regions, Areas, Provinces, Districts and Wards. The national is made up of the apex leadership comprising officers of MASSOB who host regular national meetings on monthly basis. Each state chapter takes turn to visit the Freedom headquarters of the group at Okwe near Okigwe in Imo state for these meetings. The next level of authority is the regions which  is headed by the Regional administrator with complement of a cabinet organised like the normal government ministerial structure. The regions comprise at least ten areas (10 Areas) and the Areas headed by an Area Administrator who supervises at least twenty Provinces. In between them is the Chief Provincial Administrator or zonal officer who supervises ten Provisional officers. Under the province is the District. Ten districts make up a province and the districts are headed by district officers. Onuegbu explains the structure thus;
“…in the beginning the structure is that we started with ward officers, after ward officers, you get district officers (DOs) after DOs… Each PA has about ten DOs.  If you come to that Area you may have between 20-30 PAs and each DO, they have many ward officers …We started with them first, gathering people. After they may have stayed like two years or so, by which time they must have matured, they are then promoted to district officers. Each district officer move (sic) to PA after serving for a certain time, ranging from one to two years thereafter they can be promoted to Chief P.A. Chief PA manages a zone in that Area. A zone is comprised of ten PAs and each PA controls about ten DOs and each DO has about ten wards. … we have region, each region is composed of ten Areas ..as at now, regions are the highest level” (Onuegbu 2008).

A district comprised ten wards and the ward which is the lowest level in the hierarchical structure of MASSOB is headed by ward officers (Anayo 2007, Onuegbu 2008). For instance, Zone A which is located outside of the ‘Biafra’ has about twenty-five functional ministries. Onuegbu puts it thus;
“At all the levels, like each region just like any government at the central level; we have directors, the same with other levels of the organizational structure at the local level. Just like Nigeria, where there are ministries at central and commissioners at state level, we have it like that in MASSOB. If you like I bring you the list of my ministries ….transport, market, sports, finance, culture, music and entertainment. If you like, the list is here. I held meeting with them yesterday when I returned from national meeting. I tell them what to do. …we have information ministry, mobilization ministry, finance, record and statistics ministry. We have education ministry, we have student affairs ministry, and we have works and industry ministry, women affairs ministry, culture, music and entertainment ministry. We also have welfare ministry, security ministry, market traders ministry, okada riders ministry, motor drivers ministry, chieftaincy affairs ministry, industry and agriculture, health and sanitation, war veterans ministry (those who fought in the war, though they are old men), motor park ministry. They were twenty as at yesterday, but I have expanded them by separating some to give us twenty-five ministries. I gave them authority to run on their own” (Onuegbu 2008).

This horizontal structure is replicated at every level of the organization depending on the peculiarities of the area concerned; the number of ministries may vary. This administrative system invests responsibility on almost every member of the group which in turn generates commitment on their part to the cause and activities of the group. According to Onuegbu, members who serve diligently on a particular position are elevated to the next position after spending two years on that position, citing himself as an example of someone rising from the ranks from ward officer to regional administrator. 
“I started from ward before mobilizing people and given offices. The whole of the regions here and overseas started from here” (Onuegbu 2008).

These ministries are functional within the framework of the organization. They are headed by Directors at the various layers of authority with compliments of other members that see to the performance of their duties. For instance, the Ministry of Education organises adult education programme for the members who do not have privilege of formal education in each MASSOB Areas. These programme hold in the evening between 4-6 pm or 5-9 pm depending on the peculiarities of the Area in question (Onuegbu 2008). Works Department of MASSOB was responsible for the construction of the gigantic Freedom House, headquarters of the organization sited at Uwazurike country home in Okwe as well as the renovation of the Ijeshatedo Lagos headquarters of the organization in terms of the labour input.  Onuegbu contends as follows,
“… if we have our own personal works we do them. If you go to Okwe, you will see what we did there; the Freedom House….When people see that, they say ‘ehee’ plenty millions have been embezzled. But it is our labour. Any thing we are doing, we do it well, if not material, everything there were done by MASSOB members (sic). …even here we are, I know Uwazurike built when he was a lawyer but we have done a lot of renovation. I did it when he was in prison. I pulled down the roof to put it to this standard and before December, I am finishing everything including doors and windows. Even wiring will be done by next month” (Onuegbu 2008).

The Security Ministry is in charge of intelligence services as well as provision of security for the organization during meetings and other activities. The welfare department is also given some areas of competence to include tendering of the members welfare needs including family members of those arrested, detained or killed in the course of the struggle. They are also in charge of looking after detained members of the organization in prisons and hiring of lawyers to defend those charged to court for criminal cases (Onuegbu 2008). The Sports ministry organises sporting activities for members of the organization from the different Areas and Regions. Information ministry is in charge of publications and propaganda leaflets which the organization has used effectively in its mobilization efforts. They are also in charge of liaison with the media and disseminate the official view of the organization (Onuegbu 2008).

3:3:3 Finance
One key factor for the success of any organization is funding. For ideas and visions to be realised, certain levels of finance is required. MASSOB, though started small has transformed into a huge organization which implied that enormous financial resources are needed to run and maintain the organization. However interaction with MASSOB activists revealed that the major source of funds to the organization comes through voluntary donations (Onuegbu 2008). The organization does not collect dues nor impose levies on its membership, even identity card of the members are issued free to encourage enlistment. According to Mr Onuegbu, this is to avoid overburdening anybody with financial strain that could constitute an impediment to the realization of the organization’s objective of an independent state of Biafra. Mr Onuegbu revealed that members are presented with projects that require financial resources and asked to contribute to its realization out of their volition. As he puts it,
“We are funded majorly by donation and we cannot force somebody to donate. We do it in a way that each group has their (sic) meeting for the upkeep of the movement and the little money people pay, like dues which is not mandatory; some do it for the upkeep of the movement. We are spending a lot of money here but we are making it…. No we don’t mandate people. How can you mandate people you’re not owing and sure if they are working?” (Onuegbu 2008). 

In as much as that may be a source of funding for the organization, other sources that do not strain the members directly abound. Such sources include the numerous publications from the stable of the organization which are sold to the members and the public at a profitable rate. Insignia and souvenirs inscribed with the organization colour and logo are also sold for profit. Though most of these items are not directly produced by the organization, collaboration agreements are signed with private entrepreneur who negotiate with the leadership of the organization on how to share the returns of such ventures. For instance, musicians who write and sing songs in praise of MASSOB and Biafra are enjoined to join the Culture, Music and Entertainment (CME) department of MASSOB and negotiate the conditions of how to promote their music, the role MASSOB is to play and how much of the returns comes into the coffers of the organization (Onuegbu 2008). These sources, supplement the income generated through free-will donations which remain the major source of funding. Most of these free will donations come from members, sympathisers and affiliate organizations in the Diaspora such as Biafra Actualization Forum and Biafra Liberation Forum.

3:3:4 Strategy
MASSOB was founded on a guiding philosophy of ‘Non-Violence; Non-Exodus’ as a strategy that aims at avoiding the mistakes of the past when the event that led to the declaration of Biafra saw a massive influx of Igbos and easterners who confronted the federal government with a ramshackle army that cave in to the superior fire power of the federal government. Uwazurike explains the potency of this strategy in the ollowing words;
“Oh my God! Let me tell you something, the attack on MASSOB is the beauty of non-violence. If they had failed to attack MASSOB since 1999, when we started, we would have gone into oblivion. Our popularity stems from the fact that we are attacked daily. So people started picking interest. I tell you, the only good thing on earth is non-violence. That is the only means you can achieve your aim. Look at how much we have achieved since 1999. But if we had resorted to arms, they would have looked the other way. Today MASSOB is all over the world. I studied non-violence (adopted by) Mahatma Gandhi. I left Nigeria for India to study non-violence. I know its rudiments and its potency. In non-violence, you have nobody to defeat. For one week, they invaded my place. They are the people to get tired because they feel the weight of the gun. I am not feeling any weight. You buy bullets, you buy petrol, and the weight is on you” (Uwazurike 2008).

However, Uwazurike realises that the extreme demand for a resuscitation of independent Biafran state makes the task herculean given the experiences that characterised the first attempt at secession. By Implication, MASSOB needs to work hard to convince individuals to the idea of secession meaning that the early strategy of the organizing would be difficult. 
Therefore, the first task before Uwazurike and his converts was to strategise on recruitment drive. That task was accomplished through press releases and interviews undertaken by Uwazurike where he outlined his vision and the tactical outreach with the message of actualizing Biafra mainly targeted at vulnerable groups like traders and transport workers in Lagos who bear most of the brunt of discrimination by virtue of their ethnic identity and nature of job. Through persuasion and education, the organization has been able to reach so many potential members. This includes sending letters to traditional rulers and pastors of Churches as platform to reach out to sympathisers with their message so as to get them converted to their cause. As part of the early strategy of creating awareness, MASSOB organised rallies, marches and demonstrations in Lagos where the organization was formed. As Uwazurike puts it,
“The rallies we held in Lagos were meant to prepare the minds of people for the 27th May 2000 redeclaration of Biafra and hoisting of the flag. Those rallies were specifically planned for places where we have high concentration of easterners, such as Alaba International and Oshodi among other places. We had five rallies in all” (Uwazurike 2008).

These activities were going on frequently without much public notice until the May 22, 2000 event in Aba that was tagged the redeclaration of Biafra where a huge crowd of about seven thousand gathered at an uncompleted building situated at 175 Faulk Road to witness the hoisting of the Biafra flag as a way of bringing Biafra back to life (Oti 2007:30-31). That event was significant because it marked the first time MASSOB was holding an event outside of Lagos and in the Biafran enclave it was claiming to dismember from Nigeria. The event also marked the first recorded clash with security operative who obviously did not anticipate the huge crowd that attended the event. The panic stricken response of the government aimed at dispersing the crowd led to the death of two MASSOB activists Gabriel Ogu and Joseph Okeke, marking the first time the group which professes non-violence would lose their members (Omuegbu 2008). That incident was a turning point for MASSOB as the government and people who hitherto saw the organization as a group of rabble rousers began to take a pause about the organization, media attention and focus on the group activities became intensified and the group profile rose tremendously (Obianyo 2003).
That event also opened another phase in the struggle of MASSOB as the organization began to extend its activities to the Biafran heartland from its base in Lagos. The massive recruitment drive that followed that event across the nooks and crannies of eastern Nigeria was aggravated by the Sharia riots in the North which saw the loss of lives of Igbo people and precipitated reprisal attacks in the south-east targeted  against northerners residing in that part of the country. According to Mr Onuegbu, the insecurity created by these riots in the north including the Miss World riots reminded people of the past experiences of the Igbo and re-inforced the perception that the Igbo race is not wanted in the country and so drew more people into the organization (Onuegbu 2008).
Another strategy that was employed by MASSOB to indicate their presence in the Biafran territory was the hoisting of Biafran flags in every part of the territory the group is claiming as New Biafran republic. The hoisting of flag in strategic locations in the south-east was challenged by security operatives who often arrested members of the organization who were caught doing this and destroying such flags. However Mr Onuegbu, commenting on these actions of security operatives remarked that the members remained undaunted in their resolve and so defied the brutality that was unleashed on them by security operative. In his words, 
“Yes the force that is driving our active members is determination. They have pledged their lives that unless they get Biafra, they would not quit the struggle. They have pledged their lives for Biafra. It is better to die in the struggle of liberty than to live as a slave” (Onuegbu 2008).

The resilience shown by the members was premised on the belief that they were engaged in a worthy cause for which generations of Igbo people would be grateful. The intention for hoisting the flag is more of psychological to prove that these areas where these flags are hoisted belong to a different sovereign entity. Creating awareness about the activities of MASSOB is therefore the intention of such action, it reminds people about the message of MASSOB and constant citing of the flags placed in strategic places sustains the consciousness of the struggle in the people. MASSOB officials are of the view that with consciousness sustained, the allegiance of the people can be switched from Nigeria to Biafra in the future as it follows through its avowed twenty-five stages of activities towards actualizing Biafra. Mr Onuegbu contends thus;
“We have discharged eleven stages now and we are nearing to the sovereign government of Biafra. What we are doing now, we are not doing anything with Nigeria (sic). We are doing everything we are doing as Biafrans. The stage we are now is civil disobedience which has taken quite some time. We have gone out with a parallel government. Nigeria government is there but we have nothing to do with it because it is not doing anything for us. Yes, yes Nigerian government is in the east, with their governors, but we have also constituted our own government in the east. We ordered civil disobedience which the governors attempted to counter but failed” (Onuegbu 2008).

Beside activities that were aimed at awakening consciousness, MASSOB activists also embarked on strategies of internationalizing the struggle and soliciting international support for their cause. Chief among these strategies was to elicit the support of the Igbo in the Diaspora which paid off as manifested in the numbers of numerous organizations that sprung up to join the campaign to actualize Biafra.  They included the Biafran Actualization Forum (BAF) and the Biafran liberation Front (BLF) which collaborates with MASSOB. Such collaboration has led to the establishment of a short wave radio station known as Voice of Biafra International broadcasting from Washington DC and London and a functional website ‘http://www.biafraland.com (​http:​/​​/​www.biafraland.com​)’  that propagates the groups’ activities and philosophy among other ‘blogosphere’ aimed at drawing support to the objectives of MASSOB. These groups and individual sympathisers to the cause championed by MASSOB have helped the organization to establish office abroad which the organization regards as Biafran embassy. Such include the Biafra House in Washington DC and Senegal.
MASSOB has also exploited the angle of soliciting support of international organizations and groups. The one which paid off was the granting of MASSOB the status of unrepresented nations of the world at the United Nations in 2000 following a representation made to that regard by MASSOB. The organization along with other marginalised indigenous groups in the world celebrated the September 13, 2007 adoption by the United Nations General Assembly of the Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples as a mechanism that will set international standard on treatment of indigenous peoples whose right to self determination was recognised by the document. Another feat achieved by MASSOB is the support of International right group, the Centre for World Indigenous Studies (CWIS) which recognised MASSOB and the demand MASSOB is championing (CWIS 2006). Where these successes are yet to register open support by a sovereign state, the arrest of Chief Ralph Uwazurike when he attempted to attend 2001 AU summit of Heads of States and Government held in Cotonou uninvited, attests to that.
Other strategies adopted by MASSOB to actualize their dream of a Biafran republic included the call for strike and stay at home by Igbo and ‘Biafrans’. That event staged on the 26th of August, 2004 was a huge success that stunned observers given the wide adherence to the call by Igbo people both at home in the Diaspora. What made that day a turning point for MASSOB is that despite the massive campaign against the strike by governments of the various south east states and security agencies, the call was observed by government and private sector workers thus paralysing economic activities. To show that this was not a fluke, the organization repeated the strike in September 2006 after the arrest of the leader Chief Ralph Uwazurike by security operatives attracting success similar to that of August 2006 thus indicating that MASSOB is in control of the Igbo public. Again, to show that the people were still with them following the long incarceration of Chief Ralph Uwazurike who was released to attend the burial of his mother, the group called for a five million man march on August 28, 2008 which turned out massive crowd. According to Mr Onuegbu, the intention of that march was to send a message to the whole world that the long incarceration of Chief Uwazurike, the leader of the organization has not reduced the enthusiasm for MASSOB and Biafra. In Onuegbu’s own word,
“….those committed to the struggle were all with Uwazurike. When we demonstrated it, the whole world saw it that we were still intact. We organised a million-man march, but only one state we entered Imo state, about 5 million people turned out and the world saw it. Nigeria blocked us from entering other states. But mark me any state that we entered, that state must fall. ….the message we passed was for people to see us as very much intact.  Foreign people like BBC (sic) covered and reported the event and the march was only from Okigwe to Owerri. We did not even go to Onitsha, Enugu and yet you saw the crowd” (Onuegbu 2008).

In a bid to register positive impression, the group has attempted to perform social services. Some of these activities include the forceful interception of petroleum tankers that were heading to northern parts of the country and the distribution of their content to south easterners as a way to redress what it perceives as injustice to the southeast where fuel products do not sell at the government prescribed rate. Chief Ralph Uwazurike justified the action of MASSOB members to intercept petroleum tankers heading to the northern part of the country on the basis that something ought to be done to correct the marginalization of the Igbo area where petroleum products sell far above the official price (Uwazurike 2008). That incident which took place at the thick of fuel scarcity in 2004 attracted the wrath of security operatives who swooped on MASSOB members perpetrating such acts. Also a faction of the organization attempted to forcefully remove a group, the National Association of Road Transport Organization (NARTO) which it sees as parasitic and exploitative from Onitsha motor parks. The crisis generated by this activity compelled Anambra state governor Mr. Peter Obi to ban MASSOB and NARTO as well as inviting joint task force of the military and police detachment to contain the violence with the mandate to shoot at sight any individual that claims membership of the two groups.MASSOB activists claim that about 700 to 1000 of their members lost their lives in Onitsha as a result of that shoot at sight order. Onuegbu explains the situation in the following words;
“Look let me tell you, the reason why Obasanjo arrested Chief Uwazurike. He gathered some traitors in Igboland who call themselves elders and asked them how to go about it. They asked him to arrest Uwazurike, once you take him off, give us money, we shall invite his people, his okada riders and give them money, and they will renounce the course or struggle. But they don’t know our level of resilience. So when he arrested Uwazurike, those people collected money from him and started sponsoring violence in the name of MASSOB. When they see a bigman that has money, they will kidnap him just to discredit the organization. But because of our non-violence stance we did not talk. Sometimes, I would go to the newspaper to deny the allegations. In Onitsha massacre alone, they killed 1000 people in the park” (Onuegbu 2008).

During the 2006 census exercise in the country, MASSOB activists also attempted to forcefully stop the officials of the National Population Commission (NPC) from conducting the census exercise in the south east which it claimed is not part of Nigeria. Those events pitched MASSOB activists’ against security operatives. However, MASSOB officials have dissociated the organization from such incidence (Onyekamuo 2006). 
Important to mention is the action of MASSOB to reintroduce the currencies of the former Biafran republic as a medium of exchange (Njoku 2006). The use of these monies was more pronounced with MASSOB members. They were those encouraging the circulation of the money in anticipation of independent state of Biafra where such monies would become legal tender again. Chief Ralph Uwazurike does not see anything illegal about the circulation of the former Biafran currency even within the framework of the Nigerian legal system. To him, it is purely the choice of the individuals transacting business to use whatever the medium of exchange acceptable to the parties (Uwazurike 2008). 


3:3:5 Factionalizations 
The tendency for divisions and cracks in an organization such as MASSOB is a high probability given the penchant for external forces to penetrate the ranks, break the organization and reduce their capacity so as to immobilize them and weaken their base. That tendency is not absent in MASSOB but not very pronounced as to affect the effectiveness and cohesion of the mainstream organization. The first sign of division in MASSOB appeared when Uche Okwukwu, the legal adviser, disagreed with Chief Ralph Uwazurike over administrative style. That incident could not degenerate into factionalization because Uche Okwukwu was promptly expelled from the organization. The disagreement itself was merely media hype because Uche Okwukwu was unable to mobilise support behind his rebellion inspite of media attention the crisis generated. Another crack that emerged in MASSOB owing to Chief Ralph Uwazurike leadership style was when a group that called itself the Coalition of Biafra Liberation Groups (COBLIG) was formed. This group which is led by David Mac David broke away from MASSOB because the organization led by Uwazurike abandoned the struggle to actaulise Biafra and the new twist of oppressive devise to suppress free opinion. COBLIG claimed to be composed of  groups such as Eastern People’s Congress (EPC) Movement for Igbo Defence (MID) Eastern Mandate Union (EMU) Popular Front for the Development of Igboland (PFDIL), Biafra Liberation Group (BLG), Ohazurume Ndi Igbo (ONI), Eastern Solidarity Forum (ESF), Biafra Human Right (BHR) Germany and Ekwenche Ndi Igbo USA. The grassroots’ presence of these groups, cannot be ascertained but the sign for division in MASSOB, started to emerge during the incarceration of Uwazurike when David Mac who identified himself as the National Director of Information issued a statement that Nnamdi Ohazurike has been appointed as interim MASSOB leader to fill the vacuum created by the long incarceration of Chief Ralph Uwazurike who will regain his position on release (Anayo 2007). The decision to have a temporary leader was reached after a joint meeting of the National Working Committee and Board of Directors of the organization. The strategy to appoint a new leader according to him was to maintain cohesion and boundary from people dragging down the organization by the nefarious acts such as kidnapping (Anayo 2007). That announcement was promptly refuted by another group of thirty Regional Directors of information including Mazi Chris Mocha (Owerri), Kingsley Iyke (Okigwe), and Comrade Onyenuma Ahamefule (Orlu) that claimed Uwazurike is still the leader (Unese 2007). That discordant tune came up again on the media when a group led by Enugu Regional Administrator Ikechukwu Ekwe and Secretary Emeka Onwujiobi denied any arrangement of the Mac David group with the Movement for the Emancipation of Niger Delta people (MEND) to protest the killing of over 200 MASSOB members by security operatives between 2003 and 2006 (Edike 2007). They raised alarm that the call was a strategy to realise selfish ambitions and urged Mac David to leave MASSOB. That advice may have influenced the formation of COBLIG, though the impact of the new organization is yet to be felt.
The divisions in MASSOB that gave rise to COBLIG and BIAMUBS (Biafra Must Be Society) came as a result of ideological differences as well as differences in strategy judging from rhetorics that attend such divisions. For instance, BIAMUBS dominated by Biafran war veterans does not subscribe to the purported non-violence stance of Chief Ralph Uwazurike as a way of reacting to the heavy-handed approach of the government against MASSOB. This manifestation started to be visible following the 2006 arrest and incarceration of Ralph Uwazurike, giving room for BIAMUBS elements to start questioning the strategy of non-violence. That splinter group has virtually abandoned the non-violence philosophy of the group and embraced a culture of confrontation with agencies of state. The result of this stance was the mayhem in Onitsha, Nnewi and other parts of Anambra state between June–July 2006. The phenomenon of hostage taking and kidnapping associated with the Niger-Delta militants, as well as attempt to engage in violence has been attributed to this splinter group (Osuji 2007). According to Eze Okonkwo, the inter-factional fighting over the Freedom House headquarters located in his community started when this group escaped from Onitsha following police clampdowm in that city (Okonkwo 2007). Though this group is not well known Mr. Anayo an official in MASSOB confirmed that they existed even before Uwazurike was arrested and had been known for pressing that MASSOB should embrace violence as the solution to the cause of realizing Biafra. In his words; 
“Before Uwazurike was arrested; we held a meeting with BIAMUBS directors and other people. In that meeting, they brought out Uwazurike and asked him why he did not want this struggle to take violence. That if it takes violence now, they are sure of defeating Nigeria.Uwazurike told them that the agreement he reached with United Nation was that it is going to be non-violence. Since he doesn’t want violence, no matter what you do to him, he will remain resolute carrying on with non-violence, and until Nigerians pushes him to the wall he is still saying non-violence. As it is now, they have pushed him to the wall, if he orders us to go on rampage we are ready for that and everywhere will be set on fire. The way it will be our people in Lagos will run when they see us in action right there. That is why he told them that he does not agree with violent struggle. That is why those people broke away from MASSOB to form Biafran Must Be Society. It is not only them; there are other people and groups also. But this Biafran issue the main people looking for it is MASSOB. It is the Biafran war veterans that formed this BIAMUBS” (Anayo 2007).

In as much as these divisions seem to be based on ideological and strategic differences, further probe indicates that the main issue is the control of the soul of the organization and the perquisites derivable from such. For instance, there was a disclaimer in one of the website of the organization of some elements that fabricate MASSOB letter in other to obtain financial support. This same line of thought was affirmed by Chief Onuegbu who accused the elements that wanted to bring division as individuals motivated by money from the government who were attempting to use them to gain foothold into the organization so as to destroy it. He puts it thus;
“…some of us were arrested and imprisoned, like myself and Uwazurike and asked to deny the struggle. We said no, we can’t do it. But this time around, those elements that were in Nigerian pocket and failed to achieve the promise they made to Nigeria. I don’t know whether Nigeria recovered the money they gave them. They were the ones shouting and writing in the newspaper. Uwazurike has eaten money, Uwazurike this, Uwazurike that and none of them was an administrator. They were all ministry men, director of ministries. Those people within the ministries; they are not contributing anything here. I am telling you, they are not contributing. I don’t know why. They were the ones accusing Uwazurike of all sorts of things. But those committed to the struggle were all with Uwazurike” (Onuegbu 2008). 

That struggle for the control of the group got to its peak during Uwazurike’s incarceration and even turned violent in Okwe over who controls the Freedom House headquarters of the organization. Chief Onuegbu said the violence was contained after they instructed their members to stop attending the national meetings that use to hold at the Freedom House in Okwe by restricting them to regions. In his words, 
“We use this system of non-violence to overthrow those people perpetrating violence and pushed them out. We withdrew ourselves. Instead of confronting them and avoid their harassment, we gave an order that everybody should go to his own region so that they cannot see anyone to harass again”(Onuegbu 2008). 

That strategy was effective because those elements have fizzled out with the release of Uwazurike from detention. The five million man march that was staged in August 2008 was to prove to the world that Chief Ralph Uwazurike is still in control of the organization in spite of the accusation that he was using the organization to feather his nest (Onuegbu 2008).

3:4 Impacts of Democratic Transition and Post-1999 Politics on the Militias
Democratic transition according to Ibrahim (2003:1) implies a passage from a non-democratic to a democratic situation. It further implies the establishment of a democratic system would constitute a veritable transition only when it becomes a fairly permanent feature of political life (Ibrahim 2003).
There have been arguments as to what constitute a democratic transition or when exactly does democratic transitions occur in the process of transition to democracy? Could the event that occurred in Nigeria on May 29, 1999 be classified as democratic transition? To answer that, we need to understand the meaning of the concept of democracy. Just like democratic transition, democracy itself as a concept is controversial as there are no agreements on an exact definition (Kaur 2002:1). What is, however, not contested is the fact that democracy is about local people being in charge of their lives, being able to take charge of their resources and making power to flow from them (IDEAS 2000). Dahl (1956) sees it as a system that is responsive to the people, who are free to develop and use peaceful means to criticize, pressure and replace leadership. From Dahl’s conception of polyarchy, there are three dimensions to understanding democracy. The first is opposition, which implies organized contestation through regular, free and fair elections; the second is participation that involves the right of virtually all adults to vote and contest for office. The other dimension is civil liberty which makes polyarchy to encompass freedom to vote and contest for office as well as freedom to speak and publish dissenting views, form and join organizations as well as allowing room for the flourishing of alternative sources of information. Stemming from this line of thought, Kaur (2002:2) describes democracy as a government system that involves the widest spectrum of participation either through elections or through the administration of the accepted/adopted policies. As such, democracy can be seen as a government that is based on the principles of rule of law which stands against arbitrariness, high handedness and autocracy.
Based on what has been described, it can be safely asserted that Nigeria experienced semblance of democratic transition in May, 1999. Prior to this time, the Nigerian political space has been dominantly autocratic (Onuoha & Fadakinte 2002). Apart from the interregnum between 1979 and 1983, the country has been dominated by Military regimes since their first intervention in January 1966, running up to 1999 when the long and tortuous transition to civil democratic rule finally yielded the transfer of power to a democratically elected leadership. Before now, governance in Nigeria has been characterized by arbitrariness and dictation from a hierarchically structured governance system that effectively conscripted the space for political participation. Even when democracy was allowed as was the case in Nigeria at some point it was strictly based on the terms and rules drawn by the military juntas in the name of transition to civil rule program (Anifowose 2002). Therefore the scenario as was the case in Nigeria bred situations where the civil rights of citizens were trampled upon and presented situation where even expression of basic human rights were heavily curtailed. According to Ibrahim (2003:24-25) the in road of the armed forces into politics and institutions in Nigeria has been extremely negative on society through the spread of their authoritarian values that are anti-social and destructive of politics which is the art of negotiating conflicts related to the exercise of power. Ibrahim  further asserts that the pace and nature of the military guided transition to civil rule programme were dictated by military fiat, consequently causing decline in civility and enthroning violence in social interaction, spreading a myth that the military institution  is useful and relevant in politics because it possess the monopoly of force to prevent chaos (Ibrahim 2003). 
Though the formation of OPC predates that event in 1999, the process of the transition to civil rule that was organised by General Abdulsalami Abubakar which heralded democratic dispensation had a huge impact on the organization. This is not unexpected going by the fact that OPC was founded to counter the militarization of society and so emerged out of civil society’s struggle to liberalize the political space and free it from the stranglehold of a brutal dictatorship. The formation of the organization was achieved on the perception that there is a need to create a platform to counter the use of the military to perpetuate northern hegemonic dominance of power and halt the marginalization of the Yoruba ethnic group. The founder, Dr Fredrick Faseun was a prominent player in the transition to civil rule programme that was put in place by General Ibrahim Babangida whose sincerity on transferring of power to an elected civilian was suspect following the frequency of that administration intervention in the transition process through the banning and un-banning of classes of politicians, cancellation of political parties congresses and elections between the parties. But the intervention that turned controversial and unacceptable to the politicians as well as a vast majority of people in the civil society was the annulment of June 12, 1993 presidential election which a Yoruba businessman Moshood Abiola was poised to win. The heightened agitation for the de-annulment of that election forced Babangida to step down from office after imposing an Interim National Government (ING) on the nation in August 1993. But that government was not to last long because of its weakness and inability to assert itself, a situation compounded by a High Court pronouncement that the government is illegal. The collapse of that government in November, 1993 made way for the assumption of power by General Sani Abacha whose administrative style was repressive. It was this repressive strategy that drove pro-democracy activists in the country underground and created the condition for militant organizations in the mould of OPC to emerge. Dr Fredrick Faseun founded the OPC, on two stance; bringing an ethnic reading of the political situation and allowing the organization resort to force to reach its goal. It was these two stances that prepared the ground for the conversion of the OPC into an ethnic rebellion organization. Another important fact to note about OPC transforming into a champion of ethnic agenda group is the necessity for tactical support-gathering consideration. This is because given the circumstances under the regime of General Abacha, resorting to violence can hardly be said to be driven by opportunistic intensions as the gains of such a move could not be calculated because risks attached to being a member of the OPC at that period was extremely high. So the movements’ violent orientation started building up in 1996 after its founder was detained by the Abacha military regime. Albert (2001) argues that the detention of Faseun made OPC members to feel that the Nigerian problems could not be solved peacefully.
The transition to democracy in 1999 also contributed significantly to the division or factionalization that occurred in the OPC. Though there were signs of division before the release of Faseun from incarceration because the elders and the youth wings started meeting separately (Faseun 2008). The OPC broke up into two factions at the beginning of 1999 because of the ideological differences of the leadership led by Faseun and Gani Adams over the role OPC was to play in the ensuing transition to civil rule programme put up by General Abdulsalami Abubakar who had succeeded General Abacha following his death on June 8, 1998. The transition programme divided OPC down the middle as some elements felt that the organization should participate in the programme by endorsing one of the two Yoruba candidates contesting the presidential election, others felt that the military cannot be trusted to deliver genuine democracy, advocating that the organization stay out of the transition programme and concentrate on campaigning for a sovereign national conference to produce a people oriented constitution (Guichaoua 2006).
OPC’s visibility heightened following that election in 1999 which produced a Yoruba as the country’s president. The sense of worth that we are now in control and entitlement to dictate the pace and direction the country should move informed OPC’s posture post-1999. The actions of the OPC support this view, a typical example being the decision of OPC to meddle into the affair between Obasanjo’ presidency and the National Assembly which threatened to impeach him (Faseun 2008). It was also after the 1999 transition to democracy that the OPC became increasingly involved in violent activities, some of which resulted into deaths. Some of the violent episodes saw OPC members fighting non-Yoruba groups such as the Hausa-Fulani, Igbo and Ijaw as it was the case in Sagamu, Apapa Wharf and Ilaje respectively (Okechukwu 2000). Intensified clashes with the police and other security operatives, as well as clashes between the factions of OPC itself intensified after the democratic transition in 1999 (Ajanaku 2004). The issues behind OPC’s violent orientation revolved around the perception that balance of terror should be established to enable the Yoruba occupant of the highest office in the country to effectively exercise such power without intimidation from other groups. Relatedly, OPC exploited the political leverage of having one of their own as president, went the extra mile by attempting to create its conceived nature of society in the south west through vigilantism and crime fighting.
The picture is a bit different with MASSOB, as to the significance of the transition to democracy in 1999. MASSOB was not in existence prior to the elections in 1999; neither was there an open agitation for the resuscitation of the defunct Biafra Republic. At the end of the civil war, Nigeria was dominated by repressive military dictatorship which conscripted the political space and made it difficult for civil society groups to freely express grievances. Therefore, transition to democracy which returned the country to constitutional rule apparently widened the political space that predicated the emergence of MASSOB. Studies conducted by Godwin Onu (2003) and Kenneth Omeje (2005) did show that the democratic transition that occurred in Nigeria in 1999 created the condition for the renewed demand for Biafra. Participants in those two studies believe that there is a linkage between the Biafran nationalism resurgence and democratic transition. Their responses revealed that the democracy created condition for the ventilation of accumulated grievances and perceived marginalization of the Igbo since the end of the civil war (Onu 2003, Omeje 2005). 
The new demand for Biafra is different from the attempt in the 1960’s, which most literature identified as resulting from the imperative of security for citizens of eastern region. For instance, Nixon (1972) had noted that the proclamation of the Republic of Biafra on May 30, 1967 reflected a number of convictions held by Eastern leaders on the basis of which they felt secession was a legitimate and necessary action. These include: 
1.	The belief that the security of their lives and property could not be maintained if they were subject to the Nigerian government as then constituted.
2.	The belief that orderly processes of negotiation aimed at the re-establishment of a workable pattern of political relationships between the Eastern region and the rest of the country had been effectively frustrated by the central government and could not practically be resumed.
3.	The belief that secession was widely recognized throughout Nigeria as a politically legitimate step and would be acquiesced to if not actually supported and /or imitated by the rest of Nigeria.
4.	The belief that the move to independence had overwhelming popular support in the Eastern region.
So, security imperative was very paramount and was therefore, the main determining factor for the declaration of Biafra in 1967. But the renewed demand for Biafra as spearheaded by MASSOB, mainly revolves around the issue of non-full integration of the Igbo into the Nigerian society (Onu 2003). The issue of marginalization is what the Igbo had hoped would be mitigated by an inclusive government in terms of appointments into sensitive positions in security organizations and the military which no Igbo was considered fit to hold through out the era of military domination of governance in Nigeria (Uwazurike 2008). Marginalization in this context implies that the Igbo, compared with other ethnic groups that make up Nigeria, are not getting a fair deal especially since the end of the civil war.
A democratic system of governance would produce government that is accountable because it is a regime that derives its mandate from the people. It is therefore better placed and obligated to address issues of concern to the people and in the case of the Igbo, redressing the perceived marginalization since the end of the civil war. Given this backdrop, the Igbo had enthusiastically seized the opportunities provided in Nigeria through the processes of democratization so as to be fully integrated into the Nigerian society and political process as equal partners (Njemanze 2007). This expectation was not satisfied by the initial actions of the elected democratic government headed by Olusegun Obasanjo.  And so for Uwazurike, its failure to appoint an Igbo to head any of the security organizations in the country was the impetus he needed to commence a long held life ambition of leading the actualization of a Biafran republic which he claimed was nurtured by his personal experiences during the devastating civil war (Uwazurike 2008). Even though that situation no longer persists as Igbos have been appointed to head security various agencies including the sensitive position of ‘chief of army staff’, Uwazurike and his followers are still adamant on secessionist agenda. This perhaps is an indication that the initial grievance was merely an instrument for violence.
He took advantage of the political environment at that time because the Igbo were enthusiastic participants in the political transition that ushered in the Fourth Republic going by the roles played by Igbo elite such as Chief Alex Ekwueme who was not only instrumental to the formation of the PDP but one of its leading presidential aspirants. Others such as Emmanuel Iwuanyanwu, Jim Nwobodo and Ogbonaya Onu both of whom were former governors were also major presidential aspirants in their parties who exploited the opportunity of the openness and freedom which democracy offerred to vie for the highest position in the land, any of which success would have ended the perception of  marginalization of the group. Ralph Uwazurike, the founder of the Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra (MASSOB) was one of such optimists and participated actively as a member of the Obasanjo presidential campaign committee of the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP). Uwazurike’s disappointment in the administration was not only in the appointments into federal positions, but also in its handling of issues that affected Igbo people. According to him, the Igbo remained easy targets for riots and disturbances in the country that has nothing to do with them other than the fact that they are Igbo and government doing little or nothing to bring the perpetrators to book (Uwazurike 2008). Other reasons that led to the formation of MASSOB include the persistent neglect of the Igbo nation in the allocation of resources, projects and appointment by the Federal authorities both under the military and civilian authorities (Adeyemo, 2004:19). Therefore for Uwazurike, MASSOB was formed because of his convictions that the assault on the psyche of the Igbo after the war was continued unabated under the democratic regime (Uwazurike 2008).  The issue of marginalization resonated frequently from fieldwork interactions for this study,as a reason for the renewed demand for Biafra, but it was the interview with Eze Njemanze that brought it out lucidly. He started by saying that the recent development where some groups are agitating for the resuscitation of Biafra was not a similar event to those of 1967-70 when a state called Biafra existed in its true sense. He argued that the war that occurred at that time was an accident of time which would not have happened if the Nigerians of today were to be the Nigerian we had that time. He reasoned that the Nigerians of today seem to have resolved individually and collectively that nothing should push the country to repeat history again. He speaks further:
“if the Nigerians of that time were as civilized, educated and broadminded as those of today; if the Nigerians of today who feel for oneness were in the 1960’s and feel the need to be together and have respect for each other as we have today, there would not have been a shooting war because a lot of things have happened that could have triggered a similar situation but somehow, these things had been resolved. If the former Biafrans, who are now Nigerians and the other Nigerians had embraced each other, there would not have been any need for these recent development”(Njemanze 2007).

In other words, had there been proper resolutions of the issues that led to the civil war, there would not have been any renewal of demand for Biafra. Dialogue as an important element of dispute resolution was missing at the end of civil war and this as a device, would have brought the belligerents together on a discussion table where salient issues on how to co-habit could have been agreed upon.  For instance, the issue of what to do with the combatants on the side of the Biafran rebels did not take place as it was the case in Lebanon for instance where a conflict of that nature and magnitude has occurred. That opportunity was lost when the scheduled meeting at Lisbon between the Federal Government and Biafran rebels could not take place leading to a loss of an opportunity that could have brought in a third party to mediate a conditional surrender (Njemanze 2007). The surrender of Biafra happened suddenly because the Federal troops became stronger than they were previously, leading to the capitulation of Biafran rebels. As such, the Article of Surrender which was signed by the leaders of Biafra was a one-sided affair. This created an imbalance in terms of the way the Biafran combatants and the people that supported them were re-integrated into the Nigerian political system (Njemanze 2007).
The result from this imbalance and the marginalization of the former Biafrans emanates out of bad faith which is not reconcilable with the federal government war objective of ensuring the unity of Nigeria (Njemanze 2007). Such included the dismissal from service of all the army officers on the Biafran side above the rank of captain. In other parts of the world such as Mozambique, Democratic Republic of Congo, ElSalvador, Djibouti, Mali, Uganda and Tajiskistan, among other, these people are reabsorbed into the army to ensure unity and prevent insurgency (Glassmyer and Sambanis 2008, Orivri 2009). Another example is the policy on bank lodgements where the former Biafran were given a blanket £20 (twenty pounds) of their money lodged in the banks before the outbreak of the war no matter how much it was. Eze Njemanze believes that this was done to kill the spirit of the people for their perceived support of the rebels. “This makes it seem that the war which Nigeria waged on Biafra was not fought to bring them back as citizens but to make them hewers of wood and drawers of water” (Njemanze 2007).
Though the 3R’s (Reconciliation, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction) which General Gowon declared at the end of the war was aimed at integrating the former Biafrans and the war affected zone into the Nigerian society, it was just rhetorical and at best incomplete. According to Eze Njemanze, it was only reconciliation that was achieved as events showed. 
 “Shortly after the war, ordinary Nigerians went about their normal lives and people who fled either from or to the war zone returned to where they fled from to continue their normal lives. However, rehabilitation was incomplete, people who fled to the war area abandoning their work and businesses were not rehabilitated, the combatants and the wounded on the Biafran side were not rehabilitated, and even those who were dismissed from services were not rehabilitated. Again the reconstruction of the war affected zone in terms of infrastructure destroyed during the war was not carried out. The worst aspect of it is that the punishment for engaging in the war was not limited to the combatants but when properly analyzed was directed at the populace through the deliberate policies of marginalization and this fact is what has created the condition for the flowering of this recent phenomenon” (Njemanze 2007).

This is best explained in this way. The development that points to the fact that the ordinary civilian did not support the shooting war as noted by Eze Njemanze, was the fact that the former Biafrans within 24 hours of the end of that war, returned from where they fled and were welcomed by other Nigerians. In the North, rents that accrued to the Igbo landlords were paid to them by their tenants. Also, as Eze Njemanze noted, insurgence activities which normally occur in conflicts of such magnitude, especially when an opposing side capitulates and surrenders unconditionally as was the case with Biafra was not reported anywhere. This showed that the mass of the people were averse to war and as such punishment should not have been directed at them (Njemanze 2007).
If this is true, it then means that the renewed demand for Biafra as manifested in the activities of MASSOB stem from the mishandling of post-war policies by the military that dominated and controlled power in Nigeria for most of the country’s history before the transition to democratic rule in 1999. Within this military, representation of the Igbo ethnic group especially at the top echelon was very negligible and inconsequential. The explanation that easily comes to mind is that the military elements that ruled the country were the combatants on the federal side whose bitter war experience must have inluenced those policies that were aimed at punishing the people for supporting the rebels. Eze Njemanze argued that this perception of sustained unmitigated attack on the populace from Igbo speaking states, had led to a feeling that things would have been different had Biafra succeeded (Njemamnze 2007). Therefore, when the opportunity of a democratic dispensation presented itself, it was easy to mobilize people to support the idea of Biafra again.
Another angle that also came out to support the linkage between this development and the democratic transition in 1999 is the perception that militancy on the part of an ethnic group can earn them concession from the rest of the country. What gives credence to this is the consensus to concede the presidency of the country to the Yoruba race in 1998, following the perceived injustice of the annulment of June 12,1993 election result believed to have been won by MKO Abiola an ethnic Yoruba. That incident led to the formation of Yoruba led associations such as National Democratic Coalition (NADECO), Joint Action Committee of Nigeria (JACON) and the Oodua Peoples Congress among others whose activism for the revalidation of that election nearly brought the country to the brink of disintegration until the concession was made. Uwazurike and his associates were close watchers and participants in the process that brought a Yoruba to the presidency and so naturally felt that militancy by the Igbo in form of renewed demand for Biafra, can as well be mounted as social pressure that can attract similar concession in the future and finally remove the scar of the war by integrating the Igbo fully into post-war Nigerian society.
Yet another important point that also supports the view of linkage of Biafran resurgence activities to the democratic transition is the role of the courts under the democratic dispensation. The courts, through their judgements, have restrained the powers of the police and other security agencies of the state from repressing groups like MASSOB. Right from the inception of the group, from the time they were holding rallies to sensitize the people of their mission, the police and State Security Services (SSS), had clashed with MASSOB activists. But unlike the era of the military when these bodies could get away with arbitrariness and contempt for the rule of law, the new dispensation compels state authorities to provide evidence and arraign these people in court. Most of the time, the courts have not found sufficient ground to grant prosecution prayers. A typical example is the April 2000 case in Lagos where prosecution was praying the court to ban MASSOB from engaging in rallies, which the court refused to grant because it violates the rights of the activist to lawful protest and assembly.

3:5 Leadership and the Militia Movement
Leadership is vital to any organization. Going by the words of Maxwell (1999) ‘everything rises and falls on leadership’. If this statement is to be taken as true, then it presupposes that special attention has to be paid to the leadership of organizations including the ones under study to enable us grasp a better understanding of the groups operation and cohesion. Therefore the question that arises from here is; how has leadership impacted on the two organizations under comparison? 
Starting with the OPC, we are made to know that the founder, Dr Fredrick Faseun from his personal narrative, portrays himself as a visionary leader which is one of the important attributes of leadership (Faseun 2005:134). However, his ability to organise owes much to the many years of acquiring leadership tutelage acquired through experience in leadership positions prior to the founding of OPC. Before aspiring for the presidential slot of the social Democratic Party (SDP) under the Babangida transition to civil rule programme in 1992, he has held some leadership positions that are of pan-Nigerian appeal which makes it surprising that he founded an ethnically based organization (Guichaoua 2006).  Before launching his campaign to pick the presidential ticket of the SDP, he was the chairman of National Labour Party, one of the political associations that sought relevance under the Ibrahim Babangida’s transition to civil rule programme. It should be recalled that the Babangida administration did not find any of the twenty-three political associations that sought official registration qualified to be recognised as one of the two legally permitted for the politics of the transition programme. The administration instead, created two political parties; the Social Democratic Party (SDP) and the National Republican Convention (NRC) and ordered politicians to join any of them as co-joiners and co-founders. Faseun and his associates in the National Labour Party flocked into the SDP. His association with labour activists dates back to the years when he was a physician providing consultations to the Dockworkers Union of Nigeria. Therefore, it was easy for him to heed the call of Babangida for new breed politicians to get involved in partisan politics that will be devoid of the back biting and corruption that dogged the previous experiences in the first and second republic. His utter disgust for that transition to civil rule programme came to the fore when he witnessed the multiple and dubious political manoeuvres of Babangida who cancelled their party primaries and banned all of them from further participation in the presidential race. He increasingly doubted the sincerity of the process as did many non-partisan observers of the time who believed that the program was not designed to succeed (Reno 1999). It was at this point that Faseun directed his activism towards human rights, civil liberties and the promotion of genuine democracy (Faseun 2005). The annulment of the June 12, 1993 presidential election and the emergence of General Sani Abacha who unleashed repression on popular forces and civil society drove Faseun and other activists into the trenches. It was under this scenario that OPC was founded to defend Yoruba interests. OPC, according to Faseun was created after a careful reading of the political situation in the country. In his own words;
‘The Yoruba are no longer considered disfavoured second-class citizens but have become enemies that must be hounded into exile, hounded into detention,humiliated,dehumanmized and marked to be wiped off the surface of Nigeria’ (Faseun 2005:147).

 Juxtaposing his background prior to formation of OPC, Guichaou stated that Faseun’s embracing of ethnic agenda and forays as an ethnic champion was purely a tactical and strategic move to flatter the primordial instincts of the crowd (Guichaou 2006). Even Faseun himself believed that the recoil to parochialism by a substantial number of Yoruba elites was circumstantial in the sense that the ethnic group was not treated fairly in Nigeria (Faseun 2008). His thinking was that the Hausa-Fulani who controlled the Nigerian military went after the Yoruba as the only threat to their desire to perpetuate their political and cultural domination (Faseun 2005). It was this perception that necessitated the formation of a movement in the fold of OPC imbued with the capacity to halt the northern agenda of perpetual domination of Nigeria. His thinking is that for such a movement to have any chance of success, it must be a mass based popular organization with the capability to display physical force. This informed the need to gather youths who fit into the description of the organization in great proportion. That should explain how characters like Gani Adams who was in his late twenties became a core members of OPC. The incarceration of Faseun by the Abacha military junta was not able to make members to be weary of the organization as the vacuum was effectively filled by Gani Adams who ensured that the organization remained cohesive in the absence of Faseun (Adams 2008). 
However, Faseun’s re-emergence into the fold of OPC after he was released from detention marked the beginning of another phase of OPC as an organization. This stems from the ideological difference between the two leaders, Gani Adams, and Fredrick Faseun which resulted into the division of the group to two factions, one led by Gani Adams and the other by Fredrick Faseun. Adams and most of his supporters in the OPC have enormous distrust for the elite and the Nigerian system as it was constituted and as such desired a radical change in the political system which the new transition programme as projected by General Abubakar was not offering by their reading of the situation (Adams 2008). Thus, the members of OPC leaning on him vowed not to have anything to do with the transition notwithstanding the fact that the military elite have decided to placate the Yoruba with the presidency as the selection process of the transition political parties were skewed to produce two Yoruba sons as the presidential candidates of the major parties contesting the election. Faseun was amenable to the OPC participating in the process to ensure that the candidate with the Yoruba support emerges as the president. Gani Adam’s refusal to allow OPC participation was hinged on the perception that the politicians only use the youths to achieve their selfish interest. In his words;
“we don’t like to bother ourselves with people from a capitalist background or rich people because they can only behave like sympathisers to the struggle and can be difficult to be devoted member. The real people are deprived one way or the other. They have the will and courage to fight. For instance, take student union movement, children of the rich people do not bother to join such movement to fight for their rights, it is only students from deprived homes who are often at the forefront of the battle” (cited in Guichaou 2006). 

However the irreconcilable nature of this ideological difference sustained the crack which was carried beyond the electoral process that ushered in the democratic dispensation in 1999.Apart form the splitting of the group into factions, the OPC’s leadership structure is of a loose hierarchical form where the zones which comprise membership cell of about fifty are the smallest administrative units. But this structure is not a closely knit organizational structure which implies that leadership at this level is not obligated to obey orders from the factional leaders at the apex.
MASSOB presents a not so similar feature with the OPC in terms of the background of the leadership of the organization though structurally the two organizations look the same. Ralph Uwazurike, the founder of MASSOB did not hold national leadership positions prior to his founding of MASSOB. Though he led an ethnic elite club, but it was not similar to the type of organizations that Faseun has led, all of which are pan-Nigeria in terms of membership outlook. Uwazurike only led the Igbo Council of Chiefs, a parochial Diaspora organization that is exclusively Igbo. Though he is educated like Faseun who founded OPC, he was not visible nationally prior to the founding of MASSOB, unlike Faseun who had name recognition, having already attained national prominence before his forays with OPC activities. Uwazurike was only a member of a campaign committee of candidate Olusegun Obasanjo of the PDP.  He had hoped that a democratically elected government would correct the acts of injustice perpetrated against the Igbo and make the renewed demand for Biafra unnecessary (Uwazurike 2008). Uwazurike’s optimism is premised on the belief that wide political space  produces accountable government, and having obtained its mandate from the people is better placed and obligated to address issues that border the people and in the case of the Igbo, redressing the perceived marginalization. Just like the OPC, the success of MASSOB can be attributed to its organizational structure. The administrative format of the group is a four tier system of well-knit structural organization that not only makes mobilization easier but also ensures constant flow of information among the various strata. This structure made it very easy for replacements to emerge to fill a vacuum so as to keep the organization together whenever there is a clampdown on leadership element of the organization. Though there is a manifestation of division in MASSOB, it was not well pronounced like the division in OPC. But just like OPC, disagreement in strategy is responsible for the crack in the organization. This notwithstanding, greed and envy seem to be another factor that seems manifest in the MASSOB leadership structure. The struggle to control the organization is at the root of the divisions in the organization. The massive edifice called the Freedom House located in Uwazurike’s country home which MASSOB uses as headquarters is a source of envy because certain elements believe the funds could not have come from his personal earning since his law practice or businesses have virtually grounded since he started his activism. A consequence of this was the purported replacement of Uwazurike by Nnamdi Ohiagu (Okoli 2007) which was promptly refuted through a news release which asserted the authority of Uwazurike as the leader of the group (Unese 2007).

3:6 The Militia Oraganizations and their Control Groups
The question that begs for an answer in this analysis is the nature of relationship between the two organizations in our study and their control group. A good understanding of this relationship will shed light on the source of strength and confidence of the groups. It should also provide understanding as to what propels the members of the organization and their leadership to engage in activities that are in defiance of the state and its might.
The control group in this instance represents the elite of the ethnic group that the organization represents either in government or close to the corridors of power. In this instance, we shall be looking at the relationship between the OPC and Afenifere or the Yoruba Council of Elders and south west government leaders. For MASSOB it shall be its relationship with the Ohaneze Ndi Igbo and other Igbo cultural associations as well as government leaders of southeast extraction.
There is an indication of a significant contrast between the OPC and the MASSOB, when it comes to the roles of elite members of the ethnic group in the formation of the organizations, the level of covert and tacit support offered to organizations as a form of social pressure on the state advancing the general interest of the ethnic group.  We are also interested in the nature of association these elite members maintain with the organizations and their members who run into problems with the state given the nature of the activities.
On all these parameters, the situation of the two organizations bears little similarities. First the formations of the two organizations resulted from different circumstances. The OPC emerged during the era of the military under a brutal regime that brook no opposition and had driven popular forces underground because of the ambition of its leader who wanted to transmute into a civilian head of state. The brutality of General Abacha’s regime and the clampdown on pro-democracy activists was responsible for the tactical move of some of them to recoil back to their ethnic cocoon in order to counter the onslaught from the regime effectively. As such the formation of OPC received endorsement from prominent Yoruba elites who were the immediate victims of these brutalities. The founder, Dr Fredrick Faseun belongs to this class and received a lot of support from them to go ahead with the idea of forming an organization in the mould of OPC. According to Faseun,after his meeting with three grassroot mobilizers in Mushin, Mrs Idowu Adebowale (market women leader at Odo-Asimau market) Alhaji Ibrahim a.ka ‘Baba Oja’ or market father and Papa Taiwo a retired soldier,all of whom were his political associates when he was chairman of the defunct Nigerian Labour Party, there was a need to intimate prominent Yoruba elites on the initiative and so the first port of call was Chief Michael Adekunle Ajasin, the leader of Afenifere,the umbrella Yoruba socio-political group who also held sway as the chairman of National Democratic Coalition(NADECO),the frontline organization fighting for the revalidation of June 12,1993 presidential election that was annulled by the military. Having mentioned the plan to the people at the apex of Yoruba leadership, he turned to intimate others such as Papa Anthony Enahoro, who was then the Deputy Chairman of NADECO, Chief Bola Ige, former governor of Oyo state and deputy leader of Afenifere at that time, all of whom embraced the idea and encouraged him to carry on (Faseun 2005: 13-16). Other prominent Yoruba who were contacted include Reverend Tunji Adebiyi, Dr Doyin Okupe a prominent politician and Dr Beko Ramsome Kuti who was leader of Campaign for Democracy, a pro-democracy group that challenged the annulment of June 12, 1993 presidential election meaning that the support of Yoruba elites for the formation of a militant organization was solid (Badmus 2006:193). That support reflected in the roles these personalities played at the height of the division and rivalry that befell the organization by organizing reconciliation meetings to settle the rift between the two factions (Faseun 2005). 
The formation of MASSOB did not follow similar path. Uwazurike, the founder of the organization was neither known nationally nor even among the Igbo before the formation of MASSOB. He therefore came into limelight through the activities of MASSOB, a group, state authority and even the Igbo elites thought will fizzle out with passage of time. Two reasons lend credence to these fact; the first is open objective of the organization  to actualize Biafra which was seen as a task in futility and given that Uwazurike concentrated his initial activities in Lagos made people to regard him and his supporters as bands of unserious people who were seeking attention. 
It was the antecedence of these organizations that defined the nature of relationship with their control group. While the Yoruba elite stood solidly behind the OPC and its leaders even in their travails, the Igbo elite were competing to project their degree of alienation with MASSOB and what the group stands for. The Ohaneze Ndi Igbo had on several occasions condemned MASSOB and its leader Uwazurike purporting that its radical activism can only derail its agenda of producing a Nigerian president of Igbo extraction (VOBI 2006). The privilege that OPC leaders enjoy in gathering of the Yoruba people was never accorded the leaders of MASSOB. Whereas cooperation is cordial between OPC and Afenifere, the relationship between MASSOB and Ohaneze was competitive as to which of them represents the authentic voice of the Igbo. Prominent Yoruba elite have attended OPC’s programmes, including representatives of people in government which gives credence to the view that the organization enjoys some level of covert support from them (Adams 2008). While on one hand the factional leaders have been invited and treated dignifiedly in public functions organised by Yoruba groups, MASSOB and its leaders on the other hand were seen as outcast by the Igbo elite. The group had a running battle with the former governors of Imo state Chief Achike Udenwa and Anambra state Mr Peter Obi for issuing an order to police to shoot them at sight. 
Again, the easy help OPC leaders get from Yoruba activists whenever they run into trouble with security operatives eludes MASSOB leaders until recently. For instance, Uwazurike stayed longer than the rest of self-determination group’s leaders arrested in the run up to the 2007 general elections in Nigeria. His incarceration lasted longer, after Dr Faseun, Chief Gani Adam of OPC and Asari Dokubo of Niger Delta Peoples Volunteer Force (NDPVF) were released following political pressure by their kinsmen. That incident awakened some Igbo elites led by Senator Uche Chukwumerije and Ikechukwu Obiora who joined the groups that started to call for Uwazurike’s release which paid off when he was granted a conditional three months bail to go and perform burial rites for his late mother.  It is difficult to ascertain whether this change of attitude stem from an acceptance of MASSOB’s agenda of a revitalized Biafra republic or a sort of grandstanding by these elites to enhance their political capital within the Igbo public.

3:7 The Militia Organizations and their Micro Groups
The prevalence of violence-oriented ethnic organizations in Nigeria operating outside of the confines of the law has been justified by leaders of these organizations who cite   marginalization, injustice and unfair treatment of their ethnic group. If these organizations are truly championing the cause of their sub-groups, it then becomes imperative to analyse the relationship between the organizations and the base of their ethnic group especially their public or micro group perception. How popular are these organizations among members of their ethnic group? Do the organizations publics view them favourably? What are the levels of support to the organizations by these publics?
Looking at these issues from the perspective of Badmus (2006: 192) who describes militant ethnic movements as the extreme form of ethnic agitation for self-determination that has assumed militant posture and purports to act as the machinery through which the desires of its people are sought to be realised. One parameter to measure this is membership strength and spread of the organizations. On this score, both the OPC and MASSOB appear to be popular with both the Yoruba and Igbo public which they purport to represent. Though there is no way of verifying this, the leadership of OPC claimed that the membership strength of the movement is in the range of six million people spread across all the Yoruba speaking states of Nigeria and the Diaspora. This fact if given to be true makes OPC a mass based organization. The movement is said to be mainly funded from the contribution of ordinary Yoruba people which indicates the level of micro group support for the organization and viewed from the perspective of the level of confidence reposed in the organization across the towns and cities of south west of Nigeria entrusting OPC with security responsibilities in terms of vigilante activities, then one can draw the conclusion that the micro group view of OPC is highly favourable. This explains the relative success the group has recorded in vigilante activities in line with one of its objective of creating a crime free society in the Yoruba area of Nigeria and a way of repudiating state institution like the police as inefficient and incapable of living up to the expectation or standard instituted by OPC advocates.
The MASSOB through its membership strength can be regarded as a mass movement. Its membership strength according to its leader is in the range of fifteen million is found almost in all the states of Nigeria and the Diaspora. Though the membership claim can not be verifiably established, a hint from top officers in the Nigerian police who estimated that MASSOB’s membership ratio to Onitsha residents is 20:1, gives us a clue that the claim may not be exaggerated. Though some Igbos may have reservation on secession agenda of MASSOB, yet subtle support for the organization as a social pressure group advancing the general interest of the ethnic group exist (Onu 2001).  Another way of determining the level of micro group support is compliance to calls for civil disobedience. This was attested to on August 26,2004 and subsequently when the call was made by the organization on Igbo sons and daughters as well as sympathisers to sit at home was widely adhered to not only in Igbo states, but across Nigeria where the Igbos are found in large numbers. This fact finds support in a study conducted by Onu (2001:25-27) which sought to know the level of awareness of the Igbo of MASSOB and its objectives where the response was overwhelmingly positive with 76% of the respondents claiming awareness of the group just two years after its formation and another 52% supporting the groups’ objective of creating an independent Biafran state. Another index of measurement of the level of support the public for MASSOB is the source of funding for the movement which apart from other sources come from contributions made by ordinary Igbo people who sympathise with the organization. The police in one of the charges against Uwazurike and nine others had included illegal imposition of levy as one of the charges against him (Ige 2006a). MASSOB activists view this differently and believe that the contributions were not forced on those making the contribution but came out of volition of the individuals who believe in the cause of the organizationt. 
MASSOB’s image problem with its micro group plunged when the organization attempted to enforce its will during the 2006 census exercise in Nigeria. The organization has warned the National Population Commission so stay clear of the south east and south-south zone of the country which it claimed were Biafran territories.

3:8 Militia activities and the Response of the Government
According to Kaur (2002) prevailing political institutions in the society provide viable channels through which people can express their dissatisfaction by resort to non-violent means. The political system is therefore protected by the political institutions that are well designed to weather the storms of history and limit the self-aggrandizing impulses of human actors. This is because these institutions serve as shock absorbers and hence protect the system from crumbling(Kaur 2002). This is the case where there are strong institutions that have experienced balanced development in the sense that each institution in the society is well positioned to play its respective role without hindrance or interference by other institutions.
The above scenario has not been the lot of the Nigerian state; rather the country has not had strong institutions that would enable the political system to face challenges in a systematic way without breaking. The basic reason is that the Nigeria state is an authoritarian ploy designed purely for the economic interests of the colonialist that created it. Centrifugal fissures have been the hallmark of inter-ethnic relationships which the state has not been able to handle effectively to create a united nation-state. According to Awodiya (2006), the Nigerian government reacts to ethnic activism in a manner that either stokes the courage of the ethnic militias behind the agitation or suggests that it does not know how to handle the situation.
The response of the government to OPC and MASSOB activities are re-enactment of the strategy adopted by the military authorities to suppress grievances. This strategy hinges on underplaying or completely ignoring the issues that give rise to conflict and organization spearheading them. Hence the erroneous belief that repression is the ultimate cure for uprising. The pervasiveness of this behaviour stem from the perception of the colonial state as illegitimate because its legitimacy ultimately depended on its ability to control and manage the political community it created rather than on enabling representation of its constituent parts (Chabal 1994:76). This centralized feature of the state has greater implication for citizenship status and condition in the sense that the state was far away from the people, unaccountable to them and unrepresentative of their views and opinions (Udenwa 2005).
The characterization of the colonial state and its perception by the people has not changed in spite of the transfer of power from the colonialists to Nigerian elite several decades ago. It is therefore not surprising that subnationalism expression still persists and the state still facing challenges of how to tackle the phenomenon. The reason for the intensification of ethnically gingered agitations and conflicts is not far–fetched given that subnationalism expression is a form of dissatisfaction with the state of affairs in the country. This dissatisfaction has been rife with occasional outbursts in the past but for the brute forcible response of the military administrations, kept the development at a minimal level, thus bottling up the grievances (Jinadu 2004).
Therefore, the avalanche of subnationalist protests and eruptions since the country transitted to democracy is a huge challenge for the managers of the democratic administration. Overwhelmed by the magnitude of the eruptions from the various nationality groups, the government resorted to its old tactics of suppressing these manifestations by the use of force (Obinor &Obayuwana 2006). The militarization of conflict situation has become the order of the day. On several occasions, the government has given order to security operatives to “shoot-at-sight”. The conflict in the south west area that involved the Oodua People’s Congress (OPC) and the Hausa’s as well as the Ijaws on the one hand and the police on another hand attracted such directive following the frustration of the government in containing the spate of clashes (Ploughshare 2004). This is clearly undemocratic as it has often led to abuse as the case of Police-MASSOB conflict and the Niger Delta indicates (PARAN 2006).
Notwithstanding the repressive response of the democratic regime to this phenomenon, the manifestation of ethnic nationalism and ethnic conflict has not abated. Most of the issues that gave rise to formation of OPC and MASSOB relate to inadequacies of the Nigerian state. Response to the cry of marginalization has been slow and contemptuous. Awodiya (2006) had argued that ethnic movements enjoy a large followership in their region of occupation because the Federal Government of Nigeria has failed to give the people in these regions a sense of belonging. The Yoruba were compensated with the presidency in 1999 after recognition that they were collectively wronged by the denial of Moshood Abiola the opportunity to assume office as president. However, that was not enough pacification given the fact that Olusegun Obasanjo who won the election received little support of Yoruba people. Again, Sovereign National Conference which formed the major plank of OPC’s agitation was flatly rejected by the government of Obasanjo. OPC have had several clashes with security operatives but the one that angered government was OPC killing of policemen and burning down of a police station. That incident prompted the government to order a shoot-at-sight order on any one that claims to be member of OPC. The factional leaders of the group Dr Faseun and Chief Gani Adams have at various times been clamped into detention.
The case of the Igbo is very glaring. For instance, in the wake of the heightened publicity about the re-declaration of Biafra in the early 2000, the Obasanjo government announced a pardon and conversion from dismissals to retirement of all former Nigerian servicemen in the Armed Forces and Police of Biafra during the war with a promise to pay all their accrued entitlements (Omonobi 2007). That pronouncement was only implemented in the year 2006 (Edike 2006). Given that these men have suffered deprivations for many years, and coupled with government lackadaisical attitude to their plight groups like MASSOB take advantage of this lacuna to generate sectarian support for their cause. 
Also government response to the activities of MASSOB has been characterized by repressive tactics (PARAN 2006). Though the organization professes non-violence as its guiding philosophy and had succeeded to project itself as a harmless organization, its experience with the state has been brutal (CWIS 2006). This has been the pattern after, the May 22, 2000 re-declaration of Biafra at Aba. The turnout which was not anticipated stunned security operatives and the police and in a panicky attempt to disperse the huge crowd, clashed with the organization leading to the death of two people (Uwazurike 2008). The clampdown on the organization and its leadership ended in clashes, most of which resulted in deaths (Aham 2005). A catalogue of MASSOB casualties in the hands of security operative has been compiled and documented by several right groups. People Against Right Abuses in Nigeria in their 2006 report gave a blow to blow account of monthly clashes with security operatives starting from May 2001 to February 2006. In that account, it was recorded that about 80 MASSOB activists have lost their lives, 66 were arrested, detained and arraigned, 106 detained and tortured while 217 were arrested and humiliated (PARAN 2006). Apart from arrests, detention and killings, members of the organization including the leader Chief Ralph Uwazurike has been, at various times, arraigned before the courts on charges that range from armed robbery, arson to treason (Onuegbu 2008). 
This approach adopted by the government has not been effective in containing the activities of these organizations. Instead of containing the activities of the organization, it had rather radicalized the organization. For instance, MASSOB is gradually abandoning its philosophy of non-violence, and embracing a culture of confrontation with agencies of the state as the mayhem in Onitsha, Nnewi and other parts of Anambra state indicate (Anyanwu & Okaro 2006, Okonkwo 2006). The incidence in Onitsha particularly depicts militarized MASSOB appropriating the powers and responsibilities of local security agencies especially the police in its self imposed mandate of maintaining law and order. Thus in market places, motor parks, among others, MASSOB has taken over the responsibility of providing security. Those bodies that MASSOB new role is threatening to displace, has not left the situation unchallenged which gave rise to the crisis in Onitsha. It is in this light that MASSOB’s war against organizations it considers parasitic in motor parks such as NARTO can be understood. Again, MASSOB’s attempt to disrupt the census exercises in the south east zone is another daring act of lawlessness that pitched the organization against security operatives (Onyekamuo 2006). The transformation of MASSOB from a harmless non-violent organization to that which employs violence cannot be extricated from the manner of government responses to the issue. Effective management of subnationalism in a heterogeneous society demands that issues which engender ethnic based organizations be evaluated and appropriately dealt with in ways that make groups hatching on perceived deprivation loose that hold and consequently fizzle away with passage of time.
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CHAPTER FOUR

COMPARISON OF OPC AND MASSOB

4:1 Data Presentation and Interpretation
The instrument used in the empirical study was the questionnaire in addition to key informant interviews. Two hundred copies of the questionaire were administered in Lagos, Ibadan, Onitsha and Owerri using the purposive sampling method. Before that, the instrument was pre-tested with cluster of OPC members in Okota, Lagos and MASSOB members in Ijeshatedo, Lagos. The purpose is to pre-empt possible errors which might occur in the course of the main study. Most of the item questions were validated through repeated application method. The instrument contained 42 item questions that are structured and close ended but with two open-ended item questions. This was complemented by key informant interviews conducted with key figures in both MASSOB and OPC movements which we shall use to cast more light on our analysis and discussion of findings.
Out of two hundred copies of the questionnaire 188 were returned. This represents 94 percent response. Out of the 188 respondents 100 were MASSOB members whereas 88 were OPC members. This high response rate can be attributed to the cooperation of the leadership of the two organizations who helped in the distribution and retrieval of the set of questionnaire and that tells a lot about the discipline within the two organizations. Out of this number 88.46 percent were male and 9.34 percent were female. The gender and age range is presented in the table below;



Table 4:1 Gender
	OPC	MASSOB
Male	79	89.77%	91	91%
Female	9	10.22%	9	9%
Total	88	88%	100	100%

Figure 4:1a Gender Distribution of OPC Membership

Figure 4:1b Gender Distribution of MASSOB Membership

From the table 4:1 we observed that MASSOB and OPC are dominated by the male gender. However, female members are part and parcel of the two organizations. Female folks who enlist into these organizations play as much active role as the men. For instance in MASSOB, a wing is created for female members to look into women and children issues (Onuegbu 2008). However, the number of female members is proportionally insignificant when compared to the male membership of the two organizations. The explanation for the disproportionate ratio between male and female members of the two groups naturally is found in the fact that the two organizations expose members to untold risks which the female gender may not be able to bear. The militant posture of the two organizations is not suited for the female folks and this substantially accounts for the dominance of male in terms of membership. The few female members of these organizations may not necessarily be deep-rooted in their subscription of the goals or objective of the organizations. For instance a 32 year old woman who joined the OPC explained her reason for joining in the following words:
“I wanted protection for myself and my children. Since there was no father to come to their aid, the best option for me is to join the movement to get protection and security from hoodlums in my neighbourhood. It was the zonal coordinator that helped on this issue” (Guichaoua 2006:21). 

The explanation above is not particular to this woman. Many female folks have joined these organizations particularly the OPC either because the organization has extended security covering to them or they feel that the only way of overcoming their insecurity is by joining the organization. From the foregoing, membership is seen as an obligation to the organizations. For MASSOB the situation is not exactly the same compared with the OPC. Majority of female members of MASSOB are not as young as the female members in the OPC, most are married women who either joined en mass through their town unions or were influenced by their active male spouses in the organization. The MASSOB, unlike the OPC, has a functional women’s wing that is led at the national level by the wife of MASSOB leader, Chief Ralph Uwazurike who founded the organization.

Table 4:2 Age Distribution of MASSOB and OPC Members
Value Label	OPC	MASSOB
15-30	38           43.18%	25           25.00%
31-45	36           40.90%	40           40.00%
46-60	11           12.5%	22           22.00%
60-Above	3           3.40%	13           13.00%




Figure 4:2 Comparison of Age Distribution of MASSOB and OPC Members

The age distribution as indicated above revealed that the two organizations are constituted by individuals of all ages including a significant youth membership who are within the age range of 15-30 years. For the OPC the largest membership is under this category unlike MASSOB where young adults of 31-45 age brackets constitute the largest from our sample population.  However, from the sample population, MASSOB, compared to the OPC has more elderly people of 60 years and above with about 13 percent of MASSOB respondents claiming to be in this age range. This is a significant number for individuals at this age bracket. What indeed are the attractions for such significant number of active elderly people into an organization considered deviant and whose objectives are to submerge national integrity and why are we not having the same number on the side of the OPC? The explanation for this disparity between MASSOB and OPC goes back naturally to the peculiar circumstances that surrounded the two ethnic groups of Igbo and Yoruba where these organizations draw their support. For instance, the Igbo were the direct victims of the civil war that followed attempt at seceding from Nigeria. That attempt at secession, which was unsuccessful, left a bitter trail which included hordes of war veterans that were not rehabilitated by the victorious federal government (Ikpeze 2000). That itself is a bitter experience to those people and so they constitute an easy mine of membership for an organization in the mould of MASSOB. Some of these individuals were commissioned members of the Nigerian army but defected to the Biafran side during the rebellion which was crushed; leaving them battered and embittered all these years. This experience was not shared on the side of the Yoruba and so explains the preponderance of this category of people on the side of MASSOB.  

Table 4:3 Indicators of human capital and Economic Integration
Level of education (percent)	OPC	MASSOB
No School	5.68	5.00
Some primary	10.22	4.00
Primary completed	19.31	19.00
Some secondary	26.13	13.00
Secondary completed	20.45	30.00
Above secondary	10.22	23.00
Other	-	2.00
Occupation (percent)		
Jobless	12.34	3.00
Student	22.72	15.00
Unpaid employee	26.13	30.00
Unprotected paid employee	6.81	5.00
Self employed- trader	5.68	22.00
Self employed- artisan	19.31	12.00
Farmer/Fisherman	5.68	1.00
Retiree	1.33	12.00

Figure 4:3a MASSOB Members Level of Education Distribution

Figure 4:3b OPC Members Level of Education Distribution


Figure 4:3c Breakdown of MASSOB Members Occupation

Figure 4:3d Breakdown of OPC Members Occupation 
The results from table 4:3 above show that members of OPC and MASSOB are not illiterate but are preponderantly dominated by folks with some level of educational attainment. Yet, there are variations that exist between the two organizations in terms of level of educational accomplishment as indicated in our sample population. Members of MASSOB have a slight edge according to our sample group respondents. For instance members who attained educational level of above secondary are twice that of OPC, 10 percent, and 23 percent of members respectively. MASSOB also has less illiterate members, those who attended no school or did not complete primary school.  For the OPC about 15 percent of its members fall under this category whereas for the MASSOB it is about 9 percent. In addition, we can say that the two organizations almost attract the same kind of people in terms of occupation, though we have slight variation here and there. The OPC has proportionally more students in its fold than MASSOB. MASSOB has a greater proportion of self-employed persons than the OPC-34 percent as against 24 percent respectively. Another important point of difference is on the number of retirees which is 11 percent in the case of the MASSOB. This high number may be due to the preponderance of elderly persons and war veterans in the fold of MASSOB which is not the case with OPC where just a little above one percent identify themselves as retirees. None in the two groups identified themselves as civil servants even though such was included in the questionnaire. What this tells us is that folks who are employed in the government or as well as professionals are not attracted into these organizations especially at the level of the rank and file membership because of the rule of the civil service and fear of reprisal from the government.

Table 4:4 Indicators of Social Integration
In percent	OPC	MASSOB
Proportion of Married members	48.86	47.00
Proportion of members with children	63.63	45.00
Proportion of member renting their own housing unit	46.59	68.00
Proportion of members living in densely populated areas	57.95	49.00
Do people in your neighbourhood know you as a member (percent of yes)	75.00	45.00


Figure 4:4 Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Indicators of Social Integration

 In social and economic terms as we can draw from table 4:4, MASSOB and OPC respondents possess ordinary people’s profiles. Their opportunity cost of joining is far from nil, though this has been lessened by the fact that being a member of either OPC or MASSOB is not a full-time activity as it is in a typical militia organization. The fact is that members of the two organizations are highly integrated into the social fabric of society and so do not perfectly fit into dangerous activity like a rebellious organization. Going through table 4:4, one notices variations between MASSOB and OPC. For instance, public knowledge of OPC respondents is higher than MASSOB. Those of OPC are seventy-five (75) percent unlike MASSOB where only forty-five (45) percent think that members of the public know them as members. The explanation for this variation may not be far from the fact that OPC members interact more closely with the public because of the increased role they play by providing social services such as vigilantism, crime fighting, dispute settlement and collection of debt. This is not so for MASSOB members who are more likely to hide their identity because of the criminalization of their activities by the government. This  notwithstanding the 48 percent of MASSOB members who said they live in densely populated area is still significant and the disparity could be attributed to widespread membership in terms of their micro group support base which extends to small towns and villages across the south east of Nigeria. 

Table 4:5 Enlistment Motive and Recruitment process
When joining the militia did you expect that your new situation could…….(percent)	OPC	MASSOB
Facilitate your access to cash	18.18	5.00
Increase your chances to get a new/better job	11.36	6.00
Facilitate your contact with opposite sex	2.11	2.00
Improve the way you are considered in the neighbourhood	18.34	3.00
Grant you new powers of defence for your relatives	30.68	26.00
Expand your political awareness	73.86	89.00
Did a particular event compel you to join(percent)		
A personal event	25	61.00
A political event	68.18	33.00
Difference between your group and others cultural or political organizations (percent)		
Well organized	77.27	93.00
Neat behaviours	62.5	69.00
Political project	70.45	98.00
Better for Business	40.90	13.00
More protective	61.36	48.00
Channels of recruitment (percent)		
Friends, neighbours	40.90	61.00
Patronage	32.95	7.00
Spontaneous application	21.59	32.00

Figure 4:5a Breakdown of MASSOB Members Expectations


Figure 4:5b Breakdown of OPC Members Expectations


Figure 4:5c Comparison of Motivations of MASSOB and OPC Joiners


Figure 4:5d Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Members Attitudes to their Organization

Figure 4:5f MASSOB’s Channels of Recruitment

Figure 4:5h OPC’s Channels of Recruitment

Table 4:5 and the figures above indicate the factors motivating individuals who join the two organizations. Enlistment drivers and factors sustaining continuation of membership vary to some extent between the two organizations. For instance, more OPC respondents (18 percent) expressed the view that they joined the organization in order to have more access to cash or material gratification, whereas for the MASSOB it was 5 percent. This finding lends credence to the postulation of Guichaoua (2007) that categorised membership of OPC into two, the pre-democracy members and the post-democracy members both driven by different motives of enlistment. The latter group has a great proportion of individuals who believe that membership of the organization will enable them to improve their economic condition through better jobs. Drawing from the result of our field work survey, we observed that 11 percent of OPC respondents expressed this desire as against 6 percent of MASSOB respondents who believe membership of MASSOB will help them get new jobs that can improve their economic condition. The figures though insignificant, underlie the different motives for joining both organizations. However, an area of convergence between the two organizations is the overwhelming acceptance by members that political awareness was a driving motivating force behind their enlistment. In this category are 89 percent of MASSOB respondents and 74 percent of OPC respondents’. What this clearly shows is that ideological motives are very strong in the decision of individuals to enlist in both organizations. The conclusion to draw from this is that if majority of the members of the two organizations said political awareness as against material expectations are their motive for joining, it then shows that they subscribe to the ideological bases of the two organizations. For instance, the main agenda of the OPC is to promote and protect Yoruba interests in Nigeria, whereas for the MASSOB the objective is to reverse the perceived marginalization of the Igbo in Nigeria through the creation of independent Biafran state. Though it might be safe to question the sincerity of the members and their adherence to this goal, a hierarchy of answers provided in table 5 shows that ideological adherence  of members of the organizations does not constitute an obstacle to the presence of other much more diverse considerations for individuals when joining. It might simply constitute a common primordial object of consensus among the members beyond which many other characteristics make the membership of the organization desirable.
Furthermore, we observe that the difference between the OPC and MASSOB was more glaring in their response to the motive behind their membership of both organizations. Whereas 68 percent of OPC members overwhelmingly went for political event, 61 percent of MASSOB respondents chose personal event.  The reason for the disparity is that OPC from what we have explained in chapter 3 of this study was created to redress the injustice done to the Yoruba ethnic group, especially when their kinsman Chief Moshood Abiola was denied his presidential mandate by the military that annulled the June 12, 1993 presidential election, an action that was interpreted by the Yoruba as a ploy to perpetuate the Hausa-Fulani oligarchy in Nigeria. It was that event that spurred many Yoruba into joining the organization. For MASSOB, the overwhelming choice of personal event may be attributed to personal experiences. Many of them may have been direct victims of some of the discriminatory policies put in place by state and federal governments as the collective punishment of the Igbo for their role in the civil war or the inability of the government to put to check the frequent eruption of ethno-religious riots in the country (Onu 2003, Obianyo 2007).  Because of the nature of their businesses, Igbo people are more vulnerable to attacks than any other ethnic group in the country in the event of riots and disturbances given the nature of the business majority of them undertake. 
Membership perception of the organization helps us not only to know why individuals would want to enlist in an organization, but why they remain with such a group (Weinstein 2005).  Perception and membership opinion about the organization provides justification for the choices they made to enlist in the organization. So what difference do the members of the two organizations see compared to other political or cultural organizations? From the table under analysis, the members see the organizations as focused and well organized with neat behaviour which implies that the organizations do not cheat them. In other words, the members believe in the organizations and trust the leadership which is a very important element for organizational cohesion. The membership of the two organizations reposes a very high confidence in the organizations as one that is sincerely pursuing its goals and cares for their needs and ready to help them out of any problem. As noted by Guichaoua (2006:20) the perception that the OPC can protect, stem from the fear of the unknown as an impetus for affiliation, given the peculiar situation in Nigeria where law and order is slow at protecting the ordinary citizen from hoodlums and even deviant law officers doing the bidding of their pay masters. This view is expected to have a direct and immediate local beneficial impact on the members of the organization’s well being.
As such, the desire to be protected might stem from quite objective circumstance. For instance, certain organizations in Yoruba land such as the butchers in Ibadan have a formal security arrangement with OPC which compels every one of them to join so as to have their business secured. In this sense, the actual volition of the members to join may not be easy to determine as traders who decide not to join might suffer menaces or reprisals if they don’t pay their dues and levies to the OPC (Guichaoua 2006).
This view supports our findings from the field as regards the OPC where 32 percent of the respondents which is significant, said they decided to join the organization so as to please their benefactors. The kind of services rendered by the OPC going by that draws individuals into the organization particularly after 1999. This is not the case with MASSOB where only a paltry 7 percent of our respondents said they were drawn into the organization as a result of similar reason. For MASSOB, about 61 percent of the overwhelming number of the respondents indicated that they were persuaded by friends and neighbours into joining the group. This figure aligns with MASSOB membership drive based on persuasion and education of its target group. This is usually carried out by rank and file members who put pressure on friends, neighbours or close acquaintances. Also about 21 percent of OPC respondents and 32 percent of MASSOB’s indicated that their membership was based on spontaneous application. These individuals strongly believe in the ideology of the organizations.The ideological base of MASSOB is rooted in the perception that the Igbo are hated and marginalized in Nigeria by the other ethnic groups and those controlling the levers of power, and that these forces are determined to prevent the ethnic group from attaining its pre-civil war status (Ikpeze 2000). For the OPC it was hinged on the perception that the Hausa-Fulani are determined to keep their domination of political leadership in perpetual exclusion of qualified Nigerians particularly of Yoruba extraction who have worked hard to merit such position (Faseun 2005). Therefore, ideology as an indicator may stand as a reliable parameter of determining strong believers in the ideals the two organizations represent.
Table 4:6 Material and non-material rewards of membership
Immediate reward before or after operation (percent)	OPC	MASSOB
Cash	27.27	13.00
Food	28.40	16.00
Non medical drugs/juju	30.68	12.00
First source of assistance in case of problems(percent)		
Nobody	7.95	4.00
Spouse/partner	7.95	5.00
Parents	10.22	5.00
Brother/sister	7.95	2.00
Other relatives	2.53	2.00
Local militia leaders	40.36	50.00
Other militia members	21.41	30.00
Non militia friends	1.63	1.00
Militia as part of the first 4 sources of assistance(percent)		
Does the militia help in case of …….(percent)		
Injury in operation	87.50	95.00
Illness	92.53	80.00
Other urgent needs	82.95	42.00
Proportion of members having business contact with other members		
What has the movement brought to your life(percent)		
Behavioural Improvement	65.90	93.00
No more problem	37.5	4.00
Protection	75.00	68.00
Better economic situation	22.72	7.00
Nothing yet	2.27	4.00





Figure 4:6a Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Members Reward after Activity


Figure 4:6b Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Members Sources of Assistance

Figure 4:6c Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Welfare Systems



Figure 4:6d Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Members Gains from Membership

What are the expectations of individuals joining organizations like OPC and MASSOB? Basically the likelihood of multiple motives is high given the nature of the two organizations, but a look at the data from the field work as indicated in table 6 seems to show that the economic analytic explanation for the formation of rebellious groups is not so strong for the two organizations and particularly of MASSOB. When asked to select the kind of reward after an activitity, only 12 percent of MASSOB respondents answered in the positive that they received cash as reward unlike 27 percent of OPC respondents.  For the OPC, the number is significant but not overwhelming and the explanation that can be made is simply hinged on the level of social integration between the two organizations. Because OPC provides social services to the public that compels the recipients to pay or appreciate such gesture, it is expected to be higher than those of MASSOB who are not very keen to engage in such even though they have the capacity as exemplified with its clash with the National Association of Road Transport Owners (NARTO) in Onitsha in 2006. In some places, OPC members are contacted to guard streets either on 24 hours basis or nightly services. Individuals engaged in such are fed by those who contract them in addition to the weekly or monthly cash contribution that are made to them. For the MASSOB, free will gifts may account for the numbers from table 4:6.  MASSOB clashed with joint police-military outfit invited by Governor Peter Obi of Anambra state to dislodge them from Onitsha after the clash with NARTO in 2006. This forced a good number of them to abandon their businesses and take refuge in Okwe, the headquarters of the organization and remote creeks of the Niger Delta (Anayo 2007). These categories of individuals were sustained by contribution from other members of MASSOB and sympathizers during that period. But the variation shows the difference between MASSOB and OPC which also reflected in the numbers that said ‘juju’, the traditional charm of protection is part of the reward. In Nigeria groups like the OPC and MASSOB are mystified to justify or paint an image of inviolability. For instance, it is widely believed that OPC uses juju as a spiritual covering against state agencies like the police and State Security Services (SSS) or criminals. It is the same with MASSOB though compared with OPC, the number of respondents are smaller (about 12 percent) whereas OPC respondents are 30 percent. MASSOB members are also alleged to use juju as immunity against clampdown by security operatives. This view was revealed by Eze Emmanuel Okonkwo of Okwe community who said that members of MASSOB were able to disarm military men sent to dislodge their meeting in Okwe because the bullets could not penetrate their bodies (Okonkwo 2007). This view is not widely held but the disparity between the two organizations is based on the fact that clashes between MASSOB and security operatives have not been as frequent as those of the OPC.  Furthermore, the OPC undertake other activities that expose them to danger such as crime fighting, vigilantism and maintenance of security which require the use of juju for protection and so account for the widespread use among them compared to MASSOB.  




Table 4:7 Militia Expectation
Expectation when joining (percent)	OPC	MASSOB
Cash	23.86	6.00
Job	34.09	5.00
Sex	12.50	1.00
Respect	32.95	26.00
Powers	29.54	15.00
Political awareness	67.04	72.00
Promises made when joining (percent)		
Political promise	77.27	78.00
Protection promise	50.00	3.00
Material promise	54.54	9.00

Figure 4:7a Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Members Benefits since Joining

Figure 4:7b Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Promises made to Joiners


Table 4:7 and figure 4:7a show that ideology is a strong factor for subnationalism manifestation in Nigeria as spearheaded by ethnic militia groups. It also shows that the perspective which sees an ethnic militia movement as greed driven has no place in the Nigerian context going by the responses of the members of OPC and MASSOB captured in our survey. We can observe from the table that significant difference between MASSOB and OPC exists. Table 4:7 shows that members of MASSOB seem less concerned with material issues like cash and job when compared with the OPC. For instance, when our respondents were asked if they were expecting to gain cash with their membership of the organizations, almost 24 percent of OPC members responded in the affirmative as against about 6 percent of MASSOB members. It is also similar with members of the organizations who were expectant of job which their privileged membership could grant them. Here the number of OPC members who answered in the affirmative was much higher than the members of MASSOB. About 34 percent of OPC members answered in the affirmative as against just 5 percent of MASSOB members. But what could be the reason for this variation between OPC and MASSOB? The answer can be simply situated in the fact that membership of OPC appears more lucrative because the organization has made as its cardinal activity, provision of social services such as vigilantism, settlement of dispute and members who engage in such get material reward from the beneficiaries. As a result of this, it will not be out of place for individuals to join the OPC simply because it grants them access to engage in the kind of activities which can be handsomely rewarding depending on the clients involved. For instance, OPC’s vigilante activity is very popular in Lagos. So, OPC members lucky to be guarding an affluent neighbourhood can negotiate a fee that is comparable to that paid to individuals working in government or the private sector (Nolte 2007). This is enough to attract individual into the organization who may have the intention of using the membership card as a curriculum vitae for job.
A very significant number said they expected respect from neighbours and friends with their membership of the groups (33 percent of OPC and 25 percent of MASSOB respondents). The slight difference between the OPC and MASSOB as recorded in our study found explanation in the fact that the OPC is more mystified and so more feared and held in awe. This image of the OPC robs on the members which account for the variation. The modest success OPC members have recorded in crime fighting, vigilante and dispute settlement have bolstered the image of an organization that is strong because of its root in mystical practices (Nolte 2007). This of course explains why OPC members expect respect from the community more than the members of MASSOB.
This fact accounts for why more OPC respondents from the results in table 7 would say they expected to acquire power through membership of the organization compared with MASSOB. Given the nature of social service activities which the OPC engages in and the mistery surrounding the successes recorded by the organization in this regard, it is natural that members are likely to be feared by the public, meaning that in the eye of the community the successes relate to abilities beyond the natural. By this fact, it is not surprising that more OPC respondents (about 25 percent) against MASSOB (about 15 percent) are of the view that their powers would be enhanced by joining the organizations. But even these numbers are not very significant when compared to the number that believes their membership of the organizations would increase their political awareness. Here 67 percent of OPC respondents affirmed that political awareness was the reason for joining and even a little higher number, 72 percent of MASSOB respondent, also believed that their political awareness would increase by their membership of the organizations. Also respondents of the two organizations posted same percentage response when asked about the promises the militia groups made to them on joining the organizations. The majority were convinced that their membership would hasten reformation of the political system in line with the organizations objectives so as to guarantee better future for them and their children. Based on the aforementioned, we can argue that subnationalism in Nigeria is ideology-driven. But the degrees of ideology vary between MASSOB and OPC when we look at the last two items on table 4:7 where we have a higher variation between OPC and MASSOB. For instance, for protection promise, 50 percent of OPC respondents answered in the affirmative as against a mere 3 percent of MASSOB respondents. On material promise, it was 54 percent of OPC respondents affirming against about 8 percent of MASSOB respondents. The explanations for this variation between MASSOB and OPC lie in the nature of the two organizations in terms of objectives and activities. Though it was sub-national issues and perception of injustice and marginalization that led to the formation of the two organizations, their visions and their perspectives of how to solve the national question vary. Whereas OPC is demanding for the reformation of the Nigerian state to guarantee regional autonomy, MASSOB on the other hand does not believe that Nigeria is reformable. It is therefore calling for a seccession of the part of the country that constituted former Biafran Republic from Nigeria.
The event of post-transition to democratic dispensation in 1999 which produced a Nigerian president of Yoruba extraction, watered down the agitation of OPC which was premised on the perceived denial of a Yoruba man his presidential mandate. As such, 1999 was remarkable for the OPC because it was the year the organization was transformed from purely a political ideological based organization to a socio-cultural entity. It should also be recalled that it was at this time that the organization was factionalised after the debate of the future of the group in the democratic dispensation that pacified the Yoruba with the presidency. So the only way OPC could attract more members into its fold was to turn its energy to sanitizing the Yoruba by veering into social services which tend to be lucrative to the intending members. As such it will not be out of place to have such a significant number of OPC respondents affirming that they joined the group either because they want to improve their material well being or that they sought protection from harassment through their membership. The same cannot be said of MASSOB which has more extreme agenda of pulling the Igbo out of Nigeria. Frustrations arising from the unsuccessful bid of prominent citizens of Igbo extraction for the presidency of Nigeria in 2003 and 2007 inspite of support from Ohaneze Ndigbo the socio-cultural organization of the Igbo may have contributed to this. The situation is much more remote after the two term presidency of Obasanjo as power has reverted to the north, creating an uncertainty as to when it would be the turn of the Igbo and so gives impetus and reinforces the view held by Uwazurike and other members of MASSOB that the Igbo are hated and not wanted as equal partners in Nigeria.
Table 4:8 Militia Members’ Activities/Commitment
Activities within the militia	OPC	MASSOB
Cultural	82.95	22.00
Political discussion	81.81	87.00
Spiritual	48.86	57.00
Political discussion	70.45	81.00
Crime fighting	70.45	13.00
Security	72.72	64.00
Action against other groups	63.63	56.00
Daily Average hour devoted to the Group		
1-2 hours	32.95	37.00
3-4 hours	30.68	45.00
5-6 hours	9.09	-
7-8 hours	40.90	3.00
9-10 hour	9.09	5.00
11 hours-above	2.27	7.00
Nature of training from the militia		
Use of traditional means	85.64	7.00
Unarmed combat	66.90	46.00
Armed combat	30.23	0

Figure 4:8a Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Members Activities

Figure 4:8b Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Devotion of Time to Group Activity


Figure 4:8c Comparison of MASSOB and OPC Received Training Type

The questions addressing the commitment of OPC and MASSOB members to the organizations also show variations between the two groups as indicated in table 4:8. For instance, about 83 percent of OPC respondents said they were active in cultural activities which is one of the cardinal objectives of post-democracy OPC following the re-invention of the organization after the election of a Yoruba as president. The OPC has been very active in promotion of such festivals as the Osun-osogbo with the aim of saving the Yoruba culture from extinction. The case is not the same with MASSOB that has not projected any Pan-Igbo cultural agenda (22 percent of MASSOB also fall into the same category). The reason may lie with each member of MASSOB who holds the view that their commitment in the organization’s activities is to save Igbo culture which they believe would be better protected under a Biafran state. 
From table 4:8, we also observed that the number of our respondents who confirmed participation in spiritual activities is significant for both organizations. We have noted earlier that the OPC is mystified and believes in the efficacy of charms and ‘juju’as protection for the sometimes dangerous activities it performs including crime fighting and vigilantism. Therefore the nearly 49 percent of OPC respondents who affirmed participating in spiritual activities may not be surprising, but even a slightly higher number of MASSOB respondents affirmed participation in spiritual activities. Though MASSOB members are exposed to life threatening risks especially with security operatives, the generality of the public do not see them as a mystified organization in the mould of the OPC. If that is the case, what would be the explanation for MASSOB comparable number of respondents who claimed that they participate in spiritual activities? Eze Emmanuel Okonkwo of Okwe autonomous community in Imo state provided a clue to this puzzle when he claimed that the group disarmed a detachment of military officers that was sent to disrupt their monthly meeting at Okwe before the 2003 general elections. According to him, MASSOB members are fortified against bullets and ammunitions (Okonkwo 2007). This claim is corroborated by the pact between the MASSOB and the Egbesu, the Ijaw god of justice, which provides spiritual backing to the Niger Delta militants. 
The number of OPC respondents who said they participate in crime fighting is by far higher than those of MASSOB. That is 70 percent to about 13 percent respectively. The variation is very obvious. It is as a result of the fact that one of OPC’s cardinal objectives is to rid the south west of criminal elements and anti-social behaviours (Adams 2008). Towards this end, OPC members engage in activities such as guarding of streets, crime bursting, and dispute settlement among other social services.  As a strategy, the OPC has used these activities to remain relevant to its micro–group (Faseun 2008). MASSOB has not been all out for this kind of activities except occasionally, such as its quest to dislodge NARTO from markets in Onitsha. Therefore, the insignificant number of MASSOB respondents compared to the OPC becomes understandable. The same with the number of OPC members who said they participate in providing security (73 percent) against 34 percent of MASSOB. MASSOB number is significant because a good number of them are in the security sub-group of the organization whose assignment is to guard MASSOB officials and MASSOB meetings (Anayo 2007, Onuegbu 2008). 
The number of OPC respondents who affirmed participating in actions against other groups is far higher than MASSOB-62 percent to 12 percent respectively. The difference is not surprising because there have been reports of inter-OPC clashes as well as with other ethnic groups and the police at various times (Fseun 2005:2566). MASSOB on the other hand has not been involved in as many clashes except the occasional skirmishes with security operatives. 
This explains why the number of OPC respondents who said they devote between 7-8 hours to activities of the organization were higher than those that chose the other range of time. For MASSOB the highest numbers are those that devote 3-4 hours which correspond to the duration of time MASSOB’s weekly meetings normally last. For OPC members who engage in vigilantism, the whole night hours could be devoted to guarding the neighbourhood while in some streets, it can last for the whole day (Fabiyi 2004). 
The last set of questions as indicated in table 8 attempted to find out whether our  OPC and MASSOB respondents have undergone training as members of both organization given the nature of their activities. The result shows that most OPC and MASSOB members claimed that they have not been trained on use of ammunition even though both organizations have been involved in violent activities that require use of arms. However the responses from our survey indicate that formal training is not part of the activities within these organizations. Yet some form of training is still carried out by the organizations. For the OPC, about 15 percent of respondents said they have undergone training on the use of traditional means of protection. This claim is supported by Otunba Gani Adams who claimed that every member of OPCmust go through initiation before they can be fully accepted as members (Adams 2008). For MASSOB, it is about 7 percent of the respondents that said they have undergone training on use of traditional means of protection. That explains why a higher number of OPC respondents, about 17 percent affirmed receiving some form of training that protects them in combat as against 12 percent of MASSOB respondents. About 10 percent of OPC respondents said they have received training on use of arms whereas no MASSOB respondent claim to have received this kind of training. This variation between MASSOB and OPC can be explained from the fact that OPC members undertake crime fighting and vigilante activities which require the use of ammunition and small weapons (Nolte 2007). Therefore, passing through some level of training on how to handle the weapons might not be out of place. That should explain why we have a higher number of OPC members responding in the affirmative even though on a general note the number is very insignificant. 
                                  
Table 4:9: Indicators of Militias Behavioural Responses
	MASSOB	OPC
Response to Questions 38-41	Yes (%)	No (%)	Yes (%)	No (%)
Do you believe the country has been fair to your tribe?	100	0	29.56	70.45
Do you think secession will favour your tribe?	100	0	38.13	61.36
Are resources and opportunities equitably distributed to all ethnic groups in Nigeria?	100	0	23.86	76.13
Do you think that there are Federal government policies that are against your ethnic group?	100	0	78.44	21.59

    



Figure 4: 9a MASSOB Members's Behavioural Attitude


Figure 9b OPC Member's Behavioural Attitude


From Table 4:9, we observed that the behavioural responses of our respondents towards the Nigerian polical system is low and accounts for why it is easy for the people to be mobilized against the country. For both organizations, the response from our sample population shows a negative view of the country vis-à-vis their ethnic groups. However there are variations between MASSOB and OPC which reflected the ideological bents of both organizations and their professed objectives. For instance, on the question of whether secession would be favourable to their ethnic group, MASSOB respondents were unanimously affirmative on that issue, whereas a significant proportion of OPC members do not subscribe to the idea of an Oduduwa Republic over Nigeria. About 76 percent of OPC respondents as against about 24 percent felt that the Yoruba would be better off in a united Nigeria. However, a significant proportion of them are of the view that Nigeria as presently constituted is not fair to the Yoruba ethnic group. 
The reason why some OPC members feel that the Yoruba are having a fair deal in Nigeria may not be unconnected to the event of 1999 when the Yoruba ethnic group was pacified to produce the president of the country for eight years.
When asked whether there are federal government policies that are not fair to their ethnic groups, MASSOB respondents were unanimous in saying ‘yes’, whereas  within the OPC about 21 percent are of the view that federal government policies are fair to their ethnic group even though a significant majority of about 78 percent feel otherwise. When asked to list those policies, we got the following results;
 For MASSOB:
1.  Non representation of Igbo in the federal Security Council and marginalization in security agencies. This view may not stand any more given the recent appointments of Igbo sons to head security agencies, including the appointment of Major General Ihejirika to head the most sensitive Chief of Army Staff in September, 2010.
2. Revenue Sharing policy and poor representation in public service.
3. Non-citing of federal government projects in Igbo land
4. Political marginalization of Igbo
5. Non Location of military outpost and schools in the south east
6. Discriminatory education/admission policies into federal schools,  notwithstanding the federal government policy on admission based on a ratio of of 45% merit, 35% catchment and 20% educationally less developed areas. This is because Igbo speaking states tend to produce the highest number of qualified school levers, many of them are denied admission into tertiary institutions annually.
7. Infrastructural neglect in roads, rail, electricity etc
8. Neglect to tackle environmental menace in Igbo land.
For OPC:
1. Federal character and Quota system. The choice of this is understandable given the fact that the Yoruba leads other ethnic groups in educational attainment. It therefore makes them the worst victim of this system in the sense that most of their qualified sons and daughters are frustrated when it is applied for recruitment and promotion in federal institutions, even though; it was originally instituted to prevent domination of one group over the others, given the disparity in local government distribution, it favours of the north.
2.  Inequitable revenue sharing formula/Value Added Tax.
3. Neglect of federal roads and buildings in Lagos.
4. Imposition of quasi-unitary structure in Nigeria.
These tones of responses clearly indicate why it would be easy for these people who constitute the bulk of membership of the two organizations to be easily intrumentalized by the elite of their ethnic group who are frustrated by the prevalent political configuration in the country.  The dominant behavioural attitude towards the direction the country is heading shows that these people are alienated from the political process and do not feel some sense of belonging. These feelings ultimately relates to issues that have been categorized as the Nigerian national question as the root of subnationalism in the country.

4:2 Discussions of Findings
4:2:1 Objectives and Goals of the Organizations
Our focus here is to identify the ideological orientation that informed the formation of MASSOB and OPC and then determine its relationship to subnationalism in Nigeria. We shall also strive to establish the root causes of subnationalism in Nigeria and the factors responsible for its metamorphosis into, the current form as expressed in the formation and activities of both OPC and MASSOB. This approach will enable us to partly dissect the main objective of this study which assesses ethnic militia and subnationalism in Nigeria. 
Subnationalism is the movement of peoples to "exit" or pursue independent statehood or regional autonomy within a multiethnic or multi-religious state (Kourvetaris 1996). According to Forest (2004), there are five main determinants of subnationalism which include: democratization, human rights, self-determination, modernization/development and the emergence of regional powers. Subnationalism occurs in plural societies when one sub-group advances causes against others so as to achieve outright territorial autonomy within existing nation-state or secede from that nation-state to establish a new nation (Forest 2004). 
Premdas (1990:14-16) identified five major factors that contribute to the development of these movements, they include;
o	An organized struggle; any ethnic group within a multi-ethnic nation state whose members share primordial ethnic ties can organize, mobilize and struggle for territorial autonomy and independence.
o	Territorial self government; here, an ethnic group that participate in a secessionist movement seeks a territorial base that it calls its "homeland". 
o	Primordial and secondary factors: primordial ties are "mythical claims" of ethnic identity and "ethnic consciousness" which may lack historical objectivity and authenticity. Secondary claims may include feelings of discrimination or oppression of the minorities by the dominant groups who pursue territorial self-government. These two factors are believed to facilitate ethnic identification with a secessionist movement.
o	The principle of self-determination is another contributing factor to secessionist movements. Under this notion every nation has a God-given, natural right to pursue its own destiny through self rule and independence. This principle can be traced to priciples behind World War I and the League of Nations which is the antecedent of the United Nations. 
o	International recognition; recognition by other nations is essential for the legitimacy of the secessionist movement and entrenchment of the self government by an ethnic group. The break-up of the former Yugoslavia in the Balkans into new nation-states such as Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia Herzegovina and so on are examples of secessionist (subnationalist) movements legitimised by international recognition. According to Krassner (2001:231-233) recognition by other nations is essential to confer international legal sovereignty on the entity. This gives legitimacy to the secessionist movement and hastens the achievenment of vattelian sovereignty that grants it monopoly over authoritative decision making in its define territory.
According to Connor (1991) subnationalism are movements for autonomy or independence organized along linguistic, ethnic, religious or cultural lines for economic and political advantages.  Some scholars have identified modernization as significant in fostering subnationalism in the sense that communication and increased inter-group contact reinforces, rather than weakens solidarity among ethnic groups around the world and here the model of economic competition comes to the fore as the works of Olzak 1981, Nagel 1993, Jalili &Lipset 1992 lend credence. Under this scenario, the kind of conflict that emerges is that which stems from contention for state power among communal groups in what Gurr (1994) had termed people against the state. This is so because competition among communal groups for state power produces an ethnic group that appropriates state power which it uses to favour members of its group and discriminates against other groups while dispensing state resources. The reasons behind the predominance of the ethnic group over the state was the subject of a penetrating study by Peter Ekeh in which he concluded that the problems are caused by the existence of two "publics," the state and the tribe with the tribe as the "moral" public while the state is amoral (Ekeh 1998).Therefore, "while most Africans bend over backwards to benefit and sustain their primordial publics [i.e., tribes], they seek to gain from the civic public". This creates the condition for competition between the state and the tribe in which the tribe, with its greater moral imperative, eventually wins. The commitment of loyalty to the tribe at the expense of the state ultimately leads to the inefficiency of the public sector and corruption making ethnicity the major problem of the polity. This development frequently occurs when an ethnic group emerges and appropriates the state and its resources to perpetuate dominance and sustain a skewed competition that gives its members advantage over its rivals.
This relationship is what has characterized the Nigerian state which was designed to breed inter-ethnic rivalries at the onset so as to promote the interests of the colonialists that created it. We have noted earlier that political independence which superficially united Nigerian ethnic groups was unable to alter this character of the Nigerian state but instead re-inforced the texture of politics where political power was ethnicized (Nnoli 2008).  
This structure and form of the Nigerian state has remained unchanged, thus sustaining a relationship of inter-ethnic distrust and rivalry, breeding conflicts that has transformed into new dimensions where ethnic militia organizations that operate outside the confines of the law are now at the forefront of subnationalism (Badmus 2006).  This has led to a situation where the ethnic group that controls the state uses state power and economic resources to protect the material interests of some members.  The result is the institutionalization of the relationship, perpetually re-inforced by economic and political hierarchies, exacerbated by deliberate policies that promote ethnic exclusion and encourage alienation and which ultimately give rise to resistance.
The OPC emerged as part of that resistance arising from feelings of injustice in the Nigerian political system. The same is the case with MASSOB though the circumstances that led to the formation of the two organizations vary. In other words, both OPC and MASSOB are manifestations of subnationalism in Nigeria. Issues of ethnic survival were frontal in the formation of the two organizations. For instance, OPC was formed to protect the interests of the Yoruba particularly the revalidation of the annulled presidential election conducted on June 12, 1993 which was won by a Yoruba man.  As Guichaoua (2006) has argued, the peculiarities and dynamics that played out in Nigeria during the 1990’s were the immediate condition that warranted OPC’s emergence. But the issue goes beyond those chains of events that singled the Yoruba out as victims. The Yoruba have long seen Hausa-Fulani elite as harbouring agenda to perpetually dominate political power in the country. The point was well articulated by the founder of OPC, Dr Fredrick Faseun who stated that OPC was formed ‘to defend, protect and promote Yoruba interests’. He saw the annulment of the June 12, 1993 election as the point beyond which the Yoruba can no longer endure the assaults unleashed on the race by the Hausa-Fulani ruling elite. The OPC was therefore established to end Hausa-Fulani domination of the country. Faseun and many Yorubas see their ethnic group as the ethnic group that was at the fore front of the vanguard of the struggle for the sovereignty and independence of Nigeria from colonial rule and for establishment of a genuine federal system of government to safeguard the interests of ethnic nationalities in the country. According to Dr Faseun, it was the northern elite that systematically altered this structure and consequently destroyed the basis under which the Yoruba decided to be part of the Nigerian entity. To maintain their domination of the country, they foisted a unitary system on the country in such a way that other ethnic nationalities beside the Hausa-Fulani were relegated to playing second fiddle all of which arose from the belief that Nigeria was a patrimonial gift handed to their forbearers by the British (Faseun 2005:68).  OPC from Faseun’s reasoning emerged to redress this notion held by Hausa-Fulani elites. 
Furthermore, Faseun revealed that the inevitability for an organization in the mould of OPC, draws from the reasoning that if the most erudite and accomplished Yoruba politician in the person of Chief Obafemi Awolowo could not be allowed to rule Nigeria and again the richest Yoruba Chief Moshood Abiola who shared religion, business and women with the Caliphate was prevented from ruling Nigeria, just because he is a Yoruba, then it will be foolhardy to believe that any other Yoruba could be allowed mount the mantle of leadership in the country (Faseun 2005, 2008). To Faseun it was resistance to these acts of injustice, that led to incarceration of Abiola and the subjection of Yoruba people to unprecedented marginalization, harassment and suffering by General Sani Abacha as Yoruba sons and daughters in the armed services, business and civil service faced systematic liquidation through executive murders (Faseun 2005). Otunba Gani Adams had the same mind set as expressed by Faseun. He believes that the OPC was formed purely to defend the Yoruba who were targets of the Nigerian state controlled by the Hausa-Fulani oligarchy (Adams 2008). And from the result of questionnaires administered, these lines of thought were validated because majority of the people, who joined OPC (68 per cent), joined the organization because they believed that the Nigerian state was not treating the Yoruba fairly (Fieldwork 2008). It is therefore, incontrovertible that the formation of OPC in 1994 was an offshoot of subnationalism in Nigeria that has often pitched Nigerian ethnic groups in competition for hegemony.
The same is true of MASSOB which was founded in 1999 shortly after the country transited to democracy. Before then the perception of most Igbo people was that their ethnic group has been victims of calculated policies of marginalization and exclusion since the collapse of Biafra. This act of marginalization was meant to prevent them from rising to their pre-war status Nigeria (Ikpeze 2000). This view was not only held by Igbo people, but shared by non-Igbo observers of the Nigerian political system. For instance, Wola Adeyemo a non-Igbo columnists of Tell magazine, posits that the Igbo area suffers neglect in the sense that issues like erosion menace are not checked, industries not provided in the area, combined with the deliberate policy of non-inclusion in the power structure of the country (Adeyemo 2004:18). Re-echoing this view, another non-Igbo, Douglas Oronto expressed the same line of thought when he said thus; 
“If you look at Nigeria prior to the civil war, you find that the Igbo occupied the top echelons of the military, the civil service and so on. But after the war, they are no where around those cadres of leadership. It took a very long time for the Igbo to begin to demand for presidency” (Cited in Adeyemo 2004:18). 

This perception shared by other Nigerians is widely held by Igbo people including those who did not witness the Nigerian civil war (Onu 2001). Ikpeze (2000) has made a well articulated effort at analyzing those issues. According to him, the marginalization of post-war Igbo nation reflected in political power distribution and control of the allocation of material and other resources at the centre. This manifested in three dimensions-economic strangulation, politico bureaucratic emasculation and military neutralization and ostracism all bespoke to keep the race very weak in the context of power contestation in the country.
The above indicates that the emergence of the two organizations, OPC and MASSOB were manifestations of subnationalist tendencies in Nigeria which has been with the country since the colonial era, but has steadily transformed into new forms of expression as observed in the two organizations. This new form as it relates to the OPC stems from the need to create a formidable organization that can exert some form of force against the Hausa-Fulani elite using state apparatus to perpetuate their domination of the country. As a social pressure, OPC’s strategy in conjunction with other subtle organizations such as NADECO, JACON and NALICON succeeded in compelling the rest of the country to pacify their ethnic group for the injustice of the annulment of June 12,1993 presidential elections by conceding the presidency to them in 1999. Ralph Uwazurike and his followers as observers of the Nigerian political system may have felt that if a similar militant oriented organization were to be founded for the Igbo people, it will help to advance the interests of the Igbo in Nigeria. However, the objectives of the two organizations are different; the OPC believes that the country can be reformed to accord justice to all ethnic nationalities, particularly the Yoruba. This perversion that was caused by long military rule can only be achieved under a true federation, where the regions as constituent units, shall regain the autonomy they enjoyed during the First Republic. For MASSOB, a reform of the system to accommodate the Igbo is not necessary as they believe that the Igbo are hated and unwanted by other Nigerians. To them therefore, the only way Igbo people can realize their full potential is through actualization of Biafran sovereignty that can defend their interests locally and globally. On this score, there is a clear difference between MASSOB and OPC. While one believes that Nigeria can be made an equitable society with the constituent groups preserving the right to self determination, the other believed that the attainment of an equitable society in Nigeria that guarantees fair deal to certain ethnic groups is not realizable. As such, the only option for such a group is secession from Nigeria.

4:2:2Traits of militia organization
Part of the objective of this study was an examination of the nature, character and modus operandi of OPC and MASSOB as militia organizations. Militia organization itself has been conceived as citizen army made up of men who enlist voluntarily so as to perform occasional mandatory military service to protect their country or state (Francis 2005). Militias are also viewed sometimes as military force consisting of citizens available for service in time of emergencies or a citizen force kept in reserve to combat any threat and used in time of emergency. Therefore, militia organizations are presented as a kind of private army whose members are enrolled on military line, subjected to the same discipline and same training as soldiers (Laitin 2007). Like regular soldiers, they wear uniforms and badges and bear weapons in physical combat (Francis 2005). These characteristics which have been dealt with extensively in section 2:1 of this study apply to both OPC and MASSOB to certain degrees. This view corroborates most of the literature that has characterised the two organizations as ethnic militias (Adejumobi 2002, Sesay 2003, Babawale 2004, and Badmus 2006).  For instance, Adejumobi characterises ‘ethnic militia as ethnically exclusive groups that sometimes use violence to advance the parochial interests of their ethnic group’ (Adejumobi 2002). Both MASSOB and OPC fall perfectly into this description which does not deviate much from the definitions of the other scholars.  Both organizations from the findings in terms of membership fit into the description. It is quite true that the both OPC and MASSOB in terms of recruitment are only open to Yoruba and Igbo peoples respectively. Though for MASSOB the tentacle is spread to other minority ethnic groups in the former Biafra republic,  but the membership is dominantly Igbo. Facts from our study also show that there are incidences in which the two organizations have used violence to advance certain causes they perceived to be in the interest of their respective ethnic groups. 
But moving beyond Adejumobi’s conceptualization of ethnic militia, it is imperative to undertake some analysis using examples around the world on some consensual features of militia organization so as to determine the degree to which MASSOB and OPC fit into those parameters. Drawing from Maurice Duveger (1967), Bristow (1998), Francis (2005) and Laitin (2007) we get the view that militia organizations comprise citizens who perform occasional mandatory military service to protect their country or state. By this criterion, it would appear that those who constitute themselves into militia groups operate with the mandate or endorsement of their micro-group as it should be the case with MASSOB and OPC. However, the fact is that the Igbo and Yoruba nations are not sovereign entities and the laws of the Nigerian state do not stipulate that component parts as is the case in Switzerland should maintain reserves militias that can be activated in times of need to undertake national service. But for the fact that our findings show that a significant proportion of our respondents engage in other occupational activities beside those of the MASSOB and OPC draw them closer to that criterion. Again, many studies have shown that the two organizations, OPC and MASSOB are popular with their micro groups (Onu 2003, Babawale 2001) which to some extent confers on them assignment of defenders of their ethnic groups. The variation between MASSOB and OPC on this score is that for MASSOB there is a trail of distasteful relationship with Igbo elite who do not agree with the secessionist agenda of the organization. This is different from the experience of OPC which was formed after wide consultations and endorsement of the idea was obtained from prominent Yoruba elite. This is why OPC has received far more protection from Yoruba elite compared to MASSOB whose agenda are opposed by the mainstream Igbo elite. This difference between the two organizations may have arisen from the foundation. Faseun consulted Yoruba elite and got their support, Uwazurike did not embark on such consultation. Given this backdrop, Yoruba elite find it difficult to condemn or desert OPC even when the organization’s activities are outside of legal confines of the country. This open support accounts for the role prominent Yoruba elite have played in the reconciliation process that united OPC from destructive factionalization. MASSOB is yet to arrive at this point of acceptance by Igbo elite. What is close to the sort of acceptance OPC enjoys from Yoruba elite can be likened to the sympathy extended to MASSOB leader by some prominent Igbo senators led by Uche Chukwumerije and Ikechukwu Obiorah along with some traditional rulers from the east who intervened to secure the release of Uwazurike from detention as part of the condition imposed by the court for his bail. This was many months after leaders of OPC and NDPVF who were all arrested prior to the 2007 general elections have been released by the government. So OPC on this score looks more like the depiction by these scholars compared to MASSOB. 
From another perspective, OPC and MASSOB membership is voluntary. Enlistment into the two organizations is by the conviction of the individual meaning that individuals who join these organizations are also free to leave the organizations. But to classify a group as militia goes beyond what has been stated thus far. Francis (2005) conception of militia organization as armed and trained bands of locals, mobilizable on short notice for the defence of a cause, captures the nature of most of the organizations around the world that are classified as militia organization.  Such typical militia organizations as FARC, ETA, PKK and IRA consist of a pool of individuals who have undergone some level of military training on the use of weapons and guerrilla warfare or insurgency. This feature to some extent is lacking in both MASSOB and OPC.  Though evidence shows that certain elements of the OPC brandish some locally made pistols and other traditional weapons as the record of the police indicates, the availability of weaponry is not widespread. Most members of the OPC that carry gun are those who engage in vigilante services. From all account, the police or any authority thus far is yet to uncover a training ground for OPC members on the use of weapons. The same applies to MASSOB, though Police allegations as indicated by the court charges against Uwazurike and some members of MASSOB portray the organization as operating training ground, stockpiling weapons among others. These allegations were not proven in that case. Moreso no member of MASSOB has been caught with arms. This notwithstanding, evidence abound on the use of arms by MASSOB and OPC members which draws them close as militia organizations on this score. 
Even though members of the two organizations resent the label of militia, the violent activities they have undertaken portray them as such.  None of our respondents in this study agreed that their organization is an ethnic militia given the unanimity of response that no armed combat training has been received. However some of them, a very negligible minority affirmed receiving other form of training against combat actions For instance, MASSOB members are given a small book titled ‘Training Manual for Non-Violent Warriors’ that outlined how each should respond to repressive actions of security operatives (Oti:nd).  Beside this, training on use of arms cannot be totally ruled out. The explanation for this, rest on the fact that there are members of the two organizations who belong to the security and intelligence units, whose duty is to protect the leadership of the organizations and members especially at meetings. Again, the two organizations accommodate members who are retired from various security outfits in the country and so have received armed combat training. This is particularly so for MASSOB where the proportion of civil war veterans is very significant that the organization has a ministry dedicated to their affairs. Therefore, even though the two organizations do not have armed combat training module for their members, some of them have received such outside the organization. As such, the two organizations are militia but not to the degree we have it in other regions of the world such as the case with FARC, ETA, PKK or IRA. 
Duveger (1967) and Laitin (2007) provided another angle to the issue by stating that militias must always be ready to hold themselves at the disposal of their leaders so as to draw attention to the plight of their ethnic group. This comes often when the leader can muster the capacity to mobilise his ethnic folk over an issue in which there is a feeling or perception of unfair treatment in the hands of managers of the state to the benefits of another group in the country. Laitin (2007) believes that an ethnically based organization can become violent when their agitations are not met by the internal logic of their present state. When this happens, such organization begins to transform into a revolutionary movement.
Another attribute of militia organization is the readiness of individual members to avail themselves at the disposal of their leaders. Findings from our study shows that such attributes are found in high degree in both MASSOB and OPC. The leadership structure and chains of command are closely knitted and so it is difficult for outsiders or non-members to penetrate without clearance from the leadership. This came to the fore when the researcher was applying the questionnaire of this study to the rank and file membership of the two organizations. Several leadership clearances were obtained before members of the two organizations were allowed to either talk or fill the questionnaire. 
The scenario that was painted by Duverger on the capacity of leaders to mobilize are true with OPC and MASSOB because there was a widespread sense of injustice by the annulment of the Presidential election by people whom the Yorubas perceived to be working for the interests of the Hausa-Fulani ethnic group. Overwhelming number of OPC respondents attribute their drive to join the organization as result of that belief. For MASSOB, it was the dashed expectations of a democratically elected administration headed by a southerner to correct the perceived marginalization of Igbo that spurred the formation of the organization (Uwazurike 2008). However, both MASSOB and OPC to some degree do not fit into the process described by Laitin because the two organizations did not emerge from a predecessor organization like the JI in Indonessia and so were not transformed into violent organizations by condition of marginalization. The two were founded on clean slates, though their founders were active participants in the Nigerian political process. Faseun was an active participant in the third republic transition to civil rule programme, whereas Uwazurike was a prominent member of the Obasanjo 1999 presidential campaign organization. Both had led organizations in the past which were instrumental in establishing networks for the success of the new organization they founded. Faseun had experience of a presidential campaign which was useful because some of the contacts he made while on that trail became useful for this new organization (Faseun 2005:13-24). For Uwazurike, the experience of his leadership of Igbo Council of Chiefs in Lagos was useful and instrumental to the successful formation of MASSOB. The two organizations were not existing or re-branded out of existing organization. The only connection with Laitin’s postulation is the experience the two founders have had and its utility when it came to making useful contacts necessary for the success of their ambitions. The difference between the two is that Faseun had not previously led an exclusive ethnic organization unlike Uwazurike, though the profile of Faseun has been on the national stage before he founded OPC. Uwazurike was unknown nationally; it was MASSOB that raised his profile. It is worthy of note that even though both MASSOB and OPC do not have predecessor organizations within the ethnic groups where they draw their members violent organizations have been in existence. These include the ‘agbekoya’ and ‘maja maja’ in the south west and in the south east, ‘bakassi boys’.
Another interpretation of what constitutes a militia organizaton is largely derived from the work of Francis (2005) which attempted to distinguish between types of militia organizations. He stated that apart from constitutionally permitted militia reserves, non-state and sub-national groups can also establish militia. This militia organization does not necessarily go through military training except on the use of small arms and light weapons. This characterization pushes OPC rather than MASSOB close to that characterization of militia organization, but the other aspects of that interpretation of militia that emphasises that it thrives or can only emerge in weak, failed and collapsed state when the authority of the government are called to question through its inability to extend monopoly of threat of physical coercion over the entire area of its territorial confines is another valid measuring criterion. Though the two organizations claim spread of members beyond a natural homeland, they are yet to advance to a point of contesting control of the monopoly of the use of force with the Nigerian state. Even though violent activities of the two organizations that challenge the authority of the state are prominent in the Yoruba and Igbo areas, the state still posses the capacity to exert coercive control over them. The clearest demonstration of this was displayed by the ease with which the leaders of the two organizations including Ralph Uwazurike, Fredrick Faseun and Gani Adams were arrested and detained by state security operatives. In other words, neither MASSOB nor OPC controls any territory in the southeast or southwest respectively. This is not the case with established ethnic militia organizations such as the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka, the Camea Rouge in Cambodia, the PKK in Turkey or the FARC in Columbia which control some territories where the authorities of the state do not extended to because of the relative weakness of those states.  This notwithstanding, the other parameters we have discussed point to the fact that MASSOB and OPC to some degree can be described as militia organization given the presence of these feature in both organizations. This confirms our second research hypothesis that stated inter alia, that the variations in the nature, character and modus operandi of OPC and MASSOB are not significant. This finding therefore corroborates the categorization of the two organizations in extant literature as ethnic militia organizations.
 
4:2:3 Predictors of enlistment
The clashes between OPC and MASSOB with security operatives establish the two organizations as one that operates outside the confines of the law. This implies that the two organizations are of high risk in the sense that the members are vulnerable to harassment, arrest, detention and even death.  This fact should give pause to individuals during consideration to join the organizations.  Yet they still join in high numbers if we are to believe Faseun who said OPC is over six million and Onuegbu who claimed MASSOB has over fifteen million members (Faseun 2008, Onuegbu 2008). What were the motivations of these joiners? Our objective here is to find out the conditions that are making it possible for such high risk organizations to thrive in Nigeria.  This shall enable us to address one of the objectives of this study which is to examine the relationship between socio-economic conditions and the motivations of membership of MASSOB and OPC.  There have been attempts to find the answer to the question of motivation of membership for rebellion organizations from three analytical perspectives. One perspective has it that the decision to join and participate in the activities of violently oriented organization occurs when there is a convergence in the motives and preferences of the leaders and followers. This only happens when there is something to gain materially from membership (Becker 1965 Calvo-Armengol and Zenou 2004, Silverman 2004, Verdier and Zenon 2004). In other words if the individuals who eventually join these organizations perceive that the ultimate material benefit outweighs the risk of active membership, then they are drawn into such organization. Another school of thought sees it differently. Their contention is that active participation of rank and file members in a hierachical risky rebellious organization can be explained by two exclusive variables that can only account for the phenomenon; greed of the leaders and ideological motives of followers (Joireman 2003, Guichaoua 2006). In other words the elites who constitute the leadership of the groups manipulate emotive sentiments of the group to further their parochial material interests.
The third perspective in the literature sees participation in risky organizations as arising from a combination of material and non material factors. This implies that the condition that gives ideological impetus must be present and combines with factors that make for improvement in socio-economic condition of participants in violent risk bearing organization (Krueger and Maleckova 2003, Sanin 2004).
To determine where the Nigerian situation falls within these contending perspectives, we looked at the levels of education of the members of MASSOB and OPC, the types of occupation in which they are engaged, their age bracket and family status. One useful way in this regard was to capture whether membership of the organization has been profitable when measured against the expectations of the individual members on joining the organizations. These shall be juxtaposed against the risks associated with membership of the organizations.
Going by the indicators from Table 4:1 which looked at the level of education of the members of MASSOB and OPC and the responses to our questionnaire, it showed that the organizations are constituted of educated members. Over 90 percent of our respondents indicated that they had some form of education. This corroborates the views expressed by Krueger and Maleckova (2003) that the decision to join a militia organization is not necessarily the result of low market opportunities for the individuals or that ignorance resulting from lack of education is what makes joiners easily manipulable. Their conclusion that ideological factors play a decisive role in the formation of violent groups tends to fit the Nigerian context judging from the results of our questionaire. This seems to be true when juxtaposed with the analysis offered by Gates (2002:267) that survival of ethnic identity has utility in itself and can explain why members of an ethnic group would offer free labour to the rebellious militia as economic opportunities are outweighed by the higher expected costs of suppression of ethnic identity. In other words, the greater the fear of being suppressed as a group, the less necessary it is to resort to material incentives to gain support. In this case, strong identity feelings which act as push factors can compensate for the absence of funds to motivate the militia members which on the other hand acts as pull factors.
Indicators from the responses of the members of MASSOB and OPC surveyed tend to confirm the assertion stated above. Apart from the fact that the members of these organizations going by the survey are relatively educated, a high percentage of positive responses shows that majority of them are engaged in occupational activities that guarantee their livelihood. That is to say, they are not jobless, though a further probe into the type of occupation, reveals that the argument is limited in the sense that the membership of the two organizations may not be extremely deprived economically, but they are not excluded from the typical economic vulnerability inherent in informal sector activities where large chunk of our respondents operate. For MASSOB, over 90 percent and 80 percent of the OPC belong to this category; this is a very high number which is significant as Table 4:3 shows.
The point we are making in effect is that, inasmuch as economic factors may not be as important as painted by economic analysis of rebellious conflict, it cannot be totally discountenanced. This position becomes more tangential when we examine the organizations in terms of social integration with the generality of the society. The variables which we used in our field work as contained in the questionnaire were to ascertain the degree of attachment of the members of the two organizations to the rest of the society in terms of marriage and family background as well as type of settlement of the members; whether they are settled in rented neighbourhood or isolated places or family houses. Indication from Table 4:4 which shows this trend based on the answers provided by our respondents indicate that members of MASSOB and OPC by no means resemble fatherless and lawless individuals. Based on their responses, we discovered that they do not hide from the public their affiliation to the organizations. For instance over 78 percent of OPC respondents believe that the public know them as OPC members. However, for the MASSOB, the number is relatively low. It is a little more than half of the membership; 54 percent believe that the public know them as MASSOB members. The explanation for this variation between OPC and MASSOB can be situated right at the nature and objective of the two organizations. The OPC has been highly visible in vigilante activities borne out of the objective of sanitizing the southwest region of the country from armed robbers and other forms of social vices. This has probably raised their profile and familiarity with members of the public. MASSOB as a group has not fully engaged in this kind of activities. The only time they came close to it was in 2006 at Onitsha when they clashed with a group called NARTO (National Association of Road Transport Owners), a group MASSOB labelled as parasites in the motor parks and attempted to forcefully eject them to save ordinary motorists and motor park users from their harassment and excessive levies. The resistance put up by NARTO escalated the violence and led to intervention by the Anambra state government which proscribed the two organizations and invited the military to dislodge them from Onitsha and other parts of Anambra state. The fact of the matter therefore is that the different objectives and modus operandi of the two organizations contributed significantly to the variation between the two organizations. Although the OPC still subscribes to the corporate unity of Nigeria, it however believes that such a unity must be founded on true federalism that guarantees greater autonomy to ethnic nationality groups in the country. MASSOB on another hand is very clear about its objective; the dismemberment of Nigeria and creation of a sovereign entity for the Igbo people and other ethnic groups of the former eastern region and the delta. That agenda is clearly at variance with the corporate interests of Nigeria and its government and naturally should breed antagonistic relationship between the organization and the government. As such, MASSOB members are not likely to proclaim open identification with the organization for fear of clampdown by security operatives who see them as national security threats.
From the results of our questionnaire, we also observed that members of the two organizations are highly integrated into the society. There are high positive responses in terms of where they reside which majority of them said were in the densely populated area of the country. The little variation as indicated in Table 4 between the two organizations also reflects the diversity in their nature. The OPC members are more amenable to live in a densely populated area of the town compared to MASSOB members. The explanation to be adduced to this is that membership drive is more wide spread in MASSOB which has established units of the organization in villages and small towns in many Igbo area. This might be because residing in villages and small towns removes the members from the prying eye of security operatives who consider the organization and its membership as outlaws. It might also be a strategy of the group to win the sympathy and support of a greater number of people and so the village units serves as centres of mobilization for activities of the organization.   
Also from the response to the questions we posed to our respondents, it was clear that within the context of Nigerian society, the phenomenon of ethnic militia is at variance with the factors of economics of crime models and loose molecule hypothesis explanation as motive behind the rise or emergence of the two organizations. The evidence from field reports however supports overwhelmingly the view that dormant grievances and ideology based enlistment accounts for the decision of individuals to join the organizations.
The economic analysis borrows much from the works of Collier and Hoeffler (1998, 2000) and Collier (2000) who had postulated that internal rebellious conflict plaguing societies are triggers of greedy intentions. In other words, rebel groups arise to covet wealth that is currently out of their control but in the hands of exclusionary group of the ruling elite. This perspective also argues that the incumbent elite, who are holding the forte of government, are only indirect targets of the rebellion because the ultimate objective is to capture a natural resource or wealth. It also assumes that the ruling elite are the passive pry of rebels because there were no recorded past interactions. In other words, rebellious militia only arise where there are natural resource abundance which the cases of OPC and MASSOB do not perfectly support. In the southwest where the OPC operates, there is no major natural resource upon which the central government is dependent for sustenance. The same applies to MASSOB even though the geographical area called Biafra has deposit of oil in the delta area where diverse militant groups are waging an independent struggle for the control of those resources.
As such, incumbents can indeed minimize their chances of being overthrown by increasing military expenditure.  Revenge against possible past decisions of the ruling elite that may have affected some sections of the society and hence resulting in grievances against the state are ruled out. The weakness of this analysis as pointed out by Guichaoua (2007) is that the greed rationale rules out the possibility that a government is removed as a collective punishment to those running the country. Furthermore, the perspective fails to tell us who the incumbents are, where they came from or if the rebellion leaders have interacted with them in the past. This framework grants the rulers in place a specific status in the emergence of a conflict because their removal by rebels is not pursued for itself but to access the natural resources for loot. Rulers are therefore the passive anonymous victims of rapacious marauders who see them as a mere obstacle on the route to looting. However, the only way to connect this analysis to the Nigerian context is when the situation takes account of the fact that Collier and Hoeffel’s analysis fails to see the possibility that natural resources can have indirect effect on the incidence of conflict through induced national institutional design. This possibility could have been controlled economically by focussing on the procedure Salami-Martin and Subramanian (2003) implemented when analysing the causes of Nigeria’s poor economic performance over the years. Their econometric analysis suggested that no direct mechanism is responsible for significant correlation between the country’s dismal rate of growth in the past decades and the dependence of the economy on oil revenue. They showed from the study that oil adversely affected the country’s governance and as a result impacted negatively on the macro-economic performance. In this sense, oil is not necessarily bad for national institutional quality. Applied to the incidence of conflict, such an econometric technique could possibly reduce the significance of the greed argument. The focus should no longer be on the consequences of its management and allocation by the state. This may potentially put a grievance-driven explanation back into the fray. It therefore corroborates the findings as indicated in Table 4:5 and Table 4:6 which displayed the result of the motivation of OPC and MASSOB members in joining the organizations. Here, the overwhelming result for the OPC is political, stemming from the injustice metted to the Yoruba by the truncation in 1993 of the desire of the ethnic group to produce a Nigerian president of Yoruba extraction in the person of Moshood Abiola after the annulment of the June 12, 1993 presidential election. The result obtained from MASSOB is different on this score as the respondents were evenly split between the variables of personal event and political event. Our explanation for this hinges on the fact that though the Igbo have longed cried of marginalization in Nigeria, a good proportion of MASSOB joiners may have been victims of riots and other disturbances due to the nature of their businesses especially the traders who are more vulnerable as easy targets by riot mob.
The study therefore agrees with the position of Krueger and Maleckova (2003) that ideological factors are very decisive in the emergence of violent oriented ethnic organizations such as MASSOB and OPC. Going by their conclusion, decision to join a rebellion group is not a direct response to low market opportunities as shown by the example of the Hezbollah fighters who were on the contrary highly educated which showed that the Lebanese conflict is a consequence of political conditions and long-standing feelings of indignity and frustration that have little to do with economics. This view is validated by indicators from our field work in the cases of MASSOB and OPC. For instance, when asked about expectation on joining the organizations a vast majority of respondents on both sides pointed political issues, which is hinged on the perceived marginalization of their ethnic groups. 
The development of violence-oriented ethnic organizations in Nigeria from the points enumerated above supports the grievance-driven postulation due to perceived marginalization or mistreatment. But why would others join and follow these militia organizations apparently conceived by circle of few leaders? What are those factors that sustain enlistment and continued membership in spite of the associated risks involved with such membership? Does our finding corroborate Collier (2000; 851) postulation that a political entrepreneur seeking to find a loot may need to rekindle dormant grievances to generate start up finance and later extend his rationale. 
The leadership squabble or division in both organizations relates to this conclusion. For instance, the issue of money and its management was at the very root of OPC’s factionalization. It was the same with MASSOB where the cracks that developed centred on distribution of material benefits even though the rhetorics in both organizations point to ideological differences. Collier has argued further that grievance may enable a rebel organization to grow to the point at which it is viable as a predator after which greed prevails as the motive sustaining the organization (Collier 2000: 852). Thence the finality of the rebellion is then unaffected by its temporary grievance driven development as loot remains the ultimate objective of the organization. As it is the case with OPC and to some extent MASSOB, grievance is temporarily instrumentalized by the leaders. The followers are sincere in their attachment to a collective cause rather than purely materialistic interests and they continue in their commitment to the organization even when the motivation of their leaders’ is the material benefits.

4:2:4 Membership Mobilization Strategies.
Both MASSOB and OPC are mass based organizations with membership cutting across the length and breadth of Nigeria and abroad (Faseun 2008, Onuegbu 2008). The leaders of both organizations claim membership strength that runs into millions. For the OPC, Dr Faseun claims that membership as at the time of the interview was about six million, whereas Mr Onuegbu claimed that MASSOB membership in terms of those who have obtained their identity card is over fifteen million. There is no way of verifying these claims given the nature of the two organizations, but going by the activities of the two, such claim may not be too exaggerated. The question that comes to mind is how were these huge numbers of individuals attracted into these organizations and what are the factors sustaining their continued membership in the light of obvious risks that attend to identification with such organization? Is it the same factors that are motivating membership in the two organizations? In what ways has the style of operation of these two organizations contributed to the resilience of the members in spite of the onslaught from security operatives? A thorough analysis of this section will not only address our research objective that seeks to examine the modus operandi of the organizations but also address in part, our research question that probes into the socio-economic conditions, creating the environment for these organizations to thrive.
To begin with, one fact that is common to the two organizations from our study is that both are founded from the scratch by one individual who conceived the idea and sold to other people. In other words the two organizations did not have predecessors as it was the case with JI in Indonesia (Jones 2003:110). The implication of this is that there were no existing structures that the organizations could inherit to consolidate its ideology. So, how was it possible for Fredrick Faseun and Ralph Uwazurike founders of OPC and MASSOB respectively to create formidable organizations that not only have membership across Nigeria but also sympathy and support of ethnic communities in the Diaspora?
Our explanation for this based on the information available from this study shows overwhelmingly that grievance against the Nigerian state is very high among Nigerians. There is the feeling of injustice and marginalization by the Yoruba and Igbo ethnic groups as Table 9 indicated. This makes it much easier to mobilize people on primordial basis which was what Faseun and Uwazurike exploited. This factor alone may not have answered the question sufficiently unless we consider the socio-economic condition that was prevalent in the country. This phenomenon was preceded by a decade of austerity and adjustment that brought untold hardship, including the decimation of the middle class in the country.
The personality of Faseun was an important factor to the successful formation of the OPC. Prior to forming the OPC, Faseun has been a national figure, well known in the country having been the Chairman of unregistered Labour Party in the botched third republic and one of the twenty-three banned presidential candidates on the platform of the SDP whose primaries were cancelled by the military for reason of electoral malpractices. Those experiences were very useful in the formation of alliances and contacts as Faseun opined (Faseun 2005:13). The three individuals he invited were grassroots mobilizers whom he met during his campaign for presidency under that dispensation. They include; leaders of market women and market men both of whom wields tremendous influence on market users and a retired soldier whose native intelligence and prowess in the area of errand was also valuable. Ralph Uwazurike who founded MASSOB was not known nationally and has not had any prior media visibilty. So, if Faseun’s background and personality could explain the success of OPC, one needs to look further to explain the phenomenal growth of MASSOB.  But we have argued that the formation of OPC is more of a survival rally precipitated by a brutal regime that clearly saw the Yoruba elite as a threat. Therefore, the actions of two former military rulers, General Babangida and General Abacha, between the years 1987 to 1998 were significant to the emergence of the OPC.
For the MASSOB, the conditions were different. Nigeria has just transited into a democratic dispensation. There were no comparable targeted government action against Igbo people beyond the level the military left it, but one must consider the dynamics of that transition to civil rule in 1999 from the perspective of the Igbo. The decision to concede the presidency to the Yoruba by the ruling military class and their civilian allies and actualize it using state machineries as a way to pacify the ethnic group for the wrong of  June 12, 1993 presidential election annulment produced victims in Igbo elite (Vanguard August 30, 2009). In both the PDP and APP, Igbo candidates had sour stories of their presidential bids. For instance, in the PDP Alex Ekwueme, the former Vice president who was instrumental to the formation of the PDP and has been tipped to flag the party ticket lost the presidential ticket of the party to retired General Olusegun Obasanjo who was drafted into the party that happened to be the most promising to actualize the goal of presidency of Yoruba extraction (Vanguard August 30, 2009). The same played out in the APP where Ogbonaya Onu who won the primaries unceremoniously gave his ticket to Olu Falae of the AD to run on the party ticket under the so called joint ticket, thus dashing the hope of Igbo people to see one of their own assume the presidency since the end of the civil war. The disappointment that followed those unsuccessful bids was compounded by the vulnerability of Igbo people as victims of repeated ethnic and religious riots and disturbances in other parts of the country and the inability of the government to identify and punish the culprits (Uwazurike 2008). These incidents which occurred simultaneously, re-inforced the long held view of marginalization by the Igbo which was enough to arouse ethnic solidarity that helped Uwazurike in the mobilization joiners of MASSOB.
The different circumstances observed in OPC and MASSOB are very important when we consider the element of control group influence on the organization. On this score, remarkable differences exist between OPC and MASSOB. For instance, Yoruba elite not only had soft spot for OPC, they openly show this support notwithstanding the branding of the organization by the state as illegal and notorious (Nolte 2004). The case is not same for MASSOB which is alienated by the bulk of Igbo elites. The explanation for this is not far-fetched and can be situated right at the inception of the two organizations.
Faseun interacted with the prominent Yoruba elite before hatching the idea to form OPC and consulted them before going full circle with the idea (Faseun 2005). For MASSOB, the scenario is not same because Uwazurike was not only unknown but failed to consult the Igbo elites before embarking on the project. In fact Uwazurike and most MASSOB members resent these Igbo elite. They saw them as traitors and saboteurs who were driven by greed to work against the interests of their people (Onuegbu 2008). Though Uwazurike was a leader of Igbo Council of Chiefs, a social club of red cap chiefs, the organization is not well known in Igbo land and Nigeria. The background above is important in the understanding of the fate of the two organizations in the hands of government and state security operatives. For instance, the onslaught and brutality MASSOB received in the hands of security operatives in spite of their claim of non-violence is by far greater than security operatives treatment of the OPC which is more violently inclined and notorious. This disparity in the way state security operatives respond to the two organizations is due to the protection which OPC is fortunate to enjoy from prominent members of the Yoruba elite unlike the MASSOB. Uwazurike himself stated this when he was lamenting the maltreatment of MASSOB compared to other similar organizations from other ethnic group in the country;
“…there is inequality in Nigeria and that is what I am fighting against. Everybody knows that I don’t carry arms. You cannot point at anybody killed by MASSOB since it started but they have killed so many of my members. They have been here so many times. How many are they? Do they think my members cannot overrun them? They came by 3 am in the night. Do they know where we were? Did we kill any of them? They cannot try it with OPC or any other person. They can’t. They have been raiding this place because we are non-violent. Suppose we have AK47, can you come here by 2 am? You cannot, even if only three people are here. But I tell you non-violence is more potent than violence” (Uwazurike 2008).

From the foregoing, it is obvious that the nature of OPC’s formation differs from that of MASSOB. For the former there was conscious effort by the founder to secure the support and endorsement of the elites of the ethnic group, whereas the founder of MASSOB never bordered to consult the elites of his ethnic group, but rather rebuffed some of them that offered suggestions to reform the organization to serve as a social pressure group just like the OPC (Nnanna 2007). These discordant tunes between MASSOB and Igbo elites reflect in its relationship with ‘Ohaneze Ndi-Igbo’ which prides itself as a socio-cultural umbrella organization for Igbo people. Whereas the agenda of Ohaneze is tailored towards the full integration of Igbo into the mainstream of Nigeria political-economy, MASSOB is working for the dismemberment of the country. So, the two Igbo groups are working at cross purpose portraying a lack of unity among the Igbo. The lack of a unified voice from the Igbo ethnic group exposes the organization to the mercy of security operatives.  
That is not the same in the relationship between OPC and Afenifere. It is on record that prominent Afenifere members have called the factional leaders of the OPC to meetings on several occasions so as to resolve the differences between Faseun and Adams (Faseun 2005). Yoruba elites have openly solicited for the support of OPC including Olusegun Obasanjo, the former president, Bola Tinubu, former governor of Lagos state, human rights lawyer, Gani Fawehimi, Ooni of Ife and Gbenga Daniels, Governor of Ogun State (Nolte 2004, Faseun 2008). This open relationship with these men of power implies that restraints would be the watchword of security operatives when dealing with the OPC.  The robust relationship between OPC and its control group contributed in generating understanding which was instrumental for Gbenga Daniels, the Governor of Ogun State to settle the rift between Faseun and Gani Adams (Faseun 2008). This explains why leaders of the OPC, Faseun and Adams who were arrested along with other leaders of ethnic militia organizations before the 2007 general elections were released by president Obasanjo while he was still in power. Chief Ralph Uwazurike has to wait for a change of government and death of his mother for his incarceration which lasted longer than that of all the others to end after the court granted him conditional three months bail to go and perform traditional rites for his mothers’ burial (Edike 2007).
Inasmuch as there are some remarkable differences between OPC and MASSOB, many areas of similarities abound. One of such is the socio-economic status of recruits. Though the membership of the two organizations cut across the different strata of society, the bulk of initial recruits into the organizations are largely youths and individuals who trade in the informal sector of the economy. 
The recruitment strategy of the OPC according to Fredrick Faseun was initially done through persuasion whereby each new member was mandated to win converts for the organization before attending the next function of the organization. This strategy is similar to that employed by MASSOB which emphasised personal contact as a way of convincing new recruits. However, the rallies and sensitization demonstrations which Uwazurike and his group carried out in Lagos attracted so many converts and sympathizers who joined the organization voluntarily. The propaganda machine of the MASSOB has been effective in projecting the group as a non-violent organization. This entrenches the perception that the state security services are oppressing harmless people. Uwazurike stated that these alone have attracted many to the organization while commitments of the members are strengthened by those acts of state brutality. MASSOB has also gained the support of some international groups who view the frequent clashes of MASSOB with security operative; as Human Right abuse and ethnic cleansing (PARAN 2007). 
For the OPC, the wave of enlistment after the transition to civil rule programme is slightly different. Respondents to our questionnaire gave more of personal considerations than political factors as pull factors into the organization, thus confirming the findings by Guichaoua (2006) who categorized OPC membership into pro-democracy joiners and post-democracy joiners with reference to the transition to democracy in 1999. According to him, the annulment of the June 12, 1993 presidential elections was the trigger for the pro-democracy joiners who were more driven by ideology than the post-democracy joiners who did not have similar condition, following the election of their kinsman as president. Our study indicates that the growth of OPC after the transition to democracy has been phenomenal as the study indicates that self-interest in the form of material benefits and protection has been uppermost. Table 5 shows that about 40 per cent of OPC members compared to 13 per cent of MASSOB admit that their material condition has improved since they joined the organizations. In the same vain, 61 percent against 48 percent of OPC and MASSOB respondents respectively said membership has guaranteed them more protection (Fieldwork 2008). The reason for this is not far-fetched and finds explanation in the transformation of the OPC into an organization for rendering social services, especially vigilantism and crime fighting which is rewarded by an appreciative public having lost steam by the election of a Yoruba as the president of the country from 1999 to 2007.

4:2:5 Profiles of Recruits.
In studies of rebellion organizations, attention is often given to the profile of the recruits especially the rank and file members of the organizations so as to determine attraction in relation to the socio-economic factors incubating the movements and shaping the behaviour. This shall address the objective of the study which attempts to examine the relationship between socio-economic conditions and the motivation of membership of MASSOB and OPC.
The age distribution according to results from our questionnaire indicates that membership spread in both MASSOB and OPC covers all age-group. This finding refutes Adejumobi (2003) postulation that ethnic militia organizations in Nigeria of which he included both MASSOB and OPC, are youth based organizations. If for the purpose of argument, we take youthful age to be between 15-30 years, then the survey in Table 2 indicates a result that is a far cry from his description. For example, only 25 per cent of MASSOB respondents are youths which means that the overwhelming remaining 75 percent are adults, some of whom are in their elderly age. The same is true of the OPC which has a slightly higher proportion of the youth respondents (43 percent), meaning that about 57 percent of members are adults. These numbers are active members of the two organizations because they attend meetings regularly. If we are to expand the age bracket to forty-five which constitute the active able bodied individuals in society, we will discover that the potentiality of transforming these organizations into rebellious groups is latent. For the OPC, these categories constitute about 74 percent of membership which is not surprising, given their proclivity for violence. MASSOB is slightly less in number for this category compared to the OPC but nonetheless significant as Table 2 shows that 65 percent of members fall into this age category. Though their proclivity for violence is less profound, MASSOB has engaged in aggressive violence as the attempt to stop the 2006 census exercise in the southeast and forceful removal of NARTO from Onitsha motor parks indicate (Obianyo 2007). But are these organizations the making of rebellious militias given the age proportion that fall into the bracket that can be deployed for military activities? The body of literature brings other variables as requisite for this to occur. For instance, Becker (1968) posits that it is those with poor economic opportunity in the labour market that are most likely to join illegal rebel activity. In other words, poverty and poor education is very high predictor of enlistment. Guichaoua (2007) added that such people who fall into the category of likely recruits in rebellion organizations combine the attributes of joblessness, fatherlessness and dissocialization. This is the crux of the proximate explanation that centres on poverty-driven arguments that violence is an expression of frustration over the lack of educational and employment opportunities, social inequalities and the sense of hopelessness that occur in condition of poverty (Halliday 2004:5,Ali 2002: 286-289;Wolfensohn 2002:118;Huntington 2001:42). It went further to say that the destabilisation effect of poverty creates conditions for safe heavens necessary for violent activities to thrive (Wolfensohn 2002:120).
It is important to note that the prevailing economic condition in Nigeria conformed to this scenario and may have partly contributed to the development of violent organizations (Obi 2004). In a report of the National Population Commission, it was projected that around seventy percent of the Nigerian population are poor because they live on less than one dollar a day, whereas forty-four percent of the young men aged between 20-24 are unemployed (NPC 2000). This can be attributed to the early 1980s which brought severe economic crisis that compelled the government to implement an economic reform programme that is anchored on stabilization and adjustment supervised by international institutions such as the World Bank and IMF. The component of that reform included liberalization, privatization, deregulation and removal of subsidy premised on the philosophy of scaling down the role of the state in the economy (Ihonvbere 2000). The effect of those policies were the collapse of local industries and decline in the capacity of the surviving ones including the energy and power sectors that witnessed a sharp drop forcing the packing up of a long chain of small, medium and large industries that cannot afford the high cost of doing business (Gore and Pratten 2003). The shrinkage of economic opportunities and mass unemployment that resulted from those policies indeed created a large army of unemployed, caused deep frustration and churned out a ready army of people who were ready to vent their anger on the system using any means including violence (Obi 2004).
But the result of our survey shows that the proportion of poorly educated members of MASSOB and OPC are very insignificant when you add the number of respondents with an initial primary school education. Those who claimed not to have any kind of education in the two organizations are a little above five percent, but on the other hand those who claimed to have post-secondary school education are a little higher in proportion to the number of those who had no formal education. But there is variation here between MASSOB and OPC. The former has a higher number of post secondary education attainments than the latter.
If we use the parameter of joblessness, we shall still not arrive at a concurrence with the postulations that explain these development from poverty driven perspective because the numbers of respondents that said they were jobless who are members of the two organizations are not that very profound. For MASSOB, the number is very negligible (3 percent) as against the number of OPC members which is far higher about 12 per cent. This number may explain to us why we have OPC as the most violent inclined organization of the two under our study. OPC has perpetrated more violence both intra-factional and against other ethnic groups. Drawing from the proximate explanation of militia movement where deep frustration associated with lack of economic opportunity is paramount; we may say that the preponderance of jobless people in OPC compared to MASSOB explains why OPC has recorded more violence. 
If the poverty driven explanation is not adequate to explain the motivation of recruits into MASSOB and OPC, then we must find explanation elsewhere and this is where the postulations of Hamilton-Hart 2005, Roy 2004, Saikal 2003 and Crenshaw 1981 come in handy. These studies argue that what animates violence is politics or ideology seen as a rational strategy for logically advancing desired ends. Violent organizations operate according to internally consistent sets of values and beliefs and engage in decision-making calculations that can be analysed and understood. Therefore recruits see the organization as a platform to engage in purposeful activity that can attract attention to or recognition of a political cause. These arguments centre on the power of the elite to manipulate specific grievances that are held by the people which create the condition for easy enlistment into these organizations. The fact that most of the recruits into MASSOB and OPC are literate and majority are engaged in economic activity which is overwhelmingly in the informal sector, indicates that poverty, lack of economic opportunity and poor education contributes little as factors that explain the motivation to join. The vast majority of our respondents affirmed that their ethnic group is not having a fair deal from the Nigeria state. And a very large percentage believe that the resources of the country are not equitably distributed which support the politic based enlistment motives.

4:2:6 Derivatives of Membership
The survival of any organization depends heavily on the perception held by the members of such organization. If the members see the gains of membership as outweighing the costs of membership, such organization is bound to thrive irrespective of the underlining challenges such an organization may face. This also addresses our objective that seeks to examine socio-economic condition and motivation of membership. It is however important to note that such benefits that may accrue to members of the rebellion organization can vary from economic to psychological. 
In the case of MASSOB and OPC which have borne the onslaught from security operative, the result of the empirical investigation indicates that the members of the two organizations have a very positive view of their organizations. Over 93 percent of MASSOB respondents see their organisation as one that is well organised as against the 77 percent of OPC. Close to 70 percent and 62 per cent of MASSOB and OPC respondents respectively believe that their organizations manifest neat behaviours in the way members are treated as well as how members conduct themselves with the public.
These results are very profound and give credence to the welfare programmes outlined by the leaders of the two organizations as measures undertaken by the organizations to retain their members. This is fundamental to enable us understand why the organizations have remained cohesive and thriving inspite of the onslaught by state security operatives which should ordinarily raise the costs of membership of these organizations. And so the very high rating of the two organization by the members who responded to our questionnaire stems from organizational behaviour that transmit a kind of assurance to them which gives them the psychological boost that they are very important. These can be accomplished through programmes of the two organizations put in place to promptly respond to members who run into difficulties, whether such arose from activities or not. These welfare programmes existing in the two organizations have made significant impact on the members as indicated in Table 6 where an overwhelming proportion of respondents affirmed receiving help from the organizations.  Mr Onuegbu confirmed that MASSOB has a welfare department that looks into issues ranging from attending to members arrested by security operatives, providing lawyers for their defence as the case maybe or attending to the needs of their family members while such members are in detention (Onuegbu 2008). This type of programme gives the members the confidence that the organization will come to their aid when they also fall victim. The same applies in the OPC even though the organization is much more attractive because of economic opportunities membership provides. Apart from the welfare scheme of the OPC that seeks to empower the members economically such as the OPC/ WAPIC Insurance programme that provides benefits ranging from death, permanent disability, temporary disability, hospital bills and burial expenses with a subscription of a mere N300, there is also an Odua Barefoot College system that is geared towards skill acquisition for OPC members and those who are successful are assisted through some micro financing which maybe accessed through the Social Network Micro Finance Bank owned by the OPC (Faseun 2008).
These schemes instituted by the OPC have contributed significantly in transforming the organization from its initial preoccupation of defending the Yoruba against an unjust state. Schemes like those enumerated above are not offered by MASSOB but as an organizational policy, members are giving consideration first whenever there is opportunity of a business transaction; such course of action empowers the members economically and re-inforces their loyalty to the organization. A good example of this was the construction of the gigantic Freedom House in Okwe which MASSOB uses as headquarters (Onuegbu 2008). Members are also encouraged to have business relations with one another to encourage the spirit of solidarity. But as far as creating economic opportunity for membership is concerned, the OPC has been able to carve a niche by turning the problems of society into lucrative avenues of making financial gains. These lucrative avenues are social services rendered by OPC in the south west of Nigeria in areas such as vigilantism, crime fighting, traffic control, arbitration or settlement of dispute and security orchestrated by the failure of the state to provide these services. The effectiveness of the OPC in providing these services attracts financial rewards to the members. Apart from material rewards, it also brings along to the members some social capital in the sense that people’s confidence is reposed on the members and helps to restrain onslaught of state security operative targeted at them.  OPC’s success in providing these services stems from their reliance on magical techniques and beliefs which is deeply entrenched in Yoruba society (Willians 1980, Nolte 2004, Guichaoua 2006). The entrenched belief that OPC manifests these powers gives them substantial comparative advantage which accounts for their effectiveness. Chief Gani Adams boasted of the efficacy of this instrument of ‘black power’ as a reliable means of crime fighting and adjudicating disputes (Adams 2008). This belief permeates deeply in the society and new recruits into OPC are made to undergo the rituals of oath taking as a means of making them bullet proof as well as a strategy used to restrain them from committing criminal offence. These new recruits also believe that through progressive learning of the use of juju, neither cutlass nor acid can hurt them (Guichaoua 2006). This mystification not only gives the OPC members false confidence but instils fears into potential criminals and debars them from OPC guarded areas thus contributing in making the organization more effective in such ventures. This advantage has been effectively exploited by OPC who collaborates with the landlord association to deploy its members to guard neighbourhood in the southwest area in exchange for a fee. In Lagos, the proliferation of street gates has contributed to making the business of security very alluring (Fabiyi 2004), and on this count has attracted new waves of membership into the OPC. Guichaoua (2006) has aptly captured these in his distinction of pro-democracy and post-democracy OPC membership. This second category of OPC joiners are purely attracted to the organization because of the opportunity for economic advancement and it remains the impetus that ties them to the organization. The lucrative activities of the OPC have equally motivated social deviants who take advantage of the organization’s platform to extort money from the public, most of the time through intimidation. Activities of these groups have painted the image of the organization bad in the sight of some people. The leadership of the OPC does not deny the existence of these categories of joiners, but explains even in public media that such is expected for an organization the size of OPC. According to Otunba Gani Adams, the organization has different internal mechanism of sanitizing and disciplining its membership and ones conplaint is received that OPC members are abusing their privilege, the organization promptly responds through its network of authority.
“If anybody is terrorising people and pretending to be OPC member, our coordinator of the area will be detailed to handle that. The coordinator will call the zonal leader of that place and we can find out if he is a member or an impostor” (Adams 2008).

Another method of keeping OPC members in check is through the process of initiation of new member by making them swear to an oath which confirms allegations from the public that elements motivated purely by ulterior reasons are infiltrating the OPC. He speaks further
“Let me first talk of the initiation.  Initiation was not on when our membership was smaller. But we started initiation with increasing membership. We initiate in broad day light, it is not as if we operate like a secret society. Now there is a procedure for that which is part of our heritage. Our forefathers made friend in time past by bringing water and iron and swearing an oath of loyalty to prevent betrayal. Assuming we did not follow that procedure, OPC would have been very notorious and uncontrollable than it is today. As a result of the oath, none of our members can turn to a criminal” (Adams 2008).

The facts enumerated above clearly addressed our research question that examined the motivation of membership of MASSOB and OPC which has shown that different motivations largely drive individuals into these organizations. This difference is shown in the way the two organizations operate and the way members of the two organizations perceive themselves and their organization.

4:2:7 Determinants of Cooperation
Rebellion organizations face the danger of running into disarray given the formidable opposition posed by state machine often deployed against them unless the organization maintains an effective absorptive strategy. In other words, the rebellion organization must ensure that it remains cohesive through the creation of a resilient internal structure and also ensuring that there is a loyal and united rank and file membership as the only means of survival. Again, to surmount the inevitable onslaught by state security operative means that the organization’s chain of commands and systems of control must be rock solid. For instance Sanin (2004) remarked that the success of FARC in Columbia stems from its ability to scrupulously control the material benefits accruing to its members from their activities, prohibits looting and encourages ascetic lifestyle aim at eliminating greed among the members. In what ways have both MASSOB and OPC been able to maintain discipline among its members and what are the internal mechanisms within the organizations to ensure cohesion. This addresses our objective that seeks to examine the nature and character of the two organizations.
For clandestine organizations, survival implies that there must be conscious effort to ensure that recruits at the point of entry subscribe fully to the objectives and acceptance of the leadership so as to extract commitment to the organization’s activities and goals. This process requires a thorough screening of applicants at the point of entry. Important as this exercise is, it must be juxtaposed with the element of membership strength which is a vital security fall back against attack from state security operatives. In other words strigent conditions that have the potentials of turning away potential joiners must be avoided. This is because, huge membership of ethnic organizations functions as a counteracting agent against government suppression especially a central government that is perceived to be dominated by individuals from a domineering ethnic group as is the case with Nigeria where the Hausa-Fulani ethnic group from the north is seen as dominating the others. Aware of these facts, both MASSOB and OPC are very liberal in their admission processes into the organizations but positions within the organizations are filled by individuals who have demonstrated commitment to the organizations through active participation in groups’ activities and duration of membership.  It is these two vital factors that the two organizations consider before placing individuals in various positions though consideration of level of educational attainment is also very important. The two organizations have highly disciplined members who are always conscious of the dangers in divulging information about the organization. My experience in the field proved this very fact given the different clearance from chains of hierarchy before interviews were granted for this study. This was similar to the experience of Yvan Guichaoua who carried out a study on the OPC in 2006. In his words’
‘Questionnaire has been handed in to factional leaders before actual survey took place and has been accepted as such. (Naïve) attempts were made to obtain lists of local leaders and their group members. Unsurprisingly this objective was not met but formal clearance was granted to carryout the survey. In the end, personal contacts with local intermediaries in Ibadan and Lagos proved to be the most efficient route to gain access to the lowest but decisive level of authority within the movement: the zonal coordinator. Zonal coordinators, and only them could grant us access to the rank and file members’ (Giuchaoua 2006).

The graphic shows that despite regular contacts between all tiers of the organizational hierarchy, the activities and supervision of the grassroots followers depend on the immediate supervisor. The OPC structure gives large margins of manoeuvre to its representative; MASSOB is more closely knitted organization. But how did the organizations achieve this level of discipline. 
Our findings reveal that MASSOB and OPC have different strategies of maintaining cohesion and discipline. For instance, the OPC as a policy takes new recruits into the organization into a process of oath administration, a technique used not only to retain membership but to ensure that organizational secrets are not divulged by rank and file members without clearance. Though Dr Faseun denied the practice of oath taking, Chief Adams defended it as accepted Yoruba culture that practitioners should not be ashamed of (Adams 2008, Faseun 2008). The effectiveness of Chief Adams to hold his followers in awe through this technique relied heavily on his recruitment policy. He was accused by Faseun of being responsible for the division of OPC into youth and elders’ faction but the towering profile of Adams and his faction of the OPC subsume any effort to disabuse people’s mind on OPC’s involvement in such practices. Even the responses of our questionnaire points to the entrenched notion of juju and spiritualism on the part OPC compared to MASSOB. For instance when they were asked on their reward after groups’ activities, over 30 percent of OPC respondents claimed that juju was one of such as against a mere 12 percent of MASSOB respondents. It is however instructive to note that when asked on the nature of activities within the organization, 49 per cent of OPC respondents against 57 MASSOB respondents claimed they engage in spiritual activities. However, the spiritual activity performed by both organization are different as can be inferred from our in-depth interviews, whereas the OPC leader Chief Gani Adams clearly identifies with OPC’s reliance on juju, MASSOB leaders Ralph Uwazurike and Benjamin Onuegbu deny the use of juju in MASSOB activities. The spiritual activity which MASSOB respondents claimed according to them is the Christian prayer and fasting that have come to form a core of MASSOB’s activities. The organization believes that the Igbo are one of the lost tribes of Israel and that the experiences they are undergoing in Nigeria is part of the tribulation they must experience until the appointed time when God shall deliver them from oppression and grant them freedom in their own state of Biafra. This thinking is widely held by MASSOB activists and so a department of Religious Affairs is part of MASSOB’s structure that handles spiritual affairs. Though it has been reported that MASSOB members disarmed soldiers who came to attack them using traditional spiritual method (Okonkwo 2006), emphasis on Igbo Christian heritage as reflected in prayers and fasting before activities could account for the significant response by MASSOB members on spiritualism. For the OPC, it is well known that traditional spiritualism is part of its method of operation and one of the leaders does not shy away from that. Guichaoua (2006) has remarked that there are OPC members whose expertise knowledge of juju/spiritualism has elevated their position and utility in the organization, some of them patrons of the organization in charge of mediating conflicts and settling disputes. The entrenched belief is that higher profile OPC members including Gani Adams have the ability temporarily to petrify their enemies and so when new members are recruited into the organization, they go through the process of oath taking and initiation through progressive learning of the use of juju. These provoke fear in OPC’s potential enemies and gives OPC credibility within its area of operation.
For the OPC, these techniques apart from instilling self confidence on the members, also ensures organizational cohesion because violation of the oath may have very serious consequences for the culprit. This is not the case with MASSOB, but the prominence given to their Christianity identity as the reason why they are marginalized and oppressed triggers members’ commitment to the organization. 
In other word, common experience has helped MASSOB to stick together, but OPC has been held together by coercion. Accordingly, it is easier to become an ex-MASSOB than ex-OPC members. However, on general terms, we can assert that one important element that is powerful in holding the two organizations together is social capital. These are emotional attachment individual members of an organization derive through constant interaction with others in the sense that someone is there to share your triumph and failures which creates sense of belongingness.  In all, the bottomline is that MASSOB’s and OPC’s approach to maintaining cohesion varies. Whereas OPC relies heavily on instilling fear of repercussion on members who defy the organization and its leadership, the MASSOB, operates a system that relies heavily on the disposition of the individual member, calculation of gains derived from interest, personal bonds and even social capital constitute the key factors determining continued membership.

4:2:8 Micro-Group Responses
Through the rhetorics of leaders of MASSOB and OPC issues of marginalization, injustice and unfair treatment of their ethnic group reverbate as reasons behind the formation of both organizations. In other words, the motive for their formation and nature of their activities are geared towards correcting these anomalies. From the foregoing, it becomes imperative to examine these issues and determine to what extent these organizations represent the aspirations of their publics so as to address the objective of the study relating to that. If that is the case, then we should ask; to what degree are the organizations and their membership entrenched into their communities?
To determine this question we had to focus on membership of the two organizations to find out the degree of attachment with their community through such parameters as marital statuses, family ties and place of abode as inicated in Table 4:4.  The results show a high degree of social integration of OPC and MASSOB members into their communities. What this implies is that the members of the two organizations constitute an integral part of such societies and so will naturally share the feelings and concerns of such society. For instance a little less than half of our respondents in both organizations claimed that they are married. The number of respondents from the OPC is 48 percent whereas for the MASSOB it is 46 percent. What we can deduce from this is that family consideration will be uppermost in the members as they deliberate on strategies of carrying out their activities in terms of the implications and the risks involved in those actions. What this means is that moderation aught to be the natural consideration and so extreme socially deviant behaviours that has the capacity of jeopardizing the interest of their family members are likely to be avoided. This is more so when we look at same table, we realise those members of the two organizations are not only married but the proportions of them that have children are very significant. For the OPC the number is higher than those who claimed that they are not married unlike MASSOB where the number nearly corresponds. Though explanation for this might call for another study, our interest is on the factors that can affect actions of the members of the organizations. An organization with a large proportion of its members imbued with family responsibility to take care of, can hardly transform into full blown militia organization. When the members of an organization are part of their communities, it makes it easier for them to respond to the problems of the people more effectively than institutions of the state might do as it is the case with the Nigerian police. The OPC has carved a niche in this regard. The OPC’s involvement in providing security for its community stem from the fact that criminality is a huge concern in Yoruba land as in other parts of Nigeria. (Alemika & Chukwuma 2005). The OPC’s visibility in this sector has created a huge impact in the sense that the organization is viewed more as the ‘police force’ ordinary people can rely on. In going about this task, OPC arrests criminals some of whom are sometimes handed over to the police but most often are subjected to instant justice because of the unreliability of the police who are not trusted to prosecute such fellows. Even though this amount to extra-judicial measure, the liquidation of such arrested fellow has led to reduction of the incidence of armed robbery in the southwest (Guichaoua 2006).
Another area that shows greater integration and acceptability of the OPC by its public is its provision of judicial services. Given the obstacle in formal process of dispute settlement that forces people to choose alternative traditional routes, OPC has gained tremendous popularity in these areas through its meticulous arbitration of landlord/tenant issues, collection of debts among others (Okechukwu 2000). This aspect of OPC’s activity which clearly shows that the organization has emerged as an informal actor regulating Yoruba society is boosted by the identity of its local leaders who generally share many affiliations as members of such other traditional society as the “oro” or members of labour unions (Nolte 2004). In fact, OPC has defended the interests of workers threatened with or dismissed from their workplaces (Omole 2005). Through personal networks of its members, OPC has been enmeshed in the activities of many other organizations of informal social regulation and the ability to bridge gaps between the organizations, and to ensure delivery of public service where formal institutions has failed is what has marked the organization out ( Okechukwu 2000).
Also, the OPC recommends vigilantes in its area of influence; returns recovered stolen goods to their owners and mediate between conflicting parties. However, beneficiaries of these services pay according to their social status. The local OPC leader sees these avenues as lucrative because of what accrues to them from such transaction (Faseun 2008). However, the booty that is gained from the provision of these services is not appropriated solely by the members or their immediate officers, as the national body of the OPC is entitled to ten percent of whatever is paid to these individuals.
Another area we can speak of the OPC is its intrumentalization by local politicians which was alluded to by Faseun himself while referring to the activities of Chief Gani Adams faction of the organization (Faseun 2008). Though on the surface, it appears like an ideological conflict that led to the division, beneath the surface are squabble for the control the organization and the perquisites therefrom. For instance, Faseun’s grouse with Gani Adams was on the use of OPC as mercenaries to serve the inordinate ambitions of politicians. 
But this notwithstanding, the OPC has warmed itself into the hearts of the Yoruba public by intervening to advance their interests even if it calls for violent actions against other groups. Such examples include OPC meddlesomeness in Ilorin chieftaincy conflict between the Afonjas and the Fulani ruling families, the Sagamu imbroglio against the Hausa, the Ketu-Mile 12 market disturbance, and the Apapa wharf Dock Workers conflict among many others. In all these disputes, OPC had intervened to push the interests of its micro-group. These violent actions which have led to loss of lives and properties inadvertently helped OPC to consolidate its support base among its micro-group and entrenching the perception of OPC as a liberator. 
For the MASSOB, the scenario is different but relationship with the micro-group has been cordial and supportive as stated by Uwazurike and Onuegbu, both of whom claimed that the support for MASSOB among the Igbo is solid ( Onuegbu 2008,Uwazurike 2008). This claim might be difficult to measure but one event that alluded to this is the calls made by MASSOB for a sit-at–home on August 26, 2004, September 2005 and May 14, 2007 all of which witnessed massive compliance inspite of appeals to the contrary by state government authorities and security agencies as indicated by newspaper reports. Commenting on the issue, Maduabum who writes for kwenu.com opined that the success of those events contributed to the growth and popularity of the organization among Igbo publics. As he puts it:
“The outfit won the heart of the masses when it staged a successful and peaceful one-day sit-at-home strike two years ago and another two-day sit-at-home strike a year later, to protest the continuous detention of their leader. The latter act alone gave the outfit even more popularity. Since then, the outfit has grown bigger and stronger” (Maduabum 2006).

The implication of these is that the Igbo regards MASSOB as a credible organization that intends to correct the perceived injustice and marginalization of their ethnic group even when a substantial number (44.8 percent) still have faith in the corporate existence of the country which is at variance with the organizations agenda (Onu 2001:21). Those events which demonstrated the support base of the organization among the Igbo public evoke thoughts of transforming the organization into a social pressure group in the mould of the OPC (Nnanna 2007). This view became necessary following the conclusion of 2003 General Elections in Nigeria. Nnanna reasoned that MASSOB’s seamless transmutation into a liberation ‘army’ came about by two factors (Nnanna 2007). The realization of Igbo elites that used to scorn MASSOB,that such stance may be at their detriment politically given the support base of the organization and the reinforcement of the perception held by MASSOB members that the Igboland is conquered following the reported massive rigging of 2003 general elections in the area. Nnanna had noted that Igbo governors that were elected in 2003 and other political bigwigs, most notably Achike Udenwa who was governor of Imo State during his first tenure, called the bluff of the MASSOB, but after realising the growing influence of the group, invited the leadership to a meeting with key Ohanaeze leaders as witnesses to work out a way forward (Nnanna 2007). At the meeting, Udenwa denied ever being against MASSOB or its goals, but advised for a change of tactics by the organization. Udenwa had feared that support for MASSOB by groups like Biafra Libertion Mandate could spell doom for him if his perceived hostility to MASSOB and Biafra persisted (Nnanna 2007). 
To be politically correct, Udenwa had pointed out that the OPC had the same goals as MASSOB and in fact, indulges in open violent acts, but security operatives find it difficult to go after them because their name gives an impression of a legal ethnic platform. He also pointed out that whenever OPC got into trouble, scores of Yoruba lawyers rally to its aid and when Ganiyu Adams wedded, five Southwest governors attended and gave him a car gift each. Similarly, Obasanjo appointed Ganiyu Adams, whom his administration once declared wanted into a peace committee where he sat with the likes of Shehu Malami and respected traditional rulers (Nnanna 2007). He however reasoned that the same could not happen to MASSOB, as its adoption of the title of ‘sovereign’ and ‘Biafra’ renders it illegal, subversive and treasonable ab initio and suggested to MASSOB to change its name to something less ‘offensive’, as that could open the floodgate to massive material, political and logistic support from every Igbo person in and out of Nigeria.
Those lines of advice were flatly rejected by Ralph Uwazurike thus reinforcing the antagonism between Igbo mainstream elite and the MASSOB, a behaviour that is not thought of in the OPC where respect for elders are upheld by the membership. OPC never openly rebuff advice from the Yoruba elite even though Faseun stated in interviews that Gani Adams violated peace overtures arranged by prominent Yoruba elite including the Oni of Ife.
However, it is important to state that OPC members’ penchant to render social services to its publics where they are needed is because they are more entrenched with these publics than MASSOB. From the results obtained from our questionnaire as indicated in Table 6, it was obvious that more OPC members live among the people than MASSOB members, (about 58 percent to 49 percent) respectively. On the issue of acquaintance with the people, more OPC members claim that they are known in their neighbourhood than MASSOB members. This is very significant and explains why the OPC is more protected than the MASSOB in terms of micro-group relationship.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5:1 Summary
This study examined the phenomenon of ethnic militia and sub-nationalism in Nigeria by undertaking a comparative analysis of Odua People’s Congress (OPC) and Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra (MASSOB). This became necessary because of the preponderance of violence-oriented ethnic organizations and the centrifugal nature of their activities that impact negatively on the course of nation-building in Nigeria. This new form of subnationalism which is pervading the country has its root in colonization, prior to the country’s attainment of self-rule. The militarization of the civil society, stemming from the years of military dictatorship, counpounded by the character of the Nigerian state and its political economy contributed to this development. The result is the proliferation of ethnic based organizations making various demands on the Nigerian state and operating outside the confines of the law. The response of the democratic government to these developments has tended to exacerbate the situation because of the tactics of repression which were incidentally used by succesive military administrations and so, rather than abate; the spate of subnationalism in the country has intensified.
Given this backdrop, the study focused on ethnic militia as a weapon of subnationalism using the specific cases of MASSOB and OPC, two ethnic organizations from two of the three major ethnic groups in Nigeria. The study attempted to find out if these organizations are spontaneous development in the political system or isolated cases emanating from different circumstances. In this regard, attention was given to efforts at discovering the factors that contributed to the emergence of the organizations, the motivation for membership, the profile of the recruits as well as the strategies adopted by the organizations in their recruitment and retention processes. Attention was also focused on finding out the tactics employed by the organization to realize their professed objectives as well as the degree of support base among their publics.
In other to establish the degree of variability of the two organizations that we studied, certain questions were raised. Can we attribute the same causal factors as motivation for the emergence and persistence of MASSOB or OPC? Given their nature, character and operation, can MASSOB or OPC be classified as militia organization in the real sense of the word?  To what degree is MASSOB or OPC representative of the aspirations of their ethnic groups? What socio-economic conditions created avenues for these groups to fester and how similar are the motives that drive joiners? 
These questions were posed in other to enable us realize the objective of comparing MASSOB and OPC as consequences of subnationalism in Nigeria as well as to enable us compare the structures, strategies and modus operandi of the organizations so as to determine if any of the two organizations can be classified as a militia organization. We also intended to determine the motivation of membership into these organizations as well as the socio-economic conditions that make it possible.
To achieve these, the study combined aspects of qualitative and quantitative data gathering techniques. In this regard, the study employed primary sources such as surveys and key informant interviews, whereas the secondary sources derive from documented materials such as books, journals, conference reports, periodicals including newspapers and magazines as well as internet sources. The goal of the survey was to reach the rank and file members of the two organizations so as to elicit information about their profiles, life histories, motivation and activities within the organizations. The survey questionnaire was in a set of two hundred, and it contains forty-two item questions administered to the members of the two organizations, fifty each in Lagos, Ibadan, Onitsha and Owerri. Apart from the survey, some major activists within the organization were identified and interviews conducted to obtain information useful to the study from them. Such key informants included the leaders of the OPC, Dr Fredrick Faseun and Otunba Gani Adams as well as leaders of MASSOB, Benjamin Onuegbu and Ralph Uwazurike. In addition to this method, documented materials were widely consulted to support the findings derived from the primary sources of data which apart from their importance in the main analysis were also useful guide on the trend of literature on the subject matter.
In chapter two, the focus was on review of existing knowledge on the subject matter. The views derived from the literature clearly established the conceptual basis of the study’s key words such as militia, ethnic militia; subnationalism and the dominant theoretical formulation of existing literature. Such included the theories that explain why identity politics manifesting as materialistic tendencies occur including the perspective of primordialism, instrumentalism and social constructivism. The view that these theories might not adequately explain the motivation by individuals to enlist in rebellion organizations was anchored on the economic analysis of conflict and the Bakerian tradition in the understanding of criminal behaviour with the analysis centring on greed and grievances as the major element of motivation.
After the detailed review of the literature related to the subject matter, the study adopted the theory of instrumentalism which views ethnicity as a means to some specific political end in the sense that it is the ambitious elite who manipulate ethnicity to further their personal interests.
In chapter three, the study delved into an in-depth background analysis of subnationalism and ethnic militia movement in Nigeria. Regard was given to exposing the factors necessitating the formation and growth of Oodua Peoples Congress and the Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra. We found out that the phenomenon of violent ethnic organizations has its root in the colonial era of Nigeria. This is because the colonial administrators took advantage of the diverse nature of the country to further their interest of accumulation through divide and rule policy. It was this environment of inter ethnic distrust, hatred and rivalry that moulded the character of the Nigerian state and reflected in the politics of decolonization. This character of the Nigerian state, which was also repressive, was not altered fundamentally after independence, and so the triumphant ethnic elite who captured the state and succeeded the colonialists were perceived differently by other ethnic groups thus instigating rivalry between them in the contest for power and resources. This tendency largely led to the intermittent violent ethnic eruptions witnessed in the country since then, including a civil war that pitched the Igbo dominated eastern region against the rest of the country. Even though that rebellion was crushed, the issues that led to the war were not addressed by the post war administrations in the country.
These of course implied that replications of the same situation in the future will likely occurr because the agitation was simply silenced by force. It was also argued in the study that the intrusion by an ethnicised military into the Nigerian politics and its domineering role contributed significantly to the transformation of subnationalism. This occurred as a result of the annihilation of pan Nigerian civil society organizations that were challenging the perpetuation of the military class in power, thus creating disempowered elite that had no other option but recline to ethnic cocoons as platform for mobilizing opposition against their hold and retention of power in the country. That accounted directly for the formation of OPC in 1994 given the dominant sentiment among the Yoruba that the annulment of June 12, 1993 presidential election was a ploy by the Hausa-Fulani dominated military ruling class to prevent a power shift to their ethnic group, hence the formation of a militant organization to act as counter.
The success of the OPC and other Yoruba groups in forcing other parts of the country to concede to the Yoruba ethnic group the presidency in 1999 as well as the ingredients of democracy that came about following the transfer of power from the military to civilians contributed significantly to encourage the replication of such tendency in other parts of the country including the Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra founded in 1999.
In chapter four, the fieldwork results were presented graphically using tables and charts to show and compare the results of the two organizations under study. The information was interpreted and explained lucidly using the data obtained from key informant interviews and documented materials. We also undertook a comparative analysis of the two organizations in which we discussed the findings of the study under eight broad units of analysis each of which addressed one or an aspect of our research objectives within establish perspectives in extant literature.

5: 2 Research Findings
One striking finding of this study shows that OPC and MASSOB were manifestations of subnationalism that emanated from the unattended issues surrounding Nigeria’s national question. These issues include citizenship, representation, resource control and allocation as well as access to and use of power in Nigeria. These lingering issues stem from the character of the Nigerian state which promotes ethnic loyalty against civic loyalty. This tendency has reflected in Nigerian political life prior to independence and has been re-invented in forms including the prevalent ethnic militia organizations that operate outside of the confines of the law. Both OPC and MASSOB were founded on the rhetorics of defending threatened interests of the Igbo and Yoruba respectively. The members see the Nigerian state as unjust and oppressive. This attitude makes it easier for the elite to instrumentalize ethnic publics for the advancement of parochial interests.
Another finding of the study shows that both OPC and MASSOB by their nature, character and activities possess attributes of militia organization. However these attributes vary in the two organizations. Both, however, lack some attributes that are present in typical militia organisations such as FARC, Kamil Rouge and PKK. For instance, both organizations lacked such attributes like absolute control of safe heaven territory and training camps or training module on use of arms. Furthermore our study arrived at the conclusion that it has not yet been proven that both organizations have stockpile of armouries thus leading us to the conclusion that the two Nigerian militia organizations can not be placed on the same pedestal with such renowned militia organizations such as FARC, Kamil Rouge, PKK or IRA even though both posses the potentials of transforming into full blown militia movements.
The study also revealed that both OPC and MASSOB enjoy some level of acceptance among the Yoruba and Igbo publics respectively even though the degree of support varies significantly between the two organizations. Apart from the large followership in terms of membership of over 6 million for OPC and 15 million for MASSOB, certain roles and events have given these claims credence. MASSOB for instance, has demonstrated repeatedly that it controls the Igbo public as shown by the success of its sit-at-home calls which were successfully staged in August 2006, September 2005 and May 2008. These calls recorded huge compliance rate across the south east states, notwithstanding the ferocious campaign against the strikes by governments and security operatives. On another hand, the OPC’s support based can be measured from the confidence reposed on the organization by Yoruba public to perform such functions as crime fighting, vigilantism and social regulator. Apart from that, OPC leaders are accorded respect in gatherings of Yoruba or even southwest governments. The several meetings called by Yoruba elite including the Oni of Ile-Ife, the most revered Yoruba traditional ruler and the governor of Ogun state Gbenga Daniel attest to this fact.
Another finding from the study shows that ideological consideration is very paramount as a major motive of enlistment into MASSOB and OPC even though we cannot completely dismiss economic rationale because a large chunk of MASSOB and OPC joiners operate at the informal sector of the economy which has witnessed tremendous growth as a result of the economic recession in Nigeria since the early 1980s. But this notwithstanding, the perversion of the Nigerian political system elevates emotive issues which reflected in the attitude and perception of the various publics in Nigeria. Latching on these, members of the elite who covet power/resources whip up such sentiments, thus making it easy to mobilize along ethnic lines. In this case, resistance against the annulment of June 12, 1993 presidential elections was used as a populist issue to mobilize recruits for the OPC. For MASSOB, the perceived mistreatment of Igbo presidential contenders during Abdulsalami’s transition program, initial appointment of the Obasanjo-led democratic government which was perceived as continuation of the policy of marginalization and reports of Igbo falling victims of riots and disturbances outside Igbo land was used by Uwazurike to mobilze recruits. Based on the above stated facts, we found that ideological factors are very important for initial decision of recruits to join the organizations. Beyond these, other factors are significant in explaining the continuation of membership of these organizations such as material gains for the OPC where membership guarantees opportunity for economic advancement through social services performed by the organization and the economic empowerment schemes encourgaged by the organization. For the MASSOB, retention of membership is premised more on benefis derived from chains of relationship acquired through social interactions and the opportunities those ties offer members of the organization. Immediate material gains thus become secondary.  

5: 3 Policy Implications of Findings
One important finding from this study is the fact of ideological factor borne out of grievance against the Nigerian political system. Therefore those issues that alienate the masses from the state upon which certain elite could use to mobilize a rebellion against the state must be eliminated. Most of these issues revolve around resource control, citizenship rights, access to power and economic resources and representation. Discriminatory policies that emphasise differences in Nigeria such as the state of origin clause as a basis for transaction with federal and state governments should be eliminated to create a sense of belonging.
The zero-sum politics of Nigeria that throws up frustrated elite because of lack of consensus and power sharing can be reduced through the institution of a system of power sharing. This can be achieved by taking a second look at the system of governance by the consideration of parliamentary system or proportional representation that can accommodate the interest of the various groups in the country.
In addition to this is the sincere effort to consolidate Nigeria democracy to encourage wider participation in the governance process. This will create the condition for the emergence of accountability in government which would be amenable to the opinion of the people. This can be achieved through the reform of the Nigerian electoral system so as to guarantee credible and fraud free elections. 
From the study we found that economic factors; especially the socio-economic condition of the people creates a crucial factor for recruitments into the organizations most of whom are at the informal sector. Policies that expand the formal sector and reduces the poverty level in the country would narrow the pool for recruitment.
Related to this is deliberate improvement by the government in the provision of social services which have been completely taken over by these organizations. So, effectiveness of state security operatives will close the space through which these organization gain legitimacy among the people.
A retraining programme similar to the post-amnesty programme of the Niger Delta that would aim at absorbing some of them into the formal sector to assist the government in community policing will not be out of place. This is imperative given the fact that they understand the communities and the supervision of the government would make their assistance in this regard worthy. 
To scuttle the support bases of these organizations, the government should initiate social welfare programmes for the citizens and respond to their needs so as to earn their loyalty and commitment to the country which is not currently the same.
5:4 Conclusion
The Nigerian state is a creation of violence and since inception has been held together via violent means. This is typified by the character of colonial and military administrations which had together dominated greater proportion of the country’s political life. An aspect that complemented the violent hold of the country is the tactics of playing up the diversity of the country by pitching one ethnic group against another as a strategy of regime entrenchment; tactics used by both colonial and military administrations to hold on to power. This style of administration, of course awakened ethnic consciousness giving rise to inter-ethnic suspicions and distrusts in Nigerians. This tendency has been visible in the country’s political process in the sense that politics is clouded by rival ethnic competition for hegemony. That rival hegemonic competition that took ethno-regional lines during the process of decolonization eventually degenerated into a civil war shortly after independence.
Those issues that led to the war which still linger today as the ‘national question’ were virtually neglected and not addressed by the ruling elite who over the years  have gravitated into sectional elite that uses the machinery of the state to further parochial and sectional interests. The frustrations that attended exclusion from power and resources, as well as the annihilation of national platforms of opposition created the condition for the emergence of militant ethnic organizations, a new form of subnationalism manifestation in the country exemplified in OPC and MASSOB.
The activities, agenda and modus operandi of these organizations such as OPC and MASSOB sometimes go beyond the tolerable constitutional limits and threaten the stability and survival of the state. The management of this development by the state which has tended to be more of repression has not yielded any positive outcome but has rather led to the radicalization of the organizations. This is why it became imperative to carry out the study as a way of finding out whether these developments that are dotted across the length and breadth of the country were spontaneous or circumstantial. 
One thing that can however not be taken away is the fact that OPC and MASSOB are developments that emerged from the dynamics of the Nigerian political processes. As such, the study achieved its objective that examined how the organization emerged as a new form of subnationalism in Nigeria. That it was the contradictions of the Nigerian political system where politics has been defined in the line of ethnic connotation thus constituting the breeding ground for rhetorics of subnationalism to thrive. That issues relating to the national question were not addressed by the ruling elite in Nigeria. This is what has directly led to the emergence of these organizations because if there were no issues of June 12 presidential election annulment in Nigeria, the OPC would have probably not been formed, neither would MASSOB, if the project of the three R’s (Reconciliation, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction) declared by the military government of General Yakubu Gowon in 1970 were sincerely carried out in a way that fully re-integrates the Igbo back into the Nigerian society as equal stakeholders. 
These lingering issues make it easier for elites excluded or marginalized from the equation of power, to see no other choice but to recline into mobilizing along ethnic lines as a means of re-integrating back into the arena of power. And when this power is controlled by sectional ruling elite that have at its disposal the machinery of the state and its vast resources with which it suppresses its competitors from other sections as it is the case with Nigeria, it makes the formation of organizations in the mould of OPC and MASSOB the only viable option for those marginalized elite.
Be that as it may, the desire to establish organizations of that manner is one, the ability to make a success of it, however, rests on several factors, which included the ideological disposition of the members of the ethnic group, the economic condition and the perception that drives behaviour. All these factors were thoroughly examined so as to determine the motivation of individuals, especially the rank and file membership of both organizations. Though no single factor was identified as responsible for driving membership, the assumption that this motivation varies between the two organizations is not entirely correct because it was discovered that the motive of grievance against the state which places politics above every other consideration was the major motivation for a greater proportion of members of the two organizations. However, economic factor to some extent motivated a good portion of OPC joiners who enlisted into the organization after the transition to democracy in 1999. The decline in economic opportunities and mass unemployment that resulted from the economic policies of adjustment over the years prior to the formation of these organizations, created a large army of the unemployed. These deep frustrations that threw up an army of people who are ready to vent their anger on the system using any means including violence were significant for the success of OPC and MASSOB in recruitments. This alone does not provide sufficient condition for enlistment, as the overriding factor that motivated a large number of individuals was related to issues of perceived marginalization and injustice to their ethnic group. 
It is therefore grievances that contributed significantly to the support these organizations received from their publics’ majority of who share in the feelings of marginalization and injustice. However, the OPC earned some of the support through the rendering of social services to its community especially in areas where state institutions have proved incapable of providing adequate security And this is where the difference between the OPC and MASSOB come out clearly confirming our assumption that the modus operandi of the two groups is not similar. For the OPC, the agenda is the reformation of the Nigerian project whereas for the MASSOB, the agenda does not forsee Nigeria as reformable, and so justifies the demand for the dismemberment of the country to enable the emergence of an independent Biafran state where the Igbo ethnic group will constitute the dominant ethnic group. As a result, the approaches of the two organizations are different; OPC operates as a social pressure for the Yoruba ethnic group whereas MASSOB operates as a separatist group, even though the two organizations still have a meeting point. 
5:5 Recommendations
The prevalence of violence-oriented ethnic organizations in Nigeria is rooted in the Nigerian national question. This has continued to linger as is the case with developments in MASSOB and OPC, the consequence of which is stunting of the process of nation building and national development in the country.
Therefore, the issue must be addressed in a sincere manner. Towards this end, the government must change its high-handed approach to management of ethnicity. The government has to restrategize away from containing and repressing these manifestations to positive engagement of the groups in an open discussion and dialogue. The tendencies of the government towards arresting and prosecuting the leaders of these organizations as is the case with several arrests of OPC and MASSOB leaders has not solved the problem, instead it has escalated ethnic conflict and further radicalized the groups.
As such, there is a need for the federal government to convene a forum for national dialogue where nationality groups and other interests groups in the Nigerian society would meet to meaningfully express their feelings about the Nigerian state and discuss their ideas on how the country can move forward.
This is necessary because the history of ethnic conflicts and strifes which most often have come with trail of loss of lives has continued to expose and remind the managers of the state, its gross artificiality. This is more apt so as to ensure that a process is created to give ethnic nationalities ample opportunity to express their unique culture and aspirations for self-determination as a way of generating national consensus which is presently lacking in Nigeria. This is very crucial and important as well as imperative to create conditions for social justice and equity to warrant an environment that will allow equal opportunities for every citizen of Nigeria, including equal rights and access to power irrespective of ethnic background.
Apart from the necessity of organizing a national dialogue, attempts must be made to create roles for the members of these ethnic organizations especially the leadership cadre of the groups whom this study has shown were motivated into mobilizing along ethnic lines because of the narrow political and economic space in the country. The cases of OPC and MASSOB as stated in the study are clear examples; the two organizations are creation of the Nigerian society, especially the failure of its national leadership. For example, the annulment of the June 12 presidential election in 1993 and the repression of the agitators canvassing for its validation led to the formation of OPC, whereas, MASSOB was formed in 1999 because the founder perceived that the democratic regime was not ready to end what he perceived as the deliberate marginalization of the Igbo since the end of the civil war which has left them out of the power equation in the country. Creating a system that gives all the peoples of Nigeria a sense of belonging will diffuse the popularity these ethnic organizations and stifle the incentive to formation and recruitment of members in the country.
For the survival of the state, it is imperative for the federal government to embark on the process of ethnic reconciliation in Nigeria as a way of correcting the discord, suspicion and hatred that had root in colonialism. This can be achieved by convening a forum where genuine leaders of ethnic nationalities in Nigeria gather periodically to discuss issues of ethnic relations which is often suppressed in Nigeria. The proposed dialogue, covering issues of ethnicity, will help the government to formulate policies and programmes that can lead to amicable resolutions of differences and end the myth that Nigerians can never agree on those issues. The conscious attempt at open debate and discussion will promote understanding, compromises and platform for designing programmes aimed at building inter ethnic friendship which would be a useful way of winning trust and confidence necessary for the unity and progress of the country.
To create the condition for unity and stability, necessary for the socio-political and economic development of the country, the government should establish Centres for Ethnic Studies in at least six universities spread across the country’s geographical zones, where it becomes impracticable for every university whether public or private to establish same. The centre will serve as a repository of learning and education in ethnic matters for policy makers and government officials. These centres will be concerned with developing ethnic and cultural models for promoting unity, peace and harmony among the Nigerian ethnic groups. The centres will also train ethnic and cultural officers who will integrate Nigeria’s diversity into the educational system from the primary to tertiary level. It will also sponsor and undertake research and development into all aspects of Nigeria’s diversity in ethnicity, arts and culture, including organizing conferences, seminars and workshops. The centres by these will provide and keep a dossier on knowledge of each ethnic group in the country, known and unknown, in areas such as culture, language, traditional religion, aspiration and economic potentiality and help to preserve the heritage of the Nigerian ethnic groups for posterity.
Those issues which engender resource competition and the character of the Nigerian state need to be addressed. This is because the Nigerian state as presently constituted is seen as an arena for accumulation of wealth. The fault-lines of ethnic and religious divisions in the country make it easy for the elite to manipulate and politicise ethnicity to advance self interests given the weak and distorted political economy of the country where a large army of vulnerable unemployed and disillusioned population abound. There is a need for a national programme of empowerment of the country’s vast poor to remove the conditions that make joining ethnically based militant organization possible. To sustain such a programme, there is need to enthrone a truly democratic government in the country. For this to happen, civil society groups, the media, community based organizations and religious organizations have to collaborate in enlightenment programmes and citizen mobilization that engages the political system to become more citizen oriented. These efforts which will help to de-politicize ethnicity would naturally instill an image of patriotism which shall in turn foster national integration.

5:6 Contribution of Study to Knowledge
i.	The study has shown that ethnic militia; particularly MASSOB and OPC emerged as expressions of sub-nationalism arising from the weakness and inability of the Nigerian state to resolve perceived marginalization by some sections of the society.
ii.	The study has also shown that ethnic cleavages have become a political refuge for marginalised political entities because of inequitable political representation at the central government level.
iii.	The study has also demonstrated that socio-economic considerations and personal idosyncracies of prime movers led to the militarization of MASSOB and OPC.
iv.	The study has also shown that some inherent contradictions in the Nigeria federal system, especially the inequality among sub units contribute to sub-nationalism and the violent orientation of MASSOB and OPC.
v.	The study has also shown that the closely knitted structures of the two militia groups are significant factors for their resilience in the face of violent response from the state.

5:7 Suggestions for further Research
i.	Further research in this area should focus more on the collective feelings at the micro level. In other words, a community level analysis to determine what non-militia members think about the militia organization needs to be undertaken. 
ii.	Also there is need to determine the impact of ethnic militia on the socio-political environment in Nigeria. In other words, an empirically focussed study to determine its impact on Nigeria’s democratic development is imperative. 
iii.	Another area that requires further exposition is the external dimension of the activities of ethnic militia in Nigeria and the perception of the international community to the development and operation of these organizations in Nigeria.
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APPENDIX ONE
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AD – Alliance for Democracy
APC – Arewa Peoples Congress
APP – All Peoples Party
ASUU – Academic Staff Union of Universities
BHR – Biafra Human Right
BIAMUBS – Biafra Must Be Society
BLF – Biafra Liberation Foundation
BLM – Biafra Liberation Mandate
CD – Campaign for Democracy
CDC – Constitutional Drafting Committee
COBLIG – Coalition for Biafra Liberation Groups
CODESRIA – Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa
CRISE – Centre for Research on Inequality, Human Security and Ethnicity
CWIS – Centre for World Indigenous Studies
EMU – Eastern Mandate Union
EPC – Eastern Peoples Congress
ESF – Eastern Solidarity Forum
ETA – Euzkadi Ta Askatasuna
FARC – Fuezzas Armadas Revolutionairies de Colombia
HFG – Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation
HRW – Human Rights Watch
MASSOB – Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra
MEND – Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta
MOSOP – Movement for the Survival of Ogoni People
MID – Movement for Igbo Defence
NADECO – National Democratic Coalition
NARTO – National Association of Road Transport Owners
NBA – Nigerian Bar Association
NDPVF – Niger Delta Peoples Volunteer Force
NLC – Nigerian Labour Congress
NLP – National Labour Party
NPC – National Population Commission
NRC – National Republican Convention
NUJ – Nigerian Union of Journalists
NYCOP – National Youth Council of Ogoni People
ICG – International Crisis Group
ING – Interim National Government
IRA – Irish Revolutionary Army
JACON – Joint Action Committee of Nigeria
JI - Jamaah Islamiya
LGA – Local Government Area
OSS – Oodua State Security 
OPC – Oodua Peoples Congress
PA – Provisional Administrator
PARAN – People Against Right Abuses in Nigeria
PDP – Peoples Democratic Party
PFDIL – Popular Front for Development of Igboland
PKK – Kurdistan Nationalist Movement
PNV – Partido Nacionalista Vasco
SALW – Small and Light Weapons
SAP – Structural Adjustment Programme
SDP – Social Democratic Party
SNC – Sovereign National Conference
VAT – Value Added Tax
VOBI – Voice of Biafra International
3Rs – Reconciliation, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction
















APPENDIX TWO
Sample of Research Questionaire for OPC
                                                           				Department of Political Science
                                                           				College of Business &Social Sciences
                                                           				Covenant University, Ota
                                                           				Ogun State
                                                           				1st July, 2008.

Dear Sir/Madam,

Research Questionnaire
I am a PhD student undertaking my Dissertation titled “Ethnic Militias and the Subnationalism in Nigeria: A Comparative study of OPC and MASSOB”
I would appreciate your sincere response to the under listed questions.
To make it easy for you to complete, the questions are in simplified forms. Most of the questions are close ended though there are few open-ended questions.

You are to encircle the option you choose as answers to the close ended questions as appropriate.
I crave for your full cooperation and thank you for your positive response
All information supplied will be treated with utmost confidentiality.

Thanks once again and may God bless you.

Yours sincerely,

Duruji, Moses.







  Section A: Personal Bio-Data
1. What is your gender?
 (A) Male          (B) Female
2. How old are you  
 (A) 15-30 (B) 31- 45 (C) 46-60 (D) 60 – Above
3. What is your educational attainment?
 (A) No School (B) Primary (C) Secondary (D) Above Secondary?
4. If Primary, what level? 
(A) Some Primary (B) Completed Primary
5. If Secondary, What Level?
 (A) Some Secondary (B) Completed Secondary
6. What is your economic status/occupation? 
(A) Unemployed (B) Employed (C) Others
7. If Unemployed 
(A) Jobless (B) Student (C) Retiree
8. If Employed
 (A) Paid Employee (B) Unpaid Employee (C) Unprotected Paid Employee
9. If Self Employed
 (A) Trader (B) Artisan (C) Farmer/Fisherman

Section B: Family Data
10. Are you married? 
(A) Yes (B) No
11. Do you have Children? 
(A) Yes (B) No
12. What are the statuses of your children?
 (A) From Wedlock (B) Out of Wedlock
13. Is your family settled? 
(A) Settle Home (B) Homeless
14. What is the status of your apartment? 
(A) Rented (B) Family House (C) Owner Occupier

Section C: Community Data
15. What part of town is your apartment located
 (A) Dense (B) Sparse (C) Isolated
16. Do people in your neighbourhood know you as an OPC member? 
(A) Yes (B) No (C) Unsure?
17. Why did you join the OPC? 
(A) Personal Event (B) Political Event
18. When joining the OPC, did you expect that your new situation could…? 
(A) facilitate your access to cash (B) increase your chance to get a better job (C) facilitate your contact with opposite sex (D) Improve the way you are considered in the neighbourhood (E) grant you new power to defend yourself and your family (G) expand your political awareness

Section D OPC Member and the OPC Organization
19. What is your impression of the OPC?
 (A) Well organized (B) neat behaviour (C) political project (D) better for business (E) more protective
20. Who influenced or facilitated your joining the OPC?
 (A) friends/neighbours (B) patronage (C) spontaneous application
21. Are you financially committed to the OPC?
    (A) Yes (B) No
22. If yes, what type of contribution do you make to the organization?
  (A) Dues (B) Levies (C) Freewill donations (D) Registration fee
23. What kind of reward do you get either before or after operation from the OPC?
 (A) Cash (B) Food (C) Non-medical/juju
24. Who gives you immediate assistance in case of problem?
 (A) Family (B) OPC (C) Nobody
25. If it is your family, state who? 
(A) Spouse/partner (B) Parents (C) Brother/Sister (D) Other Relatives
26. If it is an OPC member, state who?
 (A) Local OPC leader (B) Other OPC member (C) Non-OPC friends
27. Rank six sources of help in terms of problems 
……………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………....
……………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………
28. Does the OPC help in case of injury in operation? 
(A) Yes (B) No
29. Does the OPC help in case of illness? 
(A) Yes (B) No
30. Do the OPC help when you have urgent needs? 
(A) Yes (B) No
31. Does you have any business relations with other OPC members? 
(A) Yes (B) No
32. What is your expectation on joining the OPC?
(A) Cash (B) Job (C) Sex (D) Respect (E) Powers (F) Political Awareness
33. What were the promises made to you on joining the OPC?
 (A) Political promise (B) Protection promises (C) Material Promise
34. Which kind of activities do you and other members of OPC mostly engage? 
(A) Cultural (B) Political discussion (C) Spiritual (D) Political demonstration (E) Crime fighting (F) Security (G) Action against other groups (H) Dispute settlement
35. What has the OPC brought to your life?
 (A) Psychological benefit (B) No more problem (C) Greater protection (D) Better economic situation.
36. State the daily average number of hours you devote to OPC activities 
…………………………………………………………….
37. What type of training have you received since joining the OPC?
 (A) Use of traditional means of protection (B) unarmed combat (C) armed combat
38. Do you believe that the Country has been fair to your tribe?
(A)	Yes (B) No
39. Would an Oduduwa republic favour the Yoruba?
(A) Yes (B) No
40. Do you think that resources and opportunity in this country are equitably distributed among all ethnic groups in Nigeria? 
(A) Yes (B) No
41. Do you think that there are Federal Government policies that are against your ethnic group?  
(A)Yes (B) No 
 42. What are they?
………………………………………….
………………………………………….
………………………………………….
………………………………………….










APPENDIX THREE

Sample of Research Questionaire for MASSOB.
	Department of Political Science
	College of Business &Social Sciences
	Covenant University, Ota
	Ogun State
	1st July, 2008.

Dear Sir/Madam,
Research Questionnaire
I am a PhD student undertaking my Dissertation titled “Ethnic Militias and the Subnationalism in Nigeria: A Comparative study of OPC and MASSOB”
I would appreciate your sincere response to the under listed questions.
To make it easy for you to complete, the questions are in simplified forms. Most of the questions are close ended, though there are few open-ended questions.

You are to encircle the option you choose as answers to the close ended questions as appropriate.
I crave for your full cooperation and thank you for your positive response
All information supplied will be treated with utmost confidentiality.

Thanks once again and may God bless you.

Yours sincerely,

Duruji,Moses.
 

 Section A: Personal Bio-Data
1. What is your gender?
 (A) Male (B) Female
2. How old are you  
 (A) 15-30 (B) 31- 45 (C) 46-60 (D) 60 – Above
3. What is your educational attainment?
 (A) No School (B) Primary (C) Secondary (D) Above Secondary?
4. If Primary, what level? 
(A) Some Primary (B) Completed Primary
5. If Secondary, What Level?
 (A) Some Secondary (B) Completed Secondary
6. What is your economic status/occupation? 
(A) Unemployed (B) Employed (C) Other
7. If Unemployed 
(A) Jobless (B) Student (C) Retiree
8. If Employed
 (A) Paid Employee (B) Unpaid Employee (C) Unprotected Paid Employee
9. If Self Employed
 (A) Trader (B) Artisan (C) Farmer/Fisherman

Section B: Family Data
10. Are you married? 
(A) Yes (B) No
11. Do you have Children? 
(A) Yes (B) No
12. What are the statuses of your children?
 (A) From Wedlock (B) Out of Wedlock
13. Is your family settled? 
(A) Settle Home (B) Homeless
14. What is the status of your apartment? 
(A) Rented (B) Family House (C) Owner Occupier

Section C: Community Data
15. What part of town is your apartment located
 (A) Dense (B) Sparse (C) Isolated
16. Do people in your neighborhood know you as MASSOB member? 
(A) Yes (B) No (C) Unsure?
17. Why did you join the MASSOB? 
(A) Personal Event (B) Political Event
18. When joining the MASSOB, did you expect that your new situation could…? 
(A) facilitate your access to cash (B) increase your chance to get a better job (C) facilitate your contact with opposite sex (D) Improve the way you are considered in the neighbourhood (E) grant you new power to defend yourself and your family (G) expand your political awareness

Section D: MASSOB Member and the MASSOB Organization
19. What is your impression of the MASSOB?
 (A) Well organized (B) neat behavior (C) political project (D) better for business (E) more protective
20. Who influenced or facilitated your joining the MASSOB?
 (A) friends/neighbors (B) patronage (C) spontaneous application
21. Are you financially committed to the MASSOB?
    (A) Yes (B) No
22. If yes, what type of contribution do you make to the organization?
  (A) Dues (B) Levies (C) Freewill donations (D) Registration fee
23. What kind of reward do you get either before or after operation from the MASSOB?
 (A) Cash (B) Food (C) Non-medical/juju
24. Who gives you immediate assistance in case of problem?
 (A) Family (B) MASSOB (C) Nobody
25. If it is your family, state who? 
(A) Spouse/partner (B) Parents (C) Brother/Sister (D) Other Relatives
26. If it is MASSOB member, state who?
 (A) Local MASSOB leader (B) Other MASSOB member (C) Non-MASSOB friends
27. Rank six sources of help in terms of problems 
……………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………....
28. Does the MASSOB help in case of injury in operation? 
(A) Yes (B) No
29. Does the MASSOB help in case of illness? 
(A) Yes (B) No
30. Do the MASSOB help when you have urgent needs? 
(A) Yes (B) No
31. Do you have any business relations with other MASSOB members? 
(A) Yes (B) No
32. What is your expectation on joining the MASSOB?
(A) Cash (B) Job (C) Sex (D) Respect (E) Powers (F) Political Awareness
33. What were the promises made to you on joining the MASSOB?
 (A) Political promise (B) Protection promises (C) Material Promise
34. Which kind of activities do you and other members of MASSOB mostly engage? 
(A) Cultural (B) Political discussion (C) Spiritual (D) Political demonstration (E) Crime fighting (F) Security (G) Action against other groups (H) Dispute settlement
35. What has the MASSOB brought to your life?
 (A) Psychological benefit (B) No more problem (C) Greater protection (D) Better economic situation.
36. State the daily average number of hours you devote to MASSOB activities 
…………………………………………………………….
37. What type of training have you received since joining the MASSOB?
 (A) Use of traditional means of protection (B) unarmed combat (C) armed combat
38. Do you believe that the Country has been fair to your tribe?
(B)	Yes (B) No
39. Would a Biafran republic favour the Igbo?
(A) Yes (B) No
40. Do you think that resources and opportunity in this country are equitably distributed among all ethnic groups in Nigeria? 
(A) Yes (B) No
41. Do you think that there are Federal Government policies that are against your ethnic group?  
(A)Yes (B) No 
 42. What are they?
………………………………………….
………………………………………….
………………………………………….
………………………………………….








APPENDIX FOUR
Sample of Interview Guide
Sample of Question Guide for OPC Leaders
1.	Why was OPC established?
2.	What are the objectives of OPC?
3.	Can you tell us the membership strength of OPC and its spread?
4.	What do you think are the incentive for membership of OPC?
5.	What were your strategies for membership drive?
6.	Can you tell us the organizational structure of OPC?
7.	How is discipline maintained in OPC?
8.	What are the sources of finance of OPC?
9.	How are you coordinating OPC’s vigilante and other social service activities?
10.	What was responsible for OPC factionalization?


Sample of Question Guide for MASSOB Leaders
1.	What are the reasons behind the establishment of MASSOB?
2.	What are the goal or objectives of MASSOB
3.	Can you let us know the membership strength especially the demographic breakdown?
4.	What structures do you operate in MASSOB?
5.	What are the financial sources of MASSOB
6.	What were your mobilization strategies in term of membership drive?
7.	Does MASSOB believe in separation from Nigeria?
8.	Do you think this can be achieved without resort to violent means?
9.	What are the incentives for membership in the light of risks associated with membership?
10.	Why were their divisions in MASSOB?
















APPENDIX FIVE

 Transcribed unedited Interview with Dr Fredrick Faseun, Founder and President of Oodua Peoples Concress, conducted at his office at Century Hotel Ago Palace Way, Okota, Lagos State september 19,2008.

Q	Sir, I have done a lot of research on the OPC, but there is the need to hear from the horse’s mouth.  Sir! Why is OPC established?
A	To defend, protect and promote Yoruba interests and ensure that justice is done to those who sojourn among us.
Q	Is there any other objective apart from what you have just enumerated? 
A	To promote our cultural legacy, to make sure that we Oodualand is quite secure for those who dwell therein and investors as may come.
Q	What about Yoruba interest, was it threatened?
A	Of course you were in Nigeria, you know Yoruba interests were threatened when Chief Obafemi Awolowo contested elections to be president of this country, and we know he won those elections but he was prevented from enjoying the dividends of his victory. Eh! That was the erudite Yoruba politician, he was not allowed to get to the position of leadership and Alhaji Chief MKO Abiola also contested, he won the election unequivocally. We knew it all along.  Never mind what Nwosu was telling us 15 years later announcing the result that Abiola won the election. And Abiola instead of being allowed to enjoy the dividends of victory, he was arrested, detained and murdered.  So if the richest Yoruba person could not attain the leadership of this nation and the most politically erudite amidst the Yoruba people were not allowed to ascend leadership of this nation, no Yoruba person would get there. If you think Chief Obafemi Awolowo was too heavy for the caliphate, Abiola shared everything with the caliphate.  He was closely associated with them in religion, in business, in trade, in eh virtually everything even women and if Abiola couldn’t get it, no other Yoruba person could get it.  So if like I said, the most erudite amongst the Yoruba people could not get it and the richest among them couldn’t get it then no body in the race could get it.  So we have to say we are not second class citizens.  The Yoruba people were in the vanguard of the struggle for independence. We went to the trenches to fight the military to a standstill and now for the dividends of democracy to go round-round- it was confine to an area, to certain people. 
Q	Are you saying that that the OPC struggle is against the Nigeria state or against the caliphate ‘because you mentioned caliphate.
A	It wasn’t against the Nigeria state; it was against the system, the system that was denying the Yoruba people and some other people confining them to second class citizen of their nation. it wasn’t it against the state, we were not going to take up arms against the state, no! Personally I believe in the togetherness of Nigeria, I wouldn’t take up arms against Nigeria unless Nigeria becomes very provocative.        
Q. In what way can the OPC protect the interest of the Yoruba?
A. We started by providing security in the area, so as to make the place safe for investors to come in.  And of course the defence of our cultural legacies.
Q	You talked about upholding Yoruba cultural legacies, in what way can OPC do this.
A	We have been in the crusade all over the place that our children should speak our language.  Any person that loses his language is lost in the history.  We are glad and I am particularly happy to tell you that we are making progress in this direction. We further encourage the teaching of Yoruba to our children by offering scholarship to students who gain admission to study Yoruba in the University.
Q	Do you mean OPC offers scholarship?
A	Yes of course, you see people don’t even know what OPC is?  You think OPC is just to go into the streets to flex muscles; no! Eh! in fact there is a book where it has been documented, ‘our history, and our mission’.Security is just a tip of the iceberg. We are involved in agriculture, vocational training and micro-finance.
Q	That interesting! You mean OPC engages in membership empowerment schemes?
A	The fishery farm is a long way from here.  We have over 60,000 catfish in there.  So it is not just flexing muscles alone, as a matter of fact that is a negligible part of OPC. Unfortunately Obasanjo gave the good dog a bad name in order to hang it. That bad name has stock with the people and we don’t mind, okay, when we put our fish in the market we sell.
Q	All these you’ve mentioned are they in the pipeline are you really into ventures that can empower people?
A      I just told you, the office of the micro-finance bank is here and we have about eighteen people working there.
Q.   Was these always been in the bag or a recent phenomenon of reforming OPC
A.   The micro-finance came about 3 years, we have given out over 50 million to petty traders but we do not limit it to Yoruba people. Like I told you we will do social justice to people of other ethnic nationalities.
Q.  Talking about all these ventures, where are you getting the money where would all these money come from, is it from the members?
A.  Nobody has given us one kobo as donation, not even state governments of Yoruba area. When people ask me that question I just shake my head. You don’t know the membership strength of OPC, if OPC members contribute only one, one naira every month we will be pulling in N6 Million every month. But members pay their dues of   N20 every month, they pay for their ID cards every month and if you secure a job through the efforts of the OPC, you pay 10 percent of the monthly salary to the organization. Never mind those whose causes we have defended, none of them have given us a kobo. We defended Obasanjo’s cause and made sure he was not impeached but Obasanjo uptil today has not said thank you to the organization, let alone giving money. Only a few days back, I called the attention of Yoruba leaders to what is happening in Ogun state. A citizen called me and said how much were you paid? I said as much as you were paid. Of course, that is the culture in Nigeria, you cannot do anything right without being paid reparation and that is wrong.
Q. What is the membership strength of OPC?
A. The strength of the OPC as at now is a little over 6 million and recruitment is progressing. There is no street in the south west you don’t find members of the OPC. There is no city in we don’t have OPC in Nigeria. I just came back from Jos. I was in Yenagoa, Kaduna, Abuja, my representatives are in Maiduguri.
Q.  What can you say about the structure of OPC since they are found across Nigeria?
A. I am the current president and founder of the organization and at the state level you have a governor, a deputy governor, a secretary, a financial secretary, a treasurer, a public relation officer and two ex-officio; that goes down the line to the local government level,you have the Chairman.
Q.  What about the zonal level, I have heard about coordinators?
A. Yes, at the zonal level you have coordinators, you have speakers.
Q. But what constitute a zone?
A. The zone is about 50 members and in any local government area, you can have 400-500 zones.
Q.  You talk about OPC helping people to secure employment opportunities and they are required to remit 10 percent of their earnings. How do you maintain discipline and ensure compliance? We have reports of some OPC members using their membership to harass people casting the name of the organization in the mud?
A. Those that go out to harass people pay dearly for it. It is not a question of my personality; it is a question of the constitution. If I go against the constitution of the organization, I will face the music irrespective of my position as the founder, right. It is not easy; it is not advisable to go against the constitution of OPC.
Q. How do they do that?
A.  We have a group called the Monitoring Group that monitors the activities of the members. If for instance, a monitor in Lagos state meets an OPC member from Ekiti on the bus, that OPC member is susceptible to the discipline of the monitor from Lagos. We have a disciplinary committee-a committee that metes out disciplinary measures to every member that errs. It doesn’t matter who you are, man or woman. That is why we have been able to keep the organization together especially after its factionalization when I was not around. I was in detention and when I came back and saw that people were doing all sorts of things, I decided to cleanse the organization and reorganize its structure. A few people who will not be amenable to discipline pulled out and of course we allowed them.
Q.  But they still maintain the identity OPC?
A.  What is in a name; shakesphere says it’s only a means of identity. By their action, and we shall know them. If you are not disciplined, you cannot sustain discipline. If you are not disciplined you cannot do what OPC does, alright and you need to be with the true OPC to know what discipline is.
Q. How do you ensure this, because some people use this opportunity of factionalization to get what they want by not subjecting themselves to the disciplinary measures by denouncing one faction against the other and getting away with it?
A. We have interaction.
Q. Inter-factional interactions?
A. Yes, and in any case I don’t believe that ours is a faction. I founded the group, the organization, wherever I am is where the organization is. I don’t consider there are two factions and when journalists come with this kind of question, I tell them to shut up. Who am I, I founded the organization, and how can you call my own a faction. What is a faction- we have gone through school and have liberal education. In liberal education we include faction as ‘fango sangery seeko factum’. I break, - I didn’t break it. I break away, so if you break away, you must have broken away from something, that something is not a breakaway faction-you who moved out of it, you are the breakaway, you follow my argument.
Q. Can you tell me why those people decided to breakaway?
A. I have said severally; I was incarcerated for almost two years under Abacha for creating OPC. While I was away some people found their way into the OPC and introduced various things into the OPC. They have not read my lips, studied my mind, or interacted with me on OPC. I have my own philosophy of founding OPC. They thought OPC was just to flex muscle in the market squares and kill those who will not comply with orders and introduced a lot of unnecessary violence. So when I came back from prison (I went to prison in 1996 and came back in 1998, 26th of June to be precise) is like God saying ‘I created man I am sorry for creating man’. That was the feeling I had just trying to be modest. So I made up my mind nobody can disband OPC. The numerical strength of OPC has outgrown my imagination. But I didn’t believe that the utility of an organization is a function of its number. No! The utility of an organization should be qualitative. So I decided to remove some characters because they were not amenable to discipline, they didn’t have the commitment and theirs was mercenary, their membership was mercenary, to collect money and you would have seen it, people who could not afford roasted maize five,six years ago are now millionaires, driving jeep all over the place. I don’t envy them and their way. I don’t take money from anybody. I believe in my personal integrity and credibility. So Obasanjo invited me, he was preparing to go into politics, that was 1998. He invited me first and second time I didn’t go. The third time, I tabled it before the organization and they said,yes,we know of this invitation; why wouldn’t you go, why are you pre-empting what he will say and on the 13th of December,1998 I went to Ota in company of a girl called Lady B. She is dead now and that was the woman that brought the message from Obasanjo. We rode in a civic Honda car. When I got to Obasanjo, he was very nice; he was a different person then, eh! He gave me immediate attention. He offered me drink, I said no,fanta,no,coke,no,tea then, I said no ,cold water I said no.  He said Ariye! Are we quarrelling? I said no sir, should I take anything now, I would not be able to take my dinner. We got to Obasanjo farm at 7 O’clock in the evening. He then asked the reason or motif of founding OPC. I said ‘to defend, protect and promote Yoruba interest’. And he said em huh and I said that’s it, that’s good enough. He said no. Why wouldn’t you acknowledge the interests of those that sojourn amongst us? Shouldn’t their own interest be protected?  I said it was nice. It was Obasanjo that added the second aspect of OPC objective-‘And to ensure that justice is done to people of other ethnic nationalities’. That was Obasanjo’s piece and I took it on. I came back to Lagos from Obasanjo’s farm that evening. When I was leaving, Obasanjo had a small envelop as flat as that which he presented to my driver. I prevailed on my driver to send it back; ‘you are not taking that, I didn’t know what’s in it’.  The Lady B that was with me asked why. I said no and she then snatched it and said I am going to keep this myself. I said, if you hold on to that envelop, you are not going back with me to Lagos in my car.  The poor girl gave it back. Later after having reported to the organization, a member came from Okitipupa and said sir, we understand you went to Obasanjo and you were given N20 million. I didn’t say no, I said ok, if it is that easy to collect N20 million from Obasanjo for seeing him for the first time, you go there and collect your own. I will give you a note, so that they will allow you to see him. I thought it was a joke and this thing started spreading like wild fire, so I sent the intelligent OSS (Oodua State Security). They threw themselves into it and discovered that the messenger I sent from Lagos to take a letter to Okitipupupa was the one that started the wildfire and who was this messenger-Gani Adams. I called Gani Adams; you have just come into the organization, why are you doing this?
Q. He has just come? He was not part of those that formed the organization?
A. No it was a bold lie.
Q. He claimed on TV that he was among the nine founding members of the OPC.
A. He didn’t even know those who founded the organization. Gani didn’t come into the organization until I was not around. He was the public relations officer of Campaign for Democracy in Mushin, an organization whose leadership I was part. Okay. I will give you that book ‘OPC, Our History, Our Mission’. That is why I wrote the book when both of us are still alive. He has not written a rejoinder. I wouldn’t have accepted Gani into the organization if I was around. You don’t seem to follow my explanation?
Q. I am following you sir.
A. I wasn’t around. I founded the organization on the 29th of August 1994 and was arrested December 18th 1996. I came back June 26th 1998. So it was while I was away in detention that he found his way into the organization. When he came in, he factionalized it by creating a youth wing.  When I came back there were two factions, the youth wing and the Aiyelaju (elders).  The Aiyelaju is quite philosophical to the circumstance. When I came back, they were going to give me a welcome. A was preparing, B was preparing. I told them that I would not be part of the party when the organization I left intact has been factionalised. I said no. You should come back together and I will come to the party. We came together again. The organization was unified until this December episode with Obasanjo. When it was found out that the rumour was started by Gani Adams, there was no way he will feel comfortable staying in the organization. That is why he broke away with some prominent original members of the organization. The most prominent of whom, was the gentleman called Evangelist Kunle Adesekan, who is still very much around. We thank God. Kunle Adesekan is highly educated but has native intelligence. After sometime, Kunle Adesekan said there is no way we can defeat Dr Faseun.
Q. Was that around 1999?
A. No, this was about year 2000.  In the meantime, Gani has been making money. No child taste honey and throws it away.  Here I wouldn’t allow mercenary services. Uptil today, you wouldn’t find mercenary services in the OPC but somebody who have derived some benefits, why should he give up. So he disobeyed Kunle Adesekan counsel and continued with his group. Kunle Adesekan came in the year 2002 to apologise profusely. He said, ‘sorry, I was deceived by Gani Adams who said this stubborn man let find a way of pulling him down, lets destroy his credibility, so that he stands no more on our way’. 
Q. But why should they do that?
A. Because they wanted to takeover the control of the organization, so that they could use it to continue to make money.  If Gani made one million naira, he wouldn’t give fifty thousand naira to Adesekan. So Adesekan became disillusioned. That is why he came back. He is still very much around, if you want to speak to anybody who knows about OPC that is the man to speak to beside me and the original four. The original four included me, but I would tell you Iya Ijebu Mrs Adebowale, she is still very much around, Baba Oja is dead now and those are the people.  When you mentioned Gani Adams if they don’t like you, they would stop the discussion. How did we have Gani Adams, it was while I was away that he found his way into the organization, bringing in fetish practices.
Q. He said something about that, you must believe in the Yoruba god if you are fighting for Yoruba interest.
A. Well, I believe in the God of gods… (laugh)
Q. He believes it’s a way of making people committed to the organization. You have to take part in the initiation process?
A. That is not true. It is another method he uses to make money from people. People believe that Gani Adams was invisible alright. He has means, and people were coming all the way from London to give him money. He was of course swimming in money and telling them stories that he has powers. That’s why some people believed that Dr Faseun can disappear. They have said that to my face. We understand and I said to them, you will disappear, I don’t disappear. I am a man, I am a Christian, I go to church every Sunday. That is by the way, so that how the factionalization came about. About four years back, Gbenga Daniel called both of us and settled the issue. He asked me what I would concede to Gani Adams. Gani has been parading himself as one of the founder. I said, do you want me to submit to him or concede to him that he is the founder? He said no, we know Gani was not there when the organization was founded, but give him a position that will make him settle in the organization. I said no. I told Gbenga Daniel, he is still very much alive that this young man is not an asset to the organization. I told him, he was sitting down. First he said he founded the organization that was founded when he was only nineteen years, without any gigantic education. So where would he find the philosophy behind OPC. That is what you pressmen have not asked. He was only nineteen years when the organization was founded, he didn’t have any formal education like you and I.  One would have thought that native intelligence is quite different from this type of thing. Alright you must be able to think deep. What will he know about marginalization of Abiola, about June 12 alright? I told Gbenga Daniel if he agrees to be the coordinator we can come together. Gbenga Daniel talked to him; ‘are you prepared to be the coordinator so that the organization can come together’. He said he was ready, ok you can be the coordinator and we left. A few days later, he started calling himself the national coordinator; I wasn’t going to de-robe him completely. He does not call himself a founder any longer.  He said nine people founded the organization? That shows that he does not even understand the history of the organization. When I thought of this thing, I got three illiterates Iya-Oja market men leader, the other one a retired illiterate soldier Baba Taiwo alright and I had that first meeting with those three. I said to them, in few days time while coming bring one more person. Each of them brought an individual, the three of them brought one more person, the names were there and I brought in two others. I was the educated vanguard of the organization, I should bring in educated people and the ones I brought were a law student from OAU Mr Adewole and one other gentleman from Gani Adams home town Ikare, the name is in the book. So we had nine people. I, two from me and one additional individual from the original three and that was the policy of the organization until I was arrested two years after. If you join, you must bring somebody and that was how the organization grew and widened. I didn’t realize OPC was going to get this big, so I decided to put it in black and white for posterity. History occasionally gets derailed but the history you hear from the horses’ mouth, that is the true history. I said so much about him in the book. I had expected him to reply, and this is three years old, since 2005. I have no qualms with him, but the ruthlessness introduced into the OPC is what I frown at, killing of people without remorse. I am a doctor. I am not allowed to take life.  I am a disciplinarian and the entire country know it, but I can tell you in my fourteen years of founding OPC I have not taken one life, I have not recommended one life to be taken.
Q. Do you mean all the time we had inter-factional clashes, you didn’t take any life?
A. As a matter of fact the thing would have caused a civil war if I didn’t train my boys. No there is this general mistake that Gani Adams had a lot of people with him. For everyone he has, I had a hundred but I am not the type that would stand on rooftops and shout. Like I said when Obasanjo was in trouble, I bailed him out by making a demand on the National Assembly that ‘if he is combing his hair and one hair drops we would hold you responsible and we will teach you a lesson’. Two days later they rescinded the impeachment exercise. About four days ago, on Wednessday Gbenga Daniels was to be impeached. People got in touch with me on Monday; ‘Gbenga Daniel is your friend do this do that’. I said what is the genesis of the crisis and people told me and I said no way if they did it they will be in trouble. I went to the press and had a press conference where I warned Obasanjo and Dimeji Bankole, the Speaker and Obasanjo’s daughter to leave Daniel alone. That night, the Ogun state House of Assembly had an emergency meeting where they tabled my speech. They rescinded, not only that, passed a vote of confidence on the governor and the governor was all over me, thanking me.  What is difficult for Yoruba governors I do not collect money from them. Go and ask them, they will tell you Dr Faseun, he wouldn’t take a kobo from us but he would stand by the truth. Dr Faseun is not partisan.
Q. At this time?
A. No that was before.
Q. What about when you contested for the presidency?
A. Yes before OPC was formed, during IBB era. But now you cannot be in the leadership of this type of organization and be partisan. That was my grouse with Afenifere. That was my grouse against Yoruba Council of Elders. They are supposed to be socio-cultural arrowhead, not socio-political alright. So that’s my answer to your question.
Q. Thanks very much sir, I think you have almost answered all my questions. People know OPC more as a security outfit. How do you control their activities of providing security, vigilantism, settlement of disputes and crime fighting?
A. We undertook crime fighting and we went about educating the police on how to handle crime. There is no society/community that lacks criminal activity but the level and intensity varies depending on the consciousness of the community. When we started, Yoruba land was virtually free of criminals. Criminals fled, they knew ones they were caught by OPC it is too bad for them. I am not saying OPC does not subject armed robbers to trial, give them instant judgement, so people knew that and fled and OPC became very popular. If at any time we go out, people will be throwing money into our vehicle; they will bring us pure water, until when this flexing of muscle against the populace started. OPC then became very unpopular and unwanted. So instead of giving you water to drink, they were throwing at you broken bottles. There is no outing they make without nasty incident or accidents. Righteousness exalts a people, exalt the nation. I think it was two weeks ago they went to Osogbo for the Osun festival; about fifty of them are still languishing in prison remand in Osogbo and Ibadan. That’s not the way to defend the Yoruba interests. There is no way I will provoke security operatives to go after the OPC. We want peace in this place, we want security, we want investment, and we want food on our table, good schools, and good roads. If you provoke your adversary to fight with you on your land, you are a shame to that land because the damage is going to be suffered by your people. When I went to Bayelsa that is what I told those young lads. I said you people are fools. You are provoking the government, they will come to your own environment and destroy your environment and after you have attained freedoms who are those people you will govern and even if you have some people to govern, where is the land. The land will be full of landmines; will be full of chemicals and weaponry and so on and so forth. If you were fighting the federal government in Abuja, yes the damage will be confined in Abuja, but look at you, you are fighting the federal government in Port Harcourt, in Yenegoa, in Warri, in Ughelli, and you are fools. Don’t fight your enemy on your territory. It is a law of warfare so that is it. It is now people are beginning to realize the concept of the OPC. People like you. We have people who came from Oxford and Cambridge to come and do this thing. Somebody who came from University of America in Maryland a highly seasoned school and one other from Aderlete in Australia and people have come from England, South Africa,Zimbabwe,even schools from here to come and find out from us how we did it. So for the OPC, we have a clear focus different from people’s perception of the organization.
Q. When you go round some states especially Lagos, you see OPC members guarding the streets. Why do you engage in that?
A. If they don’t participate, they will be victims.  Wouldn’t they? Let us rob them too, so prevention is better than cure. Most of them are hired by landlord associations.
Q. How do they hire them? Do they need to come to the OPC leadership before those OPC members are hired?
A. They will go to the zonal leaders and the coordinators and the Speakers and these people also make some money out of it, so they are very enthusiastic about it. I think they take 20 percent of the pay.
Q. Does that 20 percent go to the organization?
A. If you hire me and I provide you with security and you pay me twenty thousand naira, the one who introduced me to you, that is my coordinator or my speaker will get 20 percent of my pay, the rest you will pay 10 percent to the organization
Q. My last question sir is on the role of OPC in PRONACO. We know that OPC has made a prominent impact right now; you talked about justice to the Yoruba and other ethnic nationalities. How can we attain this?
A. Well OPC has gone a step further. We know what the organization has done for Yoruba land; we then encouraged other to do likewise. It was here we formed the Igbo Peoples Congress led by Dr Anthony Nwaezeigwe; it was here we formed the Ijaw Peoples Congress also led by Anthony Igurebe. Now having encouraged these groups to capture their own interests, we then formulated a big central group which we call Coalition of Ethnic Nationalities of Nigeria (CENN) which include the Yoruba, the Igbo, the Ijaw, the Hausa-Fulani, and the Ibibio etc.
Q. All ethnic nationalities?
A. All ethnic nationalities and we meet ones every three months. I am the current chairman of the coalition. If there is any crisis, we first sit down and analyse. Proffer solutions and counsel ourselves. Like I told you, I went to Yenegoa sometime ago and counselled them on the implication of inviting the federal government to fight them in their territory.
Q. What is the objective of this coalition?
A. Foster inter-ethnic dialogue, love and even unity. Eh! You won’t find us going against ourselves; no we discuss issues amongst ourselves. Our last meeting lasted eleven hours to show you how serious the organization is and people came from various parts of the country. Of course we do a low intensity thing; we know each group has diverse ideas about what should happen to the nation.
Q. There was a time OPC had wanted to install a Yoruba Oba in Ilorin. What was your objective and what is the situation today do you still harbour the idea?
A. You know Ilorin is a Yoruba town but they have an emir there. For the Yorubas their traditional leaders are not called emirs, they are called oba. We went to Ilorin to crown the man. Of course the government will resist such. I didn’t go to Ilorin but the night before my boys went to Ilorin, I had called off the exercise. Unfortunately people who were coming from other places had gone in and that was how that encounter ensued. Of course the government has since respected OPC because of that encounter. I still have the crown we are to give him, it is here, that’s the crown he would have won.
Q. Alright.
A.  This is Oduduwa symbol. Of course the man there now said I am Kolapo, am I not Yoruba?
Q.The emir?
A. Of course, I had always replied him, that’s a contradiction. How can you be Kolapo and bear emir. But we are fired.
Q. Are you saying that objective has been dropped?
A. No because we think this is the last emir there.
Q.What is the structure of OPC’s meeting like?
A. In a fortnight
Q. State or zonal level?
A. No at the zonal. We have a national secretariat at the national level, there has to be a national crisis for a national meeting to be called, but when a state meeting is called I may attend. If there is a reason for a national get together, we call a national meeting and the routine one are the state levels. I attend state’s meeting on alternative basis every fortnight.
Q. Lets talk about your role in the transition of third republic?
A. During the period, I recommender six groups that emerged for recognition as political parties but IBB only wanted two. His kitchen cabinet has already formulated the two, a little to the left, a little to the right and labour of course all over the world was to the left so I look for those with similar objective PFN,PSP and I invited twelve from each. We first had our meeting in Park view Ikoyi in the house of Alhaji Alade Sonubi ‘Alanshow’ and when we met there,Kingibe came. I have never met him before, he came and said you are the convener I wanted to give the welcome address, who do you think should lead this group. I said I have not been thinking of it, let us leave it to General Yaradua,I didn’t say a word to the meeting now after the prayers, I was asked to give the welcome address, I made my speech and at the end of the speech I said in any African setting the oldest person presided therefore i nominated Chief Michael Adekunle Ajasin to become the chairman of SDP elders forum. From then on we put together an organization and produced the first convention. After that Kingibe started marginalizing me especially but no problem; I know I will get him.
Q. He was the party chairman?
A. He was the party chairman, he marginalised me, I wasn’t interested in partisan politics anymore.
Q. That was then; I remember you contested for the presidential ticket of SDP?
A. Yes, but I know I would withdraw because the thing was too highly monetized and the day I withdrew when journalists asked me, I told them this has become a cash and carry affair and I cannot afford the cash, that is why I withdrew and infact I should sit down to write the history of my life.
Q. Thank you sir, I am very grateful for the time.
A. Okay my brother.



























APPENDIX SIX

Transcribed unedited Interview with Otumba Gani Adams National Coordinator of Oodua Peoples Congress (OPC), conducted at the office of the OPC at Mushin in Lagos on September 22, 2008. 

Q. How did the idea of OPC start?
A. The idea came from an Ijaw man who saw the injustice against the Yoruba.
Q. Do you mean an Ijawman muted the idea of OPC?
A. OPC originally was an idea of an Ijaw man who has lived in Yoruba land all his life. He wanted an organization that can champion the interests of the Yorubas who were injured by the annulment of June 12 1993 presidential election apparently won by a Yoruba man. He was the one that advised that the organization be set up with, myself Gani Adams, Dr Fredrick Faseun and few others as pioneer members. Precisely, on the 25th of August 1994 at 110 Palm Avenue Street, nine of us formed the Odua Peoples Congress.
Q You were there?
A Yes I was there, on August 25, 1994. That was the day Dr Fredrick Faseun was made the convener, because he was the most prominent out of the nine people. Again, he has the age advantage, so naturally leadership of the group fell on his laps. None of the nine contested the leadership with him even though he did not lobby for that position. We voluntarily said he should be our leader. At that time the Odua Peoples Congress was affiliated to NADECO as an organization. After NADECO the civil right movements in Nigeria came up with another organization called the Joint Action Committee of which OPC was among the 116 affiliates. Within a short period after OPC was formed, Abacha arrested Dr Fredrick Faseun and he was detained at Alagbon. At the time he was arrested, the question that pervaded the organization was who will bail the cat?  A leader normally emerged going by the activities and action of the people within such organization.  The arrest of Dr Faseun who was the coordinator of the organization created a vacuum and I was made the deputy coordinator to run the affairs of the organization pending when Dr Faseun would rejoin us. While he was in detention, there was tremendous improvement in the name recognition of the organization and membership strength. If you are arrested for a cause and you know that things are going well it will boost your morale and confidence. You must bear in mind that a person in detention naturally suffers demoralization as a result, but when Dr Faseun realized that thing are going well he sends us words of encouragement to continue with the struggle.
Q. What exactly did you do as the person holding fort for Dr Faseun to make things better at that time because you said more people joined? Why did OPC become more prominent after the arrest of Dr Faseun?
A Naturally with the passage of time any organization must experience growth beyond what it uses to be at the initial stage. Again people came out to join the organization because of the clamp down on prominent NADECO leaders, so there was a groundswell movement among the people at the grassroots’. This was a reaction against the treatment meted to their leaders. People were ready to defend themselves even to the extent of war. We also established a contact, publicity and mobilization committee after Dr Faseun was detained. The committee was given clear objectives of increasing the membership strength of the OPC. We met different organizations like market women, drivers union, even religious leaders and sold the organization to them so that they can come on board. We explained to them why OPC was formed and why they must join.
Q: What is the membership strength of OPC now?
A As at last year our average population is about 5.6 million
Q 5.6 million across the country or limited to the South West of Nigeria.
A Across the country and abroad. We have OPC structure around the globe, in Europe, America and the Caribbean.
Q. So who is eligible to be an OPC member?
A. Any person who is a Yoruba person.
Q. Who is a Yoruba person?
A. A Yoruba person is a descendant of Oodua. Membership is opened to anybody who has the traces of oodua across the globe, not just south west of Nigeria.
Q.  Does the ability to speak Yoruba language qualify one to join? For instance, your Ijaw friend who was born in the Yoruba land speaks the language, lived in Yoruba land all his life but do not have a Yoruba decent can he join the organization?
A. He is not a Yoruba man but fortunately we involved him deep in the organization. We do not keep anything from him
Q. I am using him as an example of other people like him.
A. That was what I am explaining to you. The kinds of people that are eligible to join OPC are not limited to southwest alone. You know we have our people in Kogi who are Yoruba, the Okun, even the people in Lokoja, ‘the lokojo now turned oworo’, they are Yoruba. We have almost 97 % of Kwara state are Yoruba. We have Yorubas in Benin republic and Togo. We have a Ketu Palace in Ghana; we have Oodua Palace in Egypt. So when you are talking of Yoruba it is not limited to the people in South west. We have our people that have kept more faith in Yoruba heritage in the Caribbean than even the people in the southwest. We have the Oyo town in US; we have the Baria in Brazil, so on and so forth. When we talk of Yoruba we mean people of Yoruba decent. Yoruba country is limited to south west circle of Nigeria but when we are talking of descendants of Yoruba, it covers beyond that region. 
Q. Do you have any initiation ceremony? Do joiners of OPC swear to anything secret?
A. Let me first talk of the initiation.  Initiation was not on when our membership was smaller. But we started initiation with increasing membership. We initiate in broad day light, it is not as if we operate like a secret society. Now there is a procedure for that which is part of our heritage. Our forefathers made friend in time past by bringing water and iron and swearing an oath of loyalty to prevent betrayal. Assuming we did not follow that procedure, OPC would have been very notorious and uncontrollable than it is today. As a result of the oath, none of our members can turn to a criminal.
Q. Is it Ogun, the god of thunder that they swear to and do you believe in the efdficacy of such?
A. If you are a Yoruba man why should you not believe in the god of Ogun? How can you say you are a Yoruba man without identifying with the root of the Yoruba, the gods and deities of Yoruba? You cannot claim to be part of a race and not associate with the heritage of that race. Don’t look at those hypocrites that call themselves born again Christians. The born again come from your heart, it is not about your religion, and it is the kind of character you transfer to other people, the kind of habit, and the kind of reasoning, the kind of kindness. It is not about you belonging to one religion. There are a lot of people who call themselves born again that are more evil than the herbalists we have in Yoruba land.  Anybody fighting the cause of Yoruba must believe in Yoruba tradition just like anybody fighting for the Jew must believe in Jewish tradition and Christianity. Anybody fighting for the Arab, talking about Islamic nation must believe in Arab tradition and Islamic religion. How can you be fighting for Yoruba and not believe in Yoruba tradition and religion. Definitely, there is no way you can win that struggle because religion is the background of your struggle. If you don’t believe in religion, how can you conscientize your people to lay down their lives for the cause.
Q. How powerful is the ogun god, going by what you said that if a member betrays the cause of OPC, something will happen to him. Because we have seen people who swear with the Bible and corruptly enrich themselves and He looks like a patient God, He doesn’t strike them down instantly. Does ogun strike to death instantly when the members errs or betray the objectives of the organization? What happens to them?
A. Well I can tell you categorically that if Nigerian state swears in court to the god of ogun nobody will lie again because of the instant consequences. Ogun don’t waste time when you lie on his name especially when you betray it especially when you are giving something for protection and you go against the wish of the organization. If you deviate from the aims and objectives of the organization you will see the consequences in a short (while) distance.
Q. What are the consequences of such action?
A. You may loose your life. You may become disabled. Sometime it is not everything that happens to members of OPC that we have sympathy for them. We will just trace what is the genesis, what led to the problem this person have at this material time. By the time we realize that he has betrayed the cause, we don’t have sympathy for him. If we do not guide ourselves this way, recruits may turn to criminals. This notwithstanding, some of them still do otherwise despite the initiation and the oath they have sworn to not to betray the organization, you still see people who deviate. There is no organization that can succeed otherwise; it depends on the way such organization is run. There is always the need to swear an oath. For instance if you want to be chairman of a local government you swear into that office either through Bible or through Koran, a governor is sworn in likewise the president. If you want to be a member of a reasonable sound club, there are procedures to initiate you into that club. So likewise our own organization undertakes detailed procedure to sieve its members. This is an organization fighting for the interests of Yoruba people and we must anchor our procedure on Yoruba heritage.
Q. Is it by Swearing?
A. We can ask you to swear to anybody. We can bring water of oshun and tell you to drink this water and when you betray you will see the consequence. We have a lot of deities in Yoruba land and when you swear in to be a member you are entitled to operate within the organization practicing any religion you believe in. When you say you are born again Christian hold your bible to defend yourselves, when gun is coming, can say you are core Alpha, hold your Koran when gun is coming. But to initiate you as a member you must pass through this procedure, you are joining an organization fighting for Yoruba interests
Q.  But let me ask you this, what do you give people for protection?
A.  Well there is a lot of ways different race protect their people. If you are a good Moslem apart from practicing Islam, there is a way you protect yourselves. As an organization fighting for the interests of the Yoruba, and with the knowledge that you can lose your life, protection is necessary. Before we started this, we knew how many that lost their lives in the process of the struggle. We know how we started this struggle. How state security operatives has wasted lives of many innocent souls in processions. We know how most of our members were killed and felt that we must reduce the causalities by doing something. We explored the history of our forefather. How did our forefathers survive the many wars that happened within the Yoruba and outside the Yoruba? It was the discoveries from history that guides us to do all we are doing. From history we realise that there must be a certain protection, although you might never get total protection from what you are doing but it will reduce causalities instead of you to have 100 casualties it can be reduced to 30 or 40. If there is no life, there is no way you can continue the struggle. If many people are loosing their lives in the process, a lot of people will be discouraged from the struggle. So by then we have to establish a committee that went to different villages in Yoruba land to acquire Yoruba power to protect our people. We did not envisage then that Abacha would die naturally. The dorminant perception was that the way this thing was going it may degenerate to full scale war. We realised that Abacha was so adamant to cling on to power. He went and asked the five political parties to give him a blank cheque to be the president of the federal republic of Nigeria. We realised that our people in exile did not give us the sign to surrender. The Radio Kudirat is there, about three radio stations were running. Freedom radio is there also giving us signal at home to warm up for anything that may happen.  If the signals were coming from our leaders to us in the grassroots to face the fire, we must protect our selves ahead of that future.
Q You said you sent people to the hinterland, the villages to find out how your forefathers used to protect themselves. What did they come up with? Is it true that OPC members uses charms in their bodies to make their bodies bullet proof. 
A I don’t know what you mean by charm. I don’t normally address our heritage as charm. We call it African protection. Let me tell you, a reasonable race or country will be looking for a way to protect their people. You can protect yourself in different ways and different forms; it depends on how you feel and your background. Look at the world, world power are covering different things to be ahead of other nations everyday. It is only Nigeria that did not even develop what they have. If we research on charms, do you think it cannot be useful for the Nigerian army that go on peacekeeping missions?
Q But, does charm exist?
A I have been telling you that its reality. You are talking of existence; I am telling you if we research on it do you think this thing cannot be useful to the Nigerian police losing their lives to the armed robber. Even for Nigerian army that has the mandate to defend the territorial integrity of the nation. It is only African nation that have potentials that are not developed to improve their lives. They will like to acquire what foreign countries; the western world has already built for their own consumption. There is no way they can give you the original thing they produced for their own consumption. Instead of them to give you the new series that come up in 2008, they will give you the 1996 model; again they are still ahead of you. Why can’t we as African, develop our potentials and this is one of the things we are preaching to develop what we have. In Cuba the orthodox doctor is there, the medical doctor is there. They packaged the traditional doctor, if you go to a medical hospital and they can’t discover what is wrong with you, they turn you to a traditional doctor in Cuba. Cuba today unlike the sickness of our president does not take their president out of the country. Fidel Castro was seriously sick, but he was not transferred out of Cuba. But in Nigeria, ordinary person that earns N250, 000, will be transferred to Germany for operation, transferred to London and so much of our resources transferred to foreign country.
So when you are talking of charm, what I call African heritage, we can develop it for the usefulness of the glory of this country not talking of the Yoruba. Look every region, every state have their own traditional potential, but in Nigeria they use cloth to cover it and portray that I am a born again Christian who don’t believe in it and when you go over night they do otherwise.
Q You have not confirmed whether the bullet proof protection and that which transport you from a dangerous place to a safe place is a reality.
A. I have already answered your question. Maybe you couldn’t understand my analysis.I want to say that those things exist. I have already told you that African protection is a reality when I was talking of development. So I have already answered your question that it is there.
Q. Chief Adam you said OPC was formed to promote and protect the interests of Yoruba people. What exactly are the interests of Yoruba people?
A. Well when you’re talking of interests of Yoruba people OPC was formed to agitate for the restructuring of Nigerian polity. When it comes to the organizations canvassing for Sovereign National Conference; you count OPC as number one or two. OPC believe in restructuring of Nigerian polity and we traced these to what happened when Chief Obafemi Awolowo was a premier of Western region. We had tremendous development at that time. Western Region set the pace and standard in terms of basic education. At the same time we realise that our identity is fading because of the western influence, so we thought we should do something to educate our people to re-orient them.  If you don’t know where you are coming from you will not know where you are going.  People have been seeing the organization organizing various festivals, we are doing it as part of our objectives to revive our cultural heritage and identity.
Q. People today are moving away from fetish practices, it could not withstand the gun power of the colonial masters. How can you be telling us to utilize charms or African heritage? Is it not like taking us back?
A. The word fetish is degrading. If you travel all over the world, you can see certain places where they do sacrifice. Not human beings sacrifice for the development of their country. A good scientist could just ordinarily come as a well educated person with innovation for what you see but what he did on the other side to attain this you didn’t see.  How can you attain that age, that stage to discover what people don’t see. It is true that there are stages of spiritual development. But I don’t want to subscribe myself to those who regard efforts to promote and identify with our cultural heritage as fetish. However, we need to repackage these things for general acceptance. We need to show to the world that what we are doing is very right. If you go to Buckingham palace those are the people that gave us Christianity, there is no day that they don’t engage in sacrificial activities. Even in America we have the Halogen festival in Massachusetts. We have different thing that happen in America. We have many of the powerful society in the world that comes from America.  There is no society that does not engage in sacrifices or what you call fetish. In Europe most our people that travel far and wide do tell us what happens in Europe. Anything that Nigerians grabs from western world is bastardised to the extent that the thing will not be acceptable to the people again. A good example is Nigerians bringing ‘tokunbo’ until they have bastardised the issue of tokunbo. When Nigerians were introduced to barbing salon, every corner you go you see a barbing salon. Now is the time of religion, the issue of fetish practices is elevated. I do not believe that consulting your deities is fetish. But the only thing I will be the last person to support is the use of human being for sacrifice. 
Q. What can you say about the allegation that OPC terrorise the people in their area.
A. If anybody is terrorising people and pretending to be OPC member, our coordinator of the area will be detailed to handle that. The coordinator will call the zonal leader of that place and we can find out if he is a member or an impostor.
Q. What is OPC doing about reduction in the recruitment of touts?
A  The so called elites, there have never been a place where they laid down their lives for their country. Average elite such as those with university degrees cannot lay down their lives for the liberation of this country. So when you talk about tugs, hooligan and various kinds of people that we have, you should also ask how many elites join OPC. Even when OPC was not as volatile as it is today. When we are shouting that we need members, how many graduates came out to join. It has been like that, not only in Yoruba land but all over the world. The elites always come to a place that they will derive benefit. They are not used to sacrifice and work to achieve that benefit. If we say today that OPC have turned to a political party, you will see like nothing less than one million graduates will rush in to join so as to become a senator using a large organization. They were not with us when we are suffering, when police were banishing our members, when we were thrown into detention, which was the sacrifice for the liberation of Yoruba. How many elite can stay over night because he wants to be security for one street? So when you are talking of removing the hooligans, when you have a clarion call for people to join an organization, even if that person comes from a very bad society. It is your duty to integrate them as a leader, re-oriented them, to educate them, to share their malaise and transform them.
Q. Have you been doing that?
A. Yes, if we are not doing that OPC will be a different thing from the OPC we had about four years ago. We cannot have self –determination for the Yoruba people. I am not saying Yoruba cannot achieve self-determination. In fact it will happen. Look at what is happening in Niger Delta; look at what is happening in south east. If the goverment of this country do not listen to the wishes of the people, it may happen at last. Let me tell you, we have been calling for restructuring since 1992, we have been calling for certain recognition of the zones, derivation principle that anything tapped from geo-political zone, 50% should go to that zone. If you can’t give 50% why not give then 40%. What is the cause of the problem of the Niger Delta in the National Politician Reform Conference that was held in 2005, these people were asking for just 25% and they refuse to give to them which led to the walk out and deadlocking of the Conference. They demanded for 25% and Obasanjo did not listen.
Q. I want you to clear this, is it true that it was governor Daniels of Ogun state that reconciled you and Dr Faseun?
A. Yes, Gbenga Daniel the governor of Ogun state was the one that called us to a meeting, me and Dr Fredrick Faseun for the reconciliation of the two factions of the OPC. Dr Fredrick Faseun is the founding father and spiritual leader of the organization. I am the national coordinator. But notwithstanding, when there was a crack for six to seven years, you can always mend back the crack within few years. Not immediately after reconciliation that you have two organization. Now you can see that the confrontation between my group and that of Dr Faseun has reduced drastically. The issue of factional crisis we had in different local government areas are no more. That is number one achievement we got from that reconciliation. The ideology of OPC would finally cement us together. We preach the same thing and and share same ideology. Again the age difference is a factor. I am just like a son to Dr Faseun; he is like a father to me. You easily can’t see me going to the newspaper to say a wrong thing against Dr Faseun. Papa is old, the place I can be useful, papa cannot be useful and the place papa can be useful, I cannot be useful. But we started it in 1994 because I remember you asked when we started it. We started it together, we were nine people. Baba was made convener, by then I was like a person writing attendance. But when papa was detained in 1996,I took charge of the organization.
Q. One problem with OPC which people complain is that the people recruited for OPC are not adherents to your ideology, what they do is to oppress people.
A. Well for our recruitment, I told you there is a lot of impersonation in the system now. We encourage people to report to us to deal with any evil act from our members. We encourage people to give us information about groups perpetrating evil in their area. There is no way we can make any adjustment or bring justice to that area without information.
Q. But from your own end is there no measure through which you can find out those people who do not represent OPC’s philosophy?
A. We are talking about recruitment here. We have our process. No original member of OPC engages in such negative activities. But when you are talking of impersonation, anything can happen. Look at the police day by day, they arrest bad eggs, even in the civil service. So this organization is larger, when people are bringing such opinion, you should consider what we are passing through. It is not a government agency. It is a self determination organization that has members in virtually every street. We always send out our telephone numbers/lines through the media house for people who are suspicious to report to us. If you call us that these people are maltreating you, we can do the right thing. We have a discplinary agency; we are talking of Monitoring Committee. Immediately you come out and say something is happening in your area within two hours or even an hour the Monitoring committee in that local government will come to that place to bring justice. Either we ban the group or we put a poster that this is not our group. They didn’t past normal protocol to join this organization everybody that saw them parading as OPC report them to police.
Q. Dont you think with eight years of Obasanjo’s presidency the essence of OPC has been overtaken by events?
A. Because Obasanjo was president; there should not be a Yoruba cause. No! No! No! Obasanjo as a president did not even do the wishes of the Yoruba people. We have our agenda before the coming of Obasanjo as president. We are asking for Sovereign National Conference which Obasanjo was reluctant to do for the period of eight years. We asked for restructuring, which Obasanjo as a person did not even do. He got opportunity in the National Reform Conference and refused to do it and at the same time, apart from the political angle, we are talking of cultural promotion. We thought the bane of our problem is that we have lost our identity by not facing our identity. This is the reason you should ask us why festival festival festival. We are doing this festival to refresh the memory of our people, because a lot of people do not know anything about ‘olokun’. We have found out that things are produced to demonize ‘olokun’. We found out many things. The Kabiesi did not even handle the ‘oshun-osogbo’ well.
Q. Otunba, can you address this issue of OPC members colluding with Area boys to collect money from members of the public?
A. I will be very glad to know the specific area where this kind of behaviour is happening. Maybe these people can either be original members of the OPC or people that are impersonators. The factional crisis in the organization, allowed lots of infiltration of different characters. They believe if they hang on Gani Adams faction, Dr Faseun faction will not have opportunity to deal with them, or if they hang on Dr Faseun faction, Gani Adam faction will not have opportunity to deal with them, because when you have divided house, different things come into the House.
Q. What are you doing to check these behaviours that drag OPC name to the mud?
A. Well the unity has come. If the unity has not come, the kind of system we put in place in the past one year that put every body in check, you will not see it. The unity has come. Look let me tell you, there is no revolutionary organization in this form, of ten years old, that will not have faction. Even the Palestinian, even the IRA, Sinn Fein, the Gerry Adams of this world. Even the ANC, they had factions. NADECO or lets talk about the political parties we have in Nigeria, tell me any them that do not have faction right now? Are you telling me PDP do not have factions?  When they want to take power that is when you see all of them sitting down. They have faction within their structure. Look at AC and ANPP they has faction. But unlike ours, this is an organization that has been in existence for the period of thirteen years. The government has their way to divide any group. They have the machinery, they have the money.  If an organization that falls into the category of serious pressure group always antagonises them when they do the wrong policy in the country. So what happened to us is not because Gani Adams and Dr Faseun are having a supremacy contest. There are external forces and interests involved. We have some Yoruba leaders that are not happy because the organization is waxing stronger? Let us penetrate them and divide them, so that they will not be useful to the society.
Q. How do you differentiate OPC members from Area boys?
A. It is easy to differentiate OPC members from Area boys. OPC members have their base and they write the inscription ‘OPC zone’ and most times when we have festivities or programme, they come with banners with OPC inscriptions. At same time, Area boys cannot be security guards in the streets. When you see a situation where some people are used as security personnel apart from Nigerian police you will differentiate them from Area boys. In their base they will write it boldly as OPC zone and if you investigate very well with royal majesty or ‘baale’ of the area, they will direct you to the base of OPC. Even the Landlord Association of the area, can direct you to OPC. Some impersonators who are not original members of OPC exist. Maybe they want to take something, they go to garage to threaten the union, and maybe they can give them position or use it to connive with Area boys to take money from the public but we deal with them when we get reports.
Q. What about normal situations when there is no OPC programme or festivities, how do you differentiate?
A. We have the ID card and within every two years we change our ID card. There are sometimes we decide to give certificates. We also produce different documents which if you see in their hands, you’ll know they are members of OPC and we have a newsprint, we call it Oodua National Post, you can’t easily see it in the hands of ordinary person. There are a lot of things that distinguishes them as members of OPC, even stickers, sometimes we give them stickers, but sometimes we play it down because of the security implication.
Q. Thank you very much Otunba Gani Adams
A. Thank you. 
 

















APPENDIX SEVEN

Transcribed unedited Interview with Chief Ralph Uwazurike Founder of the Movemant for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra (MASSOB) at the Fredom House headquarters of MASSOB in Okwe near Okigwe,Imo State August 27,2008.

Q. Everything about Biafra was assumed to have ended with the war. Why Biafra again? 
A. Who said that? How do you expunge something on the surface of the earth? By way of obliteration?
Q. MASSOB at inception started with rallies in Lagos, what were the motives behind those rallies?
A. To sensitize Biafrans about their suffering under the bondage of Nigeria and instil in them the hope of a better future with Biafran republic that shall defend their interests. 
Q. But there was surrender?
A. And so what? So if there was surrender, nobody must talk about Biafra again? What is bad with talking about Biafra? Don’t you think that as a people, things are worse today than they were under British rule? Why can’t we go back to British people and ask them to colonize us? What is wrong about that? What are you benefiting today from Nigeria that you were denied under British rule? If they think that what I am doing today is unheard of, then they should invite Britain to come and recolonize us. Do you understand self-determination as a phrase? Do you also know that it is one of the principles in the United Nations? So if it is in the UN Charter, why are we marooned? If not that Nigeria is independent today, will these people be presidents of a country Nigeria. A governor-general who is a white man would have continued in that position ruling, isn’t it? What is the calamity with self-determination? Since 1945, when the United Nations was formed, do you know how many countries that gained independence? How did they get it? If the United Nations recognize those countries as independent, why must our own be sacrilege? What offence have we committed? How did the world feel about disintegration of Soviet Union into sixteen states? How did the world feel about Yugoslavia? Must we consider how Nigerian ruler feel before something good happens? Some of the countries in Europe are not even up to two million people, but they are countries. Sao Tome and Principe are 300,000 people, but you are talking about people of over 50 million saying they want to stay on their own and you are looking at it as if it is is an abomination. But United Nations recognizes every day one country or the other in Europe as independent state.
Q.  Why did you decide to hold the rallies in Lagos?
A. The rallies we held in Lagos were meant to prepare the minds of people for the 27th May 2000 redeclaration of Biafra and hoisting of the flag. Those rallies were specifically planned for places where we have high concentration of easterners, such as Alaba International and Oshodi among other places. We had five rallies in all.
Q. Members of MASSOB were arrested and arraigned by the police as a result of those rallies.
A. Yes, our members were arrested, but the courts granted them bail. The courts confirmed our rights to conduct those rallies as we did not break any law. They wouldn’t do any thing. The courts are our defender. The courts decided then that we should continue to hold our rallies.
Q. Given the incessant raids on MASSOB, don’t you think the violent strategy becomes preferable to non-violence?
A. Oh my God! Let me tell you something, the attack on MASSOB is the beauty of non-violence. If they had failed to attack MASSOB since 1999, when we started, we would have gone into oblivion. Our popularity stems from the fact that we are attacked daily. So people started picking interest. I tell you, the only good thing on earth is non-violence. That is the only means you can achieve your aim. Look at how much we have achieved since 1999. But if we had resorted to arms, they would have looked the other way. Today MASSOB is all over the world. I studied non-violence because of Mahatma Gandhi. I left Nigeria for India to study non-violence. I know its rudiments and its potency. In non-violence, you have nobody to defeat. For one week, they invaded my place. They are the people to get tired because they feel the weight of the gun. I am not feeling any weight. You buy bullets, you buy petrol, and the weight is on you.
Q. You’ve been saying that MASSOB is a non-violent organization, but events of recent past, going by activities of your members seem to prove otherwise.
A, Our non-violent posture depicts the fact that we will not attack anybody first but if you attack us, we have to defend ourselves. We are not trees you can just come and cut down any how. If you are bent on killing us, we have the right to defend ourselves because we have to protect, secure and preserve our lives. Our non-violent posture means that we shall not under any circumstance attack anybody. You understand it. So that explains our reaction to certain condition when our members have reacted violently. The circumstance depends on our being attacked and invariably we shall retaliate because we have to protect our lives and properties.
Q. Why is MASSOB facing all these harassment, compared to similar ethnic self-determination groups like the OPC?
A. That is what I am fighting against. One important observation is that when they want to do this kind of thing, they use a lousy Igbo man who doesn’t know his left from his right. Igbo man who is only interested in his pocket and personal interest to the detriment of his race. There is inequality in Nigeria and that is what I am fighting against. Everybody knows that I don’t carry arms. You cannot point at anybody killed by MASSOB since it started but they have killed so many of my members. They have been here, so many times. How many are they? Do they think my members cannot overrun them? They came by 3 am in the night. Do they know where we were? Did we kill any of them? They cannot try it with OPC or any other person. They can’t. They have been raiding this place because we are non-violent. Suppose we have AK47, can you come here by 2am? You cannot, even if only three people are here. But I tell you, non-violence is more potent than violence; than arms and ammunition. Here, you have nobody to win. You finish your arms and get frustrated. 
Q. How and why?
A. With ammunition, you defeat the other person because he is not with arms or ammunition. He is going with faith and courage, believing in what he is saying and what he is doing. They have nobody to defeat. They can’t defeat Uwazurike because Uwazurike is not fighting anybody. I am only saying what I believe in, something that is recognized by the outside world, and something upon which United Nation built its own ideology-self-determination. It’s everywhere.
Q. Do you think this democracy in Nigeria today is worth protecting?
A. This is the last democracy. I don’t think we shall have any democracy after this.
Q. Is it because Obasanjo military background dominated the first eight years?
A. There is no good intention, Obasanjo is a crook. Have you forgotten the missing 2 billion naira during his tenure as military head of state? They were bandying stories whether it was taken by Idi Amin, was taken to Uganda, have you forgotten. Now nobody talk about it simply because he said it was lost. It is just like when Abacha was the president everything people were talking then is how Abacha was the best thing to happen to Nigeria, the best president, he should continue. But when he died people came out to expose all his wrongs. So Obasanjo has from the word go been a crook. Who gave him the money to establish his farm in Ota? What was his salary as a soldier? How many millions were invested in Ota?
Q. Do you have ordinary people with you on this MASSOB movement? Given the past experience and do you think it is achievable?
A. If you are campaigning for office, you don’t start campaigning from your family, you go outside because it is only a forgone conclusion that your family members will vote for you. So you need to go outside telling people this is what you want to do. The southeast is our people. We don’t have to tell our people how to emancipate themselves. By the time we go to the east, only one day is enough for us to turn the place upside down.
Q. You have talked about 25 stages to Biafran independence, which stage are you now?
A. Stage Eleven, comprising civil disobedience and building administrative structures.
Q. There is this fear that MASSOB resurrection of 	Biafra might enrage other ethnic groups against the Igbo outside Igbo land like Lagos where you have large concentration of Igbos.
A.  Who will attack them, the Yoruba? Are the Yoruba greater in numbers than the Igbos in Lagos?
Q. What plans does MASSOB have to protect the lives and properties of Igbos outside Igbo land?
A. If anybody attacks us, we attack the person. If you want peace prepare for war. If the Yoruba attack us, we shall reply by attacking them back. Their number does not outweigh our own number in Lagos. We give them whatever they want.
Q. What are the messages of MASSOB to non-MASSOB members?
A. To be prepared for independence of Biafra.thats all. Until we are independent, we are on our own, there will be no peace. Injustice is glaring and you can’t achieve peace and unity without justice.
Q. There are reports that MASSOB imports arms, of which even the SSS accuses you. How true is this?
A. I will not answer that question. If MASSOB is importing arms will I tell you that we are or we are not? They have security agencies all over the place; it is their duty to find out because even if we are importing and I told you we are not, you wouldn’t believe it. So it is the duty of the security agencies.
Q. What is your relationship with Igbo governors in the east? Are they with you in this struggle?
A. Yes, they are cooperating. They are Igbo too and they know the feeling, so they are cooperating.
Q. They are cooperating with MASSOB?
A. Why not, at least the former governor of Imo state has openly declared support for our course. All of them are in support because what we are doing is going to benefit every Igbo man. We are talking of freedom of the Igbo and no one wants to be a slave.
Q. What about the people that express the opinion that Biafra is too small in terms of space for the Igbo compared to Nigeria which is much bigger with potential to make global impact?
A Well, if it is declared, we will know whether it is small or big
Q. For instance, we know that every four African is a Nigerian
A. What benefit are we getting from that? No water, no nothing. Does that place food on the table? All these analogy makes no impact to the ordinary man.
Q. People see the feat MASSOB accomplished on August 26, 2004 as its greatest achievement. How did you do that?
A. No, no, we are not lacking in ideology. For what? Is August 26, bigger than introduction of the Biafran currency?
Q. For the Biafran currency, it seem did not go down well with the government. Isn’t this the major problem for harassment of MASSOB?
A. Was I the person who printed Biafran money? Biafra money has been there for the past 37 years. Do you know if we have been there using it even before we formed MASSOB. Why must it disturb anybody? It can’t disturb me. Why must Biafra currency disturb anybody? I have told them in Italy you had the lira, but then the Vatican City has its own currency. In America you have dollar and other currencies. What is all the noise about Biafran currency does it disturb anybody? Am I the person who printed it?
Q. But MASSOB re-introduced the Biafran currency?
A. How can you even prove it? Did we call a press conference to say today we are introducing Biafran currency? If people are using Biafran currency why must I be crucified? Was there any law that banned the use of Biafran currency in the first place? You know the other day they arraigned my boys whom they caught with Biafran currency in Owerri High Court. The magistrate threw away the case and said what is the meaning of all this. Where is the law? The boys were released even without any condition. If you think Biafran currency should not be used, you put up a bill in the parliament, then if it is passed, it becomes law, then you can say don’t use Biafra currency.
Q. But the only legal tender in Nigeria is naira, why support the use of Biafran currency?
A. Nobody is disputing that, but like I said I can have a personal negotiation with you to exchange my goods and services the way it benefits me. But if you say naira is the only legal tender in Nigeria, don’t you use dollars? If I come to buy something and I say I have only dollars wont you accept it? Is dollar not legal tender?
Q. Some of these issues agitating MASSOB can be trashed in a sovereign national conference. What is MASSOB position on this?
A. We are not interested in National Conference that would not produce an independent Biafran state.
Q. What is your take on the views of former Ohaneze president Joe Irukwu who believe Igbos can be reintegrated into Nigeria through remedies of political and economic marginalization so that Biafra would be laid to rest?
A. Professor Irukwu is different from Ralph Uwazurike. He has his own ideas about life and I have my own ideas of life. I respect him entirely for what he is. I have given Nigeria enough time to change to my liking and it has failed to change. If to him it requires one million years, I don’t give such time. I gave Nigeria time to change their hatred against our people. The killing of Igbos started in the North, in Kano in 1945. Up till today they are still killing our people in the North. Just a few months ago our people were killed in the North. When do you think these things will stop? The same Irukwu you ask him what measures he has put in place to stop the killing of our people by Hausas.
Q. What is it that can make you stop talking about MASSOB?
A. I have no powers today to stop MASSOB. I cannot. MASSOB is all over the world. Am I going to stop MASSOB in Nigeria or in America or in Europe? I am here as a referee, nothing more. I don’t even do anything, people do the work outside. How can I stop MASSOB? Which MASSOB am I going to stop? I formed it fine, but it has outgrown me. I am even the least player in MASSOB today. Voice of Biafra International is there. I don’t make any contribution to the programmes they present. The news bulletin, they don’t show me what they broadcast. If I say stop MASSOB, they will say ‘otorugbagbukwa gi ebe ahu’ (May stomach upset kill you there).
Q. So there is no going back on this path to secession?
A. No going back
Q. Thank you very much
A. Thank you.


	






















APPENDIX EIGHT

Transcribed unedited Interview with Mr Benjamin Onuegbu, Western Regional Representative of the Movemant for the Actualization of Sovereign State of Biafra (MASSOB) at the MASSOB Western Regional headquarter Ajedidun Street,Ijeshatedo,Lagos,November 10,2008.

Q. I want you to start by telling us who you are.
A. My name is Benjamin Onuegbu.
Q. What is your position in MASSOB?
A. I am the Western Representative of MASSOB
Q.Why was MAASSOB started?
A. MASSOB started 13 September, 1999 and our leader saw a dream of liberating his people, the oppressed people of eastern Nigeria. They are slaves because nothing in Nigeria benefits the easterner, no development in the area, they are hardly employed into federal establishements and even when it occurs they are not promoted. Go to the east, you cannot see government presence especially in Igbo land. In the scheme of things we are not regarded. Another thing again is that every year, you hear that the northerners are using us as sacrifice, killing us enmass. Even in the west Igbos are killed every year. These massacres have been happening from time to time and when we are crying, no government listens to us because of that, the Igbo rallied round Ralph Uwazurike, who came out to say enough is enough. When he started this, he did not invite anybody; he was just writing in the papers and announcing it through interviews on television. Many of us went and approached him having witnessed and felt the suffering of the easterners/Igbo.  We came to him and joined. There was no invitation to anybody, we felt what we were suffering, and we joined the organization MASSOB.  And what is the meaning of MASSOB; Movement for the Actualization of Sovereign state of Biafra.
Q. Do you believe that these entire problems you enumerated could be solved only by secession from Nigeria?
A. Thats all, there is no other way. No alternative. You cannot do anything now for us. What they said they are doing now like putting people in the executive and government post is late. There is no other way, look at my age, what can you do to me now. I have never been a worker in Nigeria, but yet I am doing very well, I have a wife and children. Four out of my six children have graduated from universities but they are still applicants. At my age what can you give me? I am seventy-nine years of age, am a skilled man. Those children I trained them but they cannot help me after their education. 
Q. What is MASSOB’s strategy to actualize Biafra given the fact that the previous attempt in the past could not materialize?
A. Yes, I was one of the people who fought at that time. But we were short of weapons. God helped us to survive it for three years. Nigeria went abroad and hired countries, lifted our oil to foreign countries in exchange for weapons but we withstood them for three years. Then as war used to happen, there was no ceasefire and discussion to settle the issues that is why it has risen again. This time around, I heard about it and felt it is a worthy venture. But this time around there is no going to be any war again, no more bloodshed, even though Nigeria is shedding our blood. More than 2000-3000 people have been killed; I will give you one paper after this interview where we compiled the names of those killed. It is the vision of our leader that the best way to go about it is non-violence, non-exodus. We cannot run away like before, we cannot harm any person, they can harm us because if we can maintain it as we are maintaining it now, at the end Biafra would be a reality.
Q. Now let me ask this, it is nine years now since Chief Uwazurike started MASSOB of which he said he has twenty five stages. I do not know the stage you are now and how can you realize a Biafra state without violent struggle?
A. We have discharged eleven stages now and we are nearing to the sovereign government of Biafra. What we are doing now, we are not doing anything with Nigeria. We are doing everything we are doing as Biafrans. The stage we are now is civil disobedience which has taken quite some time. We have gone out with a parallel government. Nigeria government is there but we have nothing to do with it because it is not doing anything for us. Yes, yes Nigerian government is in the east, with their governors, but we have also constituted our own government in the east. We ordered civil disobedience which the governors attempted to counter but failed.
Q. Are you talking about what MASSOB did on the 26th of August 2004 to be precise, the sit-at-home call which people complied according to newspaper reports. How did you people achieve that feat?
A. How we achieve that, you know at that time, infiltrations have not gone deep into our member. Are you aware that some Igbo elites go into our members to bribe them, give them money to sink our ship? That time it wasn’t like that that is why we succeeded. Let me tell you this, any average Igbo man or woman or even pregnant woman is a child of Biafra because the mind of the woman is already in Biafra. The problem is that most people had thought that if they come out to talk about Biafra, they will be killed or imprisoned. Like what they are doing us. So those gifted by God continue pushing it like we are doing, that is the thing.
Q. Okay that is where I want to go now because so many MASSOB members have been arrested some imprisoned and killed. Are these not killing the spirit of the members to continue in this venture? What is the spirit driving your members inspite of these dangers?
A. Yes, the force that is driving our active members is determination. They have pledged their lives that unless they get Biafra, they would not quit the struggle. They have pledged their lives for Biafra. It is better to die in the struggle of liberty than to live as a slave. 
Q. Is that your slogan?
A. Yes that is our slogan, and that slogan is what is guiding our members. Unless they die they cannot quit the struggle.
Q. How many members do MASSOB has all over the world?
A. If you take the strength of MASSOB all over the world, it is more than forty million people. Let me tell you one thing, there is no average person or Igbo man that is not a MASSOB.
Q. Not Biafra,I mean the MASSOB organization how many are you?
A. Okay, the organization itself-yes our members, the strength of our members is not less than 15 million people.
Q. How did you come about that figure?
A. They are registered members; we give identity card, so we know the members.
Q. Fifteen million registered members?
A. Wonderful, we are given ID cards. We know how many ID cards issued out starting from 1999, we know how many?
Q. How many members?
A. I am telling you the truth, I am not joking, but only thing you see is that some of them may get ID card but because of harassments from Nigeria, because of fear, become inactive in the organization. Even some elite in the east, they are members. They have ID cards, some fear open identification with us so as not to be discriminated in case of employment. Some politicians fear open identification because they want to stand for governor or senate, which they may not give them, if they openly identify. Even there is no governor here that does not support us.
Q. There is no governor that does not support you?
A. Yes.
Q. They support you, but none of them have come out openly to show it?
A. They can’t come out open because they are serving Nigeria. They know that once you came out, they will rob them their positions. That is why they fear and we know that.
Q. Now you talk about government, that Biafra has a government, can you tell me more about the structure of the organization from the national level down to the local level. What is the structure, like now you are the coordinator of Western Zone?
A. Yea, in the beginning the structure is that we started with ward officers, after ward officers, you get district officers (DOs) after DOs…
Q. The district officers, how many are they?
A. Em, you cannot count them. They are many. These people you see here, they are PAs.
Q. A P.A means what?
A. Provincial Adminstrators. Each PA has about ten DOs.  If you come to that Area you may have between 20-30 PAs
Q. Each PA has ten DOs?
A. And each DO, they have many ward officers
Q. Okay, then what is the structure of these wards office?
A. A leader of the ward. We started with them first, gathering people. After they may have stayed like two years or so, by which time they must have matured, they are then promoted to district officers. Each district officer move to PA after serving for a certain time, ranging from one to two years thereafter they can be promoted to Chief P.A. Chief PA manages a zone in that Area. A zone is comprised of ten PAs and each PA controls about ten DOs and each DO has about ten wards.
Q.Is the Chief PA the highest attainable position?
A. No! No! Our structure is different. When our government is properly constituted, we would think of what to do with the state. We do not like the state, we would rather use region.
Q.Do you have region in existence?
A. Yes, we have region, each region is composed of ten Areas.
Q. Is regions the highest level?
A. Yes, as at now, regions are the highest level.
Q. Okay, right now you are in charge of western region?
A. Yes west as a whole, I started from ward before mobilizing people and given offices. The whole of the regions here and overseas started from here.
Q. How many regions do you have in Southwest?
A. Three regions. I divided them about two years ago.
Q. What about the regions in the east.
A. We have many regions
Q. You don’t know the number?
A. We have Owerri region, Enugu region, Aba region, Abakiliki region, Nsukka region, Onitsha region, Okigwe region etc. What we mean by region is when the people are free, they rule themselves, there will be no imposition.
Q. Does it mean you are not adopting the structures of Nigeria?
A. No! No! No! Nigeria is a fraud, Nigeria is a fraud. What happens there is take from the people what God has given to them. Snatch it and give it to others who are far away from them all in the name of one Nigeria. One Nigeria is because oil is found in the east. If this oil is found in the west or north, Nigeria would have divided for long. We know all that tricks that they are using now trying to amend or correct it but it is impossible because we have opened the eye of easterners. Some know it, some senators they know it more than I do. Before they were saying who will save us, but when we came out and said okay, sacrifice us. Since three years now, have you heard that an Igboman is murdered in the north? It can’t happen again. If they do it now, we shall retaliate in Biafra land.
Q. Let me ask this, MASSOB is a very huge organization, you see a lot of things, for instance, they have embassies abroad, and they have radio stations. Now how is the organization financed to accomplish all these tasks?
A. We are funded majorly by donation and we cannot force somebody to donate. We do it in a way that each group has their meeting for the upkeep of the movement and the little money people pay, like due which is not mandatory; some do it for the upkeep of the movement. We are spending a lot of money here but we are making it.
Q. Does it mean you don’t mandate people to pay?
A. No we don’t mandate people. How can you mandate people you’re not owing and sure if they are working?
Q. No I am talking about the structure at the horizontal level.
A. Alright we have started running a government; it is we who are the government. You cannot call a Hausaman to come and run our government or declare for us an independent Biafran state, no! In general we don’t have soldiers, but we have security men. The security men take care of our welfare as regards to security. We don’t train soldiers, we are non-violent and we shall maintain our non-violent stance until Biafra is achieved. Coming to ministers, we have directors appointed like the people that I had meeting with before this interview. They are directors of all the ministries.
Q. How is the ministries like, is it like agriculture, sports etc?
A. Yes, yes.
Q. At what level are these ministries operational?
A. At all the levels, like each region just like any government at the central level; we have directors, the same with other levels of the organizational structure at the local level. Just like Nigeria, where there are ministries at central and commissioners at state level, we have it like that in MASSOB. If you like I bring you the list of my ministries.
Q. So at every vertical level of MASSOB administration, there is horizontal structure in terms of directorates of different sectors?
A. Yes, transport, market, sports, finance, culture, music and entertainment. If you like, the list is here. I held meeting with them yesterday when I returned from national meeting. I tell them what to do. One funny thing we have is that many of the members who are not focused, they go about shouting Uwazurike eat money, they never contributed penny. They themselves talking, look at the ministries, we have information ministry, mobilization ministry, finance, record and statistics ministry. We have education ministry, we have student affairs ministry, and we have works and industry ministry, women affairs ministry, culture, music and entertainment ministry. We also have welfare ministry, security ministry, market traders ministry, okada riders ministry, motor drivers ministry, chieftaincy affairs ministry, industry and agriculture, health and sanitation, war veterans ministry (those who fought in the war, though they are old men), motor park ministry. They were twenty as at yesterday, but I have expanded them by separating some to give us twenty-five ministries. I gave them authority to run on their own.
Q. So these ministries, you appoint individuals to run each of them as directors?
A. Yes, we have just one person.
Q. Do they have other members?
A. Yes, they have members, like education they have a programme, we opened adult education programme. Each Area open their own, they rent a place and they come in the evening by 4.O’ clock or sometimes 6 O’clock and close by 9 O’clock or 5 O’clock depending on the Area. Then, those who don’t know how to read and write they help them.
Q. What about works?
A. Works, if we have our own personal works we do them. If you go to Okwe, you will see what we did there; the Freedom House.
Q. I have been to the place?
A. You have been to the place. When people see that, they say ‘ehee’ plenty millions have been embezzled. But it is our labour. Any thing we are doing, we do it well, if not material, everything there were done by MASSOB members.
Q. You mean MASSOB people?
A. Yes, even here we are, I know Uwazurike built when he was a lawyer but we have done a lot of renovation. I did it when he was in prison. I pull down to roof to put it to this standard and before December, I am finishing everything including doors and window. Even wiring will be done by next month.
Q. Can I ask you about demographic make up of the fifteen million members you claim? What are the make up in terms of the proporition of male and female members?
A. Okay, I can give you the range, not exact figures. You have a lot of women here. Most of us our wives are members.  We have women wing, we created women wing both here which is a branch and home. It is the same in America, Canada and South Africa. When I mention that we are upto twenty million people don’t doubt, it is true. After all the radio you hear is not operated here, it is not operated here, people are there, workers are there operating it. So we have women, we have elderly people and we have young boys, the youth of course.
Q. The mix from what I read is that it is predominantly youth
A. No! No! No! Am I a youth? You have some people who are older than me in this organization. When you go to the section or ministry of war veterans, you see people older than me. Don’t mind what they are talking, we have chieftaincy affairs where crowned chiefs meet.
Q. Are you talking about coronated chiefs?
A. Yes, chieftaincy affairs takes care of them.
Q. Apart from realizing Biafra, what other incentive do members get apart from the hope that they will realize Biafra someday?
A. Okay, our major incentive in this struggle is to achieve survival for our children and children’s children to come. Two, some of us may not benefit materially from this because of our age but it is for our children to save them from the ugly situation of Nigeria. Our struggle is to create a country where equity and social justice shall reign supreme, something that is alien to Nigeria. The evil structure laid down for me and our children is what we are fighting to end. The life and security of our people becomes target of ethnic and religious riots at the slightest provocation in Kano and Kaduna. That cannot happen now, so we must secure their lives even in Lagos here. If they attempt anything against our people, we finish them. They know. Even though, we will not fight, there is another way we will paralyse everything. So that is the thing.
Q. Now let me ask, you don’t believe in violence. How realistic do you think achieving Biafra would be without violence?
A. It is very very very possible. We are not the first and we shouldn’t be the last to secede. Let me tell you eh, you read many books, when the Indians were under British rule, did they use war to get their independence, but they achieved it, right. Eriteria fought before, haven’t they got their independence?
Q. Eriteria got their independence through violence?
A. Yes I know, but look at South Africa when they were under apartheid by the minority white, did Mandela use violence to free his people, no!
Q. Yes, there was a time, the ANC introduced violence into the struggle.
A. I know what I am saying. South Africa did not achieve their freedom by violent means, and Mandela particularly did not endorse violence. The only thing you saw that time wasn’t themselves that wanted to fight, but they were humiliated and killed just like our situation here. Many of us has been killed, it doesn’t mean we used violence. For instance, many of our members were killed at Onitsha, did we kill any person? We believe in non-violence and that non-violence is very very powerful more than gun throttling. If it is by violence, Nigeria would have won the battle since, but now they cannot do it because we know what we are doing.
Q. You mentioned that the government is trying to infiltrate MASSOB and create disaffection?
A. Yes, they have been doing it by bribing some people but they have failed.
Q. But, I know from what I read in the papers that during the time Chief Uwazurike was in the prisons that some group within MASSOB came out to say they have appointed a new leader to act in his stead, even though another group countered that which seem to portray the organization as divided.
A. Yes, Nigeria gave them money. Look let me tell you, the reason why Obasanjo arrested Chief Uwazurike. He gathered some traitors in Igboland who call themselves elders and asked them how to go about it. They asked him to arrest Uwazurike, once you take him off, give us money, we shall invite his people, his okada riders and give them money, and they will renounce the course or struggle. But they don’t know our level of resilience. So when he arrested Uwazurike, those people collected money from him and started sponsoring violence in the name of MASSOB. When they see a bigman that has money, they will kidnap him just to discredit the organization. But because of our non-violence stance we did not talk. Sometimes, I would go to the newspaper to deny the allegations. In Onitsha massacre alone, they killed 1000 people in the park. We use this system of non-violence to overthrow those people perpetrating violence and pushed them out. We withdrew ourselves. Instead of confronting them and avoid their harassment, we gave an order that everybody should go to his own region so that they cannot see anyone to harass again. Again some of us were arrested and imprisoned, like myself and Uwazurike and asked to deny the struggle. We said no, we can’t do it. But this time around, those elements that were in Nigerian pocket and failed to achieve the promise they made to Nigeria. I don’t know whether Nigeria recovered the money they gave them. They were the ones shouting and writing in the newspaper. Uwazurike has eaten money, Uwazurike this, Uwazurike that and none of them was an administrator. They were all ministry men, director of ministries. Those people within the ministries; they are not contributing anything here. I am telling you, they are not contributing. I don’t know why. They were the ones accusing Uwazurike of all sorts of things. But those committed to the struggle were all with Uwazurike. When we demonstrated it, the whole world saw it that we were still intact. We organised a million-man march, but only one state we entered Imo state, about 5 million people turned out and the world saw it. Nigeria blocked us from entering other states. But mark me any state that we entered, that state must fall.
Q. The million-man march, you are talking about, when was that.
A. That was in May 2008.
Q. Those people you talked about, who became violent, what is their state now? Where are they? Are they still members of MASSOB?
A. They were members, but they sacked themselves from the struggle.  They are on their own. I don’t know their whereabouts. I only read about them on the papers when they are attacking us, which cannot remove any hair from us. But it is good; it is not every member that started from the beginning that is still here. In God’s creation story, it is not everyone that believes. The Israelites at their own time of struggle, there were people like that. It was recorded in the Bible. These people doing this are after money not Biafra. We thank God as he exposed them and they went away by themselves. By what we are reading, you are reading in the papers, do you believe that you would see MASSOB operating anywhere. Can you believe it? You can’t. So that is the thing.
Q. So I wanted to ask, you organised a million-man march to demonstrate your strength. Is the organization still intact and cohesive as it used to?
A. Aah! Aah! We heard that and the message we passed was for people to see us as very much intact.  Foreign people like BBC covered and reported the event and the march was only from Okigwe to Owerri. We did not even go to Onitsha, Enugu and yet you saw the crowd.
Q. When was this?
A. 28th August.
Q. Is it this last August?
A. Yes last August.
Q.What about the other group that broke away from MASSOB because they believe in violence called BIAMUBS?
A. No! No! No! They are among the people I am talking about. As a matter of fact, they were among us when Chief was arrested. They believe it is by war they could get Biafra. They used the slogan ‘it is by war we will get Biafra’, so that they would scatter the minds of massobians. But I was able to hold west so that they couldn’t penetrate, just like other regions held their people also. Now chief is out, all of them have gone. You cannot see them, BIAMUBS, there is nothing like BIAMUBS again.
Q. Another question I want to ask is this, how do you maintain discipline in the organization?
A. Very very well. Minus discipline, we might not be here by now.
Q. How do you do that?
A. By first educating our people that before we can achieve what we want, we must respect one another. One thing we have is that we love ourselves. The loyal people respect our leader. Even people like me who are older than him by age, respect him as our leader. I am like a father to him, he is a young man, but because of the post, I respect him.
Q. One thing I noticed even when I came here is that nobody agreed to talk to me without permission from you, why?
A. They can’t; nobody can talk to you unless I permit.
Q. You, instructed them to do that?
A. Yes, we have educated them very well. Discipline is my own life even in the past. If I discover you cannot be disciplined here, I show you the way out.
Q. I hear that MASSOB now has courts, Biafran courts that adjudicate among members?
A. Eh! We call it reconciliation. We have reconciliation offices. It is reconciliation office in a way that when we get problem with a fellow Biafran, we can go there. We don’t want to go to Nigerian court, unless Nigeria drags us to their court. Like now we have various cases. But MASSOB to MASSOB cannot go to Nigerian courts; it is one of the laws of civil disobedience. When a MASSOB man has issue with Nigerian police, we sue in Nigerian court, but if the matter concerns a Nigerian, if he is the one that have offended a MASSOBian, we call the person and through our reconciliation mechanism settle it.
Q. What about a person who is not a MASSOB member, can the person come to the reconciliation court?
A. Yes! Yes! He is free since he is doing something that has to do with a problem with our people. We can ask him to come and settle with our people. If our person is faulty, we find him guilty. We would ask him to accept the blame. If the person is guilty, we would warn him not to try it again. If you try it again, you will see another thing. However, we told them not to bring cases of land dispute until the time we fully regain our freedom, independence. Why, because we are yet to recover our land.
Q. Which type of dispute do you settle?
A. Any other dispute provided it is not a land issue.
Q. Any other issue?
A. Like what?
Q. Maybe when someone gives person money to buy something for him and he refuses to account properly. Is that the kind of settlement?
A. Apart from land, there is no other issue we cannot settle.  We settle breaking of contract, maybe I buy a motor cycle and ask you to ride and settle me and you default. We settle such issues in the reconciliation offices.
Q. Before we go, I want to know about welfare system of MASSOB?
A. We have a welfare office.
Q. Now what kind of thing do they do? For instance during your demonstrations or activities, there were members arrested, there were those wounded. What do they get?
A. We carry them with our health people who administer first aid before treating them. When our people are arrested, we first of all go to the police to find out the problem. We hire lawyer for them to take up the case. Our welfare group, everything is under their control. If our people are sick, they will find out about the sickness and report back to us to see how we can help such a member.
Q. What of people in financial need?
A. Yes we are doing it, for instance some of our members who has been killed or arrested have wives and children. We take care of their wives and children. The welfare will go and find out the needs of their wives and children and the organization then comes to their aid.
Q. What other thing to they do?
A. We do other things, like a situation where a landlord harasses a member unnecessarily. We come to the aid of members by drafting our lawyer to the case.
Q. You have lawyers for your members?
A. Yes.
Q. What about members who are unemployed, does MASSOB help to secure job for them?
A. Formerly, at the beginning we made it our tradition that our unemployed members be given jobs when vacancies exist in companies of our members.  Many people got job through this and are doing well.
Q. What about those that have been arrested?
A. We take care of securing their release, like Chief was arrested, we ran up and down with our lawyer until he was released.
Q. Is there any other thing you can say about MASSOB that people are not well informed from newspaper reports?
A. Yes, because those reporting are not our members. They are those sacked because of their bad character, bad behaviour. Some are those who came inside to find whether they would find something materially. Like money. In their heart, they were not with us. Since nobody can give them what they want, they would go and talk nonsense. People like this Abia man Chekwas Okorie, who has been loosing every battle in his life. He claims he is leader of APGA, when court recognises Umez. He is going about fighting everybody, fighting MASSOB because there is no way for him to come in. They are the people who gathered that time to meet Obasanjo and wanted to destroy MASSOB.
Q. The people that collected money?
A. Yes, they are traitors. They are not doing it for nothing; after all, if we get Biafra what concern them. First of all, they do not have MASSOB identity card and they are complaining.
Q. What can you say about the notion that there are people who are using MASSOB?
A. Like some people using it to make money. Like I told you, many of them were like that but when Chief came out ‘kpam’, no way for them again. They can take their pen and continue writing Uwazurike. We didn’t buy land here; this is his house which he built while he was a lawyer. 153 Owerri Road was his chamber when he was a lawyer.
Q. Are you saying he has dedicated his life to the struggle?
A. Yes, he has dedicated his life to the struggle. Somebody who has never suffered for Igbo people will come to criticize and condemn him. Is it right? What saved them is our non-violence. If not for our non-violence, we would organise people to go and carry them so as to tell them that bitter leaf is not good for troubled stomach.
Q. That is to say that you’re non-violent even when you are provoked, you are constrained to take actions?
A. Yes.
Q. Thank you very much for your cooperation.
A. Thank you.
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